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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation was to explore a situated technology integration
professional development experience from the perspective of six university-level foreign
and second language teachers as they engaged and participated in a best practices
professional development model. Assuming variability in development based on
contextual and individual factors, the study aimed to 1) illuminate the underlying issues
by exploring how and why each teacher-learner experienced the professional
development; 2) investigate the similarities and differences among the cases in order to
more fully understand what was involved in advancing the development process, and 3)
locate patterns among the cases that provide insight into what constitutes successful and
effective technology integration professional development.
This dissertation took a comparative multi-case study approach to achieving these
research goals and employed a variety of interview, observation, and document data
collection techniques. These included pre- and post-questionnaires that focused on the
teacher-learners' technological, pedagogical, curricular, and development attitudes,
beliefs, and goals; pre- and post-inventories measuring technology integration familiarity,
use, and interest; six formative questiormaires by which the teacher-learners measured
their own progression; group, pair, and individual interviews examining the teacherlearners experiences at different points; participatory and semi-participatory observations
of the teacher-learners' participation in the various events that made up the model,
including workshops, one-on-one consultations, collegial presentations, and in-class
technology integration implementations; and document evidence in the form of the
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model's help sheets and lesson plans, as well as the syllabi and curriculum records kept
by the teacher-learners themselves regarding their technology integration efforts. The
resulting data were analyzed using a constant comparative method, quantitative visual
display, and a grounded theory approach to coding for process.
The study's findings supported the originally assumed development variability among
the six technology integration professional development cases. Such variability was
shown to be a product of the teacher-learners' own agency, which was revealed to exist in
the individualized and contextualized ways they responded to and, thereby, shaped their
experiences. The effectiveness vs. ineffectiveness of these means to advance the
development processes support language teacher-learners undertaking situated cognitionbased dialogic and reflective learning scenarios infused with self-directed learning and
transformative learning opportunities.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
Overview
The present study is a comparative multi-case study research effort investigating a
situated technology integration professional development experience from the perspective
of six participating university-level foreign and second language teacher-learners. This
study answers the calls emanating from the second language acquisition and teaching
(SLAT) community and from the field of professional development for research that
addresses the specific contextual and individual factors involved in effective and
successful technology integration professional development. Information and
communication technologies have advanced, and will continue to advance, in type and in
use within society at large and within the educational arena and instructional
environments. To date, however, teacher education and training has not been able to
keep pace with these advances even in light of research that has provided us with socalled "best practices" lists. This situation exists because such best practices lists do not
fully acknowledge the significant roles played by both the individual teacher-learners and
the contexts within which professional development for technology integration occurs in
this learning process. Therefore the present study worked to uncover these roles by
investigating how and why teacher-learners engage in and influence the development of
their own process. In so doing, the study provides a situated and a transformed
understanding of the technology integration professional development process and how
effectiveness and success can be achieved.
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Introduction
Interest in the use of computer technology in foreign and second language
learning has grown steadily over the last thirty years. Whether due to advances in the
technology itself, advances in second language acquisition theories, or both, members
within and outside of the language learning and teaching community have developed and
researched ways to take advantage of current technological functionality to mainly
support, and more recently enhance, the goals of various approaches to language
learning. A review of what has widely come to be known as computer assisted language
learning, or CALL, to the present day will enable an understanding of the changing focus
of this seemingly forever-emerging field and provide background for the current
comparative multi-case study of language teachers' technology integration professional
development process. This review will include looking at how CALL has been
conceptualized, what research has uncovered, and technology's role in language teaching
and learning today. Following this review with an interdisciplinary perspective on the
current state of educating and training pre-service and in-service language teachers in
CALL and integrating technology into their language instruction will provide additional
background. This background will then be followed by detailing the purpose of the
study, providing an overview of the study, and explicating the significance of the study.
A section defining important terms used in the study, as well as one presenting the
structure of the study will also be given before proceeding to the additional chapters of
the dissertation.
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Background of the Study
Technology and Language Learning
Attempting to define exactly what CALL is has proven to be somewhat
problematic, in that CALL appears to be different things to different individuals and to
different groups of individuals. While originally it may have been more closely aligned
to that which the acronym stands for - that is, using the computer to assist language
learning - over the years, CALL has come to represent much more. Highlighting this
expansion, for example, is the joint statement issued in 1999 by three CALL interested
professional organizations in an admirable effort to provide decision making bodies, such
as departments, institutions, and other professional associations, with a working
understanding of what CALL encompasses. This was done essentially for evaluation
purposes to be undertaken by those bodies. However, the statement, in its delineation of
CALL as a new and evolving field of exploration of the role information and
communication technologies (ICTs) play in language learning and teaching, was also a
step toward professionalizing this area of interest. According to these organizations,
CALL is an interdisciplinary field that encompasses a wide range of complex innovative
and scholarly activities undertaken in the form of development, pedagogical innovations,
and research. To the extent, however, that this conceptualization conflicts with those
more widely shared by language teachers who Johnson (1999) says view CALL in one of
three ways - as an innovative teaching technique, as a supplement to traditional
instruction, or as an insignificant, yet expensive, toy - this expanded, professionalized

view is still, at present, not the working understanding of those ultimately responsible for
its implementation.
To understand this situation requires looking back at what CALL has been. Li
various manifestations, Warschauer, one of the most prolific CALL authors in the field,
has put forth a historical review of CALL based on the prevailing language teaching and
learning methodology over the past thirty years (Warschauer, 1996; Warschauer &
Healey, 1998; and Warschauer & Meskill, 2000). Representing the differences over the
years as behaviorist CALL, communicative CALL, and integrative CALL, Warschauer
(1996) notes how grammar translation was supported by drill and practice software and
audiolingualism was supported by audio taped drills in the traditional language lab. In
his latest version of this history with Meskill (Warschauer & Meskill, 2000) he combines
and then divides what he once defined as communicative and integrative CALL into
technologies used to support cognitive oriented communicative language teaching and
technologies used to support sociocognitive oriented communicative language teaching.
More specifically, Warschauer and Meskill (2000) relate that technologies that
support the cognitive approach provide contextualized exposure to the target language
and offer opportunities for learners to construct their own understanding. These include
text-reconstruction software in which students add missing information and/or arrange
texts in correct word order, concordancing software that allow students to search for how
words are used in actual context, and multimedia simulation software that expose
students to virtual target culture worlds and include interaction with language and culture
via video, sound, graphics and text. Technologies that support the sociocognitive
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approach according to Warschauer and Meskill (2000) provide learners opportunities to
engage in social interactions that mirror those in the real world and which entail
collaborative meaning making. These include using the Internet for synchronous and
asynchronous conferencing through which students interact in the classroom or at a
distance. Such activities involve exploration and collaboration, as well as exploring Web
pages and sites that serve as a means for engagement in research using authentic
materials. Other activities target writing that includes posting work to the Web in the
form of class or project newsletters and magazines, for example.
This rather recently conceptualized overview of CALL contains parts of previous
CALL manifestations with one distinct difference. The acronym CALL is not used by
the authors at all except when it is part of a title in their list of references. Along with
this omission is the inclusion of those information and communication technologies, or
ICTs, mentioned in the joint policy statement above, which are commonly used for
interacting in the world at large, inside as well as outside of the classroom. While here
Warschauer and Meskill (2000) have seamlessly incorporated these into an expanded
view of CALL, others in the field have labeled such technologies as non-dedicated CALL
systems or end-user products that are designed for purposes other than language learning
and teaching, but which can be effectively used for those purposes (Colpaert, 2003).
Dedicated CALL systems, on the other hand, are those products — for example, CDs,

DVDs, interactive Web sites, and downloadable tutorial programs - that are designed
specifically for language teaching and learning (Colpaert, 2003). These authors and
others have noted the extent to which the computer's role in dedicated CALL systems is
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more often than not that of tutor and the knower-of-the-right-answer (Taylor, 1980;
Taylor & Perez, 1989). Conversely, the role of the computer in non-dedicated CALL
systems or via the use of ICTs has been represented as a tool for understanding (Brierley
& Kemble, 1991; Taylor, 1980), a stimulus for interaction and/or critical thinking (Taylor
& Perez, 1989), and a resource for authentic material and exposure.
These CALL technologies - in the role of tutor, tool, stimulus, and resource have been said to offer a myriad of advantages to language teaching and learning. Such
advantages include increased opportunities to practice specific skills, the providing of
individualized feedback, increased autonomy and independence from the teacher-as-soleexpert learning scenarios, the facilitation of more equalized and more collaborative
interaction, the promotion of exploration as well as reflection, improved support of
multiple learning styles, and, most recently, increased opportunities to practice linguistic,
cultural and technological abilities in real-world communication events (Chun, 1994;
Egbert et al., 2002; Kelm, 1992; Kern, 1995; Sullivan & Pratt, 1996; Warschauer &
Healey, 1998). Of course the caveat that now accompanies these advantages is that it is
not what type of CALL one uses, but rather how one uses it that matters when it comes to
realizing any of these advantages.
Such a caveat comes after years of a lack of widespread adoption and even
resistance by language teachers. Reasons for this situation include the inability of
narrowly focused research to offer conclusive proof of specific CALL technologies'
effectiveness in comparison to not using CALL. Such research focused on technologies
that were quickly outdated, making any findings just as quickly obsolete. Additional
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reasons include fears among language teachers of those mainly tutor-oriented dedicated
CALL systems' ability to replace or displace them, as well as the high cost of acquiring
and maintaining the systems, and the disproportionate amount of time teachers believed
was needed to learn and to use the systems. Along with this pedagogical caveat has been
the appeal by second language acquisition (SLA) researchers for CALL research to focus
less on effectiveness of one system or another (Chappelle & Jamieson, 1991; Chapelle,
1995). The argument from the research perspective is that such an approach
misinterprets CALL as a method of language teaching and learning, which it is not.
Therefore, there is a promotion for future CALL research to focus on describing and
explaining relevant SLA oriented issues.
While this past has brought some within the foreign and second language
community to a point of advocating that what the field now needs is for more dedicated
CALL systems that teachers can readily apply to their curricula (Colpaert, 2003), others
proclaim that such uniformity of CALL should not be the field's goal, and that what is
ultimately important is contextual suitability and individual language teachers' abilities to
integrate a wide range of available technologies into the language curriculum (Ayres,
2002; Gillespie & McKee, 1999; Jones, 2001; McCarthy, 2001). Furthermore, members
of the CALL community had at one time stressed the need for the field to address the
question of whether technology should be used in language learning (Bush, 1997) - a
question that many language teachers still cling to with the result being the above
mentioned resistance. Others, however, now claim that this question is no longer an issue
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in language learning (Warschauer, 2002; Zhao et al., 2002) or in education in general
(Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000).
Wildner promoted a semblance of this latter idea in 1999, noting that the
electronic commimication tools used in our 21®' century information-based society
essentially challenge traditional foreign language instruction by expanding what such
instruction needs to actually teach. In addition to Wildner (1999) promoting the need for
language instruction to include the development of what she called global communication
skills, including how to use language in electronic communication settings to access,
interpret, exchange, develop, and evaluate information, others in the field are now
expanding the awareness of a need to focus on integrating technologies as a means for
developing new literacies to increase students' abilities to participate in society
(Warschauer, 2002). Such literacies include computer literacy (comfort and fluency in
keyboarding and computer use), information literacy (the ability to find and critically
evaluate online infonnation), multimedia literacy (the ability to produce and interpret
complex documents comprising texts, images, and sounds), and computer-mediated
communication literacy (knowledge of the pragmatics of individual and group online
interaction) (Warschauer, 2002). The responsibility of foreign and second language
instruction to help students acquire these literacies then essentially undermines the basic
tenet of traditional CALL in that computers are no longer optional tools to be used in
promoting language learning. Rather, technological literacy and language literacy need
to both be addressed as a means of advancing language learners' societal participation.
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Technology Integration and Teacher Learning
Turning to the realm of language teacher education and training in CALL reveals
critical questioning among CALL practitioners and researchers of the extent to which
such has changed at all over the past two decades to sufficiently address all of the skills
and knowledge a language teacher integrating technology in curricularly meaningful and
pedagogically sound ways needs, while making full use of current technologies (AbdalHaqq, 1995; Cooke-Plagwitz, 2000; Egbert et al., 2002; Johnson, 1999). Zhao et al.
(2002) note that the field's current efforts to prepare language teachers to use technology
take a very narrow view of CALL and technology integration as needing only a good
attitude and some technological skills. Additionally, others have noted a general lack of
understanding among teachers regarding how to engender the advantages claimed by
others using CALL and/or integrating technology (Debski, 2000). Recognizing the
extent to which many of the current CALL courses in place in the pre-service teacher
education arena do not lead to use in subsequent teaching situations, the current call is for
more situated learning experiences that take into consideration contextual issues, and for
increased opportunities for language teachers and teachers-in-training to match their
pedagogical beliefs and curricular goals to ways to integrate technology (Grau, 1996;
Egbert et al., 2002; Zhao et al, 2002). This latest focus then revolves around language
teachers themselves, and their abilities to plan, design, implement, and evaluate, as the
key to more appropriate and wider use of technology in the service of language teaching
and learning.
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Such a focus mirrors that emanating from the wider field of teacher education and
training that has also noted the extent to which short-lived, technology-centered inservice professional development for technology integration has failed to meet the
contextual and individual needs of teachers (Bybee & Loucks-Horsley, 2000; DiazMaggioh, 2003; Grant, n.d.; Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000; Williams, 2000). After years of
attempting to determine the most effective technology integration professional
development model, those working to educate and train in-service teachers in technology
integration have come to the realization that there is no one-size-fits-all model. In order
for technology integration professional development to be effective and sustainable, it
needs to be embedded, physically and pedagogically, into the daily practice of teachers
(Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; Fisher, Ringstaff, Yocam & Marsh, 1996; Serdiukov, Niderhauser,
& Reynolds, 2000; Sparks, 2002; Wentworth, 1998). Furthermore, there is a shift in
thinking about technology integration professional development from an end-product
goal to that of a learning process that involves teacher self-reflection, disclosure, and
collaborative knowledge generation, and includes interactive support during lesson
planning, curricular integration, record keeping, evaluation, and administrative functions
(Browne, Maeers, & Cooper, 2000; NCES, 2003).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this comparative multi-case study was to explore a situated
technology integration professional development (PD) experience from the view of six
foreign and second language in-service teachers in an effort to better understand the
contextual and individual factors that exist within this learning process, hi this study.
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components from research-based professional development best practices were used to
develop and implement a technology integration PD model. It should be noted, that far
from merely employing these best practices uncritically, the components were used as
guiding principles only, and as the study itself will show, were themselves shaped by the
specific contextual and individual variables at hand. The six foreign and second language
teacher-learners' experiences were then tracked and analyzed according to a variety of
data collection techniques including the following:
•

Pre- and post-questionnaires that focused on their technological, pedagogical,
curricular, and development attitudes, beliefs, and goals

•

Pre- and post-inventories measuring technology integration familiarity, use, and
interest

•

Six formative questionnaires by which the teacher-learners measured their own
progression

•

Group, pair, and individual interviews examining their experiences at different
points during the PD model

•

Participatory and semi-participatory observations of the teacher-learners'
participation in the various events that made up the PD, including workshops,
one-on-one consultations, collegial presentations, and in-class technology
integration implementations

•

Document evidence in the form of PD help sheets and lesson plans, and syllabi
and curriculum records kept by the teacher-learners themselves regarding their
technology integration efforts
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This multi-method, comparative multi-case study approach was undertaken in order to
examine how and why teacher-learners experience technology integration professional
development, and to thereby uncover what is involved in the process. Moving beyond
producing yet another list of effective professional development features, this study
focused on what these teacher-learners did in this particular situation with their individual
backgrounds, approaches, philosophies, fears, issues, and goals that effectively advanced
their individual technology integration understanding and abilities and led to success as
they defined and constructed it.
Overview of the Study
Research in technology integration or CALL language teacher education and
training has concentrated on concluding whether or not a course of instruction or a
professional development program/model leads to use of exactly that which was being
taught in the course or model. Such determination of use then essentially served as a
measure of the success of the course of instruction or model/program, hi addition to this
rather short-term, end-product view of integration, most research, mainly in the form of
surveys, has centered on gauging teacher-learners' attitudinal motivations for their
CALL/technology use vs. non-use, as well as the extent to which these teacher-learners
deemed the course or program/model effective. Additionally, focusing again on the
products teachers have somehow achieved, research to date has led to descriptive labels
that distinguish experienced CALL teachers - or those at a "mastery" or "innovative"
level of integration - from those at novice and intermediary levels. Such attention to the
elements and practices of a course of instruction or a PD model (PD products) and to
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characteristics of teachers' actual instructional use of CALL/technology (PD bi-products)
have led to the recognition of what is missing from this knowledge base. This missing
element is research that focuses on how and why teachers and teachers-in-training
effectively develop technology/CALL integration understanding and ability in ways that
lead to successful and sustainable changes in their teaching practice (process).
Furthermore, research to date has served to increase our understanding of how
influential individual and contextual factors are to the outcome of what teachers actually
end up doing with CALL and technology in their instruction. What is more, advances in
technology itself and in how technology is used for real-world communication are
altering and expanding the ways CALL and language instruction are being
conceptualized and practiced. With all of this in mind, the study at hand proceeded from
the assumptions that 1) individual PD participants in their dual role as teachers and
learners will influence their own development; 2) contextual factors such as the
technologies being used, the PD events, the envirormiental conditions, and the
instructional and technological culture of the departments involved will affect the
teacher-learners' development; and 3) sustainable development of a teacher-learners'
CALL and technology integration understanding and abilities requires much more
attention to how adult learners learn, takes more than learning a set of existing CALL
activities and/or a set of related technological skills, and must attend to the development
of teachers' entire professional practice.
More specifically, the research questions are as follows: 1) How and why do
university-level, foreign and second language teachers experience technology integration
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professional development by their participation in a technology integration professional
development training and support model? 2) What do the similarities and differences
across the technology integration professional development cases reveal about what is
involved in the process itself? 3) What contributes to and constitutes successful and
effective technology integration professional development? Chapter Three - Methods
and Procedures - of this dissertation discusses each of these questions in greater detail,
including the data collection and analysis procedures undertaken to investigate each
question in the context of the comparative multi-case study methodology and design of
the study.
The participants in the study included six university-level foreign and second
language teacher-learners serving as technology integration professional development
case subjects. These four foreign language and two second language teacher-learners
participated in a 36-week long technology integration professional development model
that consisted of three phases - a training or workshop phase; a planning and
development phase; and an implementation and evaluation phase. Each development
process case was tracked using pre and post questioimaires and inventories, six
formative/repeated stage of development questionnaires, three types of periodic
interviews, observations of all PD events in which the teacher-learners participated, and
document analysis of both the PD and teacher-learners' curriculum. This data enabled
within-case study analysis of each of the six case's development processes, as well as an
across-case study analysis of the actions, interactions, strategies, and approaches engaged
in and employed by the teacher-learners during their development processes.
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Significance of the Study
The study was designed and implemented to contribute a situated and processoriented view of technology integration professional development to the existing research
literature. Using this existing literature as a base, this comparative multi-case study
attempts to fill a gap in the language learning and teaching community's understanding
and practice by taking a step toward viewing and researching technology integration
professional development as the complex and at times messy interactive process it
actually is (Cuban, 1986; Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991; Zhao et al., 2002). histead of
focusing solely on the content of a given PD model as having a unidirectional cause and
transmission effect on the teachers who come into contact with it, what the language
teacher training and education field needs is research acknowledging and exploring the
extent to which contextual and individual variables interact with PD model content to
influence the overall process, particularly as opposed to some desired end product (Sahl
& Windschitl, 2000). To date, valuable technology integration PD research has compiled
best practices and content principles that are deemed essential for effective and successful
PD. However, to the extent that any real world implementation of these content
principles will be affected by the surrounding contextual factors, the participants, and
their experiences during the implementation, all notions of effectiveness and success will
be variable and reside within the individuals and the contexts themselves. That is to say,
best practice principles alone do not ensure equal or consistent outcomes.
Therefore, the present research contends that in accepting, embracing, and
investigating this variability, a more complete and realistic portrayal of technology
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integration professional development as a process would be obtained. Focusing on both
individual and contextual data and examining both how the development process plays
out for each PD participant and attempting to locate evidence therein as to why things
happen as they do illuminated significant issues, conditions, strategies, consequences,
stages, and sub-processes that are involved in the playing out of this larger professional
development learning process. Consequently, a broader range of technology integration
PD stakeholders can be more informed about the process in terms of such things as what
to expect, how to address issues that may arise, what roles they each can/should play, and
the consequences of certain actions, interactions, and/or inactions. This increased
understanding of the process will be empowering for everyone, especially, 1) language
teacher-learners who gain a greater degree of control over their own effective paths to
success in their immediate situation as well as in those to come in their professional
career, and secondarily 2) language teacher-educators/trainers as the study serves to
increase their awareness of interacting variables and to cultivating strategies to
effectively manage these. Furthermore, the focus on process instead of product, on
variability instead of uniformity, and on interaction instead of reaction is especially
relevant and crucial in terms of professional development for technology integration due
to the very process-oriented nature of on-going advances in technology, continually
improving institutional accessibility and resources, and daily experimentations in
applications to language learning.
The present study, therefore, attempts to answer current calls for research that
investigates how and why teachers - as the acknowledged keys to the realization of
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CALL and technology integration's potential benefits to language learning and societal
participation - develop practical knowledge and abilities over a given period of time
(Egbert et al., 2002; Lumpe & Chambers, 2001; Warschauer, 2002; Zhao et al., 2002).
Using an interdisciplinary base of theory and research on professional development and
adult learning, this comparative multi-case study attempted as comprehensive an
understanding as possible of the technology integration professional development process
grounded in the very views and experiences of the teacher-learners themselves. It is
hoped that the findings of this study serve to more fully address the needs of these and
other foreign and second language teacher-learners' effective engagement in this ongoing
process in order for them to successfully develop their professional practice, so that they
then in turn can continue to meet the current and future needs of their language learning
students.
Definition of Important Terms
As the present dissertation focuses on professional development of technology
integration understanding and abilities, defining both of these terms as well as those
specifically used in the design and implementation of the study at hand will afford the
reader greater understanding of these terms as they are used throughout the ensuing
chapters of the dissertation.
Professional Development
To the extent that the literature review itself offers the reader an overview of the
various ways in which this term is defined, it should be noted here that throughout the
dissertation, the term professional development is used to represent both products and a
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process. As products, professional development exists in the form of the content,
activities, and support that constitute a particular model/program designed and
implemented as a means toward enhancing a teachers' practice through the advancement
of their skills, understandings, and interests. The goal of the PD model at hand was the
engagement and increased understanding of participating teacher-learners in their own
sustainable professional development process. It is this process, including the underlying
actions, interactions, strategies, and approaches in which the teacher-learners themselves
engage and employ, that is under investigation.
Technology Integration
The study made use of the National Center for Education Statistics' definition of
technology integration as put forth in their online Suggestions, Tools, and Guidelines for
Assessing Technology in Elementary and Secondary Education, as such a definition most
fully represented the views of the study. To summarize, the NCES acknowledges the
extent to which technology integration is highly, if not totally, dependent on the
institutional context and the available technological resources - including the computers,
operating systems, software, networking and server infi-astnicture, as well as peripheral
equipment such as printers, scanners, projectors, digital audio and video recording
capabilities, and classroom vs. lab computer settings - and related available support
resources. Therefore, like other researchers such as Pierson (2001), the NCES promotes
the extent to which technology integration can only be, and should be, contextually
defined. Furthermore, the NCES notes that technology integration is not an end state but
a goal-in-process, in that change and development within contexts of practice - for
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example, among teachers, students, administrations, theories and methods of instruction,
curriculum goals, and availability of the latest technologies - constantly alter what, how,
and why the technology integration goal should actually be. This process, therefore, is
what follows once technology itself is made available and accessible and includes the
actions and abilities undertaken, in this study by teachers, to incorporate the use of
technology into their philosophical belief system, curricular standards, instructional
practices, and student assessment procedures.
Technology Enhanced Language Instruction
Technology enhanced language instruction (TELI) was a term developed by me,
the researcher/trainer in this study, as a means of broadening all participants'
understanding of computer assisted language learning (CALL). It was meant to include
more than merely computers themselves, more than traditional conceptions of employing
computers to only assist one's instruction, and more than purely what the learner does.
While all of these characteristics are important, the term TELI focuses on the teacher's
ongoing, active role in using a wide range of technologies to improve her/his own
instructional process and professional practice. As this conception was essentially what
appeared to be missing in the more traditional views of CALL, yet as the term CALL is
the one most familiar to the language teaching community, TELI is used throughout the
study as a newly attached part of CALL and appears as follows: CALL/TELL In large
part, TELI is synonymous with technology integration professional development in its
process-oriented form.
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Structure of the Dissertation
This comparative multi-case study consists of five chapters. This first chapter
contains an introduction and provides a background for the study, details the purpose,
gives an overview, discusses the significance, defines key terms used in the ensuing
chapters of the study, and here outlines its organization. The following second chapter Literature Review - supplies a comprehensive and integrative review of literature related
to professional development, technology integration, and learning theories as they derive
from the available research. This review is intended as a foundation that supports the
analysis and the interpretation of the study's findings. Chapter Three - Methods and
Procedures - discusses the methodological research design, details the rationale behind
the selection of research methods, describes the research questions around which the
study is based, explains the study subjects and the context within which the study took
place, documents and describes all data collections procedures, and explicates the manner
in which all data were analyzed. The Data Analysis and Results chapter is the fourth
chapter of the dissertation and consists of a detailed across-case narrative analysis
comparing the underlying actions, interactions, strategies, and approaches the six cases
engaged in and employed during their technology integration professional development
processes. This comparative narration was based on six within-case study analysis
profiles that were undertaken first on a case-by-case basis and which provide complex,
analytic portrayals of how and why each teacher-learner experienced and engaged in the
PD model at hand. Using case-study research reporting guidelines (Yin, 2003), these
within-case profiles are included as appendices. Lastly, Chapter Five - Discussion and
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Conclusion - provides a detailed discussion of the research findings in light of existing
professional development, adult learning, and technology integration theory and research,
followed by the pedagogical implications of these findings fi-om a language teacherlearner perspective, a discussion of the limitations of the study, and the listing of
recommendations for fiiture research.

CHAPTER TWO:
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Adding to the literature used in the preceding introduction, this second chapter
provides a detailed review of the available literature that is most relevant to the present
comparative multi-case study's investigation of language teacher-learners' technology
integration professional development. This review offers a foundational perspective for
the following design, analysis and discussion of the research study and its findings. The
chapter begins with an overview of how professional development (PD) in general and
technology integration professional development in particular have been and are now
conceptualized with regard to changing and differing definitions, purposes, and
rationales. Such an overview serves to highlight the need for the present technology
integration professional development study's process-orientation that makes an attempt at
keeping pace with advances being made in terms of technology and technology
integration. Furthermore, the process-orientation more fully addresses the development
of the understanding and abilities of the practicing professional teacher in today's
increasingly technology-reliant information based society. As the review shows that
these professional teachers must be viewed as more than the scores their students achieve
on a given assessment procedure, the present study's focus on exactly how and why they
experience professional development prior to and as the essential component for any
eventual student achievement is supported.
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Additionally, the review presents technology integration professional
development research and supporting theory regarding the learning process that
essentially is professional development. Such a review affords support for the current
study's focus on uncovering this learning process as it takes into consideration calls to
move beyond an outcomes-based view of this process of change. This review reveals
that the research to date has focused on determining the existence of developmental
stages via the use of PD models that in large part determine such stages, and to thereby
promote a list of best practice PD model components. Further research and relevant
learning theory literature, however, call into question the manner in which this has served
to adversely decontextualize and simplify professional development to lists of
components. Such literature then supports the design, analysis, and discussion in this
study's contextually and individually situated approach to attending to the extent to
which these lists will inevitably be altered, and will need to be to be altered, to fit the
beliefs, assumptions, needs, cultures, and conditions of individuals and contexts.
Reviewing the literature that has attempted various means of situating technology
integration PD also serves to support the current study's more comprehensive attempt at
doing so as the study at hand worked to incorporate all of these to better ensure
transferability and sustainability.
Lastly this review then turns to focusing on literature related to the teacherlearners themselves as both individuals and as groups. Such a review includes what has
been learned to date regarding the employment of adult learning principles by PD
practitioners and models. Such research has focused mainly of proving the satisfaction of
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PD participants with regard to a model's use of these principles to the neglect of actually
uncovering these participants' adult learning practices and how these affect their
development. The comparative multi-case study's attention to the latter is thus
supported. Additionally, the review makes clear the need to move beyond research that
merely concludes that social constructivist and critical reflection-oriented technology
integration professional development endeavors achieve satisfaction, attitude change,
and/or the observable integration of technology. This review thereby supports the present
study's focus on how and why participating teacher-learners' actual engagement in such
social constructivist settings, such as apprenticeship and communities of practice that
include critical reflection, works to help them develop sustainable technology integration
understanding and abilities. A concluding summary of the literature review in its entirety
will close this chapter and lead the reader into the present study as an answer to the call
for research that attends to this literature to the greatest extent possible.
Professional Development
Definition of Professional Development
While the following review of professional development literature in its entirety
works to provide a comprehensive definition of what professional development
encompasses, it is worthwhile to begin this review by considering the extent to which a
proposed definition of what teacher professional development is essentially shapes and/or
is shaped by the research and theory about it. For, as with the meaning put forth or
attached to any term, a definition of PD influences how and why it is carried out, who
and what are affected by it, and the extent to which it is valued. Conversely, these very
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same matters in turn influence the defining of the term professional development. To
begin, a decade's old, but enduring, definition of professional development is "the sum
total of formal and informal learning experiences throughout one's career from preservice
teacher education to retirement" (Fullan, 1991, p. 326), encompassing both pre- and inservice education, and highlighting a teacher-perspective of learning as a set of
experiences. Some of the research in this same decade (reviewed below) will show a
parallel focus on teachers' learning - offering insight into adult learning theory, learning
as a process of change, as well as situated and experiential learning. However, in terms
of experiences, much of the research centers on what teachers experienced, exclusively in
terms of the PD content or product only.
While some of this research does account for the teachers' perspectives by
studying their beliefs and attitudes towards that content, many studies result in best
practices lists (Jenson, Lewis, & Smith, 2002) of "activities to enhance professional
career growth" (ERIC database thesaurus) such as "individual development, continuing
education, and inservice education, as well as curriculum writing, peer collaboration,
study groups, and peer coaching or mentoring" (Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000; PD for
Teachers Section, ^1). The underlying questions of how and why teachers experience
what they do in these learning situations, however, has not fully found its way into the
research. This is true even though the most current definitions operationalize PD,
specifically for technology integration, as an ongoing process of mainly self-motivated
personal development (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; Serdiukov, Niderhauser, & Reynolds, 2000,
p. 58), and as "the process of teachers generating their own knowledge and assessing that
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claimed by others" (Grant, 1996; Exemplifying Section, % 3). Not surprisingly, this has
led some to regard professional development as "an elusive term in education" (DiazMaggioli, 2003; f 1). This intangibility, however, does not equate to a lack of substance,
as a large body of information about professional development in general has been
generated and, more recently, about professional development for technology integration
specifically. This research allows for the identification of exactly that which is in need of
study and clarification.
To date, by applying what has been learned over years through professional
development research, theory and practice, a view of what constitutes or what should
constitute technology integration professional development has begun to take shape. For
example, the field now contends that we can no longer view professional development as
single-shot, one-time, or isolated events to be handed to and thereby consumed by
teachers (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; Grant, 1996; Little, 1993; Williams, 2000). Rather it
must engage teachers in critically reflecting on their own practice as well as the
pedagogical tenets of the field through the experiential and situated use of technology as
a means of learning how to integrate technology into the curricular process (Brookfield,
1995; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Colbum, 2000). Additionally, it must include on
going support during the training, planning, implementation and evaluation processes that
need to be seen as making up the larger technology integration professional development
process (NCES, 2003). And due to the ever-changing technologies themselves and the
ever-multiplying, communicative ways they are being put to use (Wildner, 1995;
Williams, 2000), it has become increasingly important to not only constantly review the
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extent to which "[pjrofessional development in a technological age requires new
definitions and new resources" (Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000; Overview Section, T[ 3), but,
therefore, to maintain a sense of flexibility and dynamism allowing technology
integration professional development to change as needed (Guskey, 1995).
Purpose of Professional Development
The aim of professional development for technology integration becomes
apparent in the literature with regard to the definitions proposed therein. At a general
level, some maintain that the "ultimate purpose of professional development is to
promote effective teaching that results in learning gains for all students" (Diaz-Maggioli,
2003; ][ 4). While this purpose at least mentions teaching, as will be related in the
research review that follows, numerous studies over the years have focused on PD
effectiveness as gauged exclusively by student achievement or proficiency measurements
(Butler, 1992). This seems to be the stance taken by the language learning field as
represented by Egbert et al. (2002) as they state that through technology integration
professional development efforts, educators "hope to help language teachers to
understand and apply CALL activities to promote student achievement" (p. 122).
However, this bundled purpose includes a dual goal of understanding and application of a
specific entity - "CALL activities to promote student achievement" - suggesting that 1)
there is a focus, not simply on an end product itself, but on understanding that product,
and 2) there is an established set of end products that technology integration professional
developers can impart to language teachers.
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Others take a much broader approach to constructing a purpose for professional
development. Both Lieberman and Miller (1990) and Little (1993) promote PD as a
means to get groups of teachers talking and debating relevant issues, experimenting and
sharing with each other, finding and reflecting on a myriad of possibilities, and building
their own sense of professionalism. This focus on the teacher differs fi-om the above
focus on the student - here the contention seems to be that the PD that promotes teachers
debating, experimenting, sharing, reflecting, and building their own professionalism will
carry over into the classroom and affect the students, but the initial focus needs to be on
developing teachers themselves. This view that a teacher is more than the scores her
students achieve on a test, and that her professionalism is made up of more than a set of
classroom activities, leads Grant (1996) to propose that "[t]he goal of professional
development for technology should be to help teachers become more productive
professionals," as well as "to empower them" (Extending Section, Tf, 2), and to "develop
new insights into pedagogy and their own practice" (hitroduction Section, % 2).
Overall, Grant's (1996) discussion of technology integration professional
development is based on the notion of developing the whole professional teacher and
maintains a pedagogical push orientation, as opposed to a technological pull - meaning
that sound pedagogy guides the use of technology. However, smatterings of comments in
the PD literature including the goals of teachers' "mastery of technologies" and learning
"about technology" are examples some in the field point to when discussing the extent to
which quality professional development gets overshadowed when technology enters the
picture (Swan et al., 2002). Technology integration professional development then needs
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to recognize development of the teaching professional beyond mere technological skills
and include professionalization of their entire pedagogical, curricular, instructional, and
administrative practice.
Rationale for Professional Development
hi the midst of defining technology integration professional development and
determining its purpose, there is resounding consensus that such professional
development is needed. Scheingold's (1990) discernment that "the challenge of
integrating technology into schools and classrooms is much more human than it is
technological" and that meeting this challenge will entail focusing on helping teachers
learn how to integrate these "tools" as opposed to "operate machines" are notions that
those practicing technology integration professional development are still struggling with
thirteen years later (p. 24). Studies continue to indicate that technology is not finding its
way into the classroom, even after teachers' involvement in various pre-service and inservice PD models and/or events that focus differently with regard to the learning about
technology vs. learning with technology dichotomy. Therefore, manifestations of
alternative forms of PD that address the "fundamental question [of] how can teachers
gain the skills necessary to make effective use of technology to enhance their students'
learning?" (Kassen & Higgins, 1997, p. 264) continue to be needed to meet the challenge
of integrating technology into classroom learning contexts.
Other key events have transpired to contribute to this growing need for
technology integration professional development. Standards have been proposed for
student technology ability as well as for teacher technological ability and have begun to
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shape teacher accountability and accreditation procedures. Additionally, members of the
language learning community can no longer ignore the extent to which "traditional views
of foreign language teaching and learning" are being challenged by the world's everincreasing use, development, and reliance on "new global communication skills" that
require an ability to interact in computer mediated situations (Wildner, 1995; pp. 226227). Furthermore, research has begun to show the promising capabilities of technology
in the form of computer assisted language learning (CALL) to
...support experiential learning and practice in a variety of modes, provide
effective feedback to learners, enable pair and group work, promote exploratory
and global learning, enhance student achievement, provide access to authentic
materials, facilitate greater interaction, individualize instruction, allow
independence from a single source of information, and motivate learners (Lee,
2000 ; Warshauer & Healey, 1998). (Egbert et al., 2002, p. 109)
All of these ideas combine to lead more and more educators to agree with the stance that
"[wjhether technology should be used in schools is no longer the issue in education"
(Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000; Issue Section, ^ 1), but rather, as technology is being used in
schools and in society, energies need to be focused on ensuring teachers know how to
integrate it into their instruction.
Taking the above literature into consideration then, the present study took on a
process-oriented view of technology integration professional development for foreign and
second language teacher-learners. Furthermore, the study at hand focused on the
teachers and the development of their integrated pedagogical, curricular, and
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technological understanding and abilities that underlie the technology integration process.
Such a focus neither limits nor ignores all that constitutes the professional practice of a
language teacher, as it serves to more fully and more sustainably support the
consequential affects on student learning. Further support for how and why to design and
research this process in terms of these teachers as learners engaged in a learning process
will be given next.
Learning and the Leamer(s)
Related to the process-oriented definition of professional development noted
above, many of those writing about PD emphasize the extent to which it constitutes a
learning process and should therefore be studied as such (Garrett, 1996; Grant, 1996;
McKenzie, 1993; Rodriguez & Knuth, 2000; Valdez, 1998; Wildner, 1999). Reviewing
the studies that attempt to capture a sense of some aspect of that process - often through
the identification and use of stages, phases, or levels - those interested in the effects of
technology integration professional development have also begun to note the need to
focus on the specific learning contexts in which the PD process takes place and the
multitude of variables that exist within such contexts. Individually and as groups, the
teacher-participants in this process are identified as learners - and more specifically as
adult learners and communities of learners - who should be seen as partners in the
learning process (Knowles, 1980), and who, it is believed, will benefit from differentiated
types of technology integration professional development support. Additionally,
researchers and theorists have engaged various theories of learning in support of what
have been designated as effective technology integration PD practices, such as theories of

change, situated learning theory, experiential learning theory, adult learning theory,
constructivist learning theory, and reflective learning theory. As opposed to providing a
separate section detailing these theories, they will be appropriately woven into the
following reviews of the learning-related literature on the learning process, learning
context, and the learners themselves.
The Learning Process
As was noted above, technology integration professional development has come
to be defined, in part, as an on-going process of learning. Such a definition corresponds
to the field's focus on investigating the development inherent in the learning process
through which adult teacher-learners progress. This has led to many propositions of
various stages, phases, or levels of development that teacher-learners go through as they
experience and participate in professional development models and efforts aimed at
helping them learn technology integration. Out of this, a variety of fi-ameworks has also
emerged that suggest guidelines for technology integration PD models to follow in order
to support teacher-learners' developmental learning process. Focusing mainly on what
this means in terms of PD content, some interesting speculations and advances in
understanding have surfaced. However, at this point in the field's increasing
understanding of technology integration professional development, a number of issues
have become or remain unclear, such as the following: 1) to what extent have the
developmental stages, phases, and levels being proposed emanated firom data collected as
opposed to merely hypothesized or fitted to already established notions; 2) to what extent
have the PD models themselves - whether based on a proposed fi-amework or not -
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essentially dictated any sense of developmental stages, phases, or levels that may be
proposed to exist; 3) to what extent - including how and why - do contextual factors
influence and/or interfere with developmental progress; and 4) to what extent - again
including how and why - have specific strategies, from both a teacher-learner perspective
and a training/education perspective, been uncovered that have been and can be
employed by PD model participants to enable progress along a developmental path.
Another focus corresponding to the learning-process view of professional
development has to do with the notion of change. As learning involves change and as the
majority, if not all, professional development efforts revolve around affecting some sort
of change or reform, a number of technology integration PD models and research efforts
have centered on such things as what constitutes change, how change is effected, what
changes manifest, and why change may or may not have been forthcoming. To a certain
extent, while again informative to the field in general, much of the change-oriented
development and research has amounted to claims that change did indeed happened e.g., technology was integrated - and then, therefore, success was achieved and the PD
model is deemed effective. Change-oriented models, studies, and reports that focus
merely on concluding that general, or even specific-to-the-PD-model, types of technology
integration have been achieved often ignore contextual factors, or provide resulting lists
of contextual factor influences without detailing exactly how or why these factors were
influential for individual teacher-learners, at different points in their participation in the
model, with presumably different needs. At this point, then, many of these models,
studies, and reports offer only marginal insight into change as a process, as they tend to
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focus on change as a product and not necessarily a process at all. The following reviews
the technology integration professional development literature that focuses on
developmental and change-oriented learning.
Change in the Learning Process
To begin, the notion of viewing the learning that occurs during or because of
professional development as a process of change is not unique to technology integration
PD. In discussing change as a process. Hall and Loucks (1978) present an evolving view
of change and note specific attributes of the process for the awareness and attention of
professional developers. Understanding change, they say, requires 1) examining how
individuals alter their behaviors and practices; 2) realizing that individuals will view, feel
about, and respond to the proposed change in unique ways; and 3) monitoring the
incremental growth in terms of individuals' feelings about the change and their ability to
apply any innovation. To this. Smith (1982) offers a perspective on the extent to which
viewing learning as change does not necessarily guaranteed consistency when applying
this view to the construction and/or examination of professional development for
teachers. Rather, Smith (1982) notes, the different emphases this view of learning as
change can take:
•

When learning refers to a PRODUCT, the emphasis is on the outcome of an
experience: the acquisition of a particular set of skills or knowledge.

•

When learning describes a PROCESS, the emphasis is on what happens when a
learning experience takes place: how learners seek to meet needs and reach goals.
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•

When learning describes a FUNCTION, the emphasis is on aspects believed to
help produce learning: how learners are motivated, what brings about change, (p.
34-35)

All of Hall and Loucks' (1978) recommendations for understanding PD change can
be seen in technology integration professional development models and research efforts
as will be detailed more fully in the sections on context and individual learners below.
However, no matter how much the current field of technology integration professional
development advocates viewing learning as a process of change, the majority of research
being reported focuses exclusively on learning as a product - for example, stating
technology integration did occur and every once in awhile listing the types of technology
integration that occurred - and learning as function - for example, concluding lists of
best practices with regard to what the PD model did and contained that produced change.
Focusing on the process. Smith (1982) notes, means focusing on the teacherlearner, and focusing not simply on what the teacher-learner does at the end of some
learning experience, but focusing on how the teacher-learner actually goes about
learning. This focus on "how" is something that more and more experts in the
technology integration professional development field are advocating. For example,
Egbert, Paulus, and Nakamichi (2002) published results of their survey and e-mail
interview study of the extent to which single pre-service technology integration or CALL
courses offered in many second and foreign language teacher education courses do not
necessarily lead to instructional use of technology in these pre-service teachers' future
classrooms. The authors note that what the field really needs are studies of how teachers
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leam new ways of teaching, pedagogical content, and technology integration in situated
contexts of practice.
Galloway (1996) also stressed the need for the field to address how teachers leam
to use technology in their instruction, because to simply conclude that they do or do not
end up using technology limits the extent to which technology integration training and
education can help teacher-learners. When related to Smith's (1982) explanation of the
process view of learning as change, which emphasizes "how learners seek to meet needs
and reach goals" (p. 34), it could be said that the field should direct more of its attention
to what these adult teacher-learners are doing for themselves in terms of how they leam,
as opposed to narrowly attending to what the leaming model is doing to help them. As
Fullan (1982) stated, "Educational change depends on what teachers do and think - it's as
simple and complex as that" (p. 107). Therefore, understanding this simply complex or
complexingly simple notion in terms of what teacher-learners are doing and thinking as
they experience and participate in technology integration change efforts could not only
inform professional developers to better meet teacher-leamer needs, but it could also
better help teacher-leamers to meet their own.
Making use of Fullan's (1993) more recent work that established lessons for or
elements of change, Wentworth (2000) reports on a technology integration professional
development collaborative between a university and public junior high school. Fullan's
(1993) study of educational change determined eight lessons or "basic elements"
professional development efforts would do well to consider (Wentworth, 2000, p. 215),
and which, if attended to, work to help situate professional leaming and change within
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the daily teaching and learning environments in which teacher-learners work. The eight
lessons are as follows:
•

You can't mandate what matters. The more complex the change, the less you can
force it.

•

Change is a journey not a blueprint. Change is non-linear, loaded with
uncertainty and excitement and sometimes perverse.

•

Problems are our friends or conflict is essential. Problems are inevitable and you
can't leam without them.

•

Vision and strategic planning come later. Premature visions and planning blind.

•

Individuals and collectivism must have equal power. There are no one-sided
solutions to isolation and groupthink.

•

Neither centralization nor decentralization works. Both top-down and bottom-up
strategies are necessary.

•

Coimection with the wider environment is critical for success. The best
organizations leam externally as well as internally.

•

Every person is a change agent. Change is too important to leave to the expert;
personal mind set and mastery is the ultimate protection. (Fullan, 1993; pp. 21-22)

Wentworth's (2000) research on a problem- and inquiry-based collaborative PD effort
coded data from teacher logs, observations, and interviews for their connection to these
eight lessons. The design of the collaborative had a university professor working with
public school teachers, at times individually but mostly in subject-area groups, to help
them make use of available software to enhance their curriculum. The yearlong project
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had the professor working with teachers in planning, designing, implementing, reflecting,
and evaluating their inquiry-based technology integration ideas and efforts. The teachers
shared, taught and learned from each other as the project progressed. Wentworth (2000)
reports that the inservice program "seemed to support Fullan's eight lessons of change"
and that the majority of the comments made by the teacher-learners were given more than
one code (p. 217). The findings seem to suggest that attending to these eight lessons
allowed this PD effort, which made "technology a construction tool in curriculum
development," to help teachers "see quick results and impact in their classrooms" (p.
217), and led to "a new way of looking at professional development as a natural part of
teaching and teacher education," and as "an ongoing learning model" (p. 218).
In contrast to Fullan's (1993) non-developmental list of change-related
elements/lessons, and Wentworth's (2000) exemphfication of its non-developmental,
technology integration PD application, is one of the most widely employed leaming-aschange models in technology integration PD - the Concerns Based Adoption Model, or
CBAM (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, & Newlove, 1975). This model, which was not
specifically designed from technology integration professional development research
data, consists of the following stages of concern and corresponding levels of use:
Stages of Concern - Expressions of Concern
0. Awareness -1 am not concerned about it.
1. hiformational -1 would like to know more about it.
2. Personal - How will using it affect me?
3. Management -1 seem to be spending all my time getting materials ready.
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4. Consequence - How is my use affecting learning? How can I refme it to have
more impact?
5. Collaboration - How can I relate what I am doing to what others are doing?
6. Refocusing -1 have some ideas about something that would work even better.
Levels of Use of the Innovation - Typical Behavior
0. Non-use - The user has no interest, is taking no action.
1. Orientation - The user is taking the initiative to learn more about the
innovation.
2. Preparation - The user has definite plans to begin the innovation.
3. Mechanical - The user is making changes to better use the innovation.
4. Routine - The user is making few or no changes and has an established
pattern of use.
5. Refinement - The user is making changes to outcomes.
6. Litegration - The user is making deliberate efforts to coordinate with others in
using the innovation.
7. The user is seeking more effective alternatives to the established use of the
innovation. (Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, and Hall, 1987)
The model, or, framework, as some have referred to it in practical use (LoucksHorsley, 1996), is based on the theory that people experiencing change progress
developmentally in the concerns they have in relation to the change, which manifest in
the kinds of questions they ask, as well as in their actual use of the change itself The
model proposes that in the early stages of concern and use, teacher-learners of the change
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are focused on themselves and how the change affects them. Once these concerns are
resolved, the teacher-learners are able to move on to a higher level of use, and their
concerns become more task-oriented and related to how to manage and organize the
change efficiently. According to the framework, after these concerns are resolved,
teacher-learners of the change begin to focus on impact issues of the change, such as its
effect on students and whether there are even better alternatives.
Loucks-Horsley (1996) notes three major implications that the model has for
professional development. First, professional development efforts and practitioners
should attend to the stage of concern teacher-learners are at and address the questions
they have at those particular points in their development. For example, a PD should not
jump ahead of the teacher-learner's stage by getting to the how-to-do-it or what the effect
on students is before resolving teacher-learners' concerns about themselves. Second, the
professional development needs to realize a multiple year commitment, as LoucksHorsley (1996) notes that it takes up to three years for the resolution of early concerns
and for later concerns to appear. This includes addressing self concerns before hands-on
workshops, dealing with management concerns for up to a year, and providing support
and reinforcement during practice Third, movement into the impact stage must take into
consideration teacher-learners' heavy time commitments, which entails setting priorities
and advancing interest and concern about particular learning outcomes. As insightful as
these implications are, the extent to which this structure could be effectively implemented
in any context and meet the needs of all teacher-learners is questionable.

Reviewing the technology integration PD literature shows the CBAM being
employed for a variety of purposes:
•

to relate technology integration to teachers' concerns (Atkins and Vasu, 2000;
Hope, 1997; Todd, 1993);

•

to measure fidelity of implementation - or planned vs. actual use of
technology (Mills and Ragan, 2000);

•

to investigate the effectiveness of a PD based on teachers moving along the
stages to either a user orientation from a non-user orientation (Ellis and
Kuerbis, 1988) or to a reduction in concerns in regard to a 10-day inservice
(Zielinski and Bernardo, 1989) as well as in a large-scale distance learning
model (Lane, 2000), and a PD partnership (Dooley, Metcalf, and Martinez,
1999);

•

to examine what other variables relate to levels of use (Christensen, Griffin,
and Knezek, 2001);

•

to investigate appropriate and effective PD strategies that help in stage of
concern development; and to explore the voluntary adoption strategies the
teachers themselves employ as they develop (Wesley and Franks, 1996).

hi an effort to exemplify this wide range of uses, these last three will be detailed more
fully below.
Dooley, Metcalf, and Martinez (1999) report on their use of the Concerns Based
Adoption Model in their naturalistic inquiry of a technology integration PD partnership
between the Center for Distance Learning Research and a local school district serving
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333 students. The PD partnership consisted of "10 days of teacher training, 2 days of
administrator training, and 4 days of technical training" (p. 5). Over a period of three
months the teachers went to off-site locations for training in ''Using Windows 95.. .Point
and Click (Navigating in Windows 95 Environment)...Word Processing with Word
97...and Classroom Presentations with PowerPoint curriculum" (p. 6). Upon the
installation of the schools' new labs, two additional days of training a month later were
provided to review word processing and learn the "Spreadsheets using Excel 91
curriculum" during which teachers made their real-class grade book and learned how to
calculate grades (p. 6). The first month of a new school year, the teachers received two
more training sessions - one on email and one on using the Litemet. hi the second month
of the school year, teachers received training on keyword searching using various search
engines and explored the Internet for sites involving "information exchanges" (p. 6).
Later that month trainers returned for one day of one-on-one meetings, and then the next
month a final training session on information collection and problem solving was
implemented that included having the teachers share projects sites they had reviewed
with the group. This final session ended with guidelines for designing a web-based
project.
A set of what appear to be post-interviews of various participants, were
transcribed and coded by the researchers to determine "percentages of concerns (self,
task, and impact)" by "high, middle, and low teacher profiles" (p. 7). High users were
shown to have impact and task concerns and low users had the majority of self concerns.
When the authors come to explicating the findings with regard to the CBAM, they
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provide no data from their study to substantiate the generalities about interactions with
teachers at different stages of concern that may be different, or about movement from
stage to stage that cannot be forced but can be facilitated, or about the wrong kind of help
interfering with development. The researchers then go on to recommend a teachersteaching-teachers approach be implemented with teacher-learners at stages close to each
other working together. The researchers do note that in terms of actually using
technology, the majority of the teachers are doing so mainly for management tasks,
which is not surprising, given the description of the training that referenced the one realworld hands-on practice the teachers received was in how to manage class lists and
grades.
Overall, this study serves to illustrate the under-use or misuse of a model like the
CBAM. It also hints at what CBAM may have to offer the technology integration
professional development field if it were used to more fully address exactly how "the
personal make-up, knowledge, and experience" that each teacher-learner brings to a
change experience, as well as how "the way they perceive[ ] and mentally contend[ ] with
a given issue differently" leads them to have different concerns (Hall & Hord, 1987, p.
59). According to Hall and Hord (1987), "Based on research with concerns-based
concepts, it is clear that the day-to-day actions or interventions, are keys to the success or
failure of change attempts. Indeed, these interventions are the keys to understanding the
dynamics of facilitating change" (p. 142). These are the interventions that technology
integration PD needs to uncover; not in a general sense and not merely in terms of
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interventions on the part of the PD, but in a specific, process-oriented sense that includes
what interventions teacher-learners undertake on their own behalf.
Another technology integration example making use of the Concerns Based
Adoption Model is a utility study of two self-reporting outcome measures. Christensen,
Griffin, and Knezek (2001) used their Levels of Use tool that includes the following
levels: Level 0-Nonuse; Level 1-Orientation; Level 2-Preparation; Level 3-Mechanical
use; Level 4A-Routine; Level 4B-Refmement; Level 5-hitegration; Level 6-Renewal.
This tool was adapted from the Level of Use portion of the Concerns Based Adoption
Model developed by Hall, Soucks, Rutherford, & Newlove (1975) to measure teachers'
technology integration and its correlation with student achievement as measured by the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills. The researchers also studied the relationship between
Christensen's (1997) Stages of Adoption self-measurement of technology integration,
which was adapted from Russell (1995), and the following development factors: 1)
teachers' will, as measured by the Teachers' Attitudes Toward Computers 5.1
Questionnaire (Christensen & Knezek, 1998) and the Teachers' Attitudes Toward
hiformation Technology Questionnaire (Knezek & Christensen, 1998); 2) teachers' skill,
as measured by the Technology Proficiency Self-Assessment (Ropp, 1999); and 3)
teachers' access to technology tools, as measured by "current hours per week using
technology in the classroom, access to a computer at home and access to the WWW at
home" (Christensen et al., 2001, p. 13).
They conclude that it may take a number of years of technology integration before
measurable student achievement results manifest. While professional development was
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not mentioned to be a part of this study, the authors take the liberty to conclude that
findings indicate that "different levels of integration may require different techniques" of
technology integration PD (p. 16), but they are only able to offer the suggestion of pre
testing entire campuses before such training in order to determine such levels.
Additionally, the researchers state that increased skill can enable increased technology
integration - as indicated by the authors as a Stage 5 on the Stages of Adoption measure
- but that creativity can only come from an increase in teachers' will. Through the
statistical relationships found between their modified version of the CBAM and their
measures of teachers' will, skill, and access to tools, the researchers conclude by
promoting a "model of technology integration and classroom achievement" (p. 16) that
includes will, skill, and access to tools.
While the authors do not provide any further insight into what such a model
would amount to, they have presented the field with a technologized version of the
Levels of Use portion of the CBAM and used it to quantitatively support further
exploration into the role of three related factors in teachers technology use. However,
once again, a tool that appears to have been intended to support the "unfolding" changes
(Hall & Hord, 1987, p. 59) teacher-learners go through, is being used in an outcomesbased manner, without any real indication of how, once a level of use and stage of
adoption has been determined, does developmental change continue. Additionally, the
whole theory related to teacher-learners having specific concerns that need to be
addressed when they are at these different levels of use was completely ignored.
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In stark contrast to these two product-based uses of the CBAM, Wesley and
Franks (1996) report on their mixed qualitative and quantitative case study to identify and
describe "teachers' self-initiated or voluntary individual and collegial adoption-related
activities" and the role these activities play in "promoting progression for the innovations
through the Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) stages of concern" (p. 3). Seeing
a similarity in stages of development, Wesley and Franks based their case study on the
work of Sandholtz, Ringstaff, Dwyer (1991). Sandholtz et al. (1991) documented the
extent to which teachers' voluntary, self-initiated engagement in collegial activities
advanced changes in their pedagogy and in their attitudes about technology adoption and
led to successful integration. These changes in turn were related to the teachers'
progression through stages characterized as 1) emotional support, 2) technical assistance,
3) instructional sharing, and 4) collaboration. The difference with the Sandholtz et al.
(1991) findings of teachers progressing through these stages of collegial interactions and
the stages of concern sequence theorized by the CBAM was that "once a category of
interaction.. .entered into the collegial process, it remained in the repertoire of
interactions thereafter as adoption advanced over time and as later categories emerged"
(p. 49); whereas, the CBAM stages of concern are said to fade upon their being resolved,
at which time they are replaced by more advanced concerns, which too are said to
resolved over time.
Wesley and Franks (1996) looked at the four teachers among nineteen with the
highest score on the stages of concern scale, interviewed them, and categorized their
statements via a content analysis of pertinence to the stages of concern. The researchers
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note that over a period of seven years these teachers were involved in a technology
integration effort initially working with "networked computer assisted instruction (CAI)"
and later "desktop computer multimedia resources" (p. 5). The researchers found that
teachers' individual and collegial voluntary adoption activities were both "integral and
essential" to their technology integration process, and that these related to their
"emerging and evolving CBAM concerns" (p. 6). The teachers' self-initiated adoption
related activities were of two types: 1) investigating computer resources and uses; and 2)
experimenting with "classroom procedures related to integrating computer applications
into teaching practice" (p. 7). Additionally, teachers' collegial interactions included
sharing resource information, supporting each other emotionally, and reflecting on effects
on students, which also correspond to the CBAM concerns. Teachers sustained and
extended any training they received through these investigations, experimentations, and
collegial activities. It was noted that the teachers' increased concerns and increased
activities were related to the increased complexity of the technologies made available to
them over time - the technologies allowed for more flexibility and adaptability as well as
complexity, which inevitably led to teachers increased interest and desire to explore
individually as it also gave them more to interact about. Experience led to advanced
impact-related concerns, as it also led to experimentation of new ways to use the
technologies and new interpretations for using it, which had the effect of resurfacing
earlier self and task related concerns, which led to their knowledge development and
successful integration.
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What this shows is that, hke the Sandholtz et al. (1991) study, these teachers did
not progress developmentally through stages, but maintained or renewed earlier stage
concerns throughout this change process. This manner in which such early concerns
continued throughout the process led to frequent and continuous practice of both the
individual and collegial investigation, experimentation, and sharing activities as the
technologies continued to advance. The retention of early concerns along with
development of later concerns could be due to the advancement of technologies, which is
something that Wedman (1986) and Wedman et al. (1986) found in a similar study. This
is also something original CBAM theorists observed: "In addition to changing
developmentally, [concerns] will recycle in response to each new innovation or even to
phases of an incremental innovation" (Hord et al., 1987, p. 43). Wedman et al. (1986)
also noted a related finding that such early concern maintenance can be explained by
teachers' changing perceptions or reinterpretations of what is possible to do with a given
technology, which has them returning to concerns related to information and management
while they are also thinking about collaboration and impact. In conclusion, the
researchers call for a "reconceptualization" of the CBAM from its linear, sequential
progression to complex interrelated "expanding repertoire of experienced concerns" that
takes into consideration contextual factors (p. 13). Such a model does not end, and it
more fully represents the type of ongoing change process technology integration
professional development needs to support - mirroring more ongoing growth and
continued innovation of ideas.
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Developmental Stages in the Learning Process
While the above review calls into question the extent to which developmental
models of change can be readily applied to technology integration professional
development, the idea that there exists a stage-by-stage progression to how teachers learn
to integrate technology into their curricula prevails. One of the most popular and widely
referenced comes from the ACOT, or Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow, project that began
in 1985 by equipping a classroom in five different schools with computers (one at school
and one for home use for each student and teacher in the class). Initially, the ACOT
project did not offer any type of PD model to train the teachers in the instructional use of
the computers; rather, in the begirming, ACOT stressed the belief that the very access to
technology itself was an impetus for change. ACOT researchers reporting on the first
through fourth years of the project and making use of observations, teacher logs,
interviews and cross-site comparison, relate that "[o]ver time, new patterns of teaching
and learning emerged" and occurred in stages that teachers moved through: 1) Entry; 2)
Adoption; 3) Adaptation; 4) Appropriation; 5) Invention (Dwyer, Ringstaff, & Sandholtz,
1990, p. 4).
The stages appear to be theorized based on the aggregate of participating teachers,
not on observing individuals' development, as they progress in making use of the
computers that have been placed in their classrooms. The report does not describe what
training and/or support the teachers received, nor how they actually moved from one
stage to another, yet the authors claim that via their progression, "traditional methods [of
teaching] were first strengthened by technology and then gradually replaced by more
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active and engaging learning experiences" (Dwyer et al., 1990, p. 4). The researchers
also claim that the appropriation stage, when "an individual comes to understand
technology and use it effortlessly as a tool to accomplish real work" (Dwyer et al., 1990,
p. 6), was reached by every teacher in the second year of the project. And again, they
seem to focus on technology itself as the agent of change here when they state that these
teachers reached this stage because they had "enough access to technology to reach a
point where computers become natural tools with which to work" (Dwyer et al., 1990, p.
6). The conclusion of the report indicates that the essence of change and moving through
the stages can be found in how the teachers' experiences in this "altered context" worked
to "gradually replac[e]" their traditional beliefs and practices (Dwyer et al., 1990, p. 10).
Apple later names these stages the "Evolution of Thought and Practice" model
which "describes [teachers'] way of thinking and acting when it comes to integrating
technology into their teaching" (Technology Planning Guide: Professional Development
4, Tf 2). The stages are now being used to support three different "tiers" of PD that the
Apple Professional Development (ADP) team has designed to meet the needs of those at
each particular stage. The tiers include fundamentals, "providing basic and intermediate
training in how to use specific types of hardware" for those at the Entry and Adoption
stages (Tf 4); integration or tier two programs provide "information on using technology
skills to integrate technology into the curriculum and support student-centered learning
environments" for those at the Adaptation and Appropriation stages (T[ 5); and leadership
or tier three programs that essentially train those at the Innovation stage to be coaches,
mentors, and support PD at their own schools.
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Overall, the initial conceptualization of the stages is rather unclear in terms of the
type of help the teachers received in the form of training and support, or whether this all
just happened at each of the different sites because of the teachers' extensive access to
technology. In this regard it would appear that if the latter were true, as is seemingly
being suggested by these researchers, then Apple really does not have much support for
promoting their form of technology integration PD model if all advancement through
these stages takes is access to computers. Additionally, if these are truly the stages that
teachers go through naturalistically, without any PD model of training and support, would
it not be very likely that a certain type of PD model that was not based on this idea of
stages could essentially break this so-called naturalistic stage-by-stage evolution they
claim exists? And conversely would not a model such as the three tiered approach Apple
is sponsoring work to limit development to this stage-by-stage process only?
What is more, because the authors of this 1990 ACOT report that supports a linear
progression of the stage-by-stage evolution of teachers' technology integration
development are the same configuration of researchers who reported on the above lack of
stage-by-stage concerns-based progress, the idea of such a progressive claim for all
teachers is extremely questionable. This then begs the question: Do stages of
development exist, or are they a manifestation of the PD models that teacher-learners
experience? In 1994, the North Central Regional Education Laboratory proposed five
phases of a PD framework promoting "ongoing professional development" and
encouraging "individual reflection and group inquiry into teachers' practice that
essentially guide participants through the following: 1) building a knowledge base; 2)
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observing models and examples; 3) reflecting on their practice; 4) changing their
practice; and 5) gaining and sharing their expertise (Five Phases of Professional
Development, T| 1). NCREL applied this fi*amework to the creation of their Learning
with Technology PD course that views teachers' "growth" as "developmental and
cyclical" (Five Phases of Professional Development, 2).
It would be difficult for a teacher who experienced this fi-amework in a phase-byphase manner to reach the Appropriation stage mentioned above at a phase that was
merely aimed at observing various models. NCREL does note, however, that the phases
in their framework "overlap, repeat, and often occur simultaneously" in practice (Five
Phases of Professional Development, T| 1), while at the same time being developmental,
which thus leaves the whole notion of developmental stages under-addressed. As the
NCREL framework is vague as to what and how each phase is to implemented (e.g., what
knowledge is being built up and how are teachers reflecting on their practice - through
the use of technology, for example - or when and does technology enter the framework at
all), an interesting research agenda would be to actually design two professional
development models that use this framework differently to examine the extent to which
there exists any corresponding stages of development.
This type of step-by-step learning models have a historical place in the field of
professional development. Joyce and Showers (1980) suggested that effective
professional development consisted of five components: 1) presentation or description; 2)
modeling or demonstration; 3) simulated practice; 4) structured feedback; and 5)
coaching. Sparks (1983) recommended a similar model but included diagnosing
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participant needs as the first component and then discussing the innovation after
demonstrating it. Wildner's (1999) pre-service technology integration course seems
based on similar phases: demonstration; familiarization and exploration; critique and
evaluation; design; development via application of technology; and simulation and
reflection. Parks and Pisapia (1994) and Bybee and Loucks-Horsley (2000) agree that the
first thing teachers need in a technology integration PD is to lean how use technology,
and only then can they move on to learn hovi' to integrate it. Finally, both sets of authors
agree that teachers need sustained training, support, and motivation for implementing and
reflecting on their technology integration efforts. Others, conversely, are quite adamantly
against this separatist, disintegrated view of teaching technology skills in isolation of
integrating context and content. Rather, they claim that the only way to achieve "infusion
of technology in the teaching of a particular content" which will lead to "a teaching style
and learning environment enabled by technology" is to integrate the "acquisition of
technological knowledge, skills, and attitudes" with teacher-learners' examination of,
reflection on, or simultaneous acquisition of pedagogic and subject area knowledge
(Kollof, 2000, p. 1).
This review of professional development literature related to PD as a learning
process of change and the notion of developmental stages supports designing and
investigating how and why teacher-learners engage in such a process. The literature
reviewed thus far supports moving beyond focusing on technology integration being
achieved, or on the presence of a set of pre-existing stages of change or development that
a PD model itself may be determining. This literature also supports the current study's
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grounded focus on attending to professional development as a complex and interactive
process that is in large part determined by how and why teacher-learners learn to change
by what they do to get their needs met, deal with problems, plan for their future,
collaborate, and create.
The Learning Context
While technology integration professional development continues to manifest
itself in a myriad of forms, many of these are based on models, such as those change- and
stage-based models in the above review, that have claimed success and which often result
in lists of effective PD content, or best practice lists. On the one hand, these lists and the
research that has produced them have indeed contributed to a growing understanding of
what PD models/programs need to help teacher-learners develop the knowledge and
abilities needed to successfully integrate technology. On the other hand, however, these
lists essentially ignore the role context plays in the professional development process. As
Jenson, Lewis, and Smith (2002) note, while these lists "certainly could be useful for
signaling what, given the correct conditions, 'can be done,' the prevalence of these
discourses has distracted the more difficult work of carefully documenting local
conditions and issues, both negative and positive, and developing solutions tailored to
local needs" (p. 495).
This decontextualization of data, whether in a specific study that does not address
contextual factors or in compilations of lists from various studies, works to gamer a
stronger sense of generalizability by eliminating any and all contextual effects (Guskey,
1995). hi doing so, this type of research also disregards earlier educational research
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findings - e.g., Clark, Lotto, and Astuto (1984); Firestone and Corbett (1987); Fullan
(1985); Huberman and Miles (1984) - that contend "the uniqueness of the individual
setting will always be a critical factor in education" (Guskey, 1995; ^ 11). While Guskey
(1995) goes on to note the failure of professional development endeavors that do not
adapt to (or are not adapted to) "the complex and dynamic characteristics of specific
contexts" (^f 53), Spillane (2002) also points out that to the extent that models are filtered
through the "existing beliefs" of those responsible for the implementation "in ways that
miss or misconstrue their pedagogy and content: These models are likely to be 'lethally
mutated' (Bron & Campione, 1994)" (p. 378). Spillane (2002) himself found this to be
the case in his study on the manner in which the majority of school districts implemented
PD models based on their own behaviorist view of how teachers learn, which he contends
could be a factor in the change or reform, which the PD models were attempting to
promote, not finding its way into the teachers' practice.
Opposed to the elusive one-size-fits-all model then, technology integration
professional development models are being designed and research is being called for
which consider the effects context has on teacher learning. This situative perspective
(Greeno, 1997) at the design and implementation stages of the process views learning as
socially situated and meaning as created in contexts of use (Lave & Wagner, 1990). As
opposed to residing in the head of the individual, knowing is seen as "sustained
participation in communities of practice in which individuals develop their identities both
in relation to their contributions to the community's functions and progress, and in
relation to their activities and growth as individuals" (Greeno, 1997, p. 97). This view

that learning consists of one's increasing "ability to participate effectively in the practices
of a community that involve inquiry and reflective analysis" has been applied to
technology integration PD efforts (Greeno, 1997, p. 97). Such application has
subsequently led to calls for research that attends to that participation, or learning, and the
inherent fields of interaction among the individual participants (Howard, 2002).
This idea of attending to teacher-learners' situated ability to participate and
interact, or essentially their learning, is advanced by Sahl and Windschitl's (2000)
context-focused call for research that works to gain an understanding of "how [and] why
[teachers] transform their practice over time" (Sahl & Windschitl, 2000, p. 3), and how
"factors such as the organization of the classroom, their pedagogical beliefs, and the
socio-cultural setting of the school" may work to mediate teachers' technology
integration (p. 8). Such a focus would be relatively situation-specific and would not,
therefore, enable much generalization beyond that particular context. However, as noted
above, the inherent failures in such generalization, along with the realities of the
influence of context, suggest that situational studies could do much for individual
communities of practice, and hopefully, one day lead to a critical mass of such studies
that would better inform the larger technology integration community of practice.
Actual application of a situative perspective or situated learning theory is varied.
As if on a continuum, at one end there are PD efforts that maintain they are situated in the
teacher-learners' actual practice, no matter where they are physically undertaken. There
are also technology integration PD models that claim to be situated in the practice of
teaching in general and/or in a specific way of teaching - e.g., problem-based, inquiry, or
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reflection. Additionally, there are attempts to situate learning via simulations of the
technological (hardware, software, connection speed; networks, etc.) and/or pedagogical
environments that teacher-learners will or might encounter or return to. Then, on the
other end of the continuum, there are efforts which situate teachers' learning within/at
teacher-learners own places of practice (classrooms, offices, labs, etc.), making use of the
very technology to which these teachers have actual access and the extent to which they
do, supporting teachers' learning through the very use of that same technology to aid in
their learning of relevant content (i.e., not to just learn the technology), basing all
learning on their own real-world teaching (problems, interests, material), and engaging
both the community and the individual in a variety of inquiry, discussion and reflection
opportunities concerning technology integration. The following examples provide a view
of some of these applications and their examination.
In her 2002 study of the Eiffel Project, Mouza describes the PD program and
"investigates the influence of this program on teacher learning, taking into consideration
school contextual factors" (p. 273). According to Mouza (2002), there is a need for
professional development to be situated in teachers' context of practice; therefore, she
states that PD could be situated by conducting it at the teacher-learners' school sites, or
"[ajnother way is to have teachers bring experiences from their classrooms to
professional development workshops (Putnam & Borko, 2000)" (Mouza, 2000, p. 275).
The latter is what the Eiffel Project PD exemplifies.
The Eiffel Project is described as a twelve-week program, but which, according to
the reported study, actually runs for quite a bit longer. It consisted initially of eight
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weeks of off-site workshops that followed a format of demonstration of a specific
application of a single technology (i.e., a learning activity that uses a certain piece of
software), hands-on practice, discussion of the activity, and reflection on what was
experienced as homework. The eight weeks of workshops were conducted during the
teachers' school year, and then, also off-site, during the summer, four weeks were spent
working on the design of a technology integration project to be implemented in the up
coming school year. The projects were tied to the teachers' own curricular goals - a
strategy Mouza (2002) claims, "allowed Eiffel staff to situate professional development
activities in teachers' practices by asking them to work around their classroom needs" (p.
276). During the implementation time-period, the teacher-learners were then
given/offered onsite support for further development, planning, and implementation of
the projects they worked on over the summer, and/or of new technology integration
undertakings. Finally, the teacher-learners returned to the larger group, off-site, to
present their projects and lessons to each other.
Li addition to enabling this description, the research, in the form of a case study
that made use of field notes, interviews, and document analysis, presented results about
what technology integration professional development projects need to do according to
this group of teacher-learners' experiences. These teachers commented that they
welcomed the variety of activities that were part of the workshops, especially being able
to get hands-on experience of the technology-enhanced activities being modeled, as well
as having the opportunity to discuss their reactions to the activities with the group. The
study also concluded a need to help teachers deal with school contextual factors that

12>
influence their ability to integrate technology such as release time and access to
technology, as teachers found a disparity between what they had found possible in their
off-site training vs. what they were limited to at their own schools. To an extent, this
calls into question whether this particular application of situated learning theory goes far
enough to embed learning physically (Fenwick, 2000), as well as pointing out the issue of
how situative perspectives deals with transfer of knowledge (Sfard, 1998). The teacherlearners also said that it was beneficial to work on projects that helped them meet their
own needs.
The study further reports the PD to have been successful in enabling teachers to
integrate technology in personally meaningful ways, which essentially amounted to the
teachers modeling exact uses of technology-enhanced activities they were shown and
practiced during the workshops in their instructional practice. This does support a notion
of being able to transfer situated knowledge fi:om one setting to another - the modeling of
specific activities in the training, resulted in the teachers modeling such activities in their
practice. Mouza (2002) concludes that further innovation beyond such modeling takes
more time. However, it is unclear how or whether these teachers will move on to
innovate and how this PD helps them do so.
The next example promotes situating technology integration professional
development in context in a manner that allows for the natural, experiential learning of
related pedagogical and technical issues to arise out of learning how to integrate
technology. Coming from an administrative position. Bates (1999) uses a joint report
fi-om the American Productivity and Quality Center and State Higher Education
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Executive Officers Association on the findings of "a benchmarking exercise in best
practices in faculty instructional development in the use of technology in teaching" (p.
98) to propose a situative orientation to training in-service faculty in the integration of
technology into their courses - which in this setting comprises building a "set of Web
pages for a networked-based course" (Bates, 1999, p. 100). Using findings fi^om the
report that indicated that best practices institutions "focused on teaching and learning, not
on technology itself, in faculty development" (Bates, 1999, p. 100), a rather unique
"problem-based approach to training" was instituted. The problems on which the training
is being based, however, are not necessarily pre-defined, nor do they represent teacherlearners' instructional problems, nor are they problems of educational practice in general.
Rather, the approach is based on the initial problem of ensuring that the ways technology
is used to enhance learning justify the amount of resources that are going into the
physical and personnel support structure. As an administrator. Bates (1999) includes the
enhancement feature of generating "substantially more revenues by reaching new target
groups" (p. 199). From there the approach unfolds to address problems that arise in the
context of small groups of teachers building course Web pages under the guidance of a
instructional designer, versed in educating the faculty regarding 1) the purposes of using
technology in education; 2) the teaching and learning processes and approaches; and 3)
the various roles technology can have and the inherent changes these entail (Bates, 1999;
102-103).
During this work with the instructional designer, the problems that need to be
addressed - technological and pedagogical - will "emerge in response to dealing with
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real teaching issues" which will enable teacher-learners to learn how to manage such
issues as the need to do so arises in these real-world situations. The ideal is that such an
approach "enables the basic operation of the computer to be covered" situationally, as it
simultaneously "allows teaching issues to surface and be dealt with" and "basic issues of
instructional design can be raised" (Bates, 1999, p. 100). Focusing on instructional
design and the use technology. Bates (1999) claims faculty development "occurs best in a
context of tackling a specific teaching and learning problem" (p. 101). This is inline with
the situative perspective, and its ties to experiential learning and Dewey's (1966)
contributions regarding the need for genuine experiences being the basis for instruction,
out of which emergent problems flow naturally and are dealt with via observation,
solution generation, applied testing, and reflection (p. 163).
The next example of applied situative perspective comes from the pre-service
arena and also has a strong experiential component to it. Doering and Beach's (2002)
qualitative study examines a pre-service teacher education technology integration effort
in which faculty educators made use of technology in their teaching of their specific
teacher-education content; literacy. To clarify, as opposed to relying on a distinct
technology course, which Egbert et al. (2002) note, "have a limited impact on how
teachers think about and implement technology-supported teaching (Cuban, 1996;
Feiman-Nemser & Remillard, 1996)" (p. 108), Doering and Beach's (2002) teacher
education faculty were taking that much needed step of actually modeling the use of
technology situated in their instruction of pedagogical content that is meaningful to the
teacher-learners. Such a step is now being recognized by the field as an important key to
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teacher-learners actually understanding and using technology in their own courses (Pope,
Hare, & Howard, 2002). This is an area of technology integration education that AbdalHaqq noted needed addressing back in 1995:
First, teacher educators do not sufficiently model appropriate use of computers for
instructional purposes, either in courses or field experiences (Bosch & Cardinale,
1993). Second, these programs do not, typically, incorporate technology across
the curriculum (Walters, 1992). Third, the instruction that is provided to
preservice teachers tends to focus more on the older and simpler instructional
applications of computer technology (e.g., computer assisted instruction, word
processing) and less on exposure to and practice with newer, more sophisticated
tools (e.g., electronic networks, integrated media, problem-solving applications),
which support development of students' higher-order thinking and problemsolving skills (Baron & Golman, 1994; Office of Technology Assessment,
1995a). (Abdal-Haqq, 1995, p. 3)
Seven years later, the study at hand shows that this literacy faculty accomplished their
goals of having pre-service teachers experience the ways "technology serves to mediate
both [their] acquisition of teaching strategies and the development of literacy practices"
via the pre-service teacher-learners' participation in a distance education online literacy
development project with middle school students as their practicum experience (Doering
& Beach, 2002, p. 143).
Based on the precept that "[i]t is primarily through active participation with
technology as opposed to receiving instruction about technology that preservice teachers
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leam to recognize the value of technology tools" (Doering & Beach, 2002, p. 129), this
study found that in using the technology to aid the elementary students' literacy
development, the teacher-learners modeled technology-enhanced literacy practices such
as "making intertextual or hypertextual links," they developed trusting relationships with
students "in the absence of face-to-face interaction," and they employed a range of
literacy strategies such as "the display of spontaneous thinking [and] engaging in
word/role play" (p. 127). Amongst themselves, the pre-service teachers also engaged, via
the technologies employed in the literacy education course, in "co-inquiry about
problems, issues, or dilemmas" that arose for each of them during their work with the
elementary students (Doering «& Beach, 2002, p. 128). Additionally, the study found
through examination of the learning products themselves that the elementary students
employed the "technology tools of hypermedia production and Web-based
communication to engage in literacy practices involved in their multi-genre writing
project and in communicating with each other" (p. 141).
Of course, this situative PD example does not account for whether these preservice teachers will now be able to transfer their successful situated, experiential
knowledge to their future classrooms that will inevitably contain a new set of influential
contextual factors. The premise is that "the acquisition of technological knowledge,
skills, and attitudes is greatest when presented in the context of a content" and that "this

method will lead to a teaching style and learning environment enabled by technology"
(Kollof, 2000, p. 1). To the extent that these teacher-learners were familiar with both the
constraints and affordances in the initial learning activity and were, therefore, able to gain
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both an abstract and general understanding of technology integration in the service of
literacy, situative theorists claim they should be able to apply their knowledge to other
situations (Fenwick, 2000; Greeno, 1997).
The final example claims to be "[gjrounded in situative theories of knowledge and
learning" (Swan, Holmes, Vargas, Jennings, Meier, Rubenfeld, 2002; pp. 169). The
Capital Area Technology and Inquiry in Education (CATIE) Mentoring Program or the
CATIE model works from a mentoring standpoint and has "educational technology
experts" working on-site with teachers in the development of "technology supported
lesson planes" that serve the teachers' specific curricular needs (Swan et al., 2002, p.
170). The goal of the CATIE model is to "integrate technology into classroom activities
at a grass roots level and situate teacher learning about technology in authentic classroom
practice" (Swan et al., 2002; pp. 169-170).
According to this report on the model's first implementation attempt with four
different school districts, mentors follow the interests, needs, and desires of the individual
teacher-learners they are working with, acting as facilitators but following the direction
the teacher-learners determine best for themselves. The mentors help the teacher-learners
make use of the actual technologies available to them at their schools. The report states
that the mentors became part of each school's culture and developed personal and
professional relationships with their mentees, as they valued these mentees' professional

knowledge and experience and attended to their individual technological comfort and
confidence levels. The mentors offered in-class support for the teachers as well, and at
times worked in a co-teaching capacity to model "constructivist, student-centered

teaching with technology in their work with both students and teachers" in order to
enable teacher-learners to do so themselves when they deemed themselves ready (Swan
et al., 2002, p. 175). After the first year of the program, teachers had success in
integrating technology into their instruction and commented that they are becoming
increasingly comfortable doing so, as well as feeling confident in how creative their
teaching has become. As this is not an actual study, the authors end their description of
this model by stating.
Common sense indicates that the CATIE program is successful because it is
reaching out to teachers in the physical and social context of their practice,
because it provides ongoing, long-term support for technology integration, and
because of the personal relationships mentors are forging with participating
teachers within the culture of the schools in which they work. Its success supports
a situative perspective on teacher learning, especially teacher learning about
technology and technology integration. (Swan et al., 2002, p. 187)
Of course, what is needed to verify this "common sense" belief is actual data that
provides insight into these situative experiences and illuminates exactly how teacherlearners and experts participated in this mentor-mentee experience and the manner in
which this then led to specific technology integration "success." Essentially, what is
needed is a situative examination of a situative model.
Such a situative examination of a situative model is precisely what the present
study has attempted. The above review notes the extent to which research that has
provided a list of best practices for professional development models to adhere to or
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follow offers only minimally useful generalizability that essentially neglects the crucial
role contextual factors play in implementation and results. The present study made use of
this research and theory to undertake a technology integration PD that is contextually
situated within teacher-learners' physical, practical, and theoretical language teaching
practice. Making use of this research, the study at hand employed situated cognition
practices and was designed to investigate how and why any type of technology
integration professional development success was achieved according to the teacherlearners' engagement within these practices as such played out in this particular context.
In addition to attending to the context of technology integration professional
development, the next section of this review explores the need to attend to the teacherlearners themselves as well.
The Learners
Individual Teachers as Learners
It is said that professional development models can be "differentiated by the
degree of involvement of the teachers themselves in planning, delivering, and evaluating
the activities in which they are involved" (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; T| 7). This idea can be,
and to a certain extent has been, interpreted as 1) the degree to which teachers are
allowed, enabled, or invited to be involved in the PD by some aspect of the PD content
itself, and 2) the degree to which teachers are the "self-directed, self-motivated
manager[s]" of their own learning and the "active participants" who take responsibility
for their own learning that the literature claims they, as adult learners, are and need to be
seen as (Butler, 1992; ^ 13). The former interpretation, with its focus on what the content
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of the PD model offers teachers, is the interpretation more predominately studied as an
effectiveness factor. From such and interpretation what is stressed is that teachers are
individuals and adults who "can best judge their own learning needs" (Grant, 1996;
Enabling Section, Tjj !)• From this perspective, it is believed that with adult teacherlearners, "excessive structure and authority" in a PD model will be a "disincentive for
learning" (Butler, 1992; ^ 20), so as Sparks & Loucks-Horsley (1990) suggest, such
authority over the direction of the learning should be granted to the teacher-learner.
Although studies are hard to find which deal with exactly how this allows teachers to
"develop ownership over the learning process" (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; T| 15), survey
research on attitudes and perceptions indicate that teachers prefer to have the ability to
choose, which usually takes the form of choice of focus, type, or order of workshop
content.
After years of focusing on best practices lists, which conclude minimally varied,
one-type-fits-all approaches, this focus on the individual, along with a focus on context
(see separate section above), is gaining attention in the literature (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003;
Egbert et al., 2002; Grant, 1996; Guskey, 1995; Glickman, Gordon, & Ross-Gordon,
1995; Holland, 2001). Much of what is emphasized in terms of attending to the
individual needs and interests of teachers is wrapped up in or has been supported by adult
learning theory (Egbert et al., 2002; Kemis, 1992; Sparks, 2002). Effective technology
integration PD, it is believed, uses "key points from adult learning theory" (Rodriguez &
Knuth, 2000, Overview Section, T[ 12). With regard to the individual teacher-learner, one
of the fundamental considerations for such professional development from an adult
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learning perspective is that, as adults, these learners come to this learning process "with a
wide range of previous experiences, knowledge, self-direction, interests, and
competencies" (Speck, 1996, p. 37) which are viewed as "reservoirs of...learning
resources" which must be considered (The Nebraska Institute for the Study of Adult
Literacy, 1998, f 3). Adult learning theory also holds that these teacher-learners learn
best by connecting the learning content to their own lives and work. Technology
integration professional development researchers have thus focused on the extent to
which validating the experiences and knowledge that the teacher-learners bring to the PD
and incorporating the teachers' own contexts into the PD process leads to greater
satisfaction with the PD and/or to evidence of technology integration.
Examples of individuality being addressed in the research include Bohm &
Nulden's (2000) study of the PIER technology integration professional development
model based on problem based learning, interactive multimedia, experiential learning,
and role playing. This model purported to support the individual learner by focusing any
technology integration efforts on the real-world instructional problems that each teacherlearner identified as having experienced in their own teaching. The teacher-learners rated
the model as effective in that it helped them address an aspect of their professional
experience that they were interested in exploring further and attempting to address - here
through the incorporation of "interactive multimedia" (Bohm & Nulden, 2000, p. 116).
Additionally, it can be argued that some of the many research efforts identifying
stages, levels, or phases of learning, knowledge, ability, skills, or development (see
separate section above) work toward individualizing professional development efforts -
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to varying degrees - based on where the individual teacher-learners are at in the process.
For example, Holland's (2001) case study explored the extent to which a best practices
professional development serves to meet the needs of teacher-learners integrating
technology into their instruction based on levels "of where teachers are in their
knowledge and use of technology (Fabry & Higgs, 1997)" (p. 246). The study used
Madinach and Cline's (1992) "classification of teachers' developmental levels of
knowledge and skill in applying technology in the classroom [which varies] along a
continuum of ['non-readiness'], 'survival,' 'mastery,' 'impact,' and 'innovation'"
(Holland, 2001, p. 246). The results come from survey, interviews and observations and
provide individual teacher's self-reports on what worked for them at their various levels
of development and helped them attempt to integrate technology into their courses. The
continuum consists of the following:
•

Non-readiness: training and an administrative "nudge"

•

Survival: co-teaching specialists, hands-on practice, and in-class support

•

Mastery: training, personal assistance, and peer or technical coaching

•

Impact: reflection and collaboration, collegial coaching, and action research

•

Innovation: collaborative curriculum development, formal studies, and decision
making leadership roles.
This type of research that takes a teacher-learner perspective of the technology

integration professional development process does advance our understanding of what
helps individuals learn is illuminating, but only to a certain extent. This research
continues to focus mainly on the advancement of what an effective PD needs to do or
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have in order to help teacher-learners develop. Additionally, it could serve to limit
development according to an individual's perceived, or somehow measured, degree of
understanding and ability. More illuminating, for these individuals who are seen as adult
learners possessing self-direction and self-management characteristics, would be to focus
on how and why individuals engage in some of these practices to advance their own
development. The present study attempted to this type of teacher-learner illumination
from this individual perspective as well as from a group perspective, as the next section
of the review discusses.
Pairs and Groups of Teachers as Learners
hi addition to focusing on the individual learner, the technology integration
professional development literature emphasizes the value in teachers learning together
and building "communities of practice" (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; Stein, Smith, & Silver,
1999) as they reflect on their evolving practice (Brookfield, 1995) and co-construct their
understanding of how to soundly integrate technology into their own professional
contexts. In advocating for such a reflective professional development experience for
pre-service language teachers, Kassen & Higgins (1997) state how such a PD works to
appropriately value the teacher-learners as "contributor[s] to the growing knowledge base
of the field," in which he observes "the received knowledge base is extremely limited,"
and thus teachers' contributions are "fundamental to increasing our understanding of LLT
[language learning technology] and to refining our research paradigms (Garrett, 1991)"
(p. 268). Some might argue that over the last five years since Kassen & Higgins (1997)
presented their ideas the field has built up its knowledge base. However, to the extent
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that technologies develop at such a rapid pace and that pedagogically creative and sound
ways of integrating them are limitless, teachers will always be a vital source for this everincreasing base of understanding.
Furthermore, adult learning theorists note that participating in "small-group
activities" that provide opportunities to "share, reflect, and generalize [ ] learning
experiences" allows for movement "beyond understanding to application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation" (Speck, 1996, p. 37). Additionally, they claim that coaching is
beneficial in helping adult teacher-learners transfer what they have learned to their real
life teaching situations. This type of learning via collaborative interaction is fundamental
to social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978) - a theory of learning which is also widely
used to support communities of teachers working together to co-construct their
understanding in relation to technology integration through cooperation, negotiation and
problem-solving. Applications of a social constructivist approach to these PD models
make use of mentoring, coaching, or student-teacher relationships (Archee & Duin, 1995;
Brown et al., 1989) as well as collaboration among teacher-learners (Jonassen, 1994).
These groupings or pairings enable teacher-learners to traverse their 'zone of
proximal development' or "the distance between the actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more
capable peers" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86 as cited in Slavin, 1995). Apprenticeship
situations are or can be created out of problem solving, consensus building, or conflict
resolution types of tasks, which shape learners' discourse by the use of the following
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techniques that the expert or more competent peer employs to successfully assist the
learner, novice or less competent peer:
(a) modeling to illustrate performance standards and verbalize invisible processes,
(b) coaching to observe and supervise, thereby guiding toward expert
performance, (c) scaffolding and fading to support what cannot [be done] yet and
gradually removing that support as competence is displayed, (d) questioning to
request a verbal response from learners while supporting them with mental
functions they cannot produce alone, (e) encouraging articulation of reasoning
and problem-solving processes, (f) pushing exploration and application of
problem-solving skills, (g) fostering reflection and self-awareness (e.g., through
performance replays), (h) providing cognitive task structuring by explaining and
organizing the task within ZDPs, (i) managing instruction with performance
feedback and positive reinforcement, and (j) using direct instruction to provide
clarity, needed content, or missing information. (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998, p.
39)
Wells and his colleagues (1990) refer to the talk that is generated in these situations as
"contingent responsiveness" which has ''the deliberate intention of enabling the learner to
acquire some procedure, knowledge, or skill that will be useful in other situations beyond
that in which he or she is currently engaged" (emphasis in original p. 100). This
discourse exposes learners to and allows them to share multiple perspectives on an issue,
idea, or topic, leading to the co-construction of an understanding and advancing their
competency as members of the community they are building.
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An illustration of these theoretical concepts in practice can be seen in Cole,
Simkins, & Penuel's (2002) study. They found the use of various configurations of
collaboration - a mentoring system, project partnerships, and multimedia fairs - to be
effective in their Challenge 2000 Multimedia Project inservice professional development
program. The project had a core "instructional model, called Project-Based Learning
Supported by Multimedia" which is "a method of teaching in which students acquire new
knowledge and skills in the course of designing, planning, and producing a multimedia
project" (Cole et al. 2002, p. 432). Collaboration was part of the projects seven
dimensions, which included core curriculum, real-world connection, extended time
frame, student-decision making, assessment, and multimedia. The mentoring system had
teachers experienced with integrating technology into their own instruction supporting,
coaching, training, and assisting with planning and implementation efforts of a group of
teacher-learners. One-on-one partnerships were formed between experienced teachers
and inexperienced teacher-learners to create their multimedia projects. Also, teacherlearners and their students presented their projects at annual interactive multimedia fairs.
The researchers report 97% of participating teachers completed and integrated
their multimedia project and 84% said they planned on continuing to use the technologyenhanced teaching practices. Through post-project observational studies, the researchers
note that "teachers were found to engage their students in small-group activities focused
on extended projects more frequently than teachers in comparison classrooms" and that
students spent more time than students in comparison classrooms "engaged in more
sophisticated cognitive activities, such as analyzing and interpreting information, creating
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models or representations of information, deciding on the structure of a presentation
aimed at an external audience, and reviewing and revising their work" (Cole et al., 2002,
p. 433).
Exemplifying a hybrid, university-school, teacher collaboration, the Teacher
Institute for Curriculum Knowledge about the Litegration of Technology (TICKIT)
program made use of web-based asynchronous conferencing to enable interaction among
teacher participants from five different school sites after their completion of in-person
training. According to the researchers, "technology use in TICKIT is meant to be a factor
in helping teachers reflect on their teaching approaches and philosophies about learning,
while enhancing, extending, and transforming learning opportunities available to
students" (Bonk et al., 2002, p. 207). In the study of the project, Bonk, Ehman, Hixon,
and Yamagata-Lynch (2002) report on three of the four types of conferencing activities
teacher-learners were involved in once they returned to their schools and started actual
integration efforts: (a) critical friend activities; (b) reading reactions; and (c) online
debates. These activities were considered "electronic apprenticeships" and are inline
with social constructivist theory according the to following contention:
While students might debate and negotiate electronic text space, mentors, experts,
and instructors can offer encouragement, modeling, feedback, questioning, and
task structuring that can be adjusted based on perceived student
competence.. .Such interactive thinking and learning in a social context is
intended to expose students to alternative teaching strategies and contextual cues.
In effect, electronic discussions and feedback from peers, mentors, and instructors
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can help teachers reflect on their performances and technology integration ideas.
(Bonk et al., 2002, p. 211)
The researchers found that online mentoring across the activities varied, with
"feedback, praise, and social acknowledgments" being the most common. They also
noted that the less structured critical fiiends activity engendered more peer support,
requests for help, questions, and peer praise from teacher-learners. These were coding
features based on Tharp and Gallimore's (1988) teachers' assisted performance means modeling, contingency, management, feeding back, instructing, questioning, and
cognitive structuring - as well as Collins, Brown, and Newman's (1989) cognitive
apprenticeship teaching methods - modeling, coaching, scaffolding and fading,
articulation, reflection, and exploration - and the researchers' own additions - social
acknowledgements and weaving or summarizing of comments. Overall, the electronic
apprenticeships worked to support teachers as they built confidence and competence in
integrating technology into their instruction. The teachers, as a community of
practitioners, were able to reflect, seek advise and learn fi-om each other and fi-om experts
via these activities, which helped them to develop their technology integration abilities.
As can be seen in these examples of social constructivist approaches to
technology integration professional development, the element of reflection plays a
fundamental role. Reflection can also be seen as a means of addressing the individual
teacher-learner, as mentioned in the previous section, and the knowledge, experience,
attitudes and beliefs s/he brings with her/him to the professional development experience.
Reflection is a key feature of experiential learning theory. In discussing reflection in

experiential learning, Brookfield (1984) points out that it has been applied to professional
development experiences in two rather distinct ways: 1) as it relates to a teacher-learner's
direct and immediate experience of some event (e.g., hands-on learning); or 2) as it refers
to one's reflection on everyday occurrences in one's life (e.g., reflective practice). With
regard to the former, the PD literature advocates having the adult learners experience the
use of the actual instructional technology - the hardware, the software, the activities and
tasks, the development of the curriculum, and the evaluation - in their own actual
instructional environments, or their contexts' of practice as noted in the section on
context above (Grant, 1996; McKenzie, 1993; Queitzsch, 1997; WilUams, 1993).
The latter notion of experiential learning is more in-line with Kolb's (1984)
suppositions of learning being a cyclical process of 1) taking a concrete experience, 2)
reflectively observing it in order to better understand it in that situation, 3) attempting to
generalize what was learned about the effects, and then 4) testing out one's understanding
in a new situation. Kassen and Higgin's (1997) reflective Language Learning
Technology (LLT) Model, with its five phases of preparation, familiarization,
exploration, integration, and synthesis, makes use of such a "repeated cycles of practice
and informed critical reflection" approach (p. 264). They contend that this model results
in professional growth and works to address what they see as the main issues in this type
of PD: "establishing a comfort level with technology; integrating technology into the
curriculiun; and developing the critical skills to use technology effectively" (p. 264).
This cyclical model - which maintains that teacher-learners initially need to gain a degree
of comfort, before moving on to integration, and then practicing critical reflection of
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such, which leads to greater comfort, more integration, and improved critical abilities,
and so on - is based on Wallace's (1991) model that combines such experiential
knowledge building with received knowledge to help professionals grow.
While the LLT model does not necessarily emphasize reflection among a
community of practitioners, today's technology integration professional development
stresses that "[pjersonal reflection feeds and is enriched by a learning community."
(Grant, 1996; Valuing Section, % 2). Technology integration. Grant (1996) argues, must
be "considered and reflected upon" using "the realities of teaching and the experiences of
teachers" as the backdrop (Simulating Section, f, 2). The intellectual activities that
constitute the teaching professional - asking questions, observing, coimecting,
developing, and reflecting - should guide technology integration PD models. As opposed
to being an end product, however, reflection is "a process that leads to thoughtful,
mediated action" which "involves recasting situations once they have been clarified,
rethinking the assumptions on which initial understandings...were based, and begiiming
to reconsider the range of possible responses" in any given situation (Grimmet et al.,
1990, p. 23). By making such reflection a part of technology integration PD models at
various stages, beginning to end, collaborating teacher-learners can be guided toward
reflective action (Jarvis, 1995; Schon, 1983) as they develop practical theorizing skills
(Usher & Bryant, 1989) in the following manner:
Practitioners seem to come to a more informed understanding of their informal
patterns of reasoning by subjecting these to critical review drawing on two
important sources. First, they compare their emerging informal theories to those
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of their colleagues. This happens informally in individual conversations and in a
more structured way through participation in reflection groups. Colleagues serve
as reflective mirrors in these groups; they reflect back to the practitioner readings
of her or his behavior that come as an interesting surprise. As they describe their
own reactions and experiences dealing with typical crises, colleagues can help the
individual worker re-frame, broaden and refine her own theories of practice.
Second, practitioners also use formal theory as a lens through which to view their
own actions and the assumptions that inform these. As well as providing multiple
perspectives on familiar situations, formal theory can help educators 'name' their
practice by illuminating the general elements of what were thought of as
idiosyncratic experiences. (Brookfield, 1995,116)
The technology integration professional development process of teacher-learners
then can also be advanced by these individuals working together in apprenticeship and
communities of practice situations. The present research attempted to attend to this and
to uncover how and why, from a teacher-learner's perspective, this may be true in a given
context. Focusing less on the outcomes of such PD experiences, the study at hand
worked to uncover how and why teacher-learners' experience of technology in the
service of the their own technology integration understanding and abilities aided their
development process. Additionally, attending to the importance of individual and shared

critical reflection, the study investigated how and why teacher-learners' engagement
in/with such reflection helped them advance their technology integration professional
development process.
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Conclusion
The literature reviewed in this chapter establishes the need to view and to research
technology integration professional development as process of learning and of change
that is complex and which does not necessarily follow the stage-by-stage development
suggested by earlier PD conceptualizations. Furthermore, the review suggests the goal of
this process should revolve around developing more than merely the technological skills
or knowledge of teacher-learners and work instead toward engaging teacher-learners in
the development of their own professional practice in its entirety. To the extent that the
review has also presented the need for all teachers, including language teachers, to keep
pace with the ever-increasing and ever-changing role technologies play in society and in
our communicative participation in societies, such professional development that includes
teacher directed self-sustainability is crucial. The review also revealed how professional
development research has focused heavily on attempting to determine one-size-fits-all,
best practice lists for PD models and practitioners to follow, essentially to the neglect of
the roles of both the individual and the context. Additionally, the review has detailed
research on technology integration PD models that have made use of adult learning,
situative learning, experiential learning, social constructive learning, and reflective
learning as means for attending to individuals and contexts. The result of this review
supports a need for research that undertakes the investigation of more than merely what

components of PD models, which are based on this effectiveness research, serve to help
teacher-learners develop certain skills, change their attitudes, or integrate technology.
Rather this review supports the current comparative multi-case study's investigation of
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working to understand the individuaUzed and contextualized process teacher-learners go
through by focusing on how and why they engage and participate in the best practice
components of a PD. The following chapter will present the research methodology and
procedures used in the design and implementation of the present study that works to
answer the current call for just this type of research.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Methodological Research Design
A comparative multi-case study design was chosen as most appropriate for
achieving the research goals of the present investigation into foreign and second language
teachers' technology integration professional development. To clarify, as was previously
detailed, this study's notion of professional development goes beyond the widely held
conceptualization of it as being a group, series, set, or list of "activities to enhance
professional career growth" (ERIC database) or even all "formal and informal means of
helping teachers" (Grant, 1996) - both of which conceive of professional development
merely as being a collection of essentially static content only. And again, the present
study is not saying that these activities and means are not part of what professional
development means, but that they are only part. Therefore, by refocusing on
development as experiential processes, professional development's other part
encompasses the active participation of the teacher-learners in such development.
Furthermore, as all experience happens within and is structured by the specific context in
which it takes place, the present study's definition expands to include the contextual
experiential processes of teachers as they participate in the activities and access the
means available to them as they leam about integrating technology into the language
curriculum. Basically, it is not simply the things that are done to them. It is also what
teacher-learners do with the things made available to them that make up the professional
development process.
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The methodological design choice follows from the idea then, as Merriam (2001)
notes that, "Case study is a particularly suitable design if you are interested in process"
(p. 33). Furthermore, as the above explanation of the current process under investigation
makes clear, the interplay among content, context, and participation (interactive
processes within the larger process) is complex to say the least, and it is best suited for
investigation via a case study design that offers "a means of investigating complex social
units consisting of multiple variables of potential importance in understanding the
phenomenon" (Merriam, 2001, p. 41). The case study method. Bell (1999) says, "allows
the researcher to concentrate on a specific instance or situation and to identify, or attempt
to identify, the various interactive processes at work" (p. 10). This design was thus the
logical choice over other methods that would not have been able to dig deep enough to
uncover or illuminate the processes that "may be crucial to the success or failure of
systems or organizations," individuals, or models (Bell, 1999, p. 11).
The further choice of making use of a comparative multi-case study design
(alternatively called multiple-case studies, comparative case studies, or collective case
studies) was supported by fact that the current study was not simply interested in the
technology integration professional development process of a single teacher, which may
be interesting to that teacher and her/his trainer, and allow for a certain amount of insight
into this particular PD model, but not much beyond this. Rather, the purpose of this

study was to use variations in processes that are probable among teacher-learners
participating in the same PD endeavor 1) to the illuminate the contextual issues involved
in this developmental process; 2) to explore the reasoning behind such variation in terms
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of participation, context, and content; and then 3) to move beyond this to locate patterns
that provide insight into what constitutes successful and effective technology integration
professional development from a teacher-learner and a trainer/educator standpoint.
This "instrumental" type of case study was working toward "understanding
something other than the particular case... something more general...less particularistic
and more universalistic" and was "interested in how and why a phenomenon operates"
(Johnson & Christensen, 2000, p. 329). Therefore, following Johnson and Christensen's
(2000) logic, the best choice of design was one that allowed for several cases to be
"compared for similarities and differences" in order to "more effectively test [and
develop] a theory by observing the results of multiple cases" (p. 330). And while the
authors go on to note that the use of multiple cases additionally works to increase
generalizability, Bassey's (1981) views on this external validity issue more appropriately
characterized the present study's orientation and aims:
An important criterion forjudging the merit of a case study is the extent to which
the details are sufficient and appropriate for a teacher working in a similar
situation to relate his decision making to that described in the case study. The
relatability of a case study is more important than its generalizability. (p. 85)
This comparative multi-case study, while mainly working to understand the
present issues of technology integration professional development, was conceived around
this idea of providing reader-based relatability to other language teachers and language
teacher educators/trainers. By doing so, the study works, through detailed exploratory
description, to offer these interested readers the means by which to locate themselves
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within the experiential processes of the teacher-learners in the six case studies at hand.
This will then enable them to gain a better understanding of what they themselves can do
to ensure more successful and effective technology integration professional development.
Selection of Methods
While the different data collection methods used in the present comparative multicase study will be detailed more fully below, here an overview and rationale for their
inclusion will be presented to support their use. As can be viewed in Table 1, the Data
Collection Methods Table, interviews, observations, as well as documents, and
questionnaires comprised the techniques for collecting relevant data to aid in
documenting and illuminating issues involved in the technology integration professional
development process of second and foreign language teacher-learners. Before
continuing, one can also note via the Data Collection Methods Table the study's effort to
increase the "reliability of the entire case study" by way of creating and maintaining a
"formal, presentable database" (Yin, 2003, p. 102) containing an organized record of all
original data collected from each of six case studies.
Further following Yin's (2003) principles of data collection, this specific
"multiple sources of evidence" approach was deemed best to allow the investigator to
"address a broader range of historical, attitudinal, and behavioral issues" and to establish
"converging lines of inquiry, [or] a process of triangulation" that helps to strengthen the

accuracy of one's findings and conclusions (pp. 96-97). Wanting to ensure that the study
at hand would be able to provide a "comprehensive perspective" of this professional
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Table 1. Data Collection Methods Table
Elicitation Data
Interviews
Group Interview
Pair Interview
Individual Interview

Conducted/
Case Study Database Code
Collected

Report
Reference

Week 12
Week25
Week40

BEG-TRAINING (wk 12) GI
MID-IMPLEMENT (wk 25) PI
END-POST (wk 40) FI

GI
PI
FI

Week4
Week36
WeekS
Week 10
Week 16
Week20
Week30
Week36

BEG-PRE (wk 0) = PQ1
END-POST (wk 36) PQ2
BEG-TRAINING (wk 5) FQ1
BEG-TRAINING (wk 10) FQ2
BEG-TRAINING (wk 16) FQ3
MID-PLANNING (wk 20) FQ4
MID-IMPLEMENT (wk 30) FQ5
END-POST (wk 36) FQ6

PQ1
PQ2
FQ1
FQ2
FQ3
FQ4
FQ5
FQ6

Questionnaires
Pre-Questionnaire
Post-Questionnaire
Formative
Questionnaire

Participant
Observations
Workshop
Observations
One-on-One
Consultation
Observations

Observation Data
Conducted/
Case Study Database Code
Collected
Weeks 1-16

BEG-TRAINING (wks 1-16) WO

Weeks 5-36

BEG-MID-END (wks 5-36) CO

Report
Reference
WL
CL

Direct/Participant
Observations
Collegial
Presentation
Observations
Implementation
Observations

Naturally Occurring
Documents
Syllabi
Help Sheets
Lesson Plans

Weeks
25-34

MID-IMPLEMENTATION (wks
25-34) PO

Weeks
22-36

MID-IMPLEMENTATION (wks
22-36) IO

Document Data
Conducted/
Case Study Database Code
Collected

I

PL
IL

Report
Reference

Week36
Week 16
Week 16

MID-IMPLEMENT (wk 36) S
BEG-TRAINING (wk 16) HS
BEG-TRAINING (wk 16) LP

IL
WL
WL

Week36
Week--4
Week36

MID-IMPLEMENT (wk 36) CR
BEG-PRE (wk 0) Pll
END-POST (wk 36) PI2

IL
Pll
PI2

Researcher Generated
Documents
Curriculum Records
Pre-Inventory
Post-Inventory
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development process, the combination of data collection techniques enabled the use of
"different data sources to validate and cross-check findings" (Patton, 1990, p. 244).
Furthermore, Merriam (2001) notes that it is rare that all data collection "strategies are
used equally" (p. 137). Instead he notes, "One or two methods of data collection
predominate" with "the others play[ing] a supporting role in gaining an in-depth
understanding of a case" (p. 137). This was the case in the present study in which the
elicitation data collected from the teacher-learners were the main data sources, and the
observation and document data were used in support of these.
Research Questions
This multi-case study design then was employed in order to address the following
three main research questions. The questions are presented below along with the
theoretical rationale and manner of addressing each question.
Research Question #1
How and why do university level, foreign and second language teachers
experience technology integration professional development by their participation in a
corresponding technology integration professional development training and support
model? The focus of this how and why exploration, leading to explanation is on 1)
teachers' developmental processes as they experience the technology integration
professional development training model, 2) the content of the PD model itself, and 3) the

context surrounding this complex interaction. Again, this process-oriented view of
professional development - embodying experience, content, and context - intentionally
goes beyond widely held content- or product-only conceptions of professional
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development in that while research using such a product view of professional
development has yielded valuable information (Rodriquez & Kunth, 2000), which was
used in the construction of the present PD model under study, acknowledging the roles of
experiential and contextual factors and attempting to document and illuminate the issues
involved in the interactive process is needed to provide a more comprehensive
understanding of technology integration professional development.
The present investigation then examined how the developmental processes of
various individuals work and attempted to establish why such was the case, specifically
within a foreign and second language professional development environment, as it paid
attention to the effect of the participants' personal, pedagogical, and participatory
context. The entire set of data - interviews, questionnaires, observations, and documents
- was used to chronologically track and trace changes experienced by and influences
related to each of the six teacher-learner's technology integration professional
development. The constant comparative method of analysis that was used to track and
trace these changes and influences allowed for the identification of the following
categories within which changes occurred and influences were evident: the teacherlearner's PD participation and experience, her/his relationship to technology integration
and her/his own development, as well as his/her pedagogical views and practices. The
analysis included undertaking within-case examination of each teacher-learner's
responses to formative and summative interviews, questionnaires and inventories, in
relation to what was observed about the PD experience, and in connection with what the
documents portrayed as happening or recorded as existing. This analysis worked toward
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the detailed exploratory description and explanation of the technology integration
developmental processes of six individual, and, therefore, different cases.
Research Question #2
What do the similarities and differences across the technology integration
professional development cases reveal about what is involved in the process itself? A
cross-case analysis was used to locate the similarities and differences found within the
individual case profiles of how and why the teacher-learners experienced the technology
integration professional development process. This comparative analysis, which combed
the profiles themselves as well as made use of the original databases for confirmation and
clarification, employed grounded-theory's notion of coding for process (Strauss &
Corbin, 1998) that led to focusing on identifying the underlying actions, interactions,
strategies, tactics, routines, and methods used by the teacher-learners over the course of
the PD model's differing contextual conditions.
Research Question #3
What contributes to and constitutes successful and effective technology
integration professional development? To the extent that variation in the professional
development process due to context and experience was an expectation of the present
study, variation in terms of what amounts to success and effectiveness was also expected
to vary. An analysis of the similarities and differences that made up the technology

integration professional development process was therefore undertaken in order to locate
attributes of success and effectiveness ft-om both teacher-learners' and a professional
developer's perspective.
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Participants
Case Subjects
The six cases or "units of analysis" (Yin, 2003, p. 22) in the study at hand are
represented by the six teacher-learners shown in Table 2, and their respective technology
integration professional development experiences. The study's propositions regarding
technology integration professional development are that this is a complex interactive
process that has as much to do with 1) the design and execution of the PD model as it
does 2) with how the teacher-learners participate in it and 3) what they bring with them to
influence such focused the investigation on these individual cases' developmental
process. These propositions worked in narrowing the relevant data that Yin (2003)
relates as a necessary part of defining one's units of analysis in a case study.
Furthermore, these teacher-learners' technology integration development processes or
experiences occurred within the requisite "bounded context" (Miles & Huberman, 1994,
p. 25) or "specific time boundaries [ ] need[ed] to define the beginning and end of [each]
case" which constitutes a bounded unit of analysis in case study research (Yin, 2003, p.
26). The present comparative multi-case study's topic boundedness (Merriam, 2001, p.
27) limits the data collection to three phases of the PD model itself and the four weeks
before and after these 36 weeks that make up those three phases.
As for the actual selection of cases included in the study, advice in the case study
literature proved to be disparate, and, therefore, rather confusing. Upon inception,
however, the present study followed both Stake's (1995) and Yin's (2003) guidance
when it came to case selection as both warn against viewing case study research as

Table 2. Teacher-leamer Case-Study Participants

learner

Age

Gender

Nationality

Language
taught

Years
teaching
language

TD

43

Male

French

French

11

Teacher

Academic area of
specialty or
research

Pre-Service
instruction
in language
pedagogy

Course
used in
the study

French Philosophy

None

FRN301:
3'V
French

ST

SL

GP

CK

VR

32

53

58

37

48

Female

Female

Female

Male

Female

El
Salvadoran

British

American

American

Mexican

Spanish

ESL

ESL

Japanese

Spanish

4

29

8

4

16

Central and South
American Literature

Composition and
Cultural Studies

Content Based
Instruction

Methods;
Syllabus
Design
Methods;
Assessment;
Curriculum
Design
Methods;
Assessment;
Curriculum
Design;
Materials
Development

Japanese and Asian
Literature

None

Spanish Linguistics

Methods

SPN301:
3^V

Semester
teaching
chosen
course

Semester

Spanish

2nd
Semester

IQS125:
IV

8th

ESL/
English

Semester

ESL 101:
r'yrESL

5*^
Semester

JPN201:
2"V

4th

Japanese

SPN201:
2"^
Spanish

Semester
10*^
Semester
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sampling research. Therefore, following Yin's (2003) "replication" case selection logic
"underlying the use of multiple-case studies" (p. 47), the study at hand followed the type
of theoretical replication logic he describes here: "Each case must be carefully selected so
that it either (a) predicts similar results (a literal replication) or (b) predicts contrasting
results but for predictable reasons (a theoretical replication)" (p. 47). The theoretical
orientation was deemed appropriate for the present study in that the main proposition of
this investigation is the prediction of "contrasting results" for each of the cases based on
variables considered potentially relevant at the outset - age, years teaching, course into
which technology is being integrated, semesters teaching this particular course, attitudes
and beliefs about technology integration, expectations and goals, pedagogical philosophy
and background, experiences during the PD - as well as variables emanating from the
data itself - amount and type of participation, view and use of trainer, view of self
development, choice of integration efforts, etc. However, as opposed to Yin's (2003)
warning for a "rich theoretical framework" being in place at the outset of the study
indicating "conditions when [a particular phenomenon] is not likely to be found (a
theoretical replication)" (p. 47-48), this study attempted, in part, to establish this through
its very investigation, and to ground any such framework in the data itself The chosen
cases, therefore, represent a rich basis for doing so.
Out of the twelve teacher-learners who participated in the technology integration
professional development model, half were selected to represent technology integration
professional development cases. As can be seen from Table 2, these six teacher-learners
varied along certain variables, but also were similar in others. It was believed this would
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produce realistic, diverse portrayals of how and why teacher-learners experience
technology integration professional development, as well as increase the strength of any
conclusions drawn from similarities and differences found in the cross-case analysis
portion of the investigation. This follows Stake's (1995) case study selection logic's
"primary importance" of attempting to "maximize what we can learn" through
"diversity" and a sense a "balance" in the selection of cases to study (pp. 4-6).
Furthermore, selection was limited to these six cases, as the addition of any more
cases, from among the group of twelve, would have duplicated data (data saturation)
and/or brought in a set of confounding variables not part of this study (i.e., two teachers
were adjuncts; two teachers were on sabbatical during the first half of the PD and did not
participate fully; one teacher was part-time in another department). In the end, the
selected cases were comprised of male and female language teachers at various stages in
their professional careers, ranging in age from 32 to 58, with different pedagogical and
technological backgrounds, teaching different languages and different levels of language,
and who held different beliefs and have different goals when it comes to technology
integration in language curriculum/pedagogy.
Four weeks prior to the beginning of the PD model, in my role as researcher, I
convened a meeting with all twelve teachers to explain the present study. At that time, all
teachers were given a consent form, which I went over, and in which they were asked to
indicate their willingness to participate in the investigation. I informed the teachers that
participation in the professional development model did not necessitate participation in
the study, and that all teachers participating in the PD model would be afforded the same
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treatment, access, training, and support regardless of their participation in the research.
The data collection procedures, including time commitments, were explained in detail.
Professional Developer/Trainer Subject
At the inception of the study, I, the trainer and also the researcher, was 34-years
old. I am an American female graduate student in a Second Language Acquisition and
Teaching Interdisciplinary Ph.D. program. I had been hired in the capacity of
Technology Integration Professional Developer on a two-year grant and was to develop,
administer, and evaluate a training and support program for the current site as well as at
two other small liberal arts colleges in the area. At the time of the study, I had ten years
experience as an Enghsh as a Second Language teacher and had been integrating and
researching the integration of technology into my own instruction over the course of
these ten years. During my graduate career, I had also taken four graduate-level courses
that focused on technology integration in the language curriculum; three courses that
focused on teacher supervision and education; and numerous courses focusing on
language curriculum design, methodology, assessment, materials development, research,
evaluation, as well as second language acquisition.
This teaching and learning background led to my own belief and understanding
that integrating technology into second and foreign language instruction was a complex
issue that included much more than merely acquiring certain technological skills or
purchasing what is marketed as ready-to-use CALL software. Furthermore, I had become
increasingly aware of the extent to which the traditional view of CALL was essentially
stagnating and not keeping pace with the technological developments being made within
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society at large. This led to my interest in both developing and researching the effects of
a technology integration training and support model that would more fully address the
pedagogical and curricular learning needs of language teachers interested in integrating
technology into their instruction. I believed strongly in the potential and the power of
this group of professionals to thereby gain the needed technology integration abilities and
understandings to enhance their own professional practice, and to make unique and
significant contributions to the field of CALL. Empowering language teachers
themselves in this way was my goal for both the development and the investigation of the
PD model, as I beheve this type of bottom-up approach has the most to offer the language
teaching and learning community. With such an orientation, the reader will note in the
following description of the PD model and the research, I have attempted to address and
highlight the teacher-learners' perspectives to the greatest extent possible.
Context
The technology integration professional development training and support model
- the combined observational logs of which will be used as one means of evidence in the
study - was designed and implemented for a Modem Languages and English as a Second
Language department at a small liberal arts college in the Pacific Northwest. A needs
analysis of the site - which included gathering information from the administration, the
campus technology team, and the teacher-leamers themselves — along with a review of

relevant professional development and technology integration literature worked in
combination to build a PD model with the following characteristics which will be
detailed below: addressed technology integration fi-om a language pedagogy standpoint,
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made use of best practices emanating from the professional development research, and
was consistent with the limits and expectations of the current institutional context. To the
extent that I, the trainer (also the developer), had control over the following best practices
components, the PD model - through group workshops, various types of one-on-one
consultations, online help sheets, collegial presentations, and in-class implementation
support - focused on not only addressing, but also critically situating the following
"essential components that research has found to be important" (Rodriguez &
Knuth,2000). These PD-oriented components are discussed throughout Rodriquez and
Knuth's article, but will numerically listed here for simplification purposes:
1. Make connections to student learning
2. Emphasize hands-on technology use
3. Incorporate a variety of learning experiences
4. Show ties to curriculum-specific applications
5. Explore new roles for teachers
6. Include opportunities for collegial leaming
7. Encourage active participation of teachers
8. Stress the ongoing process nature of the leaming
9. Build-in sufficient time to plan, practice, and reflect
10. Provide sufficient technical assistance and support
11. Obtain and maintain administrative support

12. Ensure adequate resources
13. Allocate continuous funding
14. Build-in an evaluation plan
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As far as focusing the PD on language pedagogy and curriculum development, the
model adapted the use of Egbert and Hanson-Smith's (1999) "eight conditions for
optimal language learning" that research in "SLA, ESL, and learning theory literatures"
points to as having a positive affect on the language learning environment. These
conditions were deemed readily identifiable to most second and foreign language
teachers, as well as widely applicable to technology integration efforts. These are
numerated below according to the various chapters that cover these elements and include
the technology-oriented questions developed specifically for the PD at hand:
1. How are learners provided opportunities to interact & negotiate meaning? How can
technology aid in providing opportunities to INTERACT and NEGOTIATE MEANING?
2. How are learners interacting with authentic audiences? How can technology help learners
interact in the TL with authentic AUDIENCES?
3. How are learners engaged in authentic tasks? How can technology engage learners in

authentic TASKS?
4. How are learners exposed to and encouraged to produce varied and creative language? How

can technology improve learners EXPOSURE to and PRODUCTION of varied and creative
language?
5. How are learners provided adequate time and feedback on tasks? How can technology help

provide learners adequate TIME and FEEDBACK on tasks?
6. How are learners guided to attend mindfully to the learning process? How can technology

aid in guiding learners to attend MINDFULLY to the learning process?
7. How are learners stress & anxiety managed? How can technology assist in managing

learners' STRESS and ANXIETY?
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8. How is learner autonomy supported? How can technology help support learner
AUTONOMY?

Finally, the PD model took into consideration the resource needs and limitations
of the current group within their institutional context. This led to acquiring a mobile,
wireless laptop lab for the teacher-learners to use and be trained to use. Additionally, an
inventory of campus site-licensed software, affordable and most needed software, and
audio and video software shaped the software applications and tools to be used in the PD.
Additionally, administrators were consulted and updated about the state of the PD.
As can be see from the Table 3, the study encompassed the four weeks prior to
and following the model and the 36 weeks of the PD model itself, made up of three
phases: workshops; planning; and implementation. Consultations ran over the course of
all three of these phases. Due to time constraints for the research project, the concluding
PD phase of review, evaluation, and renewal were not part of the investigation at hand.

Table 3. Length and Content of Study Overview
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While observational logs were maintained for each of the six main PD events (i.e.,
Workshops, Open Labs, Pre-Semester Consultations, During-Semester Consultations,
Implementations, and Collegial Presentations) and will be used, and, therefore, detailed
more fully throughout the analysis section of this report, here a brief contextual overview
of each will be presented except for the Implementations, which were essentially teacherlearners' in-class technology integration efforts that varied widely among the six cases as
will be profiled in the Data Analysis and Results section. To begin, a typical group
Workshop session had teacher-learners making use of certain technological tools in order
to leam about the pedagogically sound integration of technology into their own courses.
The Workshops varied in structure due to some being follow up sessions from a previous
week's meeting and in order to engage the teacher-learners in both inductive and
deductive modes of learning. A Workshop using the WebCT Chat Tool will be described
below for exemplification, but a detailed summary of the Workshops can be viewed in
Appendix B.
After initial introduction and examination of the synchronous computer mediated
communication (CMC) tool, the teacher-learners, each furnished with a laptop and seated
at different places throughout a classroom in which they would all one day teach with the
mobile lab, were grouped into virtual chat rooms each representing a different level of
language proficiency that the group was to focus on during the exercise. For experiential
practice, the instructions for this exercise were linked to the Chat Tool itself and directed
the teacher-learners to read through the entire instructions first, go into their chat room,
decide what role each would play - according to those given in the instructions - and
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begin discussing their assigned questions, which asked them to explore how each already
addressed certain language learning conditions (Egbert & Hanson-Smith, 1999) in their
teaching, and then how the tool they were using might enhance their doing so. At the end
of the time period, the group recorder then secured the chat transcripts - copying and
pasting them into a MS Word document. Each group of teacher-learners then worked
with their transcript offline and orally to produce an outline of their discussion to be
presented to the rest of the group by posting them online to be viewed via the mobile
lab's projection system and/or to be accessed by the mobile lab's teacher-computer with
various screens shared and projected.
As a follow-up activity, the teacher-learners were then assigned to read over
another group's outline, arrange to meet with their original group in a chat room outside
of the workshop time period and discuss their opinions about the outlined information as
well as add to it. At the following week's workshop session, groups again shared an
outline of their discussions, but this time with all workshop participants in one chat room.
Teacher-learners were then shown how to secure this transcript to be further integrated
into their own set of notes on the topic. An experientially-based exploration and
documentation of the specific pedagogical attributes of this particular technological tool
then occurred via the whole group, and finally the teacher-learners were assigned the task
of actually creating a synchronous chat task, activity, or exercise that highlighted Egbert
and Hanson-Smith's (1999) language learning conditions as well as the goals of their
instruction of an actual course as they deemed most appropriate. These were shared and
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various teacher-leamer generated activities were practiced by the larger group and then
put into an online database for future reference.
As this workshop example is attempting to show, the teacher-learners were given
hands-on opportunity to not only experience the technologies - hardware and software but also to leam the content at hand via that hands-on experience. The teachers were
actively engaged in making connections to their own students' leaming and their own
curriculum. They were experiencing a variety of different leaming and teaching roles
and instmctional activities made possible through the use of technology for language
educational purposes. There was an attempt to provide sufficient time to practice, plan,
and reflect, all the while being given technical assistance and support by the trainer and
by each other both inside and outside of the classroom. Effort was made to highlight
language leaming pedagogy and curriculum development. Finally, all workshop material
was available to the teacher-learners in the form of help sheets that could be printed out
and used during the workshops themselves and/or accessed online via the professional
development model's WebCT course site, which modeled the teacher-leamers' own
course sites they were given and which they would be working to design over the course
of the PD.
As for the one-on-one coaching and mentoring consultations, these focused
mainly on what the teacher-leamer wanted and/or needed to leam, discuss, review, or get

help with. This is not to say that these events were not stmctured - no matter what was
on the teacher-learner's agenda for a consultation session, the trainer would make
inquiries and suggestions about pedagogical goals, curricular content, possible activities,
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things to consider, past implementations, and future plans. In this way, all teacherlearners were given an opportunity to make use of the trainer in these ways to the extent
they determined they needed or wanted. Some teacher-learners initiated the scheduling
of just-in-time types of consultations or regularly occurring consultations, while others
did so as needed when asked by the trainer. The consultations happened either in the
open lab setting making use of the mobile lab, or in the teacher-learners' offices, making
use of their own desktop computer as well as a laptop if wanted or needed by the teacherlearner and/or available for use.
Over the course of participating in a number of consultations, it became clear to
me that these coaching and mentoring events centered on 1) reviewing material covered
in a workshop, 2) discussing and/or working through pedagogical issues and applications,
3) going over mechanical or technological questions or problems, 4) designing and
creating computer assisted language learning (CALL)/technology enhanced language
instruction (TELI) efforts, 5) reflecting on and evaluating past implementation efforts, or
some combination of these. The majority of the consultations were hands-on learning
and teaching experiences. There was often modeling of how to perform technological
and pedagogical tasks by the trainer and by the teacher-learners. Additionally, the trainer
and the teacher-learners would work together to solve curricular and technical problems
via such resources as help sheets, help menus, the Internet.
The Collegial Presentation PD events were organized and conducted by the
teacher-learners with my guidance as trainer. Each teacher-learner committed
him/herself to lead one presentation. The presenters focused on the choice, planning.
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implementation, and reflective evaluation of one (and at times more) technology
integrated task, activity, or exercise (designated as a CALL/TELI effort). Each presenter
was given a presenter guide sheet by the trainer to help them organize and conduct the
content of his/her presentation. The teacher-learners could also meet with the trainer
prior to their presentations for help as they felt they needed. Audience members were
provided the same sheet for each presentation on which to take notes. Teacher-learner
presenters made use of the mobile lab to show and explain their content. Occasionally,
the audience used the laptops to experience the CALL/TELI effort being presented. The
audience members asked questions, gave suggestions, and in general critiqued each
presentation. Follow-up discussion also included thoughts and opinions regarding how
the ideas presented could work with students at different levels of language proficiency,
how pre and or post exercises, tasks, or activities could be incorporated, and the extent to
which the technology employed actually enhanced language teaching and learning.
Data Collection
Elicitation Data Collection
Interviews
The present study's use of the interview data collection method - "one of the most
important sources of case study information" (Yin, 2003, p. 89) - was guided by
Seidman's (1998) description of an "in-depth interviewing" process, and its fit with the
purpose of this study's like-minded goal to "understand the experience of other people
and the meaning they make of that experience" (p. 3). The chosen case study design, in
which it is "impossible to separate the phenomenon's variables fi"om their context"
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(Merriam, 2001, p. 29), is well-served by this type of interviewing - a means of accessing
"the context of people's behavior" in order to "understand the meaning of that behavior"
(Seidman, 1998, p. 4). hi this investigation's desire to understand the technology
integration professional development process, a three-interview structure, loosely based
on Seidman's description of Dolbeare and Schuman's (1982) three-interview series, was
established to obtain experiential evidence at different contextual moments of the PD
model.
Like Seidman's (1998) description, each of the three interviews used an "openended question" approach and attempted to "build upon and explore" all responses during
the interview to encourage each teacher-learner to "reconstruct his or her experience" (p.
9) of the technology integration professional development. Departing from Seidman's
(1998) three, one-on-one interview model, the study at hand chose a structure that
employed first a Group Interview, then a Pair Interview, and finally an Individual or Final
Interview. Furthermore, the process-oriented, longitudinal goals of the present study
necessitated longer intervals between interviews than Seidman's (1998) model suggests,
in order to document the process aspect of technology integration professional
development. Additionally, while Seidman's model focuses on using interviewing as the
sole means of allowing "participants to reconstruct and reflect upon their experience
within the context of their lives" (p. 15), in the current comparative case study,
interviewing was but one of the multiple methods used to accomplish a similar goal with
regard to the teacher-learner participants' professional lives. Therefore, whereas
Seidman's (1998) model relies on the first interview to obtain participant background
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information, the study at hand relied on other data sources to acquire such information,
and used the interview process, in part, to "corroborate" certain information as Yin
(2003) puts forth as a specific purpose of case study interviewing (p. 90).
To provide an overview before detailing each, the first interview, while
attempting to "put the participant's experience in context" (Seidman, 1998, p. 9), did so
in a group setting, believing that these teacher-learners going through the same PD model
could build upon and explore each other's responses at this early stage in the study more
fully than could be accomplished in a one-on-one interview setting with me. Advancing
the topics that were treated by the first interview, the second interview was created and
implemented with the goal of "concentrat[ing] on the concrete details of the participants'
present experience" (Seidman, 1998, p. 12). However, these second interviews, included
collegial assistance, so that a pair of teacher-learners could work through the questions
together in more of the "conversational" and "non-threatening" atmosphere that Yin
(2003) further describes in discussing interviewing in case study research (p. 90). Lastly,
for the third interview, the goal of which was indeed to have participants "reflect on the
meaning of their experience" (Seidman, 1998, p. 12), the personal setting of an
individual, one-on-one interview was deemed most appropriate, as it would allow for
respondents to concentrate solely their own experiences, in a non-comparative manner.
The following describes each of the three interviews - the tools and the collection
processes - in more detail.
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Group Interview.
The Group Interview (GI) was conducted in week 12 of the study - a third of the
way through the PD - and was designed to gather information regarding the teacherlearners' experiences of the technology integration professional development model up to
that point in time. The interview questions were based on four topic areas that centered
on self evaluation and evaluation of the training: 1) stages of development; 2) learning
background; 3) professional development; and 4) overall aids. This first interview
intended to establish and corroborate each teacher-learner's view of the professional
development context by both 1) highlighting features of the model, of development, and
of their own learning, and 2) exploring their awareness, attitudes, and beliefs about them
via their own examples of actual experiences (See Appendix C for complete Group
hiterview protocol).
The hour long Group Interview was conducted with all six comparative case study
participants in a small conference style classroom. Two days prior to the interview, all
participants were e-mailed copies of the interview questions. With the permission of all
participants, the interview was video taped with a digital video camera in order to capture
digital audio for ease of computerized transcription. The participants and I sat around a
large table, allowing for me to pose questions to the group for anyone to begin answering
and for others to then add to, agree with, or disagree with the comments. lacted mainly

as the moderator of the ensuing discussion - asking for clarification and/or explanation
and changing topics based on a logical flow of which research question to pose next
based on the discussion as it played out.
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Pair Interview.
The second interview was conducted at week 25 - two-thirds of the way through
the PD model and five weeks into the implementation phase. The interview was
designed as the Pair hiterview (PI) process, the goal of which was to get two interviewees
to work together to immerse themselves and their responses into this particular phase of
the PD model to the greatest extent possible. Additionally, this interview attempted to
continue to document the teacher-learners' technology integration professional
development process, and, therefore, advanced the topics initially dealt with in the
previous Group Interview and in other data collection procedures. It accomplished these
goals by basing the open-ended questioning on six topic areas: 1) stage of development;
2) technology integration experience; 3) teaching practice; 4) beliefs and attitudes; 5)
professional development; and 6) issues of which to be aware. In the same manner as the
Group Interview, the series of questions within each topic area encouraged the teacherlearners to explore, identify, and evaluate their participation in the PD model and
evaluate the model itself by detailing examples of what they were experiencing (See
Appendix D for complete Pair Interview protocol).
For this round of interviewing, pairs were composed based on degree of
familiarity and similarity - the two female Spanish teachers were paired; the two female
English as a Second Language teachers were paired; and the two male, Japanese and
French teachers were paired. The hour-long Pair Interview was conducted in myoffice
around a small table. Once again, two days prior to the interview, interviewees were emailed copies of the interview questions. And as with the Group Interview, with the
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permission of all participants, the interview was video taped with a digital video camera
in order to capture digital audio for ease of computerized transcription. I posed questions
to the pair of interviewees for either to begin answering, with the one who did not
following up with their own response afterward. I attended to addressing questions to
both interviewees in order to balance first responses. I followed up on responses that
needed clarification and/or further explanation.
Individual Interview.
The Lidividual or Final hiterview (FX) was conducted four weeks after the end of
the 36-week PD model in an effort to allow the teacher-learners time to distance
themselves from the often-stressful, end-of-the-semester time period, but ensuring that
not too much time past so that they would be able to recollect their experiences. As
previously stated, this individual interview was designed and implemented with the goal
of having the teacher-learners reflect on their entire technology integration professional
development experience - from training, to planning, to implementation and sharing.
Additionally, this final interview queried teacher-learners on the final implementation
phase in order to expand on and corroborate information gathered in the PostQuestionnaire. hi an effort to avoid having a single teacher-learner's reflections
influenced by another's reflections, the one-on-one interview format was chosen. To
obtain an overall, experiential reflection, this interview solicited information regarding
the following: 1) technology integration approach; 2) technology integration influence; 3)
change; 4) professional development; 5) accomplishments; 6) trainer; 7) suggestions; and
8) advice (See Appendix E for complete Final hiterview protocol).
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This final, one-on-one interview with me was conducted in the office of each
teacher-learner interviewee. As with the previous two interviews, interviewees were emailed copies of the interview questions two days prior to their Final Interview. And
again, with the permission of all participants, the Final Interview was video taped with a
digital video camera in order to capture digital audio for ease of computerized
transcription. In all six interviews, two chairs were set up facing each other with no table
or desk in between the interviewer and interviewee. In this interview, I followed the line
of inquiry presented on the protocol, posing each question to the teacher-participant, and
following up on responses for clarification and/or explanation as warranted.
Questionnaires
In addition to interviews, two tj^es of questionnaires were used to collect
background, experiential, and reflective information firom the six teacher-learners. The
inclusion of questionnaires may not be among the three most common types of case study
data collection techniques, but the present comparative multi-case study effort made use
of the following interview-oriented questionnaires for the following reasons: 1) to help
supplement and triangulate information being collected by other means; 2) to ensure
teacher-participants were provided varied means of contributing their views - not just
orally responding to a researcher they were just getting to know, but also in written form
which might allow more fi-eedom of expression for some individuals; and 3) to assist in
the reliable documentation of development, change, and process in both a summative and
formative maimer.
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Pre-Questionnaire.
The Pre-Questionnaire (PQl) was designed and implemented with the goal of
obtaining base-line data and background profiles on each teacher-learner. The three
profile areas were 1) personal and professional; 2) technology; and 3) professional
development. The questiormaire asked for background information about each teacher's
name, age, and gender as well as his or her teaching philosophy and style. Additionally,
data was requested regarding a teacher's definition of, comfort level with, influence of,
awareness of, and attitudes and beliefs about the cost and benefits of computer assisted
language learning (CALL) or technology enhanced language instruction (TELI). And
finally, teacher-learners were asked to supply information on the extent to which they
would like to develop, the manner they feel such development would best happen, and
any concerns or interests they have with regard to technology integration (See Appendix
F for complete Pre-Questionnaire).
Before administration of this questionnaire with the comparative case study
participants, a version was piloted with a group of four foreign language teachers at an
area sister college with whom I was also working. According to the feedback received
from these peers of the teacher-learners, questions lie, lid, and He, as well as Ilia, mb,
and nic were supplemented and fleshed out to provide respondents more assistance in
answering the question. These changes were made as all of the language teachers
piloting the questiormaire felt these questions had various related angles that, if
mentioned together, could assist in the creation of a more detailed response.
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The revised Pre-Questionnaire was then administered electronically in the form of
an MS Word document e-mail attachment on a Monday, four weeks prior to the
beginning of the PD model. The subject line of the email was "TIPD Study PreQuestionnaire" with a due date of the Friday of that same week. The message of the email informed each recipient of the contents of the attachment along with instructions for
how to go about downloading and opening such, as well as saving, uploading, and
returning. All six teacher-learners and I used the same college-wide e-mail system that
had been in place for five years; therefore, all instructions were identical and all six
teacher-learners were familiar with the downloading and uploading processes. The PQl
sent out was saved with a distinct name, indicating whom the recipient/respondent was
and that it was the PQl. Additionally, the appropriate file extension, indicating file type
was always included (e.g., "PG_PQl.doc"). The instructions for returning the completed
questionnaire, directed the respondents not to change the file name, but rather to simply
save the file with this same name and return it electronically via email. The instructions
also related the purpose of the questionnaire, how to fill it out, and to contact me if any
questions arose. All PQls were returned electronically within one week's time.
Post-Questionnaire.
A post study questionnaire was developed to mirror much of the information that
was obtained in the Pre-Questionnaire as one means of documenting each teacher-

participant's development with regard to these same areas of interest, more specifically:
pedagogy, relationship to technology integration, and professional development
experiences. The main difference between the pre and the post form of the questionnaire
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lies in the inclusion of attempts to acquire specific pedagogical information found, over
the course of the investigation, to hold potential relevancy. Therefore, in addition to
questions about teaching style, beUefs about CALL/TELI, and the costs and benefits of
technology integration, questions regarding teaching and learning roles, behaviors and
strategies were part of the Post-Questionnaire (PQ2), as were questions about curriculum
development and details regarding tasks, exercises and activities (See Appendix G for
complete Post-Questiormaire).
The post-study version of the questioimaire was not re-piloted - its similarity to
the pre-study version and its data-grounded alterations maintained its validity. The PostQuestionnaire was administered to all six teacher-learners during week 36 - the end of
the PD model - in the exact same maimer as the Pre-Questionnaire detailed above, with
appropriate changes made to the e-mail subject heading and the naming of the saved file.
All PQ2 were returned electronically via e-mail within one week's time.
Formative Questionnaire.
As a means for teacher-learners to document their evaluation of their own
technology integration professional development over the entire course of the PD model,
the Formative Questionnaire (FQ) was developed and implemented six times at weeks 5,
10, 16, 20, 30, and 36. This questionnaire was based on Christensen's (1997) Stages of
Adoption of Technology questionnaire and on Russell's (1995) research on adult students'

learning of new technology. The present questionnaire was designed to conform more
fully to the study's development or process orientation, to address technology integration
development in language education specifically, and to provide a more complete

portrayal of each stage with which a teacher-leamer might identify. Additionally, as
opposed to simply indicating which stage of technology integration development a
teacher-leamer rated him or herself, the Formative Questionnaire included instmction and
space for a personal explanation of their self-evaluation (See Appendix H for FQ in its
entirety).
As for administration of the Formative Questiormaire, each of the six was sent to
a teacher-leamer electronically in the form of an MS Word document e-mail attachment
on the Monday of the week mentioned above. The subject line of the email was
"Formative Questionnaire 1-6" with a due date of the Friday of that same week. The
message of the e-mail informed each recipient of the contents of the attachment along
with instmctions for how to go about downloading and opening such, as well as saving,
uploading, and retuming. All six teacher-learners and I used the same college-wide email system that had been in place for five years; therefore, all instmctions were identical
and all six teacher-participants were familiar with the downloading and uploading
processes. Each FQ sent out was saved with a distinct name, indicating whom the
recipient/respondent was and which FQ it was. Additionally, the appropriate file
extension, indicating file type was always included (e.g., "PG_FQ4.doc"). The
instmctions for retuming the completed questionnaire, directed the respondents not to
change the file name, but rather to simply save the file with this same name and return it

electronically via email.
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Observation Data Collection
To obtain evidence of the key professional development events that the teacherlearners had the opportunity to experience, observational data were collected from the
Workshops, the three types of One-on-One Consultations, the Collegial Presentations,
and the in-class Implementations. While I was technically a participant in all of these
events in her position as trainer, viewed on a continuum of active participation to passive
participation, two of the observational data sources below represent more active
participation and, therefore, are labeled as "Participant Observation," while the other two
are more of a passive nature and can be viewed, therefore, as being partially "Direct
Observation." Furthermore, as detailed below, each of the four observation data
collection activities were "formal" - making use of "observation protocols...developed as
part of the case study protocol...to measure the incidence of certain types of behaviors
during certain periods of time" (Yin, 2003, p. 92), as well as to document amount and
type of participation. Finally, it should be noted that the resulting "Logs" mentioned
within each of the descriptions below were in part made up of these observational
protocols and added to by other evidence, as will be discussed in the Document Data
Collection section.
Participant Observation
Workshop Observations.

In order to obtain data regarding each teacher-learner's experiences during the
Workshops, a Workshop Log (WL) observation protocol was created and implemented to
record information regarding 1) the topic and date of each workshop, 2) who attended
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each workshop, 3) the goals and objectives of each workshop, 4) which professional
development training feature/strategies were employed, 5) which technologies were
featured, 6) which language learning conditions were highlighted, and 7) what roles and
behaviors were observed by participants (see Appendix I). As the trainer leading the
workshops, I would have this protocol with me on a clipboard and make notes and check
marks over the course of each of the fifteen workshop sessions, mainly at the beginning,
end, during transition periods in the workshop lesson, and when the teacher-learners were
working without needing the trainer's assistance. Additionally, in the absence of a
second observer, I, in an effort to "increase the reliability of observational evidence"
(Yin, 2003, p. 93), reviewed the video tape recordings of each session with a blank WL
protocol the day after the session. The two completed protocols were then compared for
accuracy by me.
One-on-One Consultation Observations.
Gathering data related to each teacher-learner's experiences with regard to any
and all of the three types of One-on-One Consultations (i.e.. Open Labs, Pre-Semester
Consultations, and During-Semester Consultations) was accomplished via a Consultation
Log (CL) observation protocol (see Appendix J). This protocol allowed for the collection
of the following consultation information: 1) the week, time, teacher, and course; 2) the
topic and focus of the consultation; 3) the technological tools and/or functions being
highUghted; 4) the pedagogical focus; 5) the professional development strategies/features
being used; and 6) any other issues or problems being addressed. Similar to the use of
the Workshop protocol, I took notes and made check marks on the CL protocol sheet
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during each consultation. Unlike the use of the WL protocol, in this one-on-one
situation, I could use the CL protocol much more often throughout the consultation
interactions. Again, in the absence of a second observer, I asked each teacher-learner to
take five to ten minutes at the end of the consultation to review the completed CL
protocol for accuracy - any additions and/or corrections were discussed and incorporated
as deemed mutually appropriate.
Direct/Participant Observation
Collegial Presentations Observations.
To capture the teacher-learner's Collegial Presentations experiences, a
Presentation Log (PL) protocol was devised and used by me at each technology
integration PD presentation by one of the teacher-learners (see Appendix K). Data were
collected regarding 1) who attended the presentations; 2) what the goals/objectives of the
technology integration effort to be presented were; 3) what pedagogical language
learning conditions were being highlighted; 4) what the technology integration effort
consisted of; 5) what students did; 6) from a pedagogical standpoint, how the effort went,
would it be done again, what would be changed; 7) from a technical standpoint, how the
effort went, would it be done again, what would be changed; 8) what comments the
audience members had. While technically, I was an audience participant during these
presentations, as my role as trainer was relatively passive during these meetings, I was
able to be more of an observer and constantly take notes on the CL protocol as the
teacher-learners played the more active roles. To increase the reliability of this
observational activity, a second participant observer, in the form of a teacher who was not
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participating in the case study, filled out the same protocol during each presentation.
Afterward, we met in her office for ten minutes to compare our observations and make
incorporations as mutually agreed upon.
Implementations Observations.
To portray the in-class technology integration implementation efforts of each of
the teacher-learners, an Implementation Log (IL) protocol was developed and used while
I observed each in-class effort (Appendix L). As was the case with the Collegial
Presentations, I was, to a certain extent, a participant during these in-class efforts in the
form of providing technical support for the implementation. However, as the majority of
such support occurred sporadically, I was able to sit to the side or in the back of the
classroom and make notes on the IL protocol regarding 1) the name and goal of the
effort; 2) the trainer's roles and behaviors; 3) the technologies used; 4) the pedagogical
conditions highlighted; 5) the students' roles and behaviors; 6) the teachers' roles and
behaviors; and 7) any other issues that arose over the course of the class period.
Following the in-class implementation, I reviewed the IL protocol and added and/or
subtracted information while the event was still fresh in my mind.
Document Data Collection
Two types of documents were used in the present comparative multi-case study:
naturally occurring and researcher-generated. Both types of documentary data were used

in conjunction with the elicitation and observation data to "furnish descriptive
information... verify emerging hypotheses.. .[and] track change and development"
(Merriam, 2001, p. 126). And while the extent to which the researcher-generated
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documents can be considered objective may be debatable, all of the data described here is
more unobtrusive than other data in which Merriam (2001) notes the "presence of the
investigator" is much greater, and, therefore, has a solid degree of "stability" (p. 126).
Naturally Occurring Documents
The following three forms of documentary data were produced in the normal
course of the instructional lives of the teacher-learners and the PD trainer - that is, they
were not produced for the purposes of the comparative multi-case study.
Syllabi, Help Sheets, and Lesson Plans Documents.
The naturally occurring documentary evidence gathered included 1) each teacherlearner's syllabus for the one course into which she or he was focusing his/her technology
integration attention; 2) the PD model's help sheets providing detailed overview of each
workshop; and 3) the lesson plans made and used by the PD trainer to conduct the
workshops. All three of these data sources were used in "the most important" manner
that Yin (2003) suggests such case study documents be used: "to corroborate and
augment evidence from other sources" (p. 87). This is to say, that these naturally
occurring docimients did not serve as the basis for category building nor were they
analyzed on their own; rather, they were added to other data from other sources to
provide a more complete and accurate portrayal of certain aspects of the study. More
specifically, the syllabi (along with the teacher records below) were used in conjunction
with the completed protocols from the Implementation Observations to form the
Implementation Logs, and the help sheets and the lesson plans contributed to the
Workshop Logs along with the completed protocols from the Workshop Observations.
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While the process of compilation will be explained in detail in the Data Analysis
section, here it should be noted how they were acquired. The teacher-learners' syllabi
were collected from teacher-learner at the end of their teaching semester - week 36 - via
an MS Word document e-mail attachment. The help sheets and the lesson plans were in
the possession of me, as I was also the PD trainer, and these were stored in an appropriate
folder over the course of the workshop phase of the model - weeks 1-16.
Researcher-Generated Documents
According to Merriam (2001), researcher-generated documents are "documents
prepared by the researcher or for the researcher by the participants" (p. 119). Similar to
the diaries Merriam (2001) lists as a form of researcher-generated documents, the
Curriculum Records (CR) that the teacher-learners were asked to keep over the course of
the implementation phase of the PD model constitute such documents prepared by
participants. Merriam's (2001) description and case study exemplification (Dominick &
Cervero, 1987) of collection procedures, with the "specific purpose for generating
documents [in order] to leam more about the situation, person, or event being
investigated" (p. 119), characterizes the present comparative multi-case study's use of
Pre- and Post-Liventories (PIl and PI2 respectively). The collection of both of these
forms of data will be described below.
Curriculum Records Documents.

The teacher-learners were asked to make use of a record-keeping device labeled
as the "Curriculum Record" as it was requesting that they keep track of their technology
integration implementation efforts over the course of the implementation phase of the PD
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model. The purpose of the tool was to allow teacher-learners to describe at the time of
implementation the following: 1) the technological tools used; 2) the name of the activity,
task, or exercise; 3) a description of what the activity, task, or exercise consisted; 4) the
learning goals or objectives; 5) whether these goals/objectives were achieved; and 6)
whether this effort was an activity, task, or exercise that had been previously
implemented and was now being 'technologized' or whether it was a new technology
integration effort all together. The generation of this document was intended to ensure
that this information about the various implementation efforts that took place perhaps
with or without being scheduled on the syllabus, that perhaps did or did not have a
physical entity (in worksheet form or electronic text), and which were done in various
languages which I did not speak, would not be lost nor forgotten by the end of the case
study period. Therefore, the teacher-learners were sent this form electronically via e-mail
(with appropriate subject heading and message description) during the planning phase of
the study. Each participant returned a completed version of the CR electronically during
week 36, the end of the PD model.
Pre- and Post-Inventory Documents.
hi an effort to gain supplemental information from the teacher-learners regarding
their relationship to technology integration and its development, an inventory was created
and implemented in a pre- and post-study manner. The goal of the inventory was to
procure information about each teacher-learner's basic familiarity, instructional use, and
pedagogical interest with regard to a list of pedagogically supportive technological tools
and functions that were part of this particular technology integration professional
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development model. Increased Familiarity, Use, and Interest were actual goals of the PD
and were considered to be potential developmental areas. The design of this data
collection tool reflects its ease-of-use and non-time-consuming intention; reflected in its
use of lists, Likert scales, and numbers. Additionally, the inventory was seen as a means
of previewing what the PD had in store and reviewing what it had covered (See Appendix
M for complete Post-Inventory).
Both the Pre- and Post-Inventory were administered upon receipt by me of all six
of the Pre- and Post-Questionnaires - on the Friday's of the 4'^ week before the start of
the workshops and of 36"^ week of the conclusion of the PD. As the inventories were not
meant to be dwelt upon by the teacher-learners, it was requested that they be returned in
three days time - that is, by the following Monday. The Pre-Inventory and the PostInventory were sent electronically to each of the six teacher-learners as an MS Word
document e-mail attachment. Each was named and saved according to the teacherparticipant respondent and to reflect that it was the Pre-Inventory (PIl) and the PostInventory (PI2). The subject heading of the e-mails related the contents as being either
"PD Study Pre-Inventory" or "PD Study Post-Inventory" and a respective due date. The
e-mail message itself held the instructions for downloading, opening, completing, saving,
uploading, and sending the attached inventories - mirroring the instructions in the Preand Post-Questionnaires. All six completed PIls and PI2s were returned as electronic e-

mail attachments within three days time.
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Data Analysis Procedures
Overview of Analysis Procedures
The following provides an account of the analysis procedures that were
undertaken as the data from each of the sources detailed above were collected over the
course of the study. Following this source-by-source account a thorough description of is
given in terms of how the data were analyzed to address each of the three research
questions.
Simultaneous Data Collection and Analysis Procedures
Elicitation Data
Interviews.
All interview data were transcribed within 2 weeks of the interview taking place.
The interviews, recorded via digital video camera in order to capture a digital audio
recording, were then imported from the digital camera into iMovie and then exported as a
compressed QuickTime movie clip, and labeled and saved according to case, interview
name/type, and week undertaken into each case's data folder. It should be noted that
while iMovie allows for movie editing, no editing was done to the interview data during
this process, hi this computerized format, the play back of each interview was easily
controlled via QuickTime's onscreen control panel, which allowed me to play, pause, and
adjust the volume of a QuickTime clip, to move forward or backward, and to jump to the
beginning or end of a clip all with a simple click of the mouse. During the transcription
process it was also possible to go to a specific point in a clip as needed, by dragging the
playback head (the small triangle) in the timeline, as well as to step through a clip frame-
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by-frame, by pressing the Right and Left Arrow keys on the keyboard. Transcription of
the digital clips was completed by working back and forth between the QuickTime
interview clip and a corresponding MS Word document consisting of a table with
columns for line number, time, coded speaker, and verbatim transcription.
All interview data were color coded by speaker (i.e., each case was assigned a
color). No formal transcription method was employed as data were to be analyzed for
spoken informational content only (as opposed to linguistic, non-verbal, and/or
sociolinguistic content, for example). Each transcript was labeled according to case,
name/type of interview, and week undertaken, and then saved into a general "Interviews"
folder as well as into the appropriate case's database file folder: A copy of the Group
hiterview and the Pair Literview with only an individual teacher-learner's responses and
my questions was produced by copying and pasting only this material into a new
document and saving it into the case's database folder, while the original fullparticipation version remained intact in the "Interviews" folder.
Once the interview data for each case was coded and stored in the individual
teacher-learner's case database, I re-read the transcripts on the computer screen and
began to make use of the electronic hisert Comment feature available in Microsoft to
highlight and comment on sections of the data that appeared at these stages to be of
interest with regard to illuminating some aspect of the teacher-learner's development

experience. These comments included words, questions, and notes about possible links
to information the teacher-learner had supplied on other data sources or that may confirm
or contradict something that I recalled having recorded on the observation logs.
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However, during the data collection process, no other analysis was undertaken such as
counting frequencies of words appearing, marking relationships between these words,
questions, and notes within the interviews, or comparing these notes with other data
sources themselves.
Pre and Post Questionnaires.
While both the Pre-Questionnaire (PQl) and the Post-Questionnaire (PQ2) were
made available to respondents electronically - as MS Word document attachments to an
e-mail message with appropriate Subject line - and in printed form, each participant
made use of the computerized versions. Both sets of questionnaires were returned to
meas e-mail attachments, labeled and saved as originally determined by me - by case,
name/type of questionnaire, and week administered. Each attachment was downloaded,
opened and checked for readability, color-coded, and saved into the case's database
folder. No type of simultaneous analysis was undertaken when the Pre-Questionnaire
was received from the teacher-learners.
Six Formative Questionnaires.
Each of the six Formative Questionnaires (FQ 1-6) was again administered in a
manner consistent with the above procedure for the other elicitation methods. Upon
receipt of the teacher-learners' FQs, I would copy and paste each teacher-learner's
responses into a prepared document that consisted of a table with headings identifying the
case, the FQ number, and the week administered, as well as empty cells for the teacherlearner's numeric stage rating and for their narrative comments about their rating.
Through the physical act of transferring the data from original source to this on-going

table, I did have a chance to read the teacher-learners' comments and ratings of
themselves and undertook simultaneous analysis that took the form of inserting an up or
down arrow, or an equal sign to indicate the change or maintenance of stage ratings from
one FQ to the next. Additionally, further simultaneous analysis included highlighting via
MS Word's highlighting tool words and or phases in the teacher-learners' responses that
stood out at the time. No other on-going analysis was done.
Observation Data
After undertaking the collection processes described in the section above, all
observation data, which were in the form of hand-written notes and checkmarks on the
respective protocols used, were initially hand-coded by case (i.e., for all data except that
from the Workshops), name/type of observation data (e.g., WL = Workshop Log; IL =
hnplementation Log; etc.), and the week the data were collected. These were stored
initially in paper file folders representing each type of observation and internally
separated by a folder for each case. Immediately following an observation event or at the
end of each week of the study, I transcribed, word for word, check mark for check mark,
all hand-written observation log data for that week to computer files. In so doing, files
were created to store the transcribed logs using the same data coding method as on the
original hand-written versions. The existing computerized protocol sheets were used for
each type of observation log being transcribed. For all three types of one-on-one

Consultations and the Implementations, transcribed logs were color-coded for each case,
and these were saved to both a main observation data folder as well as to folders created
within each case's database. Although I did have the opportunity to take mental note of
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what the data from the logs were revealing through the transcription and compilation
process, no other simultaneous analysis was done.
Documents Data
Syllabi, Help Sheets, and Lesson Plans.
Upon receipt of each teacher-learner's syllabus (e-mail MS Word document
attachments), I opened the document, color-coded it to represent that teacher-learner, and
coded and saved it according to case, syllabus name, and week received. These were
stored in each case's database folder. As for the Workshop help sheets and lesson plans,
these were added to main Workshop database and organized by week.

These two

document types were used when I transcribed the hand-written Workshop observation
logs, and were used to fill in the computerized version of what would become the final
Workshop Logs for each weekly workshop. This type of compilation analysis was the
only simultaneous data analysis undertaken with these data.
Curricular Records.
These documents were returned to me by the teacher-learners at the end of the
professional development model along with the teacher-learners' Post-Question,
Formative Questionnaire 6, and Post Inventory. No simultaneous data analysis was
undertaken. These documents were color coded and coded for case, document
name/type, and week of receipt. They were stored in specified folders within each case's
database folder.
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Pre and Post Inventories.
The Pre-hiventory (PIl) and the Post-Inventory (PI2) were administered - sent
out, returned, and received - in the exact same manner as the Pre and Post
Questionnaires. The only manipulation done upon receipt of the inventories was the
color-coding of the Inventory responses for teacher-learner. Additionally, I read through
each teacher-learner's Inventory after downloading, color-coding, and saving - using the
standardized data coding system of case, data source name/type, and week undertaken to his or her respective case database folder, and performed averaging calculations on
both and amount of change calculations on the Post-Inventory. While no comments or
notes were made on these data, I did take note of which technological tools and functions
were more or less familiar to, used by, and of interest to the group of teacher-learners and
used this information to structure the professional development model itself to ensure
variety.
End of Study Data Analysis Procedures
The above data analysis procedures were undertaken on an ongoing basis over the
course of the study. These ongoing procedures allowed for the following procedures to
then be undertaken at the conclusion of the study in order to address each of the study's
main research questions.
Research Question #1

How and why do university level, foreign and second language teachers
experience technology integration professional development by their participation in a
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corresponding technology integration professional development training and support
model?
Data Management.
This question was investigated by first undertaking a chronological recompilation, re-organization, and re-display of each case study's database, which at the
end of the study consisted of a computerized file folder containing numerous internal
folders and documents representing the various data sources. This chronological recompilation consisted of creating a new MS Word document into which the various data,
except for the data from the Workshop Logs as they were the one data set that was not
specific to a single case, were copied according to when in the course of study the data
were generated. Chronological analysis is suggested by Yin (2003) and Merriam (2001)
as a particularly fundamental way to begin analyzing for process.
Upon the creation of this single document case study database file for each of the
six cases, a numeric compilation, organization, and display analysis method was
undertaken with the Workshop Logs data, all of the one-on-one Consultations Logs data,
and the Implementations Logs data. This included reviewing these logs in order to locate
information from these sources that could be quantified and displayed graphically as
Miles and Huberman (1994) suggests. As with the beginning chronological analysis
process, this numeric process was done on a case-by-case basis, yet this numeric and
graphic analysis process was also undertaken for all cases in succession in order to ensure
the same procedures were followed. Accordingly, data were extracted from the logs and
entered into various tables on coded spreadsheets within a single Microsoft Excel
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workbook. The information from these tables represented attendance at Workshops,
amount and type of Consultations, and amount and type of hnplementations. These
tabled data were then graphed onto two bar charts, one representing participation over
time and one representing a comparative view of each teacher-learner's participation in
the different events, and two pie charts, one representing a compiled comparison of the
individual teacher-learner's participation in the group vs. pair vs. individual events and
one representing a distributed display of the different types of consultations in which they
interacted with the trainer - e.g., technological/mechanical vs. pedagogical/curricular vs.
reflective/evaluative vs. mixed, etc. These charted displays were then coded by case and
type of data, saved and stored in each case's folder database as well as printed out and
stored in a paper file folder created for each respective case. These displays were
employed in the construction of each of the within case study profiles.
Additionally, a table was designed to compile, organize and display each case's
data regarding the teacher-learner's implementation efforts. The teacher's syllabus, the
Curriculum Records, and the Implementation Observation Logs were all used to create an
overview of each teacher-learner's technology integration efforts, what type of effort
each was, when they were implemented, and what technologies were used. This table
became part of the case's hnplementation Logs, was color-coded for each teacherlearner, as well as coded for case and type/name of data, and was saved into each case's
database folder as well as printed out and stored in the case's paper folder.
The next step in the investigation into how and why each teacher-learner
experienced technology integration professional development was to review the
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chronologically organized case database folder and to print out the transcribed Workshop
Logs, Consultation Logs, and hnplementation Logs, organize these chronologically as
well, combine them by log, and to include these in the case's paper folder database. By
doing this, all observational and document data (except for the inventory data) for each
case were in hardcopy form with original coding in place, separated, and chronologically
organized along with the graphical representations in each case's hardcopy database
paper folder. Furthermore, all elicitation data - interviews, questiormaires - as well as
inventories for each case were chronologically organized with the computerized case file.
And all data for each case was stored in a computerized case database folder.
Reviewing, Memoing, and Note Taking.
This stage of the process involved examining the chronological database
document from begirming to end and then again from end to beginning, and questioning
what various units of information might mean in relation to the case's technology
integration professional development experience. Undertaking such examination on the
Microsoft Word database document allowed for the use of the Insert Comment feature,
which allows for the highlighting of and comment making on any word, phrase, sentence,
paragraph, or other string of text in the document. Using this feature, highlights and
notes/memos were made on information that stood out as potentially relevant or that was
interesting, as well as on information that was mentioned repeatedly or was emphasized

by the teacher-learner at hand, and information that was thought to hold significance in
terms of exemplifying a sense of development or lack thereof The Insert Comment notes
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and memos were also reviewed and colored highlighting along with colored font was
used to note possible connections between the notes and memos.
Categorizing and Sub-categorizing.
To a certain extent the type of categorizing and subcategorizing practiced at this
next stage of within-case analysis was part organization, part de-construction of data into
the essential properties or sub-categories that make up the main components or categories
of the study as a whole, and part continued memoing and conversing with the data, now
in this newly de-constructed format. The categorization/sub-categorization system
included reviewing the Inserted Commentary memos and notes to locate the main
categories that serve to, at this point, define or describe the data as opposed to beginning
to interpret it. Searching the chronological database data and the associated related notes,
questions, and memos, sub-categories or properties of the categories themselves were
also extracted, which further defined the data. This two-fold (i.e., category and sub
category determination) simultaneous process produced three main categories Participation, Development, and Pedagogy - as well as sixteen sub-categories that
comprised these larger entities - all of which was used to develop category tables with
sub-category cells for the representative data (see Appendix N for exemplification).
The next step in this de-construction process involved breaking down the study
into three time periods: 1) Beginning, which included the pre-PD time period plus the

workshop phase of the study of weeks 0-15; 2) Middle, which included the planning and
implementation phases of weeks 16-20 and 21-35; and 3) End, which included the postPD time period of weeks 36-40. Using this breakdown, Begiiming, Middle, and End file
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folders were created and each of the three, coded/labeled category tables -Participation,
Development, and Pedagogy - were placed into a time-period folder - three category
tables in each time-period folder. Following this, another examination of the
chronological database and the Liserted Commentary was undertaken from the end of the
study data to the beginning, and starting with the three End category tables open in
addition to the chronological database, data were copied and pasted into their
representative sub-category cell within these display tables. This process was repeated
with both the Middle and the Beginning category display tables as well. Data in the form
of quoted information was inserted into only one category table and subcategory cell. All
sub-categorized data retained its original database data coding via the use of the Auto
Text feature in Microsoft Word, which was used to create codes/labels representing the
different data types making up the entire database. These codes included the phase of the
PD model in which the data was collected (i.e.. Pre, Training/Workshop, Planning,
Implementation, and Post), an abbreviated name of the collection tool (PQl, PIl, FQl,
FQ2, GI, FQ3, FQ4, PI, FQ5, FQ6, PQ2, PI2, FI), and the exact week the data set was
collected (wk 0, wk 5, wk 10, wk 12, wk 16, wk 20, wk 25, wk 30, wk 36, wk 40).
Comparing and Theme-building.
A version of the constant comparative method (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) was then
employed in the search for possible themes and sub-themes that related to describing and
explaining how and why a teacher-learner experienced technology integration
professional development. Starting again with the end-of-study data, but with all three
time-period category tables open for a single category (e.g., the End, Middle, and
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Beginning Participation category display tables), the data and the Inserted Commentary
memos and notes were once again examined initially for representations of possible
development within the categories and sub-categories. Data that exhibited this sense of
development in some manner were selected, and, retaining the original data code, as well
as giving the data-to-be-extracted a sub-category code, this quoted data and the
corresponding hiserted Commentary still attached to them, were copied and grouped
together according to apparent connections. In this way, themes and sub-themes were
built by first comparing data within a given time period and then across the data in the
other two time period, searching for traces of connections and patterns that supported a
theme in terms of data that offered insight into answering how and/or why a theme or
sub-theme came to exist for that case.
Comparing, Describing, and Explaining.
Once quoted data and their associated Inserted Commentary were compiled into
themes and sub-themes - organized mainly from end data to beginning data - and the
themes were named according to what the quotes were showing (e.g., "Life-long
learning," "Time," "Approach to curriculum development," Applying learning style,"
"Relation with trainer," etc.), a new set of notes were made - some based on Inserted
Commentary attached to data, and all typed in a different font color than that of the actual
data both within this quoted data, between sets of quotes data, and at the end of a data set

theme or sub-theme. These narrative notes began to describe and explain what the data
represented and what the possible connections were among the quotes. Additionally,
during this description and explanation note taking process, the hardcopy
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observation/document data, which included all compiled narrative Logs and the
graphically displayed data that was quantified and summarized earlier, were combed to
locate related information by comparing what the quoted data was saying happened to
what the observational/document data recorded as happening at that time. Such
information, when found, was referenced in the developing theme- and sub-theme-base
descriptions and explanations.
This entire process was repeated for each of the respective time-period category
tables and served as the basis for the writing of each case study narrative profile.
Appendix N provides an example of these tables.
Research Question #2
What do the similarities and differences across the technology integration
professional development cases reveal about what is involved in the process itself?
Reviewing and Bulleted Summarizing.
To begin answering the second research question, each of the six case study
profiles were reviewed and a summary in the form of a bulleted list was produced. The
list's organization corresponded to the organization of the profile and was made up of
words, phases, and paraphrases of passages from the profile itself These winnowed data
were color-coded according to the color assigned to each case at the beginning of the
study. One bulleted summary list was then compiled.
Coding for Process.
Straus and Corbin's (1998) grounded theory analysis method of coding for
process was then employed and included examining the compiled, color-coded bulleted
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summary list for process-oriented actions, interactions, strategies, tactics, and routines
used by the teacher-learners at various times in the PD and/or over the course of the
entire PD. If not already named by the bullet summary, these were identified according
to what they represented (e.g., attending, employing, comparing, dwelling, etc.) and these
identifiers were bolded. From this, a list of just these identifiers was produced, with
those belonging to each case visually separated by the case's unique color-coding. This
list was itself coded and put into a three columned table with the headings ProcessOriented Feature, PD and Personal Context, and Comparison/Contrast. This Ust then
guided another examination of each of the six case study narrative profiles in order to
review each process-oriented features in context. This allowed for notes to be taken
regarding when in the PD these actions, interactions, strategies, tactics, and routines
occurred, what else was occurring at this time and what this process-oriented feature
might be the result or the cause of for each case. Additionally, cross-case comparison
identified the cases in which these features were and were not a part, what the differences
and similarities were in terms of the associated PD and personal context, and what this
possibly meant to the technology integration development process overall.
Then, fi-om an examination of this comparison table of process features and notes,
larger possible sub-processes under which these features existed were identified. These
sub-processes were listed as headings on a new document, and data corresponding to

each sub-process were extracted fi"om another review of the bulleted summary list and the
comparison table. A new document with sub-process headings with color-coded case
data and notes underneath each heading resulted, and was used to begin entering
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comparative descriptions and explanations of the features - an analysis method that
included returning to each case's profile and comparing and contrasting information
found therein. Additionally, the chronological databases of each case were consulted and
compared to ensure all context information was being described and explained
accurately. These descriptions and explanations then became the source of the cross-case
narrative.
Research Question #3
What contributes to and constitutes successful and effective technology
integration professional development?
Answering this final research question essentially entailed examining the crosscase narrative comparison, the case study narrative profiles, and the case study databases
to interpret what these showed with regard to what success and effectiveness looked like
from the teacher-learners' perspective and firom the perspective of the PD, as well as
what the teacher-learners' did to experience such success and what the PD had that
enabled such. Lists were made that identified what was and was not successful and/or
effective, including how and why. From this, possible associations were investigated.
Notes taken on such associations formed the source for addressing this question. To
avoid merely presenting a decontextualized list of successful and effective attributes, the
results of this analysis were integrated into the comparative analysis narration, as well as

detailed further within the literature-based discussion in the final chapter of the
dissertation.
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Summary
This chapter presented the methodology use and procedures followed in the
design and implementation of the comparative multi-case study at hand. It explained the
rationale behind employing the comparative multi-case study design, gave an overview of
the selection of data collection methods, and presented the theoretical foundation
underlying each of the three research questions. The chapter also described the study
participants and the context within which the study took place. The multiple data
collection methods were detailed and referenced via appendices that exemplify each
method. Finally, the data analysis procedures were described in terms of the on-going
procedures undertaken throughout the study, as well as the end-of-study procedures
undertaken to address each of the three research questions. The next chapter of the
dissertation presents within case study data analysis and results and comparative or across
case study data analysis and results.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter reports the results of the analyses undertaken according to the
procedures described in Chapter Three: Methods and Procedures. As put forth in that
chapter, qualitative and supplementary quantitative analyses of the interview,
questionnaire, observation, and document data were performed to investigate the three
major research questions raised by this study. For research question #1, the data were
analyzed in an individual case-by-case manner, resulting in separate analytic narratives
for each of the six case studies. Answering this first research question, these narratives
made detailed and rich use of the available data and provide analysis and interpretation of
how and why each teacher-learner engaged and participated in the technology integration
professional development at hand. While offering in-depth portrayals of each case's
technology integration professional development experiences, these narratives resulted in
documented profiles whose length were not fully inline with the needs of this
dissertation's audience. Furthermore, the essence of the present multi-case study was
determined to lie within the comparative analysis of the similarities and differences
among these case experiences - research question #2 - and within the resulting formation
of effective and successful technology integration professional development processes research question #3.
Therefore, it is this comparative view of the process, including the underlying and
intercormected sub-processes and the related individual actions, interactions, strategies.
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and approaches of the six teacher-learners, that is presented here in the Data Analysis and
Results chapter of this dissertation report. This reporting design follows Yin's (2003)
guidelines regarding presentation of multiple-case study reports in which "the bulk of the
main report contains the cross-case analysis, with the individual cases presented as part of
a long appendix to that basic volume" (p. 147). The following comparative analysis
narrative provides a comprehensive view of the technology integration professional
development process based on these individual case profiles, which will be referred to
throughout the narrative. Before commencing with the comparative narration, summaries
of the individual case study profiles are presented to provide background on each of the
six teacher-learners' experiences and to orient the reader for the comparison that follows.
Within-Case Study Analysis Summaries
The six within-case study analysis profiles, located in-fiill in Appendixes 0 thru
T, provide detailed description and exploration of how and why each of the participating
teacher-learners experienced technology integration professional development. These
profiles were constructed around three major categories and associated subcategories that
emanated fi-om the data. These categories and subcategories included 1) the teacherlearners' participation in the technology integration professional development model,
including their overall experiences engaging in the group events and in interacting oneon-one with the trainer; 2) the teacher-learners' relationship with/to technology, including
their views, understandings, and abilities regarding CALL/TELI and technology
integration; and 3) the teacher-learners' curricular and pedagogical implementation
experiences. The summaries of the profiles presented below highlight the interactive
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nature of three categories and offer the reader an overview of how and why each teacherlearner experienced technology integration professional development as they did. For
simplification, the summaries are structured according to what the teacher-learners
brought with them to the PD at hand, how and why they went on to experience the PD,
and what they ended up with as a result of these experiences.
Case #1 Summary Overview
TD, the first case of technology integration professional development, is a fortythree year old French male who had been teaching French for the past eleven years at the
university level. This teacher-learner's academic/research area of expertise is in French
Philosophy, and his pre-service teacher education experience did not include any specific
instruction in language pedagogy. TD came to the PD with a sense of his own
technology integration professional development understanding and abilities at Stage
One: Awareness on the six-point scale used in the study (see Appendix H for stages on
the Formative Questionnaire). He also came to the technology integration professional
development at hand having been exposed to a certain number of language specific
pieces of software and web-based exercises/activities of which he had a high degree of
interest in and to which he gave a great deal of credibility. TD had an appreciation for
these CALL/TELI products in that they could be accessed by students working on their
own outside of the classroom in a lab setting, and thus offered language learners what TD
considered needed drill and practice opportunities in specific language skills such as
pronunciation and grammar.
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For TD, CALL/TELI was synonymous with technology itself as it took the form
of these ready-to-use products that required, in his view, no instructional modification on
his part in that they could simply be added-on to his students' language learning
experience and not interfere with his teaching of what he believed to be the more crucial
content of the course. This appreciation for these products that did not take time away
from his teaching or take time to learn on his part, related to TD's high degree of concern
about time in general. In this regard, TD noted the extent to which he felt the time he
believed it took to learn to use technology to be disproportionate to the benefits of doing
so. TD also made clear in the Pre-Questiormaire that he did not have the "luxury" of
spending a lot of time on this professional development endeavor. Additionally, TD
expressed his view that CALL/TELI was "nothing more than a mirage" in that he
believed, "We are selling to prospective students/clients the idea that we are in touch with
the modem world," which corresponds to the "reservations" TD expressed having about
the alleged advantages of integrating technology into the language curriculum (TD-PQl).
With this view and these beliefs, TD embarked on his PD experience believing the best
approach for the PD model was for it to merely provide the teacher-learners access to the
types of CALL/TELI products of which he was aware and appreciated.
TD's pre-PD view of CALL/TELI and technology integration professional
development were in relatively stark contrast to the view being promoted and undertaken
in the PD model at hand. In large part, TD' technology integration professional
development experience revolved around how he reconciled these conflicting views via
his participation and engagement. Such reconciliation on TD's part amounted to his
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clinging rather tightly to his pre-existing views and forcing his product-based
CALL/TELl understanding and time-conscious attitudes to work within the processoriented, time-intensive PD model at hand. This reconciliation-by-force approach is
evident in the extent to which TD focused on the technologies used in the PD as
possessing the same inherent language learning capabilities as those CALL/TELl
products of which he knew. This focus led to TD concentrating on mastering the
mechanical functionality of the tools, and to neglecting the pedagogical and curricular
rationale and skills one needs to put such functionality to sound instructional use.
Furthermore, TD focused on acquiring language learning application ideas for using the
available technology and on directly applying the available tools to pre-existing, nontechnologized language learning activities/exercises. These were time-saving techniques
that correspond to TD 's time related issues mentioned above and to his view of the
trainer as a time-saving entity examined more fully below.
Figure 2. TD' s PD Participation Overview
TD participated in a total of
forty-eight PD events, and as can be
seen in Figure 2, he spent the majority
of his time participating in grouporiented events, working on mastering
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consultative events. TD also saved time by not engaging in any Open Lab consultations,
and by delaying the choice of a course into which he would be integrating technology
until the planning phase of the PD. Furthermore, during the planning phase of the PD,
the logs reveal that only two ofTD's consultations with the trainer were spent discussing
pedagogical/curricular issues. These discussions consisted mainly of the trainer
attempting to help TD review his integration approach of either directly applying
technology to existing course exercises or directly applying others' technology
integration ideas onto his course without consideration of his personal pedagogical and/or
curricular rationale for doing so. In the fourteen total consultations in which TD
engaged, Figure 3 shows that the majority were technological/mechanical and revolved
around resolving TD's most immediate technological issues, which TD never learned to
manage on his own.

Figure 3. TD Types of One-on-One Consultations
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During the implementation phase then, TD made use of the trainer, whom he
viewed as a time-saving entity namely in that the trainer could provide him with the
needed shortcuts to integrating technology, to meet his immediate technological needs.
These interactions too turned into providing TD with shortcuts as TD was unable to
develop a pattern by which to progress in his learning of various technological skills i.e., he followed the trainer's modeling and took notes but did not keep them; he did not
print out or have access to any of the PD help sheets; he reluctantly undertook hands-on
guided practice of the same functions without gaining a sense of the logical progression
of the sequence of steps - and, therefore, the trainer often ended up performing the
technological act for TD, repeatedly. TD was aware, however, of the fact that much of
this professional development experience required good learner strategies that he noted
were time consuming and which he never adopted. This dismissal of what his own
learning process takes carried over then into his teaching in terms of TD not taking the
needed time to prepare for and provide his students with detailed written instructions and
guided in-class, realistic practice of the technology integration efforts he wanted them to
undertake.
Furthermore, TD experienced an in-class technological failure of his idea to make
use of Internet movies (after being warned about such and having undertaken the effort
on a day the trainer would not be available for assistance). He was also generally
disappointed with the mobile wireless lab not offering the type of fixed, out-of-class, noteacher-preparation needed experience of the labs in which the product-based
CALL/TELI drills he preferred could be performed. To the extent that the available
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technologies and technological capabilities would not or could not be forced to perform
according to his preferred way of use, which TD actually can be seen attempting to fight,
TD became increasingly frustrated with the technologies, which he blamed for not
changing his teaching in the ways he had heard them promoted as being able to do. This
view of technology inherently possessing behavioral capabilities in conjunction with the
minimal amount of pedagogical/curricular interaction and complete lack of
reflective/evaluative consultation, could also account for the reason behind TD not
altering his own teaching behaviors and roles to the extents needed to make effective use
of the fiinctionality offered by the technologies he did employ - e.g., the Chat Tool
transcripts.
AT the end of the PD, TD notes that he feels he has become a slave to the
technologies in that he has not mastered them, but rather empowered them by bringing
them into his classroom where they can disrupt his teaching. TD would have preferred to
compartmentalize his use of technology to an even greater extent than he did in his
manner of attaching technology onto existing exercises or applying other's technology
integration activities onto his instruction. Therefore, TD ended the PD frustrated and
with the same compartmentalized view of CALL/TELI with which he began the
experience. To the extent that TD undertook a rather compartmentalized approach to the
PD itself in focusing on saving time, mastering the technologies, and forcing his productbased CALL/TELI onto his integration of the non-CALL/TELI tools, his experience in
the PD served to support his initial doubts about the benefits of using technology in his
language instruction. In the end, TD rated his technology integration understandings and
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abilities to have advanced two stages to a Stage Three: Understanding and application of
the process. For TD, while he enjoyed learning something new and while he sees the
benefit to learning technological skills, the PD was mainly a trying, time-intensive, and
frustrating experience that left him equating technology integration with the Titanic.
While an initial interpretation of this statement amounted to chalking this up to TD's
somewhat pessimistic outlook, for TD, who was unable to gain an understanding of his
own role in this development process and to acquire the critical pre- and postimplementation reflective abilities, making such a comparison may not be, unfortunately,
that far from the truth. See Appendix O for complete Case #1 Within-Case Study Profile.
Case #2 Summary Overview
ST, a thirty-two year old El Salvadoran female Spanish language teacher with
four years of language teaching experience at the university level is the second
technology integration professional development case. This teacher-learner has an
academic/research specialization in Central and South American Literature, and she had
two language pedagogy courses regarding language teaching methodology and syllabus
design as part of her pre-service teacher education experience. At the beginning of the
PD, ST rated herself at Stage One: Awareness on the six-point scale. ST came to this
technology integration professional development experience having had some
introduction to recently promoted CALL/TELI efforts in the form of e-mail projects, the
existence of foreign language MOOs, and uses of the World Wide Web for foreign
language student research. In addition to this introduction, ST also came with a productbased view of CALL/TELI in the form of web-based, automated exercises that she
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believed could "relieve professors of the burden of correction [as] students self-correct" something she initially stated she "needed to learn more about" (ST-PQl).
However, ST also brought with her a belief that technology could not take the
place of a language teacher, and that in order for technological benefits to be realized,
students needed direction and guidance in using technology for language learning
purposes. Overall, ST came to the PD with a view of CALL/TELI as an open field-inthe-making, with the potential for creativity and enhancement. ST also noted that she had
not had time in the past to explore this field and, therefore, welcomed the PD as an
advantageous opportunity. Furthermore, while ST was aware of needing to make the
most of this opportunity while the trainer was available, she also noted that she was
equally if not more concerned with developing her own teaching practice. With this in
mind, ST set a goal for herself of engaging in the PD to the extent that it did not interfere
with her "need to first feel very comfortable with my own teaching and become more
familiar with different pedagogical approaches" (ST-PQl).
With this relatively open-minded view of CALL/TELI and a desire to concentrate
on her teaching, ST participated and engaged in the technology integration PD in ways
that focused on personalization and enhancement. ST can be seen employing her own
learning strategies throughout the PD, initially in the form of setting goals for her
development and integration plans. Then over the course of the PD, ST engaged in all
PD opportunities, for a total of fifty-four events, in a balanced manner as can be seen in
Figure 4. During group events, ST used her colleagues and the trainer as sources of
inspiration to explore and try things on her own. Furthermore, addressing her need for
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reinforcement, ST sought out individualized help early on via one-on-one's with the
trainer and undertook workshop assignments. ST also accessed and organized all PD
materials, took and maintained her own detailed notes, and used the research tools as
means to monitor and better understand her own development.

Figure 4. ST's Participation by PD Event

In addition, ST interacted with the trainer in one-on-one consultations over the

course of her PD experience in ways that mirrored her view and appreciation of the
trainer's understanding ofST's humanities background and her need to learn
technological skills in pedagogically connected ways. ST's first experience with the
trainer in which she challenged herself to take the needed time and undertake the needed
examination of her own curriculum led to her gaining confidence in her ability to
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creatively design a CALL/TELl effort that would reinforce specific course content from
which she deemed her students would most benefit.
With this intentional move to getting a head start on her technology integration
ideas, ST initiated her well-organized and collaborative method of engaging in this
process. An overview of ST' s comprehensive one-on-one engagement can be viewed in
Figure 5. During these interactions with the trainer, ST came with questions prepared

Figure 5. ST Types of One-on-One Consultations
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for the trainer that she went on to take notes on and file away for future reference. She
also used this time to engage in what she called a re-thinking of her course as she
proceeded to tailor her integration efforts based on what content she felt needed to be
enhanced, why and how. With an agenda for each consultation, ST worked with the
trainer to begin the development of her technology integration ideas, thereby gaining
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meaningful hands-on guidance, which enabled her to gain the confidence she needed to
go on to complete such development on her own.
This interactive pattern of confidence building also played out in terms of ST's
co-reflection with the trainer on her implementations. After each of her implementation
efforts, ST reviewed the resulting student products in the presence of the trainer and
discussed the process that went into them, as well as methods for providing feedback and
evaluation. ST viewed the implementation phase as a crucial part of her development
process, and she made a point of taking advantage of the trainer's time and experience to
undertake this type of practical reflection. As can be seen fi-om Figiu-e 5 as well as, ST
engaged in an extensive amount of preparation that was rarely of a purely
technological/mechanical nature, histead, these interactions included ST reviewing and
practicing both her teaching role in the technology integration efforts she would soon be
undertaking, as well as her students' roles in undertaking the CALL/TELI efforts she had
designed. By employing such a strategy, ST was able to anticipate and prepare to address
most instructional needs through dialogue with the trainer.
As ST went on to implement a selective number of new technology integration
efforts into her in-class instructional practice and thereby solidify her own strong
presence in her students' engagement in these efforts, she was able to address one of her
pre-PD technology use principles of technology not replacing her role in the classroom.
ST was also able to recognize how her own creative approach to the design of her efforts
benefited her students' ability to creatively use the language they were learning, which
she noted served to increase their motivation. Furthermore, ST was able to note, via the
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above mentioned co-reflection with the trainer as well as through the informal
observations she undertook during each implementation, the extent to which her efforts
led to increased interaction among her students and herself In addition to these learner
benefits, ST saw herself grow as a language teacher by becoming, in her mind, more
versatile, more creative, and more attentive to her practice. In the end, ST rated her
technology integration understandings and abilities to have reached a Stage Five:
Adaptation to other Contexts on the six-point scale - a four-stage advancement. Overall,
ST gained a new perspective on her teaching and feels empowered by the knowledge and
abilities she has developed. With this sense, and to the extent that ST continues to
engage, as she stated she plans on doing, in critical reflection with her colleagues about
the integration of technology into the foreign language classroom, she will be able to
sustain her own professional development. See Appendix P for complete Case #2 WithinCase Study Profile.
Case #3 Summary Overview
SL, the third technology integration professional development case, is a fifty-three
year old British female with twenty-nine years of experience at the university level
teaching English as a Second Language. This teacher-learner's academic/research area of
specialization is in Composition and Cultural Studies, and her language pedagogy preservice instruction includes courses in language teaching methodology, assessment and
evaluation, and curriculum design. SL came to the professional development experience
at hand with a sense of herself at a stage of avoiding technology and technology
integration - i.e.. Stage One: Awareness on the six-stage development scale. She
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mentioned that prior to the PD she relied heavily on an assistant to perform most, if not
all, of her technological needs, and that she had quite a bit of fear when it came to
learning about and using technology.
SL also brought with her a view of CALL/TELI as a supplement to one's
language instruction that existed for her in the form of software products that, while she
viewed as helpful to learners' development, she also felt were overly skill-specific.
Additionally, however, SL made specific mention of the value she placed on the idea of
being able to send students somewhere, such as a to language lab, for such skill-based
practice. As a second language writing teacher, SL was also interested in those
CALL/TELI products that would in effect decrease the amount of student work she was
required to review and provide feedback on. Combined, these pre-PD views led SL to
articulate her belief that working together with fellow writing instructors would be a
helpful way, in her mind, to go about the technology integration professional
development. SL also noted that she would need to make a two-hour commitment to this
endeavor in order to benefit fi-om it.
To a certain extent, SL's participation and engagement in the technology
integration professional development was plagued along the way by frustrations with her
lack of technological progress and feelings of being overwhelmed by how much
information was being covered. Fortunately, however, SL's experience was supported by

her understanding of and commitment to acquiring the help she needed and her strong
sense of and ability to articulate and maintain her personal teaching philosophy. As
shown in Figure 6, SL balanced her participation among the group (n=22), one-on-one,
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(n=20) and individual (n=ll) PD events relatively equally. When it came to the grouporiented PD events, SL reflected on how she valued these interactions from a social

Figure 6. SL's PD Participation Overview
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standpoint. She also noted that she felt her confidence growing by engaging in group
activities in which she made use of her own course and was able to come up with
technology integration activities that met the specific needs of that course. However, she
also noted how after having missed a number of workshops she felt overwhelmed,
embarrassed and a bit of a burden to her fellow colleagues who helped her along the way.
Rather than dwelling on this though, SL began consulting with the trainer in Open Lab
consultations during which she was able to procure the individualized attention and
additional guided practice she felt she needed. Furthermore, SL made a great effort to
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make up for her inability to fully participate in the workshops by undertaking a large
number of pre-semester planning consultations during which she openly and
collaboratively engaged in the examination of her course with the trainer, who just so
happened to be a fellow ESL writing teacher, and ST was thereby able to also achieve a
pre-PD desire of undertaking the PD with colleagues with a similar background and
interests.
As can be seen in Figure 7, SL engaged in a variety of integrative types of oneon-one interactions. During these interactions, SL took the initiative and set the tone for
Figure 7. SL Types of One-on-One Consultations
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not only examining the contents of her course, but also uncovering her pedagogical
assumptions and beliefs that supported this content, as well as the various issues and
problems she had encountered in her previous teachings of the course. By taking this
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approach, SL opened up the opportunity for personalized dialogue with the trainer
regarding how and why to integrate technology into this specific course with these
underlying tenets and corresponding issues that needed to be addressed. Such dialogue
enabled SL to choose specific technologies (and ones she did not claim to have interest in
prior to the PD) to use in ways that were inline with her teaching philosophy and served
to address issues regarding student engagement and equal participation, social
constructive interaction, and self awareness and self management. By the end of this
planning phase, SL had worked with the trainer to develop and prepare her technology
integration efforts, which manifested in four repeating activities, to an extent that she felt
she had obtained the needed repetition and meaningful hands-on practice that instilled a
sense of self-confidence for the implementations to follow.
SL went on to manage the implementation of her efforts, gaining a sense of
comfort from her own students' comfort with undertaking the CALL/TELI efforts she
had created. Furthermore, SL was able to learn a great deal about the effects of her
efforts via the CALL/TELI self-evaluation effort she had constructed in which her
students reflected on and evaluated their participation in the other efforts for each unit of
instruction. As SL made use of during-semester consultations with the trainer to review
these as well as the other work her students produced, she was able to engage in dialogic
reflection on her experience and more fully understand and appreciate her role in this
process. Such co-reflection was important for SL as she discussed the extent to which
she experienced the "horrible" yet "wonderful realization that your students are learning
and it's in spite of you and not because of you" (PI). In that SL was able to recognize
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that such a displacement correspondingly enabled increased learner autonomy, and that
she, in the form of her implementation of her CALL/TELI efforts, was responsible for
this situation, and not the technology itself, she was able to "let go" of her traditional role
of discussion stimulator and of feeling like "I'm not earning my money because I'm not
up there talking and giving input" (PI), and to assume new behaviors and new roles and
to feel good about doing so.
In addition to noting the benefits to her students' learning such as this increased
autonomy, interaction, engagement, and responsibility for their own learning, SL also
noted her experience led her to become even more of the learner-centered teacher she
believed in being. ST also mentioned a feeling of increased structure and rigidity to her
course. However, through reflection with the trainer and through her preparation for and
giving of her collegial presentation, SL also recognized the manner in which this
structure essentially led to her students becoming increasingly proficient in undertaking
the repeated CALL/TELI activities, and thereby garnered the greater benefits that such
proficiency enables. Furthermore, due to her thoroughness of this presentation, SL
experienced an enormous sense of confidence and professional inclusion as her fellow
language teaching colleagues responded with engaged interest and praise. By PD's end,
SL advanced her technology integration understanding and abilities three stages to a
Stage Four: Familiarity and Confidence on the six-stage scale. Overall, SL's technology
integration professional development experiences engendered a good deal of selfconfidence and self-reliance and opened a new door to a means for continued
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professionalization for this 29-year veteran language teacher. See Appendix Q for
complete Case #3 Within-Case Study Profile.
Case #4 Summary Overview
GP, the fourth technology integration professional development case, is a fiftyeight year old American female with eight years of English as a Second Language
teaching experience at the university level. This teacher-learner's academic/research area
of specialization is in Content Based histruction, and she had four language pedagogy
pre-service courses, including language teaching methodology, assessment and
evaluation, curriculum design, and materials development. GP came to the professional
development opportunity at hand placing herself at one stage above a novice level of
technology integration understanding and ability, at a Stage Two: Learning the Process
on the six-stage scale used in the study. As GP related on her Pre-Questionnaire,
learning, it turned out, was a large part of GP's overall teaching practice and process in
that she believed a good teacher was one who was constantly learning to improve her
practice. Perhaps due to the leaming-for-teaching she had done in the past, GP also
brought with her to the PD recognition and acceptance of how time intensive technology
integration professional development would be. However, this is not to say that she was,
therefore, ready and willing to embark on a PD experience without time limits. Rather,
GP also held the view that she did not want to simply integrate technology for the sake of
integrating technology, and, therefore, noted that her PD experience would be tempered
by her goal of employing technology only to the extent that it served meaningful learning
goals.
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What is more, GP came to the PD with a rather unfavorable view of the
CALL/TELI products to which she had been exposed thus far in that she found these to
be the "very mechanical and canned" (GP-PQl). These CALL/TELI products did not
appeal to GP and to the value she placed on authentic language and interaction. In this
regard GP believed that "students will learn more and better if/when they feel the content
is meaningful to the lives," and so she said, "I strive to create activities and task that can
help them in the real world" (GP-PQl). GP also found these products to be overly
specific and not necessarily adaptable to meet her needs or to meet her adaptationoriented teaching approach. To the extent that GP brought this adaptation approach - i.e.,
she had learned how and found success in adapting authentic materials and others'
authentic activities to her own instruction - to the present PD experience, she did have a
good deal of interest, if not familiarity or use, with the non-specific, CALL/TELI-free
technologies that were to be used in the PD.
GP's open-minded interest in these technologies served her exploratory manner of
participation and engagement over the course of her technology integration professional
development experience well. Being an extremely self-directed learner, GP engaged
appreciatively in all PD events as they met her need for repetitive hands-on practice of
the technologies. As can be seen in Figure 8, GP chose to spend the majority of her time
engaging in the group events and in undertaking a large number of implementation
efforts.
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Figure 8. GP's Participation by PD Event

Furthermore, as one who understood her own learning style well enough to know
that she learned by doing (hence the large number of technology integration
implementations), GP undertook a trial, real-world technology integration design and
implementation effort early-on in the PD using a course she was simultaneously teaching
during the workshop phase. In doing so, GP put into practice her adaptation approach to
teaching in general and applied it here as she chose to adapt a CALL/TELl activity the
trainer had demonstrated during a workshop. GP took the time she needed to find an
appropriate topic and put together an exercise that involved her participating in Open Lab
consultations with the trainer to review certain functions, to use the trainer mainly as a
sounding board for her ideas, as well as to engage in guided preparation of her use of the
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mobile wireless lab - a use she feared, but which she acknowledged and confronted as
needed. During all of these experiences, GP took her own set of detailed notes, usually
on the PD help sheets that she had organized and made use of as guides during
workshops and one-on-one consultations. GP then later used these detailed notes to aid
in the construction of her own set of written instructions, which she felt her students
would benefit from having in the same manner she had benefited from the PD help
sheets.
During the planning phase, GP presented her adaptation-based technology
integration day-by-day plan for the semester to come without asking much in the way of
input from the trainer. Focusing on her goal of providing her students with authentic
interaction opportunities, GP had adapted CALL/TELI ideas she had garnered from the
workshops and her own existing exercises to make use of a wide range of mainly re
worked technology integration efforts to support both in-class and out-of-class
experiences. Having spent a good deal of time planning these efforts, GP was rather
reluctant to accept advice from the trainer regarding ways to make a few of her efforts
more interactive or to think about changes she may need to make in her own teaching.
As can be seen in Figure 9, the majority of GP's one-on-one interactions revolved around
technology, at times purely and at other times in conjunction with pedagogical or
reflective issues. During these meetings GP reviewed most if not all of the PD help
sheets on her own as she developed, practiced, and wrote detailed instructions for her
students. She made use of the trainer to review these instructions and to offer
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technological help as she took on the learning of technologies that were not a part of the
workshops. As she undertook her implementations, GP maintained her focus on meeting

Figure 9. GP Types of One-on-One Consultations
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the technology integration implementation goals that she had set for herself and ignored,
or suspended until a later date, her interest in what her colleagues were presenting on in
the Collegial Presentations. She also practiced a self-coaching technique in which she
related her implementation experience to other first-time endeavors she had undertaken.
In so doing GP recognized, in light of certain timing-related aspects of her

implementation efforts not going exactly as she had planned, that it would take her at
least three more semesters of doing this before she had things down. By PD' s end, GP
felt a sense of success in having accomplished the technology integration efforts she set
out to implement and in witnessing her students' engaged enjoyment as they developed
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both language and technology skills that she felt would serve them well outside of the
language classroom. Additionally, GP found the PD experience both challenging and
fun, and she was pleased with the professional relationship that was developed among the
two language departments, as she believed this relationship will enable the group to
continue to help each other develop their technology integration understanding and skills.
GP advanced her self-rating of her technology integration understanding and abilities to
three stages to a Stage Five: Adaptation to Other Contexts. Overall, GP's experience
changed her view of CALL/TELI to that of technology that can support and enhance
good teaching, which for this ESL teacher who was two-years away from retirement
consisted of a means of learning to improve one's practice via a process of adaptation to
meet one's needs. See Appendix R for complete Case #4 Within-Case Study Profile.
Case #5 Summary Overview
CK, the fifth technology integration professional development case, is a thirtyseven year old American male Japanese language teacher with four years experience
teaching Japanese at the university level. This teacher-leamer has an academic/research
area of specialization in Japanese and Asian Literature, and he had no pre-service
instruction in language pedagogy specifically. CK came to the PD at hand with a sense
of his own technology integration professional development understanding and abilities
to be at an entry Stage One: Awareness, on the six-stage scale used in the study. He also
came with a marginalized view of CALL/TELI as existing in the form of drill and
practice oriented products that were best undertaken outside of the language classroom,
as he stated.
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Time spent in class is valuable time in which student interaction using the
language is extremely critical. I generally envision technology as something to be
used outside the classroom - speaking, listening, reading/writing activities - as a
valuable support to the communicative activities taking place inside the
classroom. (CK-PQl)
Furthermore, CK brought with him a comparative sense of how much time it took to
develop and implement one's own CALL/TELI efforts based on his observation of a
colleague who spent the majority of his out of class time working on time-intensive webbased listening activities. CK also mentioned that he was not comfortable learning in an
exploratory fashion on his own. With these views and characteristics, CK noted that he
would participate in the PD to the extent that he remained comfortable doing so, and
proceeded to downplay or lowball his possible development due to the length of the PD
itself working to limit such progress, hi this way, to a certain extent, CK began his
technology integration professional development experience by abdicating some, if not
most, of his personal responsibility in advancing his own development.
CK's participation and engagement over the course of this professional
development opportunity was mainly characterized by imbalance, comparison, and a
continued reliance on others to help, or rather do for, him. As can be seen in Figure 10,
CK spent a disproportionate amount of time participating in group-oriented PD events vs.
one-on-one events, in which he was comfortable in the role of student among other
students. While he recognized at various points, by comparison to how he observed his
colleagues' undertaking this experience, that his development would benefit by taking
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advantage of the one-on-one consultation opportunities, as Figure X shows, CK avoided
these encounters for the most part. One reason for this had to do with his admitted
discomfort

Figure 10. CK's PD Participation Overview

in the tendency for these more individualized and intimate interactions to engage him in
the "humbling" act of having to "re-thinking everything" about his entire teaching
practice (CK-FI). Therefore, while CK admits that he had many unanswered questions
that he knew the one-on-ones could have helped him address, he continued participating
in mainly group events that were essentially ripe settings for him to compare his own
development to that of others, as well as to compare his own progress to what he noted
was not yet able to do. While this participation did afford CK an opportunity to observe
the trainer's handling of the technology he would one day be using, to the extent that he
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did not take notes on this or make use of one-on-one consultations to follow up on what
he was observing, his experience of this did not fully benefit his later use.
As can be seen in Figure 11, CK mainly made use of the trainer as a means to
acquire technological assistance, if not outright service as he often had an empty chair in
front of his computer waiting for the trainer upon her arrival for a consultation. Along
with this service view of the trainer, CK appreciated her abilities as convincer, organizer,
advocator, and supplier of technology integration ideas. During the planning phase, CK
met with the trainer twice to present his ideas for applying technology to the skills-based
exercises already in existence in his course (represented by the 14%
pedagogical/curricular section of Figure 11), and went on to query the trainer for
Figure 11. CK Types of One-on-One Consultations
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additional ideas. Via a proceeding instance of dialogic, critical review of his instruction,
CK experienced an unlearning and a subsequent new way of seeing how a certain
technology could be integrated into his instruction that went beyond his previous
misconception about the single use functionality he believed this technological tool to
have. Due in part to his taking on an additional new perspective with regard to where
CALL/TELI can take place based upon simply seeing the mobile, wireless lab, CK went
on to use this technology, as well as others, in a large number of in-class and out-of-class
technology integration efforts (n=28) that were undertaken on a routine basis and as
course-crucial components.
During the implementation phase, however, CK did not make use of the trainer to
help plan for and thereby anticipate and address possible implementation issues, nor to
engage in reflection and evaluation of his efforts. This led to CK not foreseeing his
students' needs and not preparing needed instructional handouts to guide their
CALL/TELI undertakings, and to CK handing off the actual instruction of his course to
the trainer on two occasions. While CK continued to remain overly reliant on the trainer
for assistant, the sheer number of routine and course-crucial CALL/TELI efforts he
implemented allowed him to witness and participate in his students' language learning
process to a greater extent than he had before. Being thereby forced in a way to meet the
new instructional needs these efforts brought about, CK also experienced changes in his
traditional teaching roles and behaviors, as he was now able to intervene as needed in
both individual's and his group of students' learning processes, as well as to stand back
and allow his students to help each other.
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Overall, CK noted the extent to which he saw his teaching become more learnercentered and his students engage more fully in the CALL/TELI efforts he implemented.
Additionally, while CK continued to view technology itself as possessing some sort of
change agency, he also expanded his view of what CALL/TELI was to include a larger
number of technologies, as well as a requisite set of curricular integration skills. While
CK's technology integration professional development could have been helped a great
deal by more critical examination and reflection on his own pedagogical beliefs and
curricular goals, his experience here has helped him at least begin to see the importance
of connecting one's CALL/TELI efforts to one's own instruction, as is reflected in his
two stage advancement to Stage Three: Understanding and Application of the Process.
See Appendix S for complete Case #5 Within-Case Study Profile.
Case #6 Summary Overview
VR, the sixth technology integration professional development case, is a fortyeight year old Mexican female with thirteen years of Spanish language teaching
experience at the university level. This teacher-learner's academic/research area of
specialization is in Spanish Linguistics, and she had one language pedagogy pre-service
course in language teaching methodology. VR came to this technology integration
professional development experience having previously attempted a good deal of
technology integration on her own and considered herself at a Stage Three:
Understanding and Application of the Process on the six stage technology integration
development scale. Her previous experiences consisted of her rushing, blindly, to learn
the technologies she noticed other CALL integrators using to implement

activities/products that she herself was actually extremely cynical about. Such cynicism
stemmed in large from VR's own research into language learners' developmental needs a background understanding she also brought with her to the PD - and the extent to
which these CALL products did not attend to such needs. Likewise, VR's initial entry in
the PD at hand was centered on learning the technological fimctionality of the available
tools and was itself marked by a sense of cynicism, as she stated.
When we started talking about bringing all the technology into our courses, [ ] I
thought, 'Ok well, I will leam how to use all of these things; I will be able to say I
am with the times, but I don't think I'm going to change anything really in my
classes.' (VR-PI)
With this initial focus on learning and using the technologies and a comparative view of
herself and her technology integration efforts, VR had very specific and related ideas
about what should be learned in the PD and how such should be learned.
What is more, VR's previous exposure to how certain technologies were used by
others in their instructional endeavors instilled in her a rather limited view of how these
technologies could be used in her own language teaching. However, VR also came to the
PD having had previous technology-oriented training within the educational arena with
which she had been less than satisfied as such was undertaken with more of an intention,
on the trainers' end, of getting a task accomplished as opposed to teaching VR how to

accomplish the task for herself While these prior experiences had left VR with an
unsavory taste for technology trainers' lack of patience, understanding, and teaching
capabilities, she had a different view of the present PD trainer whom she saw as a
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member of the ESL teaching community who possessed an understanding of language
learners' needs at different levels of proficiency. Finally, as VR was authoring a
textbook, she came to the PD with a strong desire to meet individually with the trainer to
get insight into integrating CALL into her book.
Through her own participation and engagement in the PD, VR was able to employ
her own means by which to move beyond, counter, and/or positively make use of these
individual variables that may have served to limit and/or direct her technology integration
professional development. VR accomplished this by the many extra hours she put into
accessing and reviewing the available networked and web-based PD resources, which she
printed out and used when she practiced and explored on her own and during consultation
with the trainer. Furthermore, VR balanced her participation in group vs. one-on-one vs.
individual PD events as can be seen in Figure 12. Such balancing is also apparent in the
Figure 12. VR's PD Participation Overview
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extent to which she took an integrative approach to technological learning through
pedagogical/curricular planning and development as well as reflection on her own
implementations in her interactions with the trainer in one-on-one consultations took, as
can be seen in Figure 13. VR developed a relationship with the trainer in which she felt
comfortable engaging in such dialogic planning and reflection through her early use of
the one-on-one Open Lab consultation opportunities during which she used the trainer as
an interactive sounding board as she debated which course was the most appropriate to
begin her technology integration endeavors. These early PD interactions with the trainer
also included VR articulating her displeasure with the CALL products that she had
previously attempted to reproduce and then gaining new perspectives on how she could
and should instead make use of her own background, philosophy, curricular goals and
students needs to base her future technology integration.
Figure 13. VR Types of One-on-One Consultations
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As VR came to appreciate the trainer's technological and pedagogical capabilities
during these consultations, she also came to appreciate the time needed to merely think
through technology integration issues as they related to her own personal pedagogy and
curriculum. In this way, VR was able to use these encounters as a means to build off of
the foundational understanding and abilities she saw herself developing via the
workshops and to make such foundation more meaningful and more solid via the related
hands-on experience. Additionally important to VR's way of participating and engaging
in these events was the extent to which she not only posed a number of technological,
pedagogical/curricular, and reflective/evaluative questions to the trainer, but the extent to
which she subsequently played an active role in the co-exploration of possible answers to
her own queries. VR was also extremely attentive to working collaboratively with the
trainer to anticipate and to address, prior to actual implementation, the possible
technological issues her students may encounter in undertaking some of her technology
integration efforts. What is more, VR developed a simultaneous modeling strategy
during these consultations in which she followed the trainer's actions, practiced on her
own with the trainer's guidance, and then went on to finish or engage in more of the same
endeavors on her own.
This type of participation and engagement on VR's part led her to, as she said, "to
lose my fears about getting into a help program" and "finding out how to do things on my
own" and to "explore and experiment" more readily (VR-Fl). Additionally, VR stated
that through her PD experiences.
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It is now automatic that when I use a program or a technological device, I can
start thinking of the applications in the classroom, and before these two were quite
separate in my mind - one was the pedagogical and the other was the technology,
and I couldn't connect them most of the time (VR-FI).
In these ways and to the extent that she was able to develop an understanding of
CALL/TELI as a process of examining why, how, and when to integrate technology into
her own curriculum, VR increased her independent learning ability. By the end of the
PD, VR gained a sense of self-awareness of where she was at in her technology
integration professional development and what she needed to do to keep developing.
This sense of autonomy and confidence was strengthened as VR's new
CALL/TELI understanding carried with it a change in her approach toward teaching as
she focused on designing and implementing a number of new technology integration
efforts that served to meet the needs of her students. Through her implementation efforts
and her continued one-on-one interactions with the trainer, VR recognized the extent to
which she was able to more fully address a wide range of learning styles, provide a more
realistic and culturally rich learning environment, and increase student enjoyment and
interaction. Such realization had much to do with VR's ability to appreciate the extent to
which her new technology integration efforts, while necessitating more time and the
subtraction of other course elements, allowed for deeper and broader coverage of key
course content. To the extent that even after sixteen years of teaching VR saw her
curriculum development process in a constant state of change, and her current endeavors
as fodder for future refinement, she ended the PD with a positive sense of her continued
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development, as she advanced her technology integration understanding and abilities two
and a half stages to between Stage Five: Adaptation to Other Contexts and Stage Six:
Creative Application to New Contexts. See Appendix T for complete Case #6 WithinCase Study Profile.
Cross-Case Comparative Analysis
Introduction
A comparative analysis of these six technology integration professional
development cases summarized above and profiled in detail in the six appendixes
(Appendixes 0-T) reveals that there was a development process underlying the teacherlearners' PD participation and engagement that can best be described in terms of four
larger sub-processes and the varying actions, interactions, strategies, and approaches that
make up these sub-processes. To the extent that the technology integration professional
development model itself was designed as three phases (training, planning, and
implementation), the sub-processes do correspond to the progression of these phases to a
certain extent. However, to the extent that these phases each consisted of similar
contextual conditions - i.e., in the form of opportunities for one-on-one consultations and
individual exploration, practice and preparation - that were, by design, optional and
influenced by the teacher-learners' own needs and desires - there was not a strict stageby-stage developmental nature to these sub-processes in relation to the phases of PD
model. Each individual teacher-learner, rather, chose to engage in and/or undertake
actions, interactions, strategies and approaches, as she or he deemed appropriate while
experiencing the, at times, simultaneously occurring sub-processes. The interactive sub-
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processes included 1) managing pre-PD influences, 2) employing interacting and learning
strategies, 3) approaching CALL/TELI integration, and 4) implementing and reflecting
on CALL/TELI efforts. These are used below to provide organizational structure for
narrating the comparative profile of what was involved in the complex technology
integration professional development process experienced and essentially constructed by
the six participating teacher-learners at hand. Due to the interactive nature of the subprocesses, the reader should expect the naturally occurring overlap in the following
narration as it examines the similarities and differences among the teacher-learners'
corresponding actions, interactions, strategies, and approaches. While this examination
includes an on-going identification of the effectiveness and success of these variables to
positively influence each individual teacher-learner's development process, a final
portrayal of these will be presented as the conclusion to this comparative analysis.
Managing Pre-PD Influences
Management of pre-PD influences in the form of 1) basing technology integration
choice on one's familiarization of, use of, and interest in the various technologies that
made up the PD model, and 2) using one's CALL/TELI views and beliefs to guide one's
technology integration decisions were a part of all six of the teacher-learners'
development process.
Basing Choices on Pre-PD Familiarization, Use, and Interest
The extent to which the teacher-learners based their choices of which
technologies to pedagogically integrate into their instruction on their level of previous
familiarization with, use of, and interest in these technologies varied among the six cases.
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However, such choice also followed one of three paths: following, finding, or adjusting
one's initial levels of familiarization, use, and interest. Along each path, the individual
teacher-learners made additional choices, in the form of actions and interactions in which
they engaged and strategies and approaches that they employed, that served to effectively
increase their familiarization, use and interest in these technologies in the service of
pedagogy, led to greater degrees of comfort and confidence, and engendered a sense of
satisfaction to varying degrees as well.
Following One's Interests.
There are examples of confidence and satisfaction emanating fi-om having learned
how to make instructional use of tools that were of interest to the individual teacherlearners prior to the PD due to the teacher-learners having heard of them and/or having
seen them used instructionally by others. Two such technologies are Microsoft
PowerPoint and the Internet. This section will examine two teacher-learners' following
their interest in the former, while the latter will be integrated below as it relates to another
teacher-learner's adjusting of his interest. To begin, CK and VR went on to integrate
PowerPoint - a technology both had 'high' levels of familiarity with and interest in prior
to the PD according to their self-ratings on the Pre-Inventory- in ways that they
observed enabled student creativity, control, and increased production and exposure to
the target language (CK), as well as allowed for a greater sense of cultural and real world
connections and a means of addressing visual and tactile learning styles (VR).
Nevertheless, both CK and VR were somewhat limited by their pre-PD familiarity of this
tool being mainly a means for teacher-led presentation of material. In this PD, even
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though Po^verPom^oriented interactive and student-centered CALL/TELI integration
efforts were both experienced and explored by the teacher-learners in the group-oriented
workshops, it took interacting one-on-one with the trainer, who asked questions and
offered suggestions specific to the CK's and VR's courses and their implementation
efforts to help them see pedagogical possibilities beyond these initially perceived limits.
This then enabled them to both follow their initial interests, but to do so with a re
educated understanding of what the possibilities are.
For example, although CK had a high degree of interest in PowerPoint, his
familiarity with it as a teacher-centered instructional tool even after having participated in
groups workshops in which PowerPoint was featured in multiple ways to promote
student-centered learning, led him to choose not to employ this technology in his course.
As CK stated,
While I was extremely interested in it, I was really reluctant to use PowerPoint -1
just saw it as a very good way of giving presentations to a class. That is to say
that it's somebody who is leading a class, presumably the teacher, will use to
present material to a class. I never saw it as a student tool. (CK-FI)
However, after consultations with the trainer in which this ingrained view was directly
challenged through specific suggestions for use in his own instruction, which CK
described as a re-education experience, he then readily followed his initial interest in this
particular tool. Additionally, VR came to the PD with specific, explanatory design
notions for which she wanted to employ PowerPoint. As she stated, "using PowerPoint,
technology can add variety to the class: the graphics that provide 'movement' and can
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help in explaining something that becomes tedious and inefficient in plain paper" (VRPQl). In VR's case, it was only after having implemented her original, essentially
teacher-centered, ideas once that she was then open to discussing ways of expanding the
originally designed effort to increase student interactivity with each other and
engagement with the material. As a result, VR felt, "It helped me do more efficiently
what I do and allowed for some new possibilities" (VR-PQ2), as she noted these efforts
were like "windows" through which her students were able to engage with "cultural
information.. .through more of their senses (or with a deeper use of their senses" which is
"a lot closer to the natural language setting" (VR-PQ2).
Familiarity and interest, then, can contain preconceptions and misconceptions
when it comes to how and why a certain technology can be instructionally used. As these
two teacher-learners' experiences show, basing one's technology integration efforts on
pre-existing levels of familiarity and interest can lead to not employing a tool or to
employing it in a limited manner. In the present technology integration professional
development situation, group workshop exposure and experiential interaction with the
technology was not enough to overcome these ingrained ways of viewing, and
subsequent interest in, a tool's language pedagogical potential. With the cases at hand,
one-on-one curricular mentoring, as well as trial implementation and further one-on-one
reflection and pedagogical alteration enabled these teacher-learners to follow their initial
interest and to expand their thinking and their integration efforts. Furthermore, as these
two teacher-learners worked in these ways to go on to make sound instructional use of a
technology to which they gave a pre-PD high degree credibility, they also experienced a

related increase in their technology integration professional development comfort and
confidence levels.
Finding One's Interests.
This is not to say, however, that all of the teacher-learners were more willing to
plan, create and implement CALL/TELI efforts and more able to expand their thinking
and increase their comfort and confidence levels using only technologies of which they
had pre-PD familiarity, use and interest. There were also teacher-learners, like SL and
ST, who took on CALL/TELI integration of technologies that were covered in the PD of
which they had little or no familiarity or instructional use and in which they had only low
amounts of pedagogical interest. For example, coming into the PD SL had no previous
exposure to either of the text-based computer mediated communication tools (i.e., the
asynchronous WebCTDiscussion Tool and the synchronous WebCT Chat Tool), and
described herself as "incredibly intimidated by technology" (SL-PQl). However, SL
chose to make use of both the Chat Tool and the Discussion Tool to address the problems
of short-lived interaction and unequal participation experienced by her mixed class of
native and normative speakers of English. Focusing on her teaching as opposed to her
interests in certain technologies, SL worked collaboratively with the trainer to create
Chat and Discussion efforts which were also in-line with her underlying teaching
philosophy and which made full use of these technologies' capacity to record her
students' interaction and participation, hi the end, SL's confidence and comfort levels
increased as she found her efforts had empowered her students in enabling a greater
amount of student control. As she noted, "the students were totally responsible for
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staying on topic and developing the discussion and the ideas being put forth by their
group members and themselves" (SL-PQ2). Furthermore, SL found her efforts also
"helped foster relationships" and "build a comfortable learning environment" (SL-PQ2)
which then led to her increased interest in these technologies.
ST, who also had a low level of interest in these tools, worked in collaboration
and consultation with the trainer as well to create and implement two CALL/TELI efforts
that made use of the Discussion Tool to reinforce specific course content and
simultaneously maintain her philosophy regarding the benefits of cooperative learning
and the importance of creating "a non-threatening envirormient where students feel
comfortable" , no matter their proficiency level interacting in Spanish (ST-PQ2). ST's
efforts in her third year Spanish composition and conversation course were also designed
to make use of the transcripts generated by the Discussion Tool, which allowed her to
notice and "get an assessment or get an idea of major problems and bring them up to the
entire class" as well as deal with individual student problems as needed (ST-FI). In the
end, ST noted her interest in the Discussion Tool rise along with her technology
integration comfort and confidence levels.
Together, these two teachers, engaged in numerous one-on-one consultations with
the trainer discussing and designing their CMC CALL/TELI efforts, and then reflecting
on and evaluating them post-implementation. Additionally, SL and ST used their
evaluations to inform their next implementation event that used the same CMC
technology. In so doing, these two teacher-learners worked to find or create their interest
in these previously unfamiliar technologies by using them for specific pedagogical goals.
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Both of these teacher-learners ended the PD with increased pedagogical interest in the
Discussion Tool - each giving it a 'high' interest rating according to the Post-Inventory.
Furthermore, SL increased her pedagogical interest rating of the Chat Tool to 'high' as
well, and, even though ST notes she ran out of time to actually implement her Chat
effort, she increased her pedagogical interest in it to a rating of 'medium.' What is more,
each of these teacher-learners' technology integration confidence and comfort levels rose
to the extent that each planned on continuing to explore the pedagogical possibilities of
both of these tools in these and other courses based on what their experiences in the PD
had taught them. These two teacher-learners' experiences here then indicate that
previous familiarity and interest in a technology is not a prerequisite for advancement of
teacher-learners' teclmology integration professional development. Rather, SL's and
ST's personalized and curricular-specific exploratory interaction and implementation
strategies reveal how teacher-learners find and develop their own familiarity and interest.
Adjusting One's Interests.
Conversely, GP and TD also employed the CMC tools for CALL/TELI purposes
in their courses - a first year ESL speaking and listening course and a third year French
conversation and composition course respectively - in ways that served to only slightly
alter their interest levels in these tools and their technology integration confidence and
comfort levels. For example, although never mentioning the Chat Tool as being
something she had seen other teachers using and was therefore interested in using, as VR
and CK had with PowerPoint, GP did rate herself as having at least heard of such a tool
and as having a medium degree of interest in it. Participating in all of the group
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workshop events, GP learned the Chat Tool experientially in the role of a student in the
three Chat Tool workshops. However, GP did not participate in any one-on-one
consultations with the trainer to discuss and work through how and why to use the Chat
Tool to attend to any specific pedagogical or curricular goals in her course. Instead, at
the planning stage of the PD, GP presented her idea for adapting a brainstorming Chat
Tool activity for use with her own students, yet she did not engage in a discussion of the
pedagogical rationale for doing so, or what else may need to be adapted in order for the
activity to work successfully in her course. In the end, GP's two Chat related
CALL/TELI implementation experiences left her with doubts about the benefits of her
use of the Chat, an unease regarding her sense that she, as the teacher, felt "a little out of
control" during the Chat Tool events (GP-PI), and felt "a lack of competence" using this
particular tool (GP-FQ6). Her experience did, however, lead to her bumping up her
interest in this tool one level to a rating of'high.'
TD, who also had no instructional familiarity with the CMC tools and only a low
level of interest in them prior to the PD, missed the second of the three Chat Tool
workshops, and the first of the two Discussion Tool workshops, and made up neither of
these. When presenting his integration ideas to the trainer during the plarming phase, TD
had no intention of making use of either of these tools. It was only after repeated
suggestions by the trainer to include the Chat Tool in an effort in which he wanted to
make use of a number of Internet movies - the Internet being a technology TD had a high
level of interest in from the beginning of the PD - that TD chose to employ the Chat
Tool. Without any consultation, TD also created two efforts during the implementation
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phase specifically in order to make use of the Discussion Tool in which he altered two
existing non-technology efforts to be undertaken through the use of this tool, hi the end,
this experience led to TD adjusting his interest in both of these CMC technologies up one
level to a rating of 'medium.' Interestingly, TD noted that his students "do as good of a
job using the Chat room as they would in conversation with me", and that the Chat
allowed his students to "use whatever they know amongst themselves" without him
needing to be present (TD-PI), which TD said he saw as a positive attribute of technology
(i.e., enabling students to function without a teacher). However, TD ended the PD
claiming that while he found the Chat a good tool, he, like GP above, had doubts about
its instructional benefits. TD's increased pedagogical interest in the Discussion Tool is
also curious in that the logs show that not all of his students participated in these
Discussion Tool efforts, and those that did, did so minimally.
In part, these two teacher-learners' minor adjustments in their interest levels of
these two technologies mirrors the minor adjustments they themselves engaged in making
to their teaching. Neither GP in her Chat brainstorming effort nor TD in his Discussion
Tool efforts engaged in consultative discussion of why and how to employ these tools in
order to meet specific language teaching and learning goals and needs. As a result
neither was able to capture the technologies' full pedagogic potential by making use of
these tools' recording capabilities to enhance their teaching or their students' learning.

Additionally, TD's use of the Chat Tool in conjunction with his employment of the
Internet movies can also be seen as an adjustment to his using the Internet, which was the
technology in which he had an original high level of interest. Interestingly, even though
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TD notes the above-mentioned benefits to using the Chat even when the corresponding
use of the Internet failed technologically, he maintained his high level of interest in the
Intemet, as he continued to believe it had a high degree of pedagogical potential.
Overall, the extent to which these two teacher-learners undertook minor adjustments to
their practice in light of their integration efforts, their interest in the technologies used in
these efforts resulted in only minor adjustments as well.
As can be seen from all of the above examples, pre-PD familiarization, prior use,
and existing interest in certain technologies, or the lack thereof, are not influential
variables in the technology integration professional development process in and of
themselves. Rather, the influence of these features lies in how the individual teacherlearners manage them when it comes to the choices they make regarding their technology
integration implementation efforts. The teacher-learners in this PD varied in the extent
to which they pursued one of three paths as the basis for these choices. The paths are
shown in Figure 14. These paths and the associated actions, interactions, and strategies
the teacher-learners engaged in then led as well to varying degrees of increases in
interest, comfort, confidence, and feelings of success.
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Figure 14. Basing Technology Integration on Familiarization, Use, & Interests
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Using Pre-PD CALL/TEL! Views and Beliefs
Comparative evidence also shows that how the teacher-learners used their pre-PD
views regarding what CALL/TELl was and what its benefits were influenced their
individual technology integration professional development processes. This in turn
influenced their post-PD view of CALL/TELl. For example, there were teacher-learners,
such as CK and TD, who entered the PD having relatively positive associations about
CALL/TELl in the form of ready-to-use applications or products such as language
specific CD-ROMs and websites. These teacher-learners saw the value in these products
in which students interacted with a computer screen in ways that did not interfere with
the teacher-learners' teaching of their course material, and which were mainly, if not
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solely, relegated to outside of the language classroom, as the classroom itself was where
the more valuable communicative and interactive learning took place. Others, like SL
and ST, also had positive pre-PD conceptions of CALL/TELI as products that automated
and lessened certain time-intensive teaching functions such as correction and dealing
with student writing. Yet both of these teacher-learners also believed CALL/TELI could
not and was only beneficial when it did not replace or substitute for the language teacher.
Then there were teacher-learners who had rather negative pre-PD perceptions of
CALL/TELI, again in the form of products. These teacher-learners included VR who
described the CALL/TELI to which she had been exposed as mindless drills that focused
on making use of the technology and did not address specific learner needs, and GP who
foimd the CALL/TELI she had encountered to be overly specific in addressing certain
skills, as well as being mechanical and lacking originality and personalization. Looking
more closely at each of these teacher-learners' PD experiences provides greater insight
into how and why the bi-directional influence regarding CALL/TELI played out as the
teacher-learners expanded, imposed, personalized, tailored, unlearned, or adapted these
original CALL/TELI views and in so doing affected their technology integration
professional development process.
Expanding and Imposing One's CALL/TELI Views and Beliefs.
Due to their product-based view of CALL/TELI, CK and TD came to the PD with
a belief that there were technologies that possessed CALL/TELI qualities in and of
themselves, yet each used this view in different ways and towards different ends over the
course of the PD. For example, by the conclusion of the model, CK's understanding of
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CALL/TELI had changed to an expanded recognition that CALL/TELI consisted of any
technology in the service of one's own pedagogy and a set of curricular integration skills
related to how one employed such technology in the teaching a specific course.
Reviewing CK's experience shows that although he struggled over the course of the PD
due to issues which will be detailed below, eventually we see him making use of the
relatively CALL/TELI-free technologies used in the PD and, thereby, to expand his
CALL/TELI understanding by creating course-inclusive or course-crucial efforts, which
the course-exclusive, marginal CALL/TELI products he originally characterized as
making up CALL/TELI would not have allowed him to do. Furthermore, although CK
took a rather discrete skills-based approach to his technology integration efforts, he did so
in ways that not only helped him improve personally-developed exercises he had
attempted before, but also helped show him, through his direct observation and
interaction, his students' language process and production.
CK undertook a large number of implementation events (n=28) and did so with a
focus on integrating the technology into his in-class instructional process. By doing so,
he was able to further expand his CALL/TELI understanding and abilities in that he was
not only able to witness his students' language products, but he was also able to play an
active role in their language process through the very CALL/TELI efforts he designed.
Additionally, it appears the expansion of his CALL/TELI understanding was also
influenced by his pre-PD view of what a language lab - as the place where CALL/TELI
took place - consisted of, as well as his pre-PD contention that the department
desperately needed a lab. When CK described his introduction to the wireless, mobile lab
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used in this PD, he acknowledged that his ideas for how to employ technology shifted, or
expanded: "This idea that you know you don't have to have a space set aside, that this
should be part of the class, integrated into the class - that was a big change for me" (CKPI). As CK worked to integrate the technology physically and instructionally into his
course,, and as he experienced successful results, he embraced what he had available to
him and did not reveal any lingering longing for the CALL/TELI products he knew of
prior to the PD.
TD's pre-PD view of CALL/TELI was similar to CK's in its marginalization or
compartmentalization of CALL/TELI products that focus on specific skills and are done
in a classroom-external lab setting in ways that do not detract from his getting through
the more important course content. TD, however, had a drastically different experience
than CK and ended the PD with essentially the same compartmentalized view of
CALL/TELI with which he began. Looking back over TD's experience shows that this
concluding view of CALL/TELI, which is on the one hand unchanged, and on the other
hand frustrated, can be directly related to his initial views and to how he imposed those
views onto his experiences in the PD. Such imposing occurred as TD ignored the
differences between the technologies used in the PD and the CALL/TELI products of
which he was aware, attempted to force these technologies to replicate those products,
resisted in-class and course-crucial implementation, and found fault with available
technologies as such did not measure up to his original ideal.
It is relevant to note here that TD's frustration could have very well stemmed
from his not recognizing the role his own actions played as he continually forced his
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original CALL/TELI view to work within the present situation. Additionally, his
frustration likely emanated from his own expectations for his teaching to be changed by
CALL/TELI or technology itself, as the two were essentially synonymous for TD. This
belief was based on TD's product-based CALL/TELI view that all a language teacher
needed to do to achieve the much-heralded beneficial changes to his/her instruction was
to employ, or deploy, CALL/TELI products that have language learning functionality
built into them. The fact that the change TD was expecting did not manifest from the
CALL/TELI efforts he implemented is not surprising, however. This occurred because
TD did not attend to what was promoted in the PD and to the differences between the
generative, CALL/TELI-free technologies used therein vs. those ready-to-use products
TD equated with CALL/TELI prior to the PD. Instead, TD attempted to force the
available teclinologies to replicate these products in the form of drills, add-on lab
practice, and student-to-computer-screen interaction that essentially made up his pre-PD
view of CALL/TELI.
Furthermore, TD resisted in-class integration, preferring ready-to-employ
technologies, such as Internet movies, that students could access on their own outside of
class (his original idea for using the movie clips). Such resistance can be related to his
less than positive view of the wireless, mobile lab, which he described as "second best"
as he stated, "How wonderful it would have to been to have terminals, labs, yes
terminals, on a desk, where students would just come, sit down, turn it on and that would
be it" (TD-FI). Furthermore, he points to this second best lab as the entity that did not
change his teaching. Wanting a lab that would allow students to work on pronunciation
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drills out-of-class, which he attempted to do with the PureVoice tool and the lab, TD
found fault with the mobile lab in the form of it wasting class time in having to distribute
the iBooks when he did use it in-class - a fault which none of the data support. TD also
took issue with the lab itself when the campus network failed to allow him to show the
Litemet movies he had found and which he believed would be motivational in and of
themselves for his students. This technological failure of the lab to play the ready-made
product provided TD another point of contention with regard to what CALL/TELI or
technology (again, one-in-the-same for TD) was not offering his teaching, which appears
to have resulted in overshadowing any positive benefits that the data do show his students
encountered when engaging in the corresponding Chat portion of this combination
CALL/TELI effort. As TD attempted unsuccessfully to use the technologies available to
him to create CALL/TELI efforts that mirrored those products he was aware of prior to
the PD, he ended his professional development experience lamenting not having had
access to those original products and noting his frustration that the technologies did not
change his teaching.
Personalizing and Tailoring One's CALL/TELI Views and Beliefs.
Contrary to TD's non-personalization of the available technologies, and similar to
CK's personally expanded use of the technologies available for use in the PD, SL and ST
personalized and tailored their original views of CALL/TELI through their experiences in
the PD - leading to a positive change for both. Originally, SL came into the PD with the
view that CALL/TELI offered a means by which students could practice pronunciation
and grammar outside of the actual language classroom, and that it might offer her a way
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to handle the vast amount of written work her students produced. While SL noted that
she would appreciate being able to send students to lab to work on such skills, she also
pointed out that these C ALL/TELI products of which she was originally aware did not do
much to address her needs. A closer look also reveals that these CALL/TELI products
did not attend to (nor enable SL to attend to) SL's self stated learner-centered and
interactive teaching philosophy and style, as these products essentially disengage teachers
and students from each other in their promotion of interaction with the computer instead
- creating more of a computer-centered instructional environment. However, by the end
of the PD, SL had personalized her view of CALL/TELI, and thus saw it as "an approach
whereby students and teachers can both become learners and facilitators," as it
simultaneously "demands a less teacher-centered classroom" and enables individualized
and collaborative learning (SL-PS2). Such personalization occurred as SL recognized
and accepted the new teaching and learning roles her technology integration efforts
brought about, identified her own role in bringing about these changes, and let go of
traditional instructional roles and existing beliefs - all of which followed from SL basing
her own CALL/TELI efforts on her personal teaching beliefs and her teaching of a
specific course.
SL's more personalized view of CALL/TELI emanated most clearly from
experiencing her mainly in-class CALL/TELI efforts during which her students were,
although in front of a computer screen, interacting with each other as they engaged in
discussion and debate. Additionally, SL's experience included a type of ah-ha moment
or epiphany when she recognized that her students were learning essentially without her
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acting in her traditional discussion facilitator/leader role - a quality completely opposite
to that which SL specifically mentioned prior to the PD with regard to technology in
language learning being beneficial only when it does not replace what the teacher does.
This specific contradictory experience, however, was accepted and integrated into SL's
view of CALL/TELI as an approach in that she simultaneously recognized the benefits of
this situation to her students. SL was able to see that these benefits were actually due to
the CALL/TELI efforts that she herself designed and implemented and not the
technology itself or some product designed by someone else. This recognition allowed
SL to identify and maintain this role in the instructional process, and to displace her
original belief about CALL/TELI replacing what a teacher does, as she let go of other
traditional instructional roles.
Working relatively intensely in the planning phase of the PD, SL was able to
systematically develop CALL/TELI efforts that served to address her teaching
philosophy as they targeted problems that were blocking that learner-centered philosophy
firom fully manifesting. This work along with the consultative reflection and evaluation
of her efforts in which she engaged over the implementation phase helped SL develop
and recognize this personalized CALL/TELI approach. Such personalized planning,
development, and reflection was also apparent in ST's PD experience that involved a
customized reformulation or tailoring of her view of CALL/TELI as well.
In ST's case, she too began with a student-to-computer interaction view of
CALL/TELI and with the belief that technology "cannot do what the teacher can do" and
should not substitute for a teacher (ST-PQl). To this, ST added her beliefs that in any
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CALL/TELI endeavor, students need "a lot of direction" and management by the teacher
(ST-PI). With this added contention and her open-ended views that CALL/TELI was a
young field full of creative, exciting, and interesting enhancement possibilities, ST went
on to design, implement, and reflect on her own CALL/TELI efforts. In doing so, ST
tailored her CALL/TELI understanding by building in an active teaching role for herself
in all of her implementation efforts and by personally defining what the word
enhancement (in technology enhanced language instruction - TELI) consisted of Similar
to SL, ST did this by maintaining her philosophical stance regarding the benefits of
cooperative learning, interaction, and real life simulations as she worked to enhance her
teaching and her students' learning through the reinforcement of course-specific content
in her CALL/TELI efforts.
Additionally, although ST may not have recognized a specific moment of
enlightenment like SL, her almost exclusively in-class implementation did provide her
with similar positively contrastive experiences. For example, ST originally wanted to
learn about automated CALL/TELI products of which she was aware that lessened her
correction load. However, ST found that the teacher-present and teacher-inclusive efforts
she created and implemented gave her increased monitoring ability and opened the door
to meaningful student self-correction for which those automated CALL/TELI products
would almost certainly not have allowed. In this way, as opposed to longing for the
CALL/TELI products to which she had been introduced, ST made course-customized use
of the tools available to her in the PD at hand and tailored her CALL/TELI efforts to her
own teaching. In so dong, she also personally defined enhancement to be the content-
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reinforcement she wanted and needed it to be through those efforts, which in the end
resulted in diminishing the appeal of such qualities as automation that the CALL/TELI
products she knew of prior to the PD contained.
Unlearning and Adapting One's CALL/TELI Views and Beliefs.
Lastly, GP and VR were the two teacher-learners similar in their relatively
negative pre-PD view of CALL/TELI, with VR noting the extent to which such did not
take the learner's needs into consideration, and GP focusing on how these products did
not suit her teaching style. While GP chose, therefore, not to invest energy into the
CALL/TELI products of which she is aware, VR had actually begun to focus on learning
those technologies by which others were producing the very CALL/TELI products of
which she had negative views. VR's willingness and urgent desire to follow these other's
lead even though she did not believe the CALL/TELI products were benefiting students
was based on her perception that these were products promoted by the language teaching
community at large and that developing such products using these technologies was what
it took to be considered a modem teacher.
Accompanying VR's negative view of the "old-fashioned mindless" drills and
web-based exercises that did not take students' proficiency levels and learning styles into
account (VR-PQl), and her simultaneous sense of urgently needing to learn those
technologies by which such CALL/TELI products were created, was the potential in the
PD situation for VR to get overly wrapped up learning the PD's technologies (as focusing
on learning technology was what she had been doing up to this point). Additionally,
there was the potential for VR to get fhxstrated that she was not learning those
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technologies - namely web page creation tools - that her pre-PD CALL/TELI view had
led her to believe she needed to leam. However, through her participation in the
workshops as well as in one-on-ones VR confronted the issue of the shortcomings she
saw in CALL/TELI as she knew it prior to the PD based on what her background and
experience told her that students needed. By undertaking such confrontation, VR began
to develop a view of CALL/TELI as a process that she deconstructed and saw to consist
of first determining why to integrate technology - in her case to address students' varying
levels of proficiency and their learning styles more fully - then working on how to
develop a CALL/TELI effort to meet this need, and then figuring out when, within the
one's syllabus, would be the most appropriate time to implement the efforts to ensure
maximum benefit to one's students.
In the end, it is this CALL/TELI process to which VR gives credit for the extent
to which it can "improve dramatically the way you teach, and how effective your course
can" be, as she herself experienced (VR-PQ2). This is more than merely a change from a
negative view to a positive view based on what she experienced during the
implementation of her CALL/TELI efforts. This change in VR's view of CALL/TELI
from product to process stems from her unlearning of what she originally thought made
up CALL/TELI - that is, the use of the latest technology for technology's sake and the
following and replication other's products by such technology - and refocusing on what
she, as an experienced language teacher, knew of her students' need. By PD's end, VR
had lost the sense of urgent need to leam how to replicate the CALL/TELI products she
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knew of before the PD and is focusing on continuing to develop her CALL/TELI process
approach.
GP, on the other hand, while having similarly negative views prior to the PD
about CALL/TELI in that she found it consisted of mechanical, canned drills and
exercises that sent students to web pages or had them use a piece a software to play a
game or do something "ESL-y" (GP-FI), did not need to experience an unlearning to
reach a positive view of CALL/TELI because she did not feel any need nor have any
desire to follow these CALL/TELI examples in the way VR did. In addition to not
suiting her teaching in terms of the types of courses she taught, the CALL/TELI products
she knew of prior to the PD were also too specific to a certain skill or a certain way of
teaching, and they lacked adaptability, which was a key feature of GP's overall teaching
style. GP described herself as a teacher whose approach to language teaching revolved
around adapting and creating materials to use in her own instruction 7- in her opinion, the
CALL/TELI products she knew of would not allow for this because of their specialized
nature. When it came to the PD at hand then, with its emphasis on using generative and
developmental technologies with which teacher-learners could create their own
CALL/TELI efforts as they saw fit, GP had found a nice fit for her teaching style.
The types of CALL/TELI ideas for making pedagogical use of the PD
technologies were completely new to GP and totally opposite from the CALL/TELI she
knew of before. GP's appreciation for this newness and difference resulted in her 100%
participation in the group-oriented PD events - learning situations where she was able to
obtain CALL/TELI ideas that she could adapt to her own course. GP's method of
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adapting these ideas involved replacing her course content and material for that used in
the model idea. GP undertook such adaptation mainly on her own and then went on to
undertake a large number of adapted CALL/TELI implementations. Furthermore, GP's
adaptation approach included her own on-going, informal evaluation of her
implementations, through which she was able to recognize that further adaptations would
be necessary to fine-tune these efforts in future teachings. GP ended the PD with a
changed, or rather an adapted, view of CALL/TELI as consisting of technologies that can
compliment, support and enhance her idea of good teaching - which for GP involves
being able to adapt material and ideas for use in one's own instruction. Li the end, as GP
was unimpressed with the CALL/TELI products she knew of prior to her PD experience,
and as she felt relatively successful in her adaptation efforts, her focus is on continuing to
use the types of technologies, to undertake further adaptations in future teachings, and to
obtain more adaptable CALL/TELI ideas.
Overall, the comparative analysis shows the teacher-learners using and
developing their CALL/TELI views and beliefs differently over the course of the PD, as
shown in Figure 15, and thereby influencing their own technology integration
professional development process. Those teacher-learners who engaged in personalizing,
tailoring, and unlearning their individual CALL/TELI views and beliefs through a variety
of actions, interactions, strategies, and approaches were able to effectively influence their
technology integration professional development to degrees that led them to increase
their integration understanding and abilities and achieve personal sense of success and
satisfaction. The teacher-learners who engaged in expanding and adapting their
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CALL/TELl views and beliefs were also effective in influencing their understanding and
abilities and to achieving success, but to a somewhat lesser degree. Finally the teacherlearner who imposed his CALL/TELl views and beliefs was the least effective in
developing his understanding and abilities and in achieving any sense of success.

Figure 15. Managing/Using CALL/TELl Views and Beliefs
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Employing Interacting and Learning Strategies
Further comparative analysis of the six technology integration professional
development cases revealed that there were a number of different interacting and learning
strategies employed by the teacher-learners in both the group-oriented Workshops and
Collegial Presentations as well as in all three types of One-on-One Consultations that
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affected their experiences and their development processes over the course of the PD.
Additionally, the teacher-learners all employed group-oriented and one-on-one based
interacting and learning strategies as a means of dealing with time - a technology
integration professional development process feature that could also have been dealt with
above as it was a pre-PD influence in all of the development cases. In addition to the
following narrations of the group and one-on-one strategies employed by the teacherlearners, the comparative analysis of the related strategies employed by the teacherlearners to deal with time related issues will be presented below as well.
Working in Groups: Appreciating and Attending in the Workshops
Appreciating and attending to various aspects of or related to the group
workshops contributed to the teacher-learners varying technology integration professional
development. Through comparative analysis, such appreciation and attention was broken
down into three major areas: 1) appreciating and attending to the student needs and the
teacher roles and behaviors in the workshop setting; 2) appreciating and attending to the
experiential, hands-on technological, pedagogical, and curricular aspects of the
workshops; and 3) appreciating and attending to the group nature and the course-like
structure of the workshops. Each of these areas will be detailed below in order to reveal
the ways in which the teacher-learners' employment of various learning and interacting
strategies resulted in affecting their technology integration professional development
processes.
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Student Needs and Teacher Roles and Behaviors in the Workshop Setting.
The PD model made a point of making experiential use of the very technologies both hardware and software - the teacher-learners themselves would be using in their
own technology integration efforts, and the very classrooms in which the teacher-learners
would be implementing those efforts. Three of the teacher-learners who actually
commented on this component of the model in regard to their technology integration
professional development were GP, CK, and VR. For example, GP recognized that
having hands-on exposure to the technologies allowed her to not only take notes on
technology-related issues, but it also gave her a chance to observe and make note of the
practicalities of the mobile lab used for instructional purposes. Furthermore, GP
appreciated being supplied help sheets that detailed the pedagogical and/or technological
organization of each workshop, which she used to follow the trainer during the sessions
and as a means of further note taking, both during the workshops and later when she
practiced various aspects of the workshops on her own. Attending to the student
experiences in which she participated during the Workshops in this way allowed GP to
use the notes she took to create detailed instructional hand outs for her own students to
follow - anticipating that they, like her, would do well with this extra help. GP also
modeled her handouts after the help sheets by employing images, highlighting
techniques, and diagrams as aids. Additionally, paying attention to the teacher-side of the
workshops and observing trainer setting up, using, and taking down the lab led to GP
being able to confront her fears of managing all of this equipment herself, by scheduling
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Open Lab consultations to practice teaching with the hardware as a means of overcoming
her fears.
CK had a similar appreciation of his experiences in the Workshop setting in that
during that early phase of the PD, he took the initiative to rearrange the configuration of
the Japanese room in which he would be using the lab in the fall, permanently, based on
how he saw the trainer adjusting the room's physical layout. Furthermore, CK also
attended to how the trainer handled a particular situation in which the group of workshop
participants was unable to access the Litemet. CK commented later how helpful this was
to have experienced, as he stated, "what if we were to go into class next fall and have to
face that having never been in that situation" (CK-GI). hi this regard, the data do show
that CK was one of two teacher-learners (he and GP) who did not require any help setting
up and taking down the mobile lab and that his room configuration had taken into
account furniture arrangement and seating as well as both lighting and acoustic issues.
However, the logs also reveal that when CK experienced a partial failure to connect to the
hitemet during one of his own implementation events, he had little sense of what to do,
and he immediately turned to the trainer for assistance, as he had not taken any notes on
how to troubleshoot this situation. To his credit though, one thing CK did do, was remain
calm, as he followed the trainer's instructions, and seamlessly continued on with his
lesson.
VR also appreciated the experiential aspect of the workshops for how they
increased her understanding in that she was able to have her "hands in it," which she felt
this was the only way to "get it" (VR-GI). In part, this perspective relates to VR's
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previous technology training experience in which there was no hands-on aspect, and,
therefore, no opportunity to learn something by physically doing it. Rather, in her
previous training experiences, she described trainers, as "people that tell you, 'Well, you
do like this' - swish, swish, swish - And they leave and afterward, you're totally blank"
(VR-GI). Such an appreciation of this aspect of the workshops led to VR's always either
being the one at the computer, controlling it and performing various functions, during her
one-on-one coaching and mentoring consultations. Here it should be noted that VR
acknowledged the extent to which having hands-on practice using the hardware and
software to engage in workshop activities as a student and as a teacher helped her
develop a good deal of confidence and understanding.
Hands-on Technological, Pedagogical, and Curricular Aspects of the Workshops.
VR was also among a group of teacher-learners who appreciated the extent to
which the workshops were not merely technological in nature and who attended to this in
various ways. Along with ST, SL, TD and GP, VR noted the manner in which the
Workshops were constantly exploring and/or demonstrating pedagogical uses of various
technologies. This, she claimed, helped her begin to build her abilities to do this through
more individual work with the trainer in one-on-one situations, and then independently as
well. Other teacher-learners, like ST appreciated the connections to language learning
the Workshops highlighted as they worked simultaneously to teach the participants
needed technological skills. For her, this created confidence and trust in the trainer as it
led to ST feeling that the trainer understood both "where we were coming from" and that
she and her colleagues "weren't just there to learn how to use these technologies" (ST-
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FI),. Such a development of confidence and trust in the trainer were key factors in
establishing a relationship between ST and the trainer that led to the very open and
collaborative one-on-one interactions, in which ST developed her personalized sense of
CALL/TELL
Furthermore, SL commented on the extent to which the workshops that offered
her a chance to brainstorm and construct pedagogical application ideas and that
highlighted various language learning conditions helped her recognize the progress she
was making overall. SL can be observed noting the extent to which she noted, "My
confidence in being able to see what the tools can offer and coming up with a possible
task or two is gaining" (SL-FQ3), even when she was simultaneously struggling with the
technological functions and lacking confidence in herself in this area. Such recognition
of how she was advancing in certain aspects, if not fully in others, helped SL continue
engaging and interacting in the PD as she did.
GP and TD also noted their appreciation of the workshops' promotion of more
than just technological skills, but in ways distinct from the other teacher-learners. GP
and TD were both appreciative of the language learning connections made in the
Workshops in terms of the actual CALL/TELI ideas that were demonstrated and/or
produced by the group. GP concentrated on obtaining ideas that she could adapt to her
own instruction, and commented on different occasions that the workshops that "tie in
how you could use it" and in which "ideas are generated" were the ones she appreciated
most (GP-PI). GP was predisposed to focusing on adaptability based on her teaching
style as she describes it. The extent to which the Workshops demonstrated and generated
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numerous integration ideas, therefore, served GP well and led to her moving on to adapt
these ideas to her chosen course seemingly without much trouble. As GP goes on to make
these adaptations with little consultative advice from or interaction with the trainer, we
can see that some of her adaptations could have been aided by more dialogic interaction
about related issues of which to be aware regarding the need to additionally adapt such
elements as feedback, review, and interaction.
The same type of additional dialogic consultation could have helped TD with his
implementation efforts as well, in that TD's primary focus was on the timesaving aspects
of the pedagogical ideas coming from the workshops. Appreciating how these ideas
served to save busy teachers like him the time of having to come up with their own ideas,
TD attended to obtaining ways to apply technology essentially onto, as opposed to into,
language learning pedagogy. This led to TD's appreciation of the trainer as he said,
"You saved us basically time" by providing application ideas. When he shifted into
working one-on-one with the trainer, TD employed a method of directly applying
CALL/TELI ideas and directly applying technology to his course exercises. TD's
appreciation and attention to the timesaving nature of role of the application ideas he
focused on obtaining from the Workshops then contributed to limiting his professional
development to this single technology integration approach.
Group-Oriented Nature and Course-Like Structure of the Workshops.
On a different note, the group-orientation of the workshops as well as the course
like structure was appreciated and attended to differently by various teacher-learners
resulting in different, yet related effects. Working and learning together in the workshops
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was appreciated by some of the teacher-learners in the PD for how it made them feel like
students again. CK stated, "I'll always be comfortable being a student" (CK-GI), so for
him being in this role was fun as well as familiar.. Such a sense of comfort was
important for CK as he only participated in those interactions and events that were within
his designated comfort zone. Feeling comfortable led to CK's participation in the
workshops, which he found very helpful to his development. The extent to which CK
worked only within this comfort zone, however, may have limited his development as
well and will be discussed later in this cross case comparison.
For ST, interacting as a group of students in the workshops had an equalizing
effect in that even though the group was comprised of teachers at all different stages of
their professional careers and of people with widely varying levels of technology skills in
general the workshops made her feel as if they were all in this together, so to speak. ST
felt that the manner in which the workshops were constructed encouraged everyone to
share their knowledge and opinions freely and collaboratively, and stimulated everyone
to naturally help each other as needed. This may have been especially appreciated by ST
as one of the newer faculty members in this group, and it served to instill a sense of
comfort in her as she stated, "It was a good feeling to know we were all in this together
and I wasn't the only one having difficulties" (ST-FI). By the end of the PD, ST felt she
had a group of peers to whom she could turn for help. ST was one of the most confident
about the group's ability to continue developing professionally in terms of technology
integration by relying on each other as resources.
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Additionally, one of the most influential aspects related to the Workshops was the
extent to which the teacher-learners appreciated and attended to the effect of missing a
Workshop session and taking advantage of the Open Lab opportunities to make up
missed sessions. Of course, teacher-learners made use of the Open Labs for reasons other
than to make up a missed Workshop session, but those who were able or chose to use the
Open Labs in this way, appear to have benefited from doing so. GP, who had an
appreciation of the Workshops for how they, as a whole, felt like an actual class to her
may have, therefore, paid closer attention to not missing any of the Workshops in the
series - she had a 100% participation in the Workshops. Similarly, VR appreciated the
class-like structure of the Workshops in terms of how she viewed them as well planned,
with a sense of progression and guidance to them, and the inclusion of easily accessed
help materials. This appreciation on VR's part led her to engaging with and in all of the
class-like opportunities she viewed as essential to a student's development. Furthermore,
SL who missed four of the workshops and, therefore, felt embarrassed, overwhelmed, and
like she was holding up the group, made up these workshop sessions up as a student
would do who missed a class session. ST also attended to making up missed workshops
and to obtaining the additional help she needed with regard to clarifying and reinforcing
what she was learning in the group settings via consultations with the trainer.
Conversely, TD and CK did not have this same tj^e of appreciation for the course-like
structure of the workshops, nor this type of attention to getting their personal needs met.
Instead, they both disregarded any need to make up the workshop sessions they missed or
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to procure additional help. Subsequently, both of these teacher-learners related feelings
of fhistration and lack of understanding throughout their PD experiences.
Lastly, ST was the only teacher-learner who said, "For me, it's worked best when
you've given us assigimients" (ST-GI). The intention of such assignments was to both
exemplify how the teacher-learners could make both in-class and out-of-class
pedagogical use of the technologies, as well as to provide reinforcement for what was
covered in the workshops themselves. It was the latter of these intentions that ST paid
attention to in that she felt more reinforcement was needed. Recognizing these
assignments as opportunities to get what she felt she needed, ST describes how these
forced her to take the time to think and research what she actually wanted to do early-on
in her development. As the assignments essentially asked the teacher-learners to apply or continuing to apply, as such application was started in many of the Workshops - what
they had learned in the Workshops to the course into which they had chosen to integrate
technology, ST began actively building and applying her CALL/TELI integration
approach to the personally/professionally meaningful creation of efforts for her fall
course. Doing so helped to develop not only her abilities, but also her confidence in
those abilities, which carried over into her other integration design efforts. Designing
just one real effort showed her that she was reaching toward creative stages of technology
integration development, which was a real boost to ST's sense of what she was capable.
Overall the extent to which and the maimer in which the individual teacherlearners appreciated and attended to various aspects of the group workshops affected their
technology integration professional development processes differently. The majority of
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the learning and interacting strategies, shown in Figure 16, were effectively employed by
the teacher-learners to advance their own development. However, not all of the teacherlearners employed these strategies. Furthermore, at least three of the teacher-learners
employed strategies in the form of appreciating experiences but not taking notes,
concentrating primarily and focusing exclusively on obtaining adaptable and timesaving
integration ideas, and disregarding the need to make up missed workshops and to procure
additional help. These strategies were less effective in helping to advance the process.

Figure 16. Workshop Appreciation & Attention Interacting and Learning Strategies
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Working in Groups: Getting and Giving in the Collegial Presentations
The Collegial Presentations were designed to promote sharing and critiquing of
the teacher-learners' CALL/TELI integration implementation experiences, with the
intention of leading to an increased sense of shared experience, understanding, mutual
respect, confidence, and experientially creating a means for within group sustainability.
All of the teacher-learners valued their Collegial Presentations experiences in terms of
showing them, experientially, a means by which they could continue to aid their own and
each other's development after the PD was officially over. Beyond that, as each teacherlearner had an individual approach to engaging in this particular group-oriented PD
event, what they received from and what they gave to the experience as a whole differed.
The teacher-learners can be observed employing both interacting and learning strategies
that they had made a habit of using over the course of the PD, as well as a few new
strategies that were particular to what the teacher-learners gave to and got from learning
and interacting within Collegial Presentations PD events themselves. These strategies
can best be categorized by the extent to which they aided the teacher-learners in limiting,
maintaining, comparing, advancing, and professionalizing their own technology
integration professional development process as narrated below.
Limiting One's Development.
As he did in the Workshops, TD continued to focus mainly on obtaining
application ideas for the technologies covered in the Collegial Presentations. With this
focus, TD saw his colleagues' using the Discussion Tool successfrilly in their courses and
moved to replicate this success by undertaking his own implementation efforts using this
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tool mid-way through the semester. When TD simply applied the tool to an existing
exercise as a way to use the tool and to save time, and did not investigate more
thoroughly the pedagogical benefits of the tool to his specific teaching goals, he was
unimpressed with the results of his efforts.
Additionally, the Collegial Presentations afforded TD a means of idealizing what
others were doing or getting that he was not, which resulted in increasing his frustration
with the limits he perceived in the technologies that were highlighted in the PD. Namely,
one of his colleagues presented on a particular hitemet activity that the trainer had
essentially given her or suggested she might try as a means of getting her feet wet. TD
idealized this colleague's presentation as he noted "that was one of the things that I wrote
in my questionnaire recommendations, that I'd like to explore more of the hitemet - find
out how I can use more of the hitemet" (TD-FI), but he did not feel he received such
help. This idealization of what he saw others getting and doing with technology then
fueled TD's pre-PD belief that there were technologies and/or application ideas that could
change his teaching in ways that the technologies and integration ideas he had access to
and made use of did not.
The Collegial Presentations also offered TD a means to gauge how much the
teacher-learners as a group, of which he was a part, had leamed since the beginning of the
PD. In so doing, TD subsumed his own development, or lack thereof as he often
perceived it, into the development of the group as a whole. At one point in the PD, after
experiencing the advancement of his peers via these group events, TD was forced in a
way to admit that the PD had had a positive effect. He compared this to another leaming
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situation - that of his first year French students - and noted that much hke those novice
language learners, there was a tendency to focus on how much one still cannot do and
how frustrating that can be, as opposed to recognizing how much one has learned. TD
recognized, "even though we are still struggling, even though we are not always, you
know, feeling positive about what we can do with the new technologies, I think that we
have come a long way" (TD-FI). However beneficial such comparisons to familiar
learning experiences can be, TD unfortunately speaks of this only in group-oriented,
general terms and avoids internalizing its message to apply specifically to him and his
development. This lack of internalization is evident in that by PD's end, TD was
focusing on how much was not achieved and the extent to which the little that was
achieved was, in his view, in jeopardy of being lost without continued external help from
some source. Avoiding this type of internalization, in addition to fueling his Pre-PD
beliefs about certain technologies' agency for change, idealizing others' efforts, and
focusing so heavily on obtaining application ideas were limiting strategies to TD's
overall technology integration professional development.
Maintaining One's Development.
Maintaining her adaptation approach to the PD overall, GP also made use of the
Collegial Presentations as a means of noting what others were doing in terms of what she
might be able to adapt to her courses. However, unlike TD and his mid-semester
application of Discussion Tool mentioned above, GP did not take steps to adapt and
implement any of these ideas she obtained from the presentations. Instead, GP
acknowledged "I wanted to do more, but I just kind of decided I'm going to do this, and
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this, and this; I'm going to do it the best I can, and I'm not going to try and do
everything" (GP-FI). With this determination to focus on enacting the plan she had
established during the plaiming phase of the PD, GP may then have been more open to
what else the Collegial Presentations had to offer, namely, for her, the unique opportunity
to interact with fellow language faculty in a common pursuit. The Collegial
Presentations offered GP the chance to build relationships between these two groups of
language faculty who have not been integrated up to this point, even though, as GP notes,
they are all working toward the same language learning goals. Therefore, concentrating
still on obtaining integration ideas, in addition to appreciating the building of
relationships, and suspending her interests and focusing instead on her original goals
helped GP maintain her technology integration professional development process.
Comparing One's Development.
CK found a similar sense of personally meaningful collegiality through his
experiences in the Collegial Presentations. CK noted the extent to which the Collegial
Presentations offered the group of language teachers the opportunity to come together to
discuss something that is central to all of their lives - teaching. This experience, CK
said, in highlighting language pedagogy and one's pedagogical goals, offered the group
an opportunity to achieve a goal he remembers them setting years ago to meet on a
regular basis and talk about their teaching, but which was never even begun. CK noted
We're not simply talking about the computers or this or that particular task, but
we talk a lot about pedagogy and all of our goals for students... This has finally
forced us to get together and talk about things related to teaching. Yes, it's sort of
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focused on technology, but it's an opportunity, it's the only opportunity we have
to do this, and I think it's been great in that respect. (CK-FI)
Although CK found he was humbled by being asked to examine and to rethink such
pedagogical goals, in this group setting, he was comfortable doing so with his fellow
colleagues. Undertaking this type of professional self-examination was challenging for
CK, and the experience went beyond CK's expectation that it would involve merely
talking and/or learning about technology. However, since CK was able to make the
connection as to how this experience was enabling the group to reach a goal they had
long ago recognized as important to their professional lives, he found gratification in
these experiences.
However, in this setting, CK was also able to continue to acquire a comparative
estimation of his development. It can, however, be noted that CK's constant comparison
of what he was doing to what others were doing did allow for him to establish a place or
a role for himself within this group of peers. As the CP provided CK a chance to notice
who was struggling, who was avoiding, and who advancing, he comparatively recognized
himself as someone who at the very least was trying to integrate technology and as an
advocate for others to do so as well. This type of role establishing via comparison was
essentially a learning and interacting strategy unique to CK and can be viewed as the
means by which he was able to comfortably work within this group setting that he found
beneficial but also challenging and thistrating.
However, CK's strategic comparison of himself to others in these group settings
also gave him the means to continue to view both his development and his CALL/TELI
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efforts as less than optimal. This led to CK systematically downplaying the pedagogical
effort he chose to present to the group when it was his turn to do so. During his
presentation, CK made numerous references to the ways in which his effort was less
creative, less interesting, and just plain less than those which his colleagues had
presented. While this would have been an opportunity for CK to obtain others' noncomparative perspectives on a small piece of his development, CK's focus on what the
effort was not led his audience to focus on that as well, hi their doing so, CK's
colleagues unwittingly supported his comparative view by offering mainly suggestions
for what he could do to make the effort better, and thereby fuelled CK's own
undermining of his technology integration professional development. Overall, CK
employed his comparative approach to his experience in these group events to undermine
his own development in comparison to others, but to also establish a comforting role for
himself among the group. Additionally, CK found gratification in these events helping
the group achieve a long-held goal. In these ways, CK comparatively affected his
technology integration professional development process both positively and negatively.
Advancing One's Development.
Conversely, both ST and SL gave thorough and rather professional presentations
of their respective technology integration implementation efforts, and both thereby
obtained personally meaningful satisfaction from their experiences. Analysis also
reveled that ST noted, "by seeing the examples of my peers, I have been motivated to
develop activities of my own and to share them with others" (ST-PQ2). ST specifically
notes that she gained confidence in her own abilities and CALL/TELI efforts by both
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participating as an audience member and by presenting to her audience of peers during
the Collegial Presentations - the former actually building her confidence to do the latter.
As a junior faculty member, ST found the Collegial Presentations offered her a unique
opportunity to interact in these group events in which she observed and learned from her
colleagues who brought their teaching expertise to their presentations and the ensuing
discussions.
From these interactions, ST acquired a greater sense of how each faculty's
background, philosophy, and style influenced their reactions to using the technologies
and began to build a greater sense of confidence in her own reactions - even those that
were markedly different from her more experienced colleagues - based on her own
background, philosophy, and style. Her own presentation used and followed the PD
presenter guidelines and detailed not merely a CALL/TELI effort as it was implemented,
but described how she approached the planning and designing of the effort, demonstrated
how the students engaged in the effort, and explained how she went about reflecting on
and evaluating the effort. Upon reflecting on this experience, ST remarked on what a
"unique opportunity" this was for her to receive feedback and additional ideas on her
work, which she took notes on and made plans to address, and thus further aided her
development process (ST-FI). By acquiring motivation from these events, gaining
confidence, learning from her more experienced colleagues and their technology
integration reactions, and collecting feedback and critique through note taking, ST helped
to effectively advance her own technology integration professional development process.
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Professionalizing One's Development.
SL also gave a presentation that was rich in detail. SL's presentation covered an
entire unit of instruction into which she had integrated technology and represented her
overall CALL/TELI integration approach. SL reaped both personal and professional
benefits from this experience. Like her ESL colleague GP mentioned above, SL
recognized the extent to which the Collegial Presentations helped to bring the "Modem
Languages and ESL faculty together. ESL is, after all, part of Modem Languages," and
she noted her desire to maintain this new relationship (SL-FI). Furthermore, SL found
enjoyment in the presentations from a social perspective, as she stated, "It's really nice
having these Tuesday aftemoon sessions, and just getting to see how your colleagues are
putting everything into practice (SL-FI). Yet her main benefit from these group events
came from presenting her own implementation efforts.
Making use of and going beyond the PD's presenter guidelines, SL gave the most
thorough presentation of all of the teacher-learners and was rewarded for her
thoroughness in terms of her colleagues' positive and engaged reactions. No other
teacher-leamer's presentation garnered the attention and enthusiasm that SL's
presentation did. SL's presentation lasted two hours as opposed to the average one, with
no audience member leaving this late aftemoon event, and all members asking questions
and offering comments. SL's presentation ended with all in attendance encouraging her
to submit her presentation to a professional conference. SL noted that this experience was
influential in leading her to gain a sense of inclusion within the CALL/TELI field. SL
found great satisfaction in this inclusion as she recognizes the large role CALL/TELI
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plays in both the present and future of the Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages professional organization of which she is a member. SL stated
TELI is something I've always just kind of kept at arms length... yet having these
sessions every Tuesday, has enabled me, has made it much more friendly. And
it's added a new dimension. I mean, you know, I'm going to be in the ESL field
for quite a bit longer, I hope, and um, and I don't feel as if I'm on the border
anymore of CALL -1 feel as if I'm part of it. (SL-FI)
SL then professionalized her technology integration professional development process as
she reaped a sense of personal worth and professional inclusion through her presentation
in which she provided insight into her overall integration approach. Further, SL achieved
enjoyment and recognized the worth of maintaining the newly developed interdepartment relationships. These were two strategies that also helped her effectively
professionalize her development process.
Overall, when it came to the working within the group-oriented Collegial
Presentations, the teacher-learners influenced their own technology integration
professional development process. Such influencing occurred due to the learning and
interacting strategies each employed as shown in Figure 17. These strategies served to
influence each teacher-learner's development process, both positively and negatively as
detailed above, by affecting how and why the teacher-learners gave to these events and

how and why they engaged in getting something from them.
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Figure 17. Collegial Presentation Giving & Getting Interacting and Learning Strategies
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Engaging in One-on-Ones: Pro-Acting
To the extent that the teacher-learners were able to engage in proactive planning,
preparation, design, review, and reflection strategies, their overall PD experience was not
simply a series of reactions to unanticipated or ignored needs, issues, and situations. For
example, those teacher-learners who made use of the Open Lab one-on-one coaching and
mentoring consultations- VR, SL, GP, and ST- emanated a sense of individuals who
not only understood their own learning styles and could gauge their own learning needs
based on the given learning situation, but who also were then able to take the next step in
obtaining what they need, and aided their process in doing so. As has already been

mentioned, ST's understanding of her need for further reinforcement and personaUzation
of the Workshop content, led to her using the Open Labs to use of the course into which
she had chosen to integrate technology to begin applying her developing skills.
Anticipating what she would need in the future, ST used these events to get a head start
on her curricular integration and to acquire the type of pedagogically meaningful and
applied review of the technological skills she was simultaneously being introduced to in
the Workshops. From these early one-on-ones, ST established a plan and method of
consultative interaction based on what she knew would work for her. These included this
early start to thinking through technology integration ideas and issues by rethinking her
course and what she wanted to reinforce through the use of technology.
In these early sessions, ST developed a method of interacting with the trainer in
which she would use the time to begin designing, through the use of the actual
technologies, a CALL/TELI effort with the guidance of the trainer, and then she would
finish the effort later on her own. As ST also took the initiative of planning weekly
meetings with the trainer during the implementation phase, she used a portion of those
meetings to review the effort with the trainer before implementing it in class, and she
would engage the trainer in helping her anticipate what types of issues she may need to
be aware of from both a student perspective and a teacher perspective. Taking this
approach to preparing for each implementation effort, in which she took notes on issues
as well as wrote up informal in-class plans for carrying out each implementation effort,
allowed ST to anticipate and prepare for what she and her students might need in order to
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increase the assurance of a successful implementation. It also provided ST with
something to reflect back on after she undertook the implementations.
ST also employed organizational strategies such as preparing an agenda and
questions that she wanted to discuss with the trainer, and keeping these in a binder in
which she had also printed out and complied all of the PD help sheets. ST made use of
these help sheets during the consultations, taking notes in the margins as well as
highlighting certain words or sections she found helpful. It is impossible to determine
whether any one of ST's interacting and learning strategies was more or less influential in
helping her reach her self-assessed 80% increase in stage of technology integration
professional development or in helping her implement her CALL/TELI efforts in the
smooth and successful manner she describes. However, it cannot be denied that her pro
active learning and interacting did indeed play a positive role in her development process.
The same can be claimed for the learning and interacting strategies employed by
the other three teacher-learners who were actively engaged in working toward getting
their own learning style needs met. GP, for example, also began making use of the oneon-one consultations early on to procure needed real-world, hands-on practice of her
developing technology integration skills. Knowing that she learned through repetition
and practice, GP decided to make use of a class she was actually teaching during the
workshop phase to apply her developing curricular and pedagogical technology
integration abilities. This, she felt, would help her to get a more meaningful and realistic
sense of certain variables such as preparation and implementation time, student needs,
and teacher issues of which she would do well to be aware. This real-world trial run had
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GP interacting with the trainer mainly to obtained guided practice of some of the
technological functions and insight into the pedagogical aspects. GP undertook quite a
bit of review and practice on her own as she worked to develop her efforts first, and then
to use the one-on-ones to ask the trainer to review the effort, which opened the door for
the trainer to offer advice and suggestions as well. Furthermore, as was previously
mentioned, GP's active awareness and pursuit of what she needed as a learner in this
situation carried over into her teaching practice as well. This can be seen in way GP went
on to implement her efforts to provide guided in-class practice opportunities for her
students and detailed instruction sheets for their out-of-class work
In her early Open Lab consultations, VR engaged the trainer in her decision
making process regarding which one of two courses would be best to begin her
technology integration endeavors. Due in part to her pre-PD negative attitude about the
CALL/TELI products of which she was aware, VR met with the trainer early on to
determine what she could do differently with the technologies used in the PD. VR
initially focused on asking mainly technological questions, which led the trainer to in turn
ask VR questions related to her language learning goals and her courses. While VR
continued to have technological questions - in large part due to her unique efforts that
made use of technologies that were not covered in the PD workshops - over time, and
noticeably once she had settled on a course, this pattern of question asking changed in
that VR began to use her own pedagogy as the basis for her questions.
Both variations of this type of questioning - the trainer asking and then VR asking
- led to VR becoming aware of there being a different way to approach technology
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integration (i.e., using one's pedagogical goals and beliefs as opposed to technology itself
to drive the integration efforts) and then becoming aware of and trusting what the
trainer's background, beyond the technological, had to offer her specifically. This, in
conjunction with VR choosing to integrate technology into the course for which she had
been developing a textbook, guided VR to engaging in a very transparent collaborative
curriculum development process. Her own questions of the process as it was occurring,
led to VR becoming acutely aware of the role of the process in leading to a successful
product. As VR also engaged in a pattern of interaction that included guided practice
with the trainer to begin an effort and later finishing it on her own, she, like ST and GP
above, built up an independence that served each of them well over the course of the PD
as they knew they could do for themselves - a characteristic that will be crucial for
continuing their own development.
SL, on the other hand, did not need to go through this same type of questioning
with the trainer that VR did, in that from the outset of the PD SL's interactive approach
with the trainer was one of collegiality. Additionally, SL was a self-described slow
learner, and she knew she needed additional time to learn the technologies through handson practice. We learned above as well that SL used the early Open Lab one-on-ones as a
means of getting the more individualized help she needed based on her perception of
holding others up during the group events. SL knew from the beginning of these
meetings the course into which she was working to integrate technology, and she focused
on this course as the source for application ideas during the one-on-one Open Lab
consultations. From these open discussions, SL and the trainer also began to become
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naturally aware of how similar, mainly in terms of underlying philosophy and approach,
SL's ESL composition course was to those the trainer had most recently taught. As these
one-on-one sessions involved discussion that highlighted SL's practice and her
curriculum based on the textbook that she had co-authored - professional attributes of
which SL was both knowledgeable and passionate - SL became less focused on how
much she felt she was struggling with the technology itself and more focused on how she
was able to determine technological ways to address certain problems she had uncovered
in the course of these discussions. There is evidence that SL had a strong appreciation
for this type of collegial learning and interaction, and therefore, once it became clear that
this was available to her in the one-on-ones, she noted that she made the time to take
advantage of them.
As the above narration describes, these four teacher-learners took a pro-active
approach to participating and engaging in the one-on-one coaching and mentoring
consultations as they employed a variety of related pro-active learning and interacting
strategies. All of these strategies, which are shown in Figure 18, effectively helped these
teacher-learners progress in their technology integration professional development
process by preparing them for actual implementation, increasing meaningfulness through
personalization and individualization, building confidence and independence, and
highlighting the importance of rethinking and reflecting on one's own practice. These
effective development strategies were in stark contrast to the re-active ones used by the
two remaining teacher-learners as described in the next section.
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Figure 18. One-on-One Pro-Active Interacting and Learning Strategies
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Engaging in One-on-Ones: Re-Acting
Contrary to their colleagues' pro-active approaches, TD and CK can both be
described as having taken a re-active approach to engaging in the one-on-one
opportunities and employing related reactive strategies that negatively affected their
development process. This is not to say, however, that TD and CK were not aware of
what and how more proactive strategies would benefit their learning. Both specifically
mentioned that they understood how important such factors as making/taking time, being
organized, practicing on one's own and with the trainer, reviewing materials, and
preparing ahead were to the technology integration development learning process.
Ignoring this understanding fueled TD' s frustration with how time-consuming he viewed
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the process to be, as well as CK's comparative undermining of his own development, as
much of his understanding came from observing what his more successful colleagues
were doing. Discounting this understanding, neither CK nor TD took advantage of the
Open Labs to get reinforcement, practice, individualized help, or answers to their
questions. At the planning phase, both TD and CK were much less prepared, willing or
able to engage in helpful pre-implementation review of their courses, their goals, and
their students' needs as the basis for technology integration decisions, leading to less
successful implementation experiences for both.
During their pre-semester one-on-one consultations, neither CK nor TD discussed
or explained their courses. Instead both teacher-learners choose to present the technology
integration ideas they had come up with on their own, and then immediately proceeded to
ask the trainer for additional ways they could apply the technologies. Both had ideas for
directly applying various technologies to existing language learning activities and desires
to use certain technologies for which they had an affinity, yet neither could articulate
clear pedagogical rationale for these ideas and desires. What is more, neither CK nor TD
were interested or saw a need to engage in an interactive discussion of such rationale with
the trainer. Additionally, unlike their pro-active colleagues, neither prepared agendas nor
questions for the consultations, made use of the help sheets, nor took notes on a
consistent basis and in an organized manner, and neither employed any type of meta-

awareness of their students' learning needs based on their own experiences.
Contrary to their colleagues, neither CK nor TD took the initiative to schedule
meetings for the implementation phase, and both went on to cancel numerous meetings
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that they did schedule after the trainer offered to work with them in this manner.
Analysis of what occurred during the meetings that were not canceled shows CK and TD
developing a reliance on the trainer as they asked or arranged for her to do things for
them, as they struggled and voiced their fiiistrations in having to do these things for
themselves. Both used these consultations to get the trainer's assistance - or service - to
make something technologically functional and resisted any type of curricular
collaboration or collegial dialogue with the trainer for the most part. Finally, perhaps
having schedules or ways of coping that left them constantly reacting to issues and needs
that arose - e.g., applying the technology, making sure the technology was working,
relying on someone else to solve problems that arose as opposed to anticipating and
learning how to confront such themselves, and implementing the technology efforts neither ever engaged in any type of interactive reflection, and can actually be seen
evading the trainer's efforts at such engagement. In the end, depending on technology
and others as opposed to their own pedagogy and themselves, these two teacher-learners
saw themselves advance to only a stage three in terms of their technology integration
development and ended the PD feeling frustrated for not having developed more or
further. Their re-active learning and interacting strategies are shown here in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. One-on-One Re-Active Interacting and Learning Strategies
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Participating Overall: Dealing With Time
Many of these group- and one-on-one-oriented interacting and learning
similarities and differences among the teacher-learners are illuminated further when
viewed in relation to how and why each of the individual teacher-learners perceived and
correspondingly dealt with a development factor that they all mentioned repeatedly over
the course of the study- time. For example, TD and CK who appear to have focused
more on getting technology application (as opposed to integration) ideas and relied on the
trainer for mainly technological service-oriented help - two things that did not
necessarily take up lot of time- were the two teacher-learners who also focused or dwelt
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more on time and the lack thereof without directly taking steps to address time related
issues. The data reveal that there were other reasons besides time that led to TD and CK
dwelling or focusing on what they did in the way they did, but time was also clearly a
factor. As previously detailed, other teacher-learners, like GP, VR, SL, and ST, spent a
considerable amount of time engaging in collaborative and collegial interactions with the
trainer, focusing more on their own pedagogy for integration ideas, and working to
become increasingly self-reliant. These teacher-learners confronted their time-oriented
issues in various ways and were able to establish a sense of balance to their development
process in so doing. In the end, however, it was the two teacher-learners - TD and CK who spent less time participating in the group and one-on-one events overall, who
commented more on how time had adversely affected their development. While GP, VR,
SL, and ST, although wishfully reflecting that they had had more time, and who ended up
spending more time engaged in PD events, all develop more positive views about the
time factor in relation to their technology integration development. Using time as a focal
point, the comparative data analysis revealed the ways in which all of the teacher-learners
did and did not differ in terms of the actions, interactions, and/or strategies they
employed that served to engender a sense of balance or, conversely, a sense of imbalance
in their developmental process.
Before the PD began, each of the teacher-leamers expressed their attitudes
towards time in relation to technology integration professional development that either
helped them direct their participation or served to limit it. For example, SL began her PD
experience stating, "I really don't have a clear idea how much I need to know before I can
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begin applying this knowledge in my classes" (SL-PQl), she went ahead and set a goal
for herself of committing two-hours a week to the endeavor, as well as suggested a time
saving strategy of having teacher-learners with the same area of interest work together (in
her case, writing teachers). As was previously mentioned, ST also set a time-oriented
goal for herself that was based not on actual time but on a balancing this with her
commitment to becoming a more comfortable and knowledgeable teacher: "I would not
like to dedicate exhaustive amounts of time to it as I need to first feel very comfortable
with my own teaching and become more familiar with different pedagogical approaches"
(ST-PQl) Additionally, ST believed she was being given the time to explore this area she
has not had the time to explore before. With this goal and outlook, ST jumped ahead of
the PD, and established a plan early on to focus her energies on only one course. Unlike
SL, but similar to ST, GP began the PD with an awareness of this endeavor most likely
requiring a great deal of time, and she declared she was willing to invest the time needed
based on her philosophy that learning helps her become a better teacher. Furthermore,
GP also set a goal of learning as much as she could - no matter how much time it took as she was also aware of this PD being available for only a limited amount of time. GP
stated, "I don't want to overwhelm my students or myself, nor get carried away with the
technology at the expense of the goals of the course or my own sanity" (GP-PQl).
Such awareness, however, had quite a different effect on CK, who rather than
setting a goal of what was possible, took the stance "I'm afraid I won't be able to
progress very far in the short amount of time we have" (CK-PQl) - seemingly preconstricting his learning as limited by the amount of time the PD was to be in place. In a
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similar yet distinct manner of limiting his learning, TD, who mentioned repeatedly on the
Pre-Questionnaire alone his issues with time, takes a more personal view of the time
factor in stressing the extent to which he doubts whether the time investment he believed
was needed was actually worthwhile in terms of resulting benefits, and that he does not
have the "luxury" of making such a "huge time investment" (TD-PQl). Comparatively,
VR, who also believed the endeavor would be extremely time consuming based on her
own self-explorations into technology, went beyond CK and TD in their limiting what
was therefore possible, and set goals for what she wanted based on what had not worked
for her in the past - i.e., learning on her own and focusing on drill oriented CALL/TELI.
For VR then, these goals superseded the issue of time.
Examining this issue more closely, one can see that with a view of time invested
in this endeavor as both unbeneficial and a luxury, TD's entire experience was heavily
influenced by notions of saving vs. consuming time. TD focused his participation in the
group-oriented events and part of his one-on-one experiences on ways to save time, hi
viewing the trainer as the means for saving him the time of coming up with ways to apply
technology to his course, these interactions were more transactional than interactional.
With this mindset, TD wanted, and believed there were, short-cuts to the CALL/TELI
integration process for busy teachers such as he described himself with other more
important things to do. Thus, TD employed this timesaving development strategy based
on time-related issues, which resulted in an imbalance to his development process.
TD's way of dealing with the issue of lack of time was to not participate in the
Open Lab consultations, to not access the help materials on his own, and to not employ
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the "good learner" organizational strategies he himself recognizes are needed (TD-FI).
These actions lead to TD focusing on how time consuming learning the mechanical
functions was, how time consuming getting the technology working in order to
implement an effort was, how time consuming setting up the mobile lab was, and how
time consuming following up on his implementation efforts was. hi the end, it is actually
little wonder that TD felt he did not have the needed time to devote and to explore what
CALL/TELI had to offer. TD's own time saving ways of dealing with his feelings of not
having time led to him to use the time he did have in ways that would do little to increase
his understanding about what CALL/TELI had to offer his teaching, as he developed a
routine of focusing merely on performing the technological steps for immediate usage.
On the other hand, those teachers who set goals instead of limits in terms of time
they would spend participating in the PD were also able to find ways to continue to
balance time-related issues over the rest of the PD. ST, SL, GP, and VR all mention
recognizing the amount and type of time they each needed to advance their own learning,
and went on to not only acquire such, but to challenge themselves in doing so. Each of
these teacher-learners consciously made a choice to "block out" (SL), "take" (ST),
"make" (GP), or "spend" (VR) time they felt they needed. This led to these teacherlearners interacting with the trainer in all three types of one-on-one consultation events in
ways that focused on their own pedagogy and curricula and on developing related
technology integration ideas in collaborative and dialogic ways, no matter how much
time this took. All felt the effects of time, however, in terms of consultations being
limited due to time (SL), efforts being limited to how time consuming they were to
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implement (ST), one's sense of instructional timing being limited due to this being a
never before experienced endeavor (GP), and one' understanding of how much material
could be covered being limited to time (VR). However, they each had means, in addition
to blocking, taking, making, and spending the needed time, of balancing these effects.
For example, although SL struggled with the mechanical aspects of the
technology integration process, she did not devote all of her attention solely to following
this aspect of the workshops or gaining this type of help from the trainer. Instead, SL
focused extensively on reflecting on her own teaching for pedagogical ideas in the
workshops and later on her actual implementation efforts in the consultations. Through
hands-on reflection and evaluation oriented interactions, SL was able to practice the
related mechanical functionality simultaneously. More importantly, she was able to gain
a greater understanding of how to think about designing an effort, how an effort went
during implementation, and to begin to make plans regarding what to do the next time.
Engaging in this type of pedagogical reflection during the workshops benefited GP, ST,
and VR as well. Furthermore, reflecting on and evaluating their efforts in one-on-one
consultations, like SL did, aided the latter two teacher-learners in terms of making needed
changes during the implementation phase as well as planning for future ones.
ST actually made such a change when she made the choice not to implement one
of her CALL/TELI integration efforts all together, which she regretted having to do.
Through reflection though she was able to come to practical terms regarding how much
time her implementation efforts were taking, and to make the necessary changes,
essentially working to solve the problem as opposed to becoming overly fiiistrated by it.
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ST also approached the entire process with a view that since she saw class time as being
precious, she would need to plan extremely carefully in order to avoid wasting this time.
As her logs show, ST spent a good deal of time planning and preparing for each
implementation effort partially with the help of the trainer and partially on her own, as
well as focusing not merely on the technology, but also on the pedagogical goals she
wanted meet in terms of reinforcing certain material and in terms of increasing
interaction among all course participants.
Like ST, GP also planned and prepared extensively for her implementation efforts
by challenging herself to work with the trainer and on her own to create and try out
efforts early-on. However, even with this planning and preparation, GP found she was
unable to estimate how much more time her technology integration efforts would take in
that she experienced the numerous variables that arise when one employs technology in
the service of language instruction. While this left her feeling fioistrated, GP employed a
self-coaching strategy for dealing with this by reminding herself that this was the first
time she was attempting this change to her instruction. Recalling her past experiences
with trying something new, GP comforted herself with the recognition that it would take
her at least three more semesters to establish a working sense of timing that she felt
comfortable with in her instructional use of technology for language learning.
Similar to ST, GP also altered her instruction as needed and gave her students the
extra time she found they needed in order to complete certain efforts, even though this
meant covering less course content. Also faced with her integration efforts resulting in
not being able to cover as much material as she did in previous non-technology integrated
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teachings of this same course, VR employed a strategy of projecting into the future how
this time-related issue would work itself out as both she and her students became more
comfortable and familiar imdertaking such efforts. In addition to projecting forward in
this way, VR also realistically reflected back on this syllabus design issue noting that
determining the amount of time needed to cover all she wanted to cover was always a
challenge, no matter whether technology was a part of the course or not.
Lastly, CK, who began the PD by low-balling his own progress according to the
amount of time the PD would be in place, essentially relinquished responsibility his own
development. With this attitude, TD established a type of whatever-happens-happens
non-goal goal - something achievable really without a high degree of effort. The data
also reveal that CK was the one teacher-learner who had a relatively large imbalance
between his participation in group-oriented vs. one-on-one oriented PD events. This
choice of where in the PD to spend his time is in keeping with CK having a learning
comfort zone that precluded exploring on his own and interacting in those more intimate
one-on-one experiences that asked him to reflect on and examine his own practice, which
he found uncomfortably humbling. Furthermore, like TD, CK focused on obtaining
mechanical service from the trainer and did not experientially learn about the underlying
pedagogic/curricular based technology integration process to any large degree. However,
by practicing his constant comparison between himself and his colleagues, he did come to
appreciate, albeit from a safe distance, the existence of the more time-intensive process
involved in integrating as opposed to merely applying technology.

Some of the preceding information has already been discussed in other sections of
this comparative analysis narration. However, presenting this information here in
relation to how and why the teacher-learners dealt with time related issues, further
illuminates the degree to which the teacher-learners employed their own learning and
interacting strategies that helped to balance and progress their development process or
served to imbalance and curb their development process. Figure 20 provides an overview
of the balancing and progressing strategies employed by SL, ST, GP, and VR as they
compare to the imbalance-oriented and curbing strategies employed by TD and CK.
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Figure 20. Time Related Balanced and Imbalanced Interacting and Learning Strategies
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Approaching CALL/TEL! Integration
As was briefly referred to above, each of the teacher-learners took their own
unique approach to integrating technology into their language instruction. The PD model
itself did not promote any one way of approaching technology integration. It was
designed, rather, to engage participants in a variety of methods for doing so based on
language pedagogy in general terms and with regard to the individual teacher-learners,
their philosophies and styles, their students, and their course goals and content. Working
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within this design, each of the teacher-learners took their own unique approach to
designing and implementing their CALL/TELI efforts. Overviews of these will be given
/

separately below and include analysis of the extent to which a teacher-learner's chosen
approach influenced their technology integration professional development process.
Employing a Haphazard/Skills-based Approach
Having not participated in many one-on-one coaching and mentoring
consultations prior to the implementation phase, CK ended up employing what he himself
describes as "a little bit haphazard" of an approach to integrating technology into his
second year Japanese course (CK-FI). CK used the existing skills-based structure of his
course to locate activities that could be enhanced by technology. As has been noted
above, CK's integration approach was also influenced by the extent to which the mobile
lab could be brought into the instructional environment. Together these factors led CK to
re-working skills-based activities that were undertaken in the classroom as well as outside
of the classroom. As many of CK's previously implemented skills-based activities had
been undertaken outside of the language classroom, his technologized in-class efforts led
him to take on the associated interactive teaching roles and behaviors that naturally
resulted, as well as to witness the engaged and interactive learning roles and behaviors
involved in his students undertaking these efforts. Furthermore, as CK's approach
included presenting the trainer with his ideas during a Pre-Semester Consultation, and
then asking for further ideas, an opening presented itself for brief dialogic engagement
regarding CK's course goals and objectives, and a re-education regarding how to base
integration decisions on them as opposed to on what one perceives a certain technology's
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capabilities to be. In that CK repeatedly mentions this moment as meaningful in that it
exposed to him a tendency in himself toward teacher-centeredness and presumptions
about technological potential, his approach did afford him a glimpse into what a more
self-reflective approach to the process could offer.
Employing an Adaptation/Reality-based Approach
GP employed the same adaptation approach to technology integration that she
uses in her teaching practice in general. Describing how she crafts her instruction via an
on-going process of adapting materials and activities from other teaching and real-world
sources, an adaptation approach to technology integration came naturally to GP. To the
extent that GP's first year English as a Second Language listening and speaking course
focused on advancing her students' real-world communication skills, GP also approached
technology integration as a means to further support this goal by making use of
technologies that these students would be using to communicate and interact in their
second language beyond this particular course. As GP's approach consisted of laying out
her detailed integration plans for the trainer to review and provide feedback on, this
aspect of her approach consisted mainly of getting a chance to articulate and review her
plans before actually implementing them. GP was thus able to think about and design
materials that would help her students undertake the efforts more smoothly, as well as to
think about and design efforts that incorporated the same sense of student creativity that
GP herself appreciated in the technologies themselves as she was designing the efforts.
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Employing a Philosophical/Problem-based Approach
SL chose to approach the actual integration of technology into her combined
English/English as a Second language first year composition course by initially
presenting the entire course itself to the trainer in one of her many Pre-Semester
Consultations. Such a presentation allowed for SL to articulate her language learning
philosophy underlying the course structure and content, which she co-authored.
Additionally, this allowed for dialogic inquiry into a few key issues and problems SL
faced in the teaching of this particular course, which ultimately served to provide a focus
for her technology integration approach. Basing the design of her CALL/TELI efforts on
her own teaching philosophy and taking this problem-based approach led SL to make
specific use of a limited number of technologies in meaningful ways. This approach
essentially offered SL a means by which to evaluate her efforts as she went on to make
the needed changes to activities she had re-worked/technologized so that she could track
the extent to which the issues and problems were being addressed in terms of the
products the students themselves were producing.
Employing a Reinforcement/Content-based Approach
Describing ST's technology integration approach as content-based stems from her
initial review with the trainer of her third year Spanish conversation and composition
course content. Employing her own practice of building the structure of her course
around the content she has to work with, ST began reviewing the themes and topics in the
course textbook and identifying the linguistic and cultural elements that she felt were
important to reinforce. This notion of reinforcement was also an aspect of ST's overall

approach as it was the basis for how she interpreted what the term enhancement in
technology enhanced language instruction actually meant. This led to ST going on to
personally define enhancement through her integration efforts themselves. Furthermore,
to the extent that ST did not have all of the efforts she had planned actually designed
before the implementation phase, her integration approach also included reflecting on
each implementation with the trainer as she moved on to actually create/design the next
effort to be undertaken. This overall approach served to help ST understand what she
needed to do to make this experience successful for her own practice.
Employing a Background/Learner-based Approach
VR's technology integration approach consisted of using her on-going debate
between two possible choices of courses to begin integrating technology into. VR used
both courses during workshop activities as a way to help herself decide where and why to
focus her attention. She also began discussing this decision making process with the
trainer during one-on-one consultations. Through dialogic inquiry, VR articulated not
only the main goals and objectives underlying each of these courses, but also her
displeasure with what she saw as lacking in the types of CALL/TELI products of which
she was aware. Eventually, this led to VR also bringing up her background work and
interest in learner styles and learner needs, and a focal point for VR's technology
integration approach was thereby identified. VR then worked collaboratively with the
trainer to design efforts that served mainly to increase the opportunities for what she
called learners of varying degrees of proficiency and efficiency to work with each other,
as well as attend to the variety of learning styles that make up her student population.
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This enabled VR to go to determine the extent to which her efforts were successfully in
addressing these personally meaningful issues.
Employing a Technology/Application-based Approach
TD described his technology integration approach as being cautiously based on
the lack of "credibility" he gave the technologies to which he had access, as well as to his
sense of in-class technology integration being seen as a "waste of time" by the students
(TD-FI). Additionally, after presenting his ideas for integrating technology, TD
acknowledged his ideas were based on how technology could save him time in doing
things he did not have time to do in the classroom: "The way I used it was basically to be
able to do things with it that I was not able to do" (TD-FI). TD attempted to either apply
his pre-PD product-based views of CALL/TELI to the available technologies, thereby
forcing them to act in place of an actual product, or he simply attached technology to an
existing activity or exercise for time saving purposes or seemingly as a way to make use
of the technology. Additionally, TD's approach included the power and agency he
granted to technology to change his teaching by simply being included in his instruction.
Related to this was the manner in which TD's approach was influenced by the limited
role he saw himself playing in the integration process, which was to master this powerful
change entity. TD's belief that such mastery lay merely in learning the technological
functionality of the tools overshadowed his role in learning how to design pedagogically
meaningful efforts that would be much more likely to effect change in his practice.
As this overview shows, each teacher-learner's technology integration
professional development process was affected by the approach they employed to
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integrate technology into their instruction. These approaches are shown in Figure 21
below. Overall, the teacher-learners who based their approach on their own teaching
philosophy and background, on specific courses and the content of such courses, and
worked to integrate technology as a means to address specific course problems, learner
issues and the reinforcement of certain content infused meaningful substance into their
efforts. These approaches engaged these teacher-learners in exploring and learning the
important curriculum development process that underlies and is the foundation of the
integration process, which they will each be able to continue to undertake on their own.
By employing these approaches these teacher-learners also provided themselves with a
means by which to reflect on and evaluate the extent to which their technology
integration efforts were successful, further aiding their own development process.
The teacher-learner who employed an adaptation approach that also worked to
address her goal of helping students develop skills they need in the real world, also
helped her development process to a certain extent as she too built in a quality by which
to measure her efforts. The same can be said about the teacher-learner who employed a
skills-based approach in that he would be able to evaluate his efforts according to how
well the integrated technology helps students advance in those particular skills.
However, these two teacher-learners' approaches did not involve them in any more than a
minimal amount of examination of underlying and influential course goals and
objectives, personal instructional beliefs and assumptions, and specific student needs and
issues. Therefore, their overall development process did not benefit to the same extent
that the other three teacher-learners' processes did. This is especially true with regard to
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the instructional changes that were advanced and the sustainable understanding that was
engendered. The lack of development in this regard is also most apparent in the teacherlearner who employed the technology or application approach, and who was thereby
unable to achieve neither meaningful change nor an understanding of the abilities he
needs to continue to develop on his own.

Figure 21. Approaches to Technology Integration
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Implementing and Reflecting on CALL/TELI Efforts
A comparative review of the teacher-learners' actual implementations and the
implementation phase each experienced provides insight into their technology integration
choices in the form of actions, interactions, and strategies. The resulting benefits each
teacher-learner was able to achieve and realize with regard to their own teaching practice
and their own students' learning were directly related to these choices and influenced
each teacher-learners' overall technology integration professional development process.
Comparative analysis of their implementation experiences and the benefits each was
thereby able to achieve and realize shows that this implementing and reflecting on their
CALL/TELI efforts sub-process was as differentially influential as the other subprocesses already analyzed in the narration above. The following analysis examines the
significance of the similarities and differences of the teacher-learners' implementing and
reflecting actions, interactions, and strategies as these relate to enabling the teacherlearners to 1) achieve benefits to their own teaching practice, and 2) realize benefits to
their students' learning.
Achieving Benefits to One's Teaching Practice
Focusing first on the achieved benefits to their teaching, Table 4 provides a
summarized comparative view of the common factors related to actions, interactions, and
strategies used by the teacher-learners in implementing their technology integration
efforts. The table can be used to begin examining more fully how these influenced the
teacher-learners' overall technology integration professional development processes. As
can be seen from Table 4, while 'number of technology integration efforts' undertaken by
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each of the teacher-learners varied by only one or two, other characteristics of their
implementations - i.e., the number of new vs. re-worked technology integration efforts,
the number of technology integration events, the number of in-class vs. out-of-class
events, and the number of technologies used - differed considerably. Examination of
how implementation strategies related to all of these characteristics, however, offers
insight into the effect on the teacher-learners being able to achieve benefits to their own
teaching and thereby advance their own technology integration professional development
process. A brief overview of each teacher-learner's engagement in this implementing
and reflecting sub-process is followed by a comparative analysis their engagement.
Table 4. Technology Integration hnplementation Comparative Overview

Teacher
-

Leamer
TD
ST
SL
GP
CK
VR
Average

Number
of
Efforts
5
5
4
4
5
7
5

Number
of
New
Efforts
2
5
1
0
1
6
2.5

Number
of
ReWorked
Efforts
3
0
3
4
4
1
2.5

Number
of
Events
14
11
16
24
28
16
18

Number
of
In-Class
Events
5
9
12
11
15
7
9.8

Number
of
Out-ofClass
Events
9
2
4
13
13
9
8.3

Number
of
Tech
nologies
Used
5
8
4
10
11
8
7.7

Among the group, both VR and ST had more newly constructed technology
integration efforts as opposed to re-worked versions of activities that had already existed
in their courses prior to the PD (see Appendix U and Appendix V for VR's and ST's
Technology hitegration Implementation Logs respectively). Six out of seven of VR's
technology integration efforts were new to this second year Spanish course that she had
previously taught nine times. Additionally, VR had used the same in-progress textbook
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she used here two of those times, as she continued here to design elements for this
textbook she was creating/authoring. VR was in median range among the group in terms
of number of total events implemented, and she chose a relatively evenly distributed
number of in-class versus out-of-class events. Additionally, VR chose to employ a closeto-average number of technologies (n=8) to achieve her efforts. Three of these were
technologies that were not a part of the PD but were technologies that were specific to the
endeavors VR wanted to undertake.
According to VR, this overall implementation strategy worked to enable her to
teach both more efficiently in terms of increasing her students' overall access to and
recycling of the content of the course both inside and outside of the classroom, and more
specifically in terms of creating a more naturalistic and learner appropriate language
learning envirormient. VR's implementation phase also included on-going curriculum
design endeavors, as well as a few reflection and evaluation opportunities as she
continued to consult with the trainer. VR's culminating implementation experience, thus,
resulted in her achieving a new, multi-perspective view of her teaching practice and a
corresponding solid understanding of where she is at in her own technology integration
development process. Seeing her personally defined integration efforts through to
implementation also enabled VR achieve the self-confidence and direction to plan for her
continued development.
Comparatively, ST, who used eight technologies as well, created and
implemented all new implementation efforts (Appendix U). ST had only taught this
course once before and had used the textbook she employed here that previous time as
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well. ST's implementation strategy, like SL's below, favored in-class implementation, as
she, similar to CK below, chose to have students complete out-of-class follow-up events
on two occasions. Additionally, ST took care to structure herself into each of the efforts
she created, and in doing so found she had increased her opportunities to interact with her
students both online outside the classroom and face-to-face inside the classroom. ST
found that her implementation process, which included her actively engaging in ongoing
reflection, evaluation and subsequent alternation, enabled her to think more in depth
about language learning and the course materials, and resulted in her implementing more
creative and versatile activities. ST was also one of two teacher-learners (i.e., she and
SL) who commented specifically on the extent to which her confidence in her
implementation abilities was boosted by undertaking an in-class integration event without
the trainer being present for possible assistance. Additionally, however, ST and SL, were
also two teacher-learners who were significantly affected by a single implementation
experience. For ST this experience consisted of a student asking whether the course was
a technology course or a Spanish language course. Throughout the implementation
phase, ST had a heightened preoccupation with whether she was over-using technology
in relation to what students' expected. This preoccupation is interesting to the extent that
comparatively, ST undertook the fewest number of integration events (n=l1). Overall,
however, ST's implementation experiences contributed to her achieving a sense of having
grown as a teacher and having empowered herself through the process.
At the opposite end of the new vs. re-worked technology integration
implementation continuum, SL, CK, and GP each had more re-worked technology
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enhanced/assisted efforts than they did newly constructed technology integration efforts
(see Appendixes W, X, and Y for SL's, CK's, GP's respective Technology Integration
Implementation Logs). SL, for example, chose to enhance with technology three of the
main discussion and critical thinking activities that made up each of the units within her
course textbook, which she herself had co-authored and used the seven previous times
she had taught this course. In addition to these, SL constructed a new, yet related, selfevaluation effort that the CMC technology she employed actually made possible by
producing written records of the students' interactions in the three re-worked efforts.
What is more, SL was the most selective in the number of technologies she used of all of
the teacher-learners (n=4). Similarly, CK also chose a mainly re-working of existing
course elements strategy to his technology integration implementations, yet made use of
an above average number of technologies (n=l1). Having taught his course using the
same textbook three previous times, CK chose to employ technology to enhance/assist
two textbook-related activities as well as two personally designed activities.
Additionally, having been influenced during the implementation phase by TD's use of
Internet video, CK chose to construct and implement one new (i.e., non-re-worked)
technology integration effort midway through the semester. Lastly, GP was the one
teacher-learner who had no new efforts, and who chose to focus solely on reworking
activities she had put together in her construction of this course over the past four
teachings of it. Like CK, GP made use of an above average number of technologies
(n=10). Of note as well is that GP had never and did not in this study use a textbook to
teach this course.
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Interestingly, GP notes that her re-working of the efforts in the form of adapting
technology integration ideas to which she had been introduced in order to fit her own
course did not include altering her teaching strategies. As was mentioned earlier in this
comparative narration, GP did, however, relate feeling a lack of the control she
traditionally assumed in previous teachings of this course during the two implementations
of her asynchronous CMC effort. GP did not plan for nor engage in any new teaching
strategies during these implementations to address this feeling, which may have been
possible had she engaged in reflective and evaluative consultation during this phase of
her development. It appears that the detailed pre-implementation planning and
preparation GP put into re-working her course structure in order to accommodate her
other adapted technology integration efforts essentially ensured she would maintain other
traditionally-held teaching roles and strategies in the relatively large number of total
implementation events that she chose to more or less divide evenly into in-class versus
out-of-class events. The re-working or adapting process that GP undertook, however, did
engender in her an appreciation of the benefits a teacher experiences fi-om attending to
her/his instructional process in this way. Furthermore, in the end, what GP was able to
achieve an appreciation of what she called the spark of newness this endeavor has
afforded her teaching, as well as an increase in the possibilities for and relevancy of
language teaching and learning manifested in her form of real-world technology
integration efforts.
SL's predominately in-class implementations of her mainly re-worked efforts, on
the other hand, allowed her achieve a less teacher-centered role in the efforts she had re
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worked than in her previous teachings of these activities in their traditional form in which
SL played the role of moderator, guide, and stimulator. In the re-working of these
efforts, ST essentially substituted CMC for face-to-face student discussion and included
specific steps and strategies for students participating in these CMC events. For an
experienced language teacher who believed herself to have been an advocating and
practicing learner-centered instructor, SL's implementations, which included the new
efforts that focused on student self-evaluation mentioned above, along with her large
number of associated reflective and evaluative consultations, made her aware of how
much more learner-centered one could be. SL was also aware that she herself had to not
only let go, as she put it, of her traditional teaching role, but to also be OK with doing so
- an act which was aided by her recognition that she herself had created the effort and
had given her learners the needed tools and responsibility to manage their own learning
without so much direct control by the teacher.
CK also found he took on new teacher roles as a result of implementing the
largest number of mainly re-worked technology integration events. CK's five integration
efforts resulted in twenty-eight implementation events due in large part to his strategy of
repeating efforts periodically over the length of the course in which efforts were started
in-class and then completed out-of-class (see Appendix X for detailed overview), hi that
the re-working of one of his original personally designed activities included confronting
his tendency to fall back on teacher-centered ways of teaching language, as previously
mentioned, CK's implementation process led to his commitment to be more aware of
counteracting this tendency in his technology integration efforts. Furthermore, as CK re
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worked efforts to become part of his in-class instructional process, as opposed to being
formerly relegated to homework activities, CK achieved a more active, participatory role
in his students' learning process, which he found enabled him to offer more immediate
guidance and intervention as needed by individual learners and by the group as a whole
during their language process stage as opposed to merely at the end product stage, hi the
end, CK also achieved an appreciation for the more direct and interactive ways he was
able to teach the content of the course, highlighting all of the four skills, and providing
him a means for informal evaluation of the group of students' language learning progress.
Finally, TD was the one teacher-learner who chose a relatively equal new vs.
reworked technology integration implementation strategy (see Appendix Z for TD's
Technology Litegration hnplementation Logs). TD made use of a below average number
of technologies (n=5). TD chose to re-work activities he had undertaken during his five
previous teachings of this course in which he made use of the same textbook each time by
essentially directly applying or attaching technology onto these existing activities with a
desire to replicate some of the CALL/TELI drill-based products of which he was fond.
As TD chose to implement many of these as out-of-class events that positioned him as
sole provider of evaluation and feedback, he found himself resenting the amount of
student product he had set himself up to respond to. TD did undertake two new
technology integration efforts that made use of two text-based CMC tools in both an inclass and out-of-class manner, yet to the extent that the efforts did not include making use
of the resulting transcripts in any tj'pe of follow-up manner, TD was left noting only that
these efforts increased the time students spent working on a particular task, hi the end.
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TD achieved and appreciation of the more Hvely and creative nature of his new effort that
made use of the hitemet movie cUps. Overall, however, he focused mainly on the time
some of his efforts enabled him to save and the increased sense of bi-directional
accountability (students-to-teacher and teacher-to-students). Furthermore, to the extent
that TD experienced, what was for him an unforgettable failure of technology during an
attempt to undertake an implementation without the assistance of the trainer and against
the trainer's advice, his implementations resulted in his feeling of having empowered an
unpredictable entity to which he had become a slave.
As these narrative analyses of each teacher-learners' implementation experiences
show, the actions, interactions, and strategies engaged in and employed by the individual
cases had a direct affect of the benefits each was able to achieve in their teaching
practice. These achievements in turn had an effect on each teacher-learner's overall
technology integration professional development process. In terms of the insights gained
Irom the comparative analysis of the implementing and reflecting sub-process, the
evidence shows that the teacher-learners' influenced their own achievement due to the
number of efforts and events they implemented to a certain extent. For example, looking
at the two extremes shows that a teacher-learner (ST) who implemented a relatively low
number of events (n=l 1), spent an extensive amount of time preparing to implement and
reflecting on these events. As ST implemented only a selective number events, she was
able to concentrate on achieving creativity and versatility, and on reflecting on exactly
how these few implementations were benefiting her teaching. On the other hand, a
teacher-learner (CK) who implemented a relatively high number of events (n=28) into
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which he rather haphazardly integrated technology, actually benefited from this large
number of events, as he did not engage in extensive amounts of preparation and reflection
like ST. These twenty eight course-crucial activities that were repeated numerous times
over the length of the course allowed this teacher-learner to develop new and important
skills in making these events a success for his students and to observe his students
growing abilities and skills in undertaking these efforts.
Li terms of creating new vs. reworked efforts, there is evidence that suggests that
the teacher-learners who designed entirely new efforts (ST, SL, and VR) spent a good
deal of time and effort thinking through the rationale and design of these efforts. From
doing so, these teacher learners related achieving innovations in their teaching practice.
ST grew and became more creative and aware, SL transformed her understanding of
learner-centered instruction, VR gained a new multi-perspective view of their teaching
practice, and all thereby advanced their own development process. This is not say,
however, that the teacher-learners who reworked existing activities and exercises did not
achieve benefits to their teaching as well, yet the data do show that much of what was
achieved depended on what was reworked and how the reworking occurred.
For example, teacher-learners who reworked existing activities that they
themselves had originally created, and which were, therefore, infused with a good deal of
the teacher-learners' own pedagogical beliefs (SL, VR, and CK), achieved greater or
more personally meaningful benefits than those who reworked activities in a textbook
(TD) or that they had adapted from other sources (GP). Furthermore, the teacher-learner
whose reworking of her efforts involved pre-implementation examination and preparation
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for the related changes she would need to make to her teaching roles and behaviors (VR)
had an advantage over her counterparts who did not (TD and GP). The same can be said
for SL and ST in their creation of their new efforts in that preparing for their role ahead
of time allowed them to understand and comfortably fulfill their role and to not be caught
off guard.
However, SL did not prepare for all of the role and behavior changes her
reworked efforts turned out to engender. She and CK, however, did alter their teaching
roles and behaviors as needed during the implementation of these reworked efforts, and
were able to recognize the benefits to their teaching in doing so. In comparison, TD and
GP did not prepare for, and even resisted, making changes to their traditional teaching
roles and behaviors prior to the implementations of their reworked efforts. Additionally,
neither TD nor GP let go or altered these roles and behaviors during implementation, and
thereby experienced mainly doubts and finstrations, as their traditional roles and
behaviors were no longer useful.
Additionally, the number of technologies a teacher-leamer used appeared to be
less of an influential implementation strategy than the extent to which a teacher-leamer
chose specific technologies to achieve specific pedagogical results. Teacher-learners
who attended to knowing and using the specific capabilities of each tool they employed
to their fullest pedagogical potential achieved more than those who did not. For example,
ST's and VR's knowledge and use of the creative and interactive capabilities of
PowerPoint and SL's knowledge and use of the reflection capabilities of the CMC tools
helped these teacher-learners achieve their specific goals. Conversely, TD and GP did
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not make full use of the CMC tools' capabilities and had no specific pedagogical goals
for using these technologies, and, thus, limited the benefits they were able to achieve.
Lastly, in terms of in-class vs. out-of-class implementations and/or the number of
each, it appears that those teacher-learners who were systematic in structuring these as
crucial course components in their syllabus benefited their teaching to a greater degree
than those who were less systematic and whose implementations were more tangential
and sporadic course additions. For example, SL, GP, and CK all designed their course
crucial integration efforts to be undertaken repeatedly by students in successive units of
their courses. Additionally, these teacher-learners, as well as ST and to a certain extent
VR, implemented events that were designed to be undertaken partially as in-class and
partially as out-of-class endeavors, hi so doing, these teacher-learners were able to
provide students with guided instruction and practice in-class, during which they were
able to help and monitor individuals and the group as needed. They also enabled students
to go on to successfully complete quality products on their own outside of class.
Furthermore, the teacher-learners who made use of the products the students
created in-class and out-of-class - during the class itself, in a follow up manner in the
next class, or through out-of-class computer mediated exchange - were able to recognize
how doing so helped them base their instruction more fully on their students current
needs. Conversely, TD in implementing his predominately out-of-class, pronunciation
and grammar practice oriented PureVoice efforts, for example, was less systematic in the
structuring of these rather tangential course activities. Being reluctant to take in-class
time to guide students in their undertaking of these events, TD also did not use the
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students' products from these activities in any in-class follow-up manner. Designing
these events to be rather random, tangential practice opportunities of which he was the
sole evaluator, led to TD achieving only a sense of frustration in how much more student
work he had to respond to and in how technology in general did not change his teaching
in the ways he believed it was promised to. All of the influential strategies the teacherlearners engaged in and employed in relation to their implementing and reflecting choices
are shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Actions, Interaction, & Strategies Related to Achieving Benefits to Teaching
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Realizing Benefits to One's Students' Learning
Among the benefits to students that the teacher-learners universally realized based
on their implementations was an overall increase in terms of interest, enjoyment, and
appeal among their respective classes of language students. The teacher-learners all felt
this increase in interest, enjoyment and appeal served to increase their students' effort and
engagement in undertaking the CALL/TELI integration efforts. While some might point
out that these beliefs are essentially subjective, they are the result of the teacher-learners'
direct observations and experiences of themselves and their own students undertaking the
technology integration efforts they themselves constructed and implemented, which
essentially grounds these beliefs in the teacher-learners' professional practice, and
thereby validates both their existence and their importance in terms of these cases'
technology integration professional development process. These beliefs were realized in
different ways according to the actions, interactions, strategies engaged in and employed
by the teacher-learners in relation to implementing and reflecting on their CALL/TELI
efforts.
For example, ST and GP, as well as CK, and to a certain extent VR all
implemented technology integration efforts that they were able to realize enhanced
student engagement via opportunities to creatively construct visual and verbal
representations of their own linguistic and cultural understanding and ability.
Additionally, TD attributed the increased effort on the part of his students as being a
result of how technology increased the students' accountability to produce language in
that it recorded their participation, and, therefore, allowed him to check up on them. SL
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also mentioned a sense that increased accountability on the part of her students led to
increased engagement and effort, yet she, like ST, realized that her implementation
efforts made students more accountable to their peers, and thereby engendered effort and
engagement through mutual responsibility. Of note as well is SL's recognition that her
students were also made more responsible for their own learning as her implementations
held them each accountable for identifying and explaining their own contributions to their
understanding through her technology enhanced self-evaluation events.
To the extent that all of the foreign language teacher-leamers - VR, ST, CK, and
TD - developed and implemented technology integration efforts that made use of or had
their students making use of authentic Spanish, Japanese, and French images, sound, and
textual materials, each of them was able to realize the extent to which their
implementations increased their students exposure to the target language and culture - a
language learning condition, along with production, that these foreign language teachers,
as opposed to the second language teachers, constantly struggled to improve. ST and GP
however, went further and designed and implemented efforts that not only exposed
students to the target language and culture. Their efforts had students engaging with realworld information and data to undertake real-world gathering, summarizing, organizing,
synthesizing, and explaining skills using technologies that pervade real-world
communicative situations. These teacher-leamers thus experienced the added benefit of
the extent to which their technology integration implementations promoted real-world
communication, interaction, and production abilities.
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Additionally, all of the teacher-learners whose implementation efforts included
making use of the CMC transcripts - SL, ST, VR - noted an increase in individualized
student learning. This was true for these teacher-learners in that individual student's
understanding of linguistic and cultural course content could be observed in actual use,
and, therefore, could be contextually addressed and attended to through individualized
feedback, review, reflection, and/or follow-up exercises. This is not to say, however, that
instruction became more individualized in comparison to collectivized, for each of these
teacher-learners, and including GP and CK, all found that their technology integration
implementation efforts also promoted increased collaboration and interaction among the
course participants. These teacher-learners created and implemented technology
enhanced efforts in which students were grouped or paired in undertaking online and
face-to-face learning situations, both inside and outside of the language classroom. By
doing so, these teacher-learners realized the learning benefits of students co-constructing
their understanding of course content, giving and asking for help fi^om each other and
teaching each other as needed, and participating and offering their opinions more readily
no matter their levels of language proficiency.
As Figure 23 shows, the implementing and reflecting actions, interactions, and
strategies engaged in and employed by the teacher-learners led to specific student
learning benefits to be realized accordingly. Realizing these benefits to their students
learning differentially then served to aid the teacher-learners' overall technology
integration professional development process to different degrees as well. It appears that
the more benefits a teacher-learner was able to realize and the more personally
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meaningful these benefits were according to how they related to the teacher-learner's
own pedagogical and curricular goals and beliefs, the greater to aid to that teacherlearners overall process.

Figure 23. Actions, Interactions, & Strategies Enabling Realization of Student Learning
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Conclusion
Supporting the claim that effective and successful technology integration
professional development involves more than what a PD consists of, what it has to offer a
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teacher-learner, and/or what it does to a teacher-learner, the above comparative analysis
shows the influential role each individual teacher-learner's own agency played in
effectively achieving development success. This complex comparative analysis reveals
the differing degrees to which the teacher-learners' actions, interactions, strategies, and
approaches were effective in advancing their individual technology integration
professional development process within the context of their participation in the PD and
its various events. Effectively advancing a teacher-learner's development process overall
involved 1) broadening and evolving one's interests, views, and beliefs via
individualizing, personalizing, and even unlearning; 2) instilling balance in one's
participation and learning, and being proactive in one's engagement and interactions; 3)
employing practical appreciation and attention strategies; 4) working conscientiously to
advance and professionalize what was available and what one had to offer; and 5)
approaching technology integration and implementing one's CALL/TELI integration
efforts reflectively and dialogically, based on the achievement and realization of specific
pedagogical and curricular benefits to one's teaching practice and one's students'
learning. Comparatively, ineffective or less effective advancement of one's development
process included 1) limiting and minimally adjusting one's interests, views, and beliefs
via comparing, adapting, and imposing; 2) creating imbalance in one's participation and
learning, and being reactive in one's engagement and interactions; 3) appreciating and
attending abstractly; 4) focusing on and restricting one's perspective to what was not
available and what one did not have to offer; and 5) approaching technology integration
and implementing one's CALL/TELI integration efforts uncritically and in isolation, and
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basing these on achieving some unexamined pedagogical or technological ideal that has
little, if anything, to do with the specifics of one's own teaching practice or one's own
students' learning. The corresponding effective vs. ineffective or less effective actions,
interactions, strategies, and approaches are shown in Table 5.
In the end, the above analysis reveals that while the PD model made use of
research-based principles for the design of effective professional development, the
teacher-learners themselves responded and shaped their own technology integration
professional development. Such individual response and shaping, Strauss and Corbin
(1998) claim, characterizes the very existence of a process. The degree of variability
within this process can, therefore, be attributed to the variability among the teacherlearners ways of engaging in their own development and the variability for which the
model itself allowed.
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Table 5. Effective vs. Ineffective/Less Effective Means for Advancing Technology
Integration Professional Development Process
Actions, Interactions, Strategies, and

Actions, Interactions, Strategies, and

Approaches Effective in Advancine

Approaches Ineffective/Less Effective in

One's Development Process

Advancing One's Development Process

Following One's Interests by
•

•

Engaging in dialogic re-education

Merely adjusting one' interest by
•

of existing interests

without examining all that needs to

Undertaking a trial of original

be adapted and applying technology

ideas, co-reflection, and subsequent

to existing activities without

revision

reflecting on additional alteration
needs

Finding one's interest by
•

•

Exploring technologies' roles in

Imposing One's CALL/TELI views and

addressing instructional problems

beliefs by

Creating and implementing efforts

•

of CALL/TELI products.

Expanding one's CALL/TELI views and
beliefs by
•

Embracing generative technologies

•

Designing and implementing

•

Resisting in-class and coursecrucial efforts

•

Finding fault with technologies for
not measuring up to ideal

course-crucial and course-inclusive
efforts

Adapting one's CALL/TELI views and

Observing and interacting with

beliefs by

students as they undertake efforts

•

beliefs by

•

Replacing one's own course content
for that used in model ideas

Basing integration efforts on one's
beliefs and course issues

Obtaining CALL/TELI ideas or
models from others

Personalizing one's CALL/TELI views and

•

Ignoring technological attributes
and differences, forcing replication

based on one's teaching philosophy

•

Adapting other's CALL/TELI ideas

•

Informally evaluating one's adapted
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•

•

•

Recognizing and accepting new

implements for what else needs

teaching and learning roles

adapting in the future

Identifying one's role in affecting

Minimally appreciating and attending to

role and behavior change that

one's needs as a student and the teaching

accompanies one's technology

roles and behaviors during group

integration efforts

workshops by

Letting go of traditional

•

instructional roles and pre-existing

important experiences such as how

beliefs

technological failures were dealt
with

Tailoring one's CALL/TELI views and
beliefs by
•

•

•

•

Noticing but not taking notes on

Not fully appreciating and attending to the

Building in one's active teaching

hands-on technological, pedagogical, and

role into one's efforts

curricular aspects of the workshops by

Maintaining one's philosophical

•

Concentrating primarily on

stance in the design of CALL/TELI

obtaining adaptable technology

efforts

integration ideas

Personally defining what

•

Focusing exclusively on the

enhancement is by working to

timesaving nature of procuring

reinforce specific course content

application ideas from others and

Making course-customized use of

the trainer in the workshops

available technologies

Appreciating and attending to the group-

Unlearning one's CALL/TELI views and

oriented nature and the course-like

beliefs by

structure of the workshops to a limited

•

Confronting negative CALL/TELI
view in light of one's own expertise

•

•

degree by
•

Recognizing the comfort of being a

of what students need

student among other students in the

Deconstructing CALL/TELI into it

workshops as this role conforms to

process-oriented parts

one's personal learning comfort

Refocusing energies toward

zone

Ill

following one's own process as

•

opposed to someone else's products

Disregarding any need to make up
missed workshops or to procure

Appreciating and attending to one's needs

additional help with workshop

as a student and the teaching roles and

material and information

behaviors during the group workshops by
•

Using PD help sheets to follow and
take notes from a student and a

Limiting one's development process during
the collegial presentations by
•

teacher perspective
•

•

•

•

•

Seeking replicable integration or
application ides

Anticipating future student needs

•

Idealizing other's integration efforts

based on one's own needs during

•

Fueling one's belief that certain

the workshops

technologies and specific

Creating instructional hand outs for

integration ideas could change

one's own students based on the PD

one's teaching by idealizing what

help sheets

other's are doing

Paying attention and taking notes

•

Avoiding the internalization of the

on trainer's use of mobile lab

learning and development one sees

Rearranging one's own classroom

the group making

configuration based on

Maintaining one's development process

configuration needs and conditions

during the collegial presentations by

experienced as a student in the

•

Securing adaptable integration ideas

workshops

•

Merely appreciating relationships

Modeling actions one observed

being built among participants

trainer perform upon experiencing

Comparing one's development process

similar technological failure during

during the collegial presentations by

one's own instruction - remaining

•

calm and continuing lesson

Establishing a positive and
comforting, yet possibly confining

Appreciating and attending to the hands-on

role for oneself among one's

technological, pedagogical, & curricular

colleagues through comparison

aspects of the workshops by

•

Comparatively undermining one's
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•

•

Building self-confidence in one's

own development as less than what

own abilities by undertaking hands-

one's colleagues are doing &

on technological, pedagogical, and

achieving

ciuricular practice during

Engaging reactively in the one-on-one

workshops

consultations by

Fostering confidence and trust in

•

trainer as someone who understands

what one needs to do to advance

one's background and needs by

one's learning

engaging in group activities in

•

which connections to language
learning were being made
•

Ignoring one's understanding of

Fueling ones' fhistration of timeconsuming nature of process

•

Fueling one's comparative

Recognizing as valuable skills

ihistration of one's lack of

one's growing abilities to make use

development

of one's background, construct

•

Choosing not to get questions

pedagogical ideas, and locate

answered or needs for more help

pedagogical cormections and issues

met

and gaining confidence from this

•

Being unwilling and unable to

Appreciating and attending to the group-

engage in pre-implementation

oriented nature and the course-like

critical reflection of one's course

structure of the workshops by

and goals

•

Gaining a sense of equalization.

Dismissing the importance of

confidence, and comfort via the

working to anticipate issues and

shared group experience and

student needs

thereby gaining trust in one's

•

•

•

Coming up with one's own

colleagues as resources of current

technology integration ideas in

and future help

isolation

Recognizing the workshops'

•

Basing technology integration

course-like structure and attending

decisions on the available

to not missing any sessions and to

technologies and other's ideas.
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engaging in all available

•

•

Choosing not to organize or use

opportunities to advance as a

help sheets or to take notes

student in this course

consistently

Undertaking workshop homework

•

Waiting for the trainer to offer

assignments as a means for

schedule consultations and then

reinforcing one's understanding and

canceling and not re-scheduling

advancing one's personally

these

meaningful and creative abilities

•

Relying on the trainer to meet

Advancing one's development process

immediate technological service

during the collegial presentations by

needs

•

Acquiring motivation to develop

•

and to share integration efforts
•

•

Gaining confidence in one's

background and suggestions
•

on the trainer as opposed to

participation & presenting to

learning ways to become more

audience of peers

independent

Learning from colleagues' teaching

•

Evading engagement in postimplementation dialogic reflection

technology integration

Creating imbalance to one's participation

Collecting collegial feedback and

and thereby curbing one's development by

critique by taking notes on as these

•

Low-balling one's development

are given

possibilities according to length of

Suspending interest in what others

PD itself

are doing and focusing instead on

•

enacting one's original integration

plans
•

Becoming increasingly dependent

abilities through audience

expertise & their reactions to

•

Disregarding trainer's pedagogical

Relinquishing one's responsibility
for one's own development

•

Restricting time willing to

Finding gratification in the

participate based on doubts that

experience enabling the group to

benefits are worth time & on one's

achieve a goal to meet regularly and

view of time thus spent being a
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discuss teaching
Professionalizing one's development

luxury one does not have
•

process during the collegial presentations
by

approach to the PD
•

•

Recognizing the worth of
maintaining newly developed inter

Achieving enjoyment from the

•

•

Covering a unit of instruction &

•

below other more important tasks
•

overall integration approach

process were

Reaping a beneficial sense of

•

Spending unequal amount of time

personal worth and professional

participating in PD events one is

inclusion

comfortable in or that take less time
•

Appreciating the benefits of
investing more time from a safe

Understanding one's need for

comparative distance

reinforcement and personalization

Employing a haphazard/skills-based

of material & using consultations to

approach by

help get need fulfilled

•

Using the reading, writing,

Making use of one's own course to

listening, and speaking skills course

begin integration efforts early-on in

structure as integration guide

development process
•

Focusing on how time consuming
various aspects to the development

consultations by

•

De-prioritizing one PD participation

thereby providing insight into one's

Engaging proactively in the one-on-one

•

Seeking mainly short-cuts fi-om
people and technologies

social nature of the presentations
•

Engaging in a transactional vs. an
interactional maimer

departmental relationships
•

Undertaking a time-saving

•

Establishing one's own method of
interacting in one-on-ones of

exercises to technologize
•

thinking through ideas by re
thinking one's course and what
needed to be reinforced

Randomly choosing mainly existing

Making most integration decisions
on one's own

•

Experiencing only one dialogic re
education situation
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•

Obtaining hands-on guidance in

Employing an adaptation/reality-based

one-on-ones to begin to design

approach by

effort, then finish such design on

•

•

development method of adapting

Taking initiative to set up weekly

other's activities to own instruction

•

•

effort before implementation

academic and business

Anticipating needs & issues and

communication needs
•

efforts on one's own & obtaining

Using planning notes as reflection

review and feedback from trainer

tools during post-implementation

Employing a technology/application-based

consultations

approach by

Preparing agendas and questions for

•

one's view of technologies' ability

Organizing and maintaining binder

to save time
•

Knowing one's learning style

Attempting to reproduce
CALL/TELI products

Making use of organized material
•

Attaching technology onto existing
exercises

•

Integrating technology for the sake
of using certain technologies

included repetition & practice and
using the one-on-ones to these ends

Restricting achievement of benefits to one's

Using a real language class to

teaching practice by

attempt a trial of one technology

•

Basing integration decisions on

each consultation

notes and highlighting information

•

Designing majority of integration

informal plans

during consultations, taking further

•

Basing one's efforts on goal to
improve students' real world

of notes and help sheets
•

•

Using consultation time to review

taking notes on these and writing up

•

Using one's existing curriculum

one's own

consultations
•

•

•

Implementing a large number of

integration idea,

events without preparing for or

Having trainer review effort and

reflecting on these to any large

listening to suggestions and

degree
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feedback
•

•

•

•

•

•

exercises/activities that were part of

own and working to anticipate and

a textbook or adapted from another

meet those needs

source

Confronting one's dilemma over

Ignoring/resisting preparing for
needed teaching role and behavior

technology into by engaging trainer

changes prior to implementing

in debate

reworked efforts

Asking trainer questions about

•

Disregarding need to let of and/or

technologies

alter traditional teaching roles and

Reflecting on one's goals and

behaviors during implementation
•

Using technologies without

questions

knowing tools' capabilities in

Asking trainer pedagogical

relation to any specific pedagogical

questions specific to one's course

purpose

Building a collaborative working

•

Randomly implementing efforts as

relationship with trainer

tangential, mainly out-of-class

Making curriculum development

events that include little or no

process transparent via dialogue

guidance, interaction, or follow-up

•

Building independence

•

hidividualizing one's development
by obtaining needed extra help and
focusing on one's course
Discovering common interests with
trainer through open discussion of
one's teaching

•

•

which course to integrate

with trainer

•

Reworking existing

Basing students' needs on one's

course in answering trainer's

•

•

Re-focusing one's attention from
technological struggling to one's

developing ability to explore ways
technology can help address
specific course issues
•

Making time and taking advantage
to engage collegially with the
trainer

Instilling a sense of balance to one's
participation by
•

Setting goal for how much time one
will spend prior to PD beginning

•

Suggesting time saving strategy of
having teachers with similar
interests work together

•

Establishing a time participation
goal balanced with one's
commitment to becoming a better
teacher

•

Viewing PD as being given time to
explore a worthy opportunity

•

Planning early on to focus on one
specific course

•

Being aware that PD endeavor
would take a good deal of time

•

Investing one's time based on
philosophy that learning aids one's
teaching

•

Setting a goal to learn as much as
one could as PD opportunity was
short
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•

Making participation goals based
on achieving what one has not been
able to achieve in the past

•

Taking an integrative technological
and pedagogical approach to
learning

•

Blocking out time to reflect on
implementations

•

Making necessary changes to
during implementation - choosing
not to undertake an effort

•

Avoiding possibility of wasting
class time via extensive preparation

•

Ensuring one's integration efforts
have a meaningful
pedagogical/curricular basis

•

Challenging one's own developing
abilities through hands-on creation
and trial

•

Self-coaching oneself through
frustrations by recalling how long
other new endeavors took to perfect

•

Giving students more time as one
finds they need to undertake
integration efforts

•

Projecting into the future to assure
oneself that time spent now will pay
off later

•

Reflecting back and recognizing
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common issues one always faces in
design syllabus
Employing a philosophical/problem-based
approach by
•

Dialogically examining one's
course and locating problems the
integration efforts could address

•

Ensuring efforts maintain &
promote one's underlying teaching
and learning philosophy

•

Building in a means for evaluation

Employing a reinforcement/content-based
approach by
•

Dialogically reviewing one's course
content to locate material one
believes should be reinforced via
technology integration

•

Engaging in pre and post
implementation preparation and
reflection using actual efforts

Employing a background/learner-based
approach by
•

Dialogically uncovering one's
background understanding of
learner needs and using these as
basis of integration decisions

•

Focusing on learning styles and
learner proficiency in designing
efforts
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Achieving benefits to one's teaching
practice by
•

Implementing a selective number of
events in combination with
preparing for and reflecting
extensively on these

•

Implementing a large number of
events without preparing for or
reflecting on these to any large
degree

•

Creating and implementing entirely
new integration efforts that
correspondingly require a great deal
pedagogical and curricular thinking
and re-thinking

•

Reworking existing
exercises/activities that were
originally self-designed

•

Preparing for related teaching role
and behavior changes prior to
implementing either new or
reworked efforts

•

Letting go of or altering traditional
teaching roles and behaviors as
recognized during implementation

•

Choosing technologies based on
knowledge of tools' specific
capabilities in relation to specific
pedagogical purposes

•

Systematically structuring
implementation efforts as coursecrucial events that include in-class
guided practice, out-of-class
completion and interaction, and
online and/or face-to-face follow up

Realizing benefits to one's students'
learning by
•

Integrating technology in general
and thereby increasing student
interest, enjoyment, & appeal,
leading to increasing student effort

•

Building-in opportunities for
students to creatively construct
visual & verbal linguistic & cultural
understanding & ability, thereby
enhancing student engagement

•

Using technologies with recording
capabilities and thereby increasing
student accountability to teacher

•

Designing & implementing efforts
using technologies with recording
capabilities in which students
discuss and debate issues with each
other and thereby increasing student
engagement and effort, and studentto-student accountability and
mutual responsibility

•

Designing and implementing efforts
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using technologies with recording
capabilities in which students
review these and evaluate their own
learning and thereby increasing
student effort and learner selfresponsibility
•

Making use of authentic target
language imagery, sound, and text
and thereby increasing student
exposure to target language and
culture

•

Using authentic target language
imagery, sound, and text, as well as
associated real-world
communication skills and thereby
increasing student exposure to
target language and culture

•

Using CMC student produced
transcripts - reviewing and
providing needed/appropriate
feedback and thereby increasing
student production of target
language and student practice of
authentic communication skills

•

Creating and implementing
technology integration efforts in
which students work in pairs and
groups online and face-to-face and
thereby increasing student
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collaboration, interaction,
participation, opinion giving.
negotiated target language use, and
enhancing the cooperative learning
environment
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Introduction
The present study enables a refocusing and expanding of our attention regarding
how best to promote the pedagogically sound use of technology for language learning.
Such an expansion includes identifying and attending to more than just the products or
functions that constitute the content of an effective technology integration professional
development program or model. This study viewed technology integration as an
educational change initiative and the concept of professional development as a learning
process of change by putting into practice Fullan's (1982) "simple" yet "complex"
contention that "[ejducational change depends on what teachers do and think" (p. 107). In
so doing, this comparative multiple-case study uncovered the actions, interactions,
strategies, and approaches that teacher-learners employed and enacted as they engaged in
their own technology integration professional development process. This contextualized
and individualized view of the process - for which many researchers have been calling
for a number of years with regard to professional development in general (Fullan, 1985;
Glickman et al., 1995; Guskey, 1985; Huberman & Miles, 1984) and more recently in
terms of technology integration professional development in particular (Egbert et al.,
2002; Holland, 2001; Wentworth, 1998; Zhao et al., 2002) - provides a new way of
understanding effective technology integration professional development from the
perspective of the teacher-learners themselves as it is based on what they did and thought
during the process.
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Such a teacher-learner perspective provides these key players in the educational
change process (Bitner & Bitner, 2002; Fullan 1982; Zhao & Telia, 2002) - those
ultimately responsible for integrating technology to the benefit of their students' language
learning - insight into how to effectively engage in their own technology integration
professional development process, and how to successfully manage the development of
their own professionalism in the present experience as well as in the future. While scant
research exists that attempts or concludes a similar teacher-learner process perspective,
examining the current study's findings in light of the plethora of research in existence
that takes a professional development content/product perspective will actually highlight
the crucial contextual and individual components missing in the latter perspective, as it
simultaneously illuminates the empowering nature of these components for teacherlearners themselves.
As Rodriguez and Knuth's (2000) essential components or best practices list for
technology integration professional development were used to help shape the current
study's PD model (see Chapter Three: Methods and Procedures), it will be employed
below as a means for structuring the literature-based discussion of the present study's
findings. In addition to relating this study's findings to other PD research and theory, this
discussion uncovers the various types of learning the teacher-learners - participating as
cases in the study - experienced and will be noted initially in the literature-based
discussion. A selection of these relevant learning theories mainly associated with adult
learning theory - the lens through which many advocate professional development be
viewed and thereby constructed - will then be used to explore the pedagogical
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implications of this study's findings. Additionally, the limitations of this comparative
multi-case study will be examined, and finally, recommendations for further research will
be suggested.
Literature-based Discussion
hi viewing this comparative multi-case study's findings in relation to Rodriquez
and Knuth's (2000) research-based list of essential technology integration professional
development components, the findings can be grouped into three general categories: 1)
connecting teaching, learning, and technology; 2) focusing on and attending to learning;
and 3) creating and maintaining support. While the corresponding best practices list can
be similarly grouped, and thereby be seen as addressing important aspects of the process,
all of the practices/components do so in terms of what a professional developer or a
professional development model should do and have in order to be effective and
successful. Contrasting this view with the present study's findings, clarifies and
highlights exactly that which has been missing form such models - essentially the role of
the teacher-learners themselves and their context, hi explicating this contrast, the
discussion below will take an integrative approach to detailing what the study showed the
teacher-learners did to 1) connect their teaching, their students' learning, and the
technology made use of in the PD; 2) focus on and attend to their own learning; and 3)
create and maintain their own support. For clarification purposes, Rodriquez and Knuth's
(2000) related essential components will be italicized throughout the discussion as the
integrated manner in which the PD played out makes a more structured, component-bycomponent and/or category-by-category discussion problematic. Such a complex
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literature-based discussion, however, more fully corresponds to the inherent complexity
of the technology integration professional development process.
To begin, in terms of connecting teaching, learning and technology, the
comparative multi-case study uncovered the extent to which it was insufficient for such
connections merely to be made, shown, and explored by the PD model or developer for
the participating teacher-learners as is put forth in Rodriquez and Knuth's (2000) list:
make connections to student learning; show ties to curriculum-specific applications', and
explore new roles for teachers. Rather, the present model attended to research calls to
avoid merely teaching about technology and how to use technology in isolation (Grant,
1996; Levy, 1997; Murray, 1995; Strehle et, al, 2001), and, therefore, maintained an
integrated pedagogical and curricular approach to technology use and skill development
to the greatest extent possible. Additionally, the model was simultaneously designed and
implemented to take into consideration the importance of active participation on the part
of these adult teacher-learners (Butler, 1992; Speck, 1996). The model, therefore,
engaged the teacher-learners in a variety of group-oriented activities, one-on-one
mentoring exchanges, and individual implementation experiences in which the teacherlearners were making, showing and exploring such cormections for themselves. In this
way the PD model attempted to focus and attend to the teacher-learners' learning by
encouraging active participation of teachers and by incorporating a variety of learning

opportunities in the form of group, one-on-one and individual oriented events. Yet the
results indicate that each of the teacher-learners' development process was ultimately
affected more by the manner and extent to which the individual teacher-learners engaged
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in these various connecting opportunities, rather than only by the extent to which they
were encouraged or learning experiences were incorporated.
For example, the study revealed that within the workshops, teacher-learners did
benefit from basing their interaction, during activities that involved brainstorming and
creating specific CALL/TELI ideas, on the actual course into which they would
ultimately be working to integrate technology. Doing so allowed these teacher-learners
to make use of their own background knowledge and expertise and led to increased levels
of confidence in their own abilities and interest in the integration process, even in the face
of simultaneously struggling with learning the technological functionality. Those
studying professional development from a content standpoint have similarly reported on
how motivation and engagement in activities is increased when adult teacher-learners'
experience is validated and when that which they are learning is connected to meaningful,
real-world practice (Grant, 1996; Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, 1990;
Speck, 1996). Comparatively, the study at hand also showed that there were teacherlearners who focused heavily, if not exclusively, on gathering technology integration
ideas they could directly apply or adapt to their courses. In so doing, these teacherlearners were less likely than their colleagues to engage in the critical examination of
their practice in light of the theoretical language learning tenets that were employed
during workshop activities for just such a purpose. Such critical reflection, which serves
to disrupt the status quo of one's practice and open one's mind to new ways of viewing
practice, is characterized by Brookfield (1995) as key to adult teacher-learners'
professional development.
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Furthermore, while Lam (2000) suggests it is the PD itself which needs to match
technological tools to the teacher-learners' instructional goals in order for teacherlearners to essentially buy into using technology for language learning purposes, the
present study found how important it was for teacher-learners to do this themselves. For
example, those teacher-learners who engaged in interactive, collegial, and collaborative
dialogue about their course curriculum - including goals and objectives, materials and
content, roles and behaviors, and actual activities and assessment procedures - with the
trainer in one-on-one consultations were the ones who went on to experience new and
personalized understandings of CALL/TELI, of the technology integration process, and
of their own teaching. To the extent that other research has shown the importance of
focusing on instruction as opposed to technology (Browne, Maeers, & Cooper, 2000;
Wentworth, 1998), the teacher-learners who did just that during these consultations
advanced further in their technology integration professional development than those who
chose to focus mainly on obtaining technological support in such meetings. Relating
these findings to Rodriquez and Knuth's (2000) tenet that a model should take care to
provide sufficient technical assistance and support - a quality none of the study's
teacher-learners found to be lacking in the PD - we can see how equally, if not more,
important it is for teacher-learners to obtain sufficient pedagogical/curricular assistance
and support.
These curricular and pedagogic consultations offered opportunities for these
teacher-learners to personalize their learning by focusing exclusively on their specific
courses. Additionally, they served as chances for what Pope, Hare, and Howard (2002)
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found to be crucial personalized instruction and practice in how and why to integrate
technology into one's own instructional methods. Such instruction and practice
ultimately led to the teacher-learners tailoring their integration approaches to meet their
specific course's teaching and learning goals and needs. Unlike the language teachers
whom previous research has shown to use technology mainly to fit their current practice,
and who thereby do not experience much in the way of transformation of practice (Egbert
et al., 2002; Grau, 1996; Levy, 1997, Stradler, McKinney, & Jones, 1999; Smerdon et al.,
2000), these teacher-learners went on to transform their practice in one way or another.
For example, this PD approach mirrors the benefits Holland (2001) and Swan et al.
(2002) report with regard to similar situative coaching and mentoring professional
development efforts, by engaging in these types of cognitive apprenticeships (LeGrand
Brandt, Farmer, & Buckmaster, 1993; Rogoff, 1995) that were both social (Bandura,
1986) and constractivist (Novak, 1998) in nature. These teacher-learners in the present
study 1) gained multi-perspective insight into their technology integration instractional
process; 2) grew to become more creative, diverse, and attentive in their practice; and 3)
became more learner-centered by effectively addressing specific learning issues to
increase student participation, dialogic interaction, and self-reflection.
Interestingly, from a learning theory standpoint, three of the four teachers who
entered into these curricular/pedagogic consultations did so as a result of facing what
transformative learning theorists refer to as a 'critical event' or 'disorienting dilemma,'
which they each went on to work to resolve via reflective co-examination of their existing
curricula and instractional practice (Cranton & King, 2003; Franz, 2002; Mezirow,
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1991). In transformative learning theory terms, these teacher-learners individuated
themselves and their technology integration professional development processes from the
group-oriented PD due to these personal dilemmas: 1) debating between which of two
courses to begin one's technology integration endeavors, and about the inherent problems
one sees in CALL/TELI products' ability to meet the true needs of language learners at
various levels of proficiency; 2) needing reinforcement for what was being learned in the
group-oriented PD, and anticipating one's need to begin early preparation for actual
implementation; and 3) feeling overwhelmed, behind, and embarrassed due to having
missed a number of group workshops, and therefore in need of individual attention and
practice. Additionally, upon individuation of themselves and their processes from the
group, these teacher-learners practiced what transformative learning theorists call
authenticity in terms of their genuine self expression of themselves, their issues, of their
teaching practices - an often difficult yet critical way of interacting that involves honest
reflection of one's beliefs, assumptions, and ways of seeing the world (Cranton, 2001).
This is an important relation in that the study did uncover ways in which the
teacher-learners' pre-PD beliefs, views, and interests and familiarity about CALL/TELI,
technology, language teaching and learning, and, as just noted, their own learning and
development influenced their respective technology integration development processes.
There is wide agreement on this issue that teacher-learners' beliefs essentially either help
or hinder both technological and non-technological innovation or change being promoted
by the professional development model/program (Egbert et al., 2002; Grant, 1996;
Lumpe & Chambers, 2001; McKenzie, 2001; Schuttloffel, 2000). The present study's
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findings concur with these researchers. However, this comparative multi-case study also
exposed both how and why such was the case. This then enables the more illuminating
conclusion that when it comes to affecting the teacher-learners' beliefs, it is not
necessarily enough for the model to incorporate a variety of learning opportunities and
to build-in sufficient time to plan, practice, and reflect if the teacher-learners themselves
do not attend to making/spending the necessary time to plan, practice and reflect via their
engagement in all available learning opportunities.
For example, the study found that all of the teacher-learners came to the PD with
distinct product-based views of CALL/TELI, some positive and some negative, and that
these views in conjunction with their language teaching and learning beliefs influenced
how and why they engaged in the PD events as they did. Those teacher-learners who
made and spent the time they determined they needed to plan, practice, and reflect via
their participation in all of the types of PD events available and who were pro-active in
their access of the PD's attempt to ensure adequate resources, were able to personalize
and tailor their original positive and negative product-based CALL/TELI views. These
teacher-learners were observed taking an initial important step of setting goals for
themselves (Bandura, 1997; Pajares, 1992), and then balancing their participation in
group, one-on-one, and individual events during which they engaged in developmentvital reflective practice at the planning and implementation phases (Grant, 1996; Holland,
2001; Smerdon et al., 2001). These were also the teacher-learners who engaged in
learning strategies such as self-coaching, projecting into the future, and relating this
learning experience to others in which they had previously engaged, hi these ways they
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took responsibility for confronting and managing their personal frustrations regarding
their own development, and thereby stressed the ongoing process nature of the learning
in their own self-initiated, self-determined ways. What this shows is that these teacherlearners essentially assumed ownership and self-direction over their learning process.
They did not, as other content-oriented PD research suggests, somehow receive them full
blown fi*om the model or developer (Diaz-Maggioli, 2003; Sparks & Loucks-Horsley,
1990).
Furthermore, via on-going collegial/collaborative dialogue with the trainer, these
teacher-learners both anticipated and reflected on the pedagogically-related affordances
and constraints of their technology integration efforts, which other research has found to
exist and in need of attention (Zhao et al., 2002). Such anticipation and reflection
constituted a teacher-leamer-based building in of an evaluation plan and included the
teacher-learners identifying, preparing for, and altering their instruction as needed to
address the new teaching and learning roles and behaviors their efforts necessitated and
made possible. Like the exemplary-technology-using teachers of other studies, these
teacher-learners planned for regular use of technology as tools to support a variety of
instructional endeavors (Evans-Anns, 1995), and to meet individual student needs
(Scheingold, 1993; Swan & Mitrani, 1993). They also made the necessary changes to
their curriculum based on their own professional judgment (Becker, 1994). Similar to
other research findings, these teacher-learners in the present study were then able see how
their efforts engendered more learner autonomy, self-reflection and managerial roles
among their students (Lam & Lawrence, 2002), and more guide-oriented, collaborative.
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and individual and group intervention opportunities for themselves as teachers (Baldwin,
1998; Lam & Lawrence, 2002).
More importantly than mere observation that role and behavior changes need
attention, however, was the extent to which the study revealed that the teacher-learners
used their one-on-one consultation opportunities to prepare for such role and behavior
changes prior to their implementations and to reflect on and go on to alter their roles and
behaviors during implementation. By revealing that this type of interactive learning
helped these teacher-learners attend to and be flexible in the roles and behaviors their
technology integration efforts produced, the present study goes beyond the call that such
attention and flexibility is needed (Pisapia, 1994; Peyton, 1997), to establishing how
teachers actually did so. Moreover, the study revealed that those teacher-learners who
experienced both prepared-for and reflected-on role and behavior alternations were also
the teacher-learners who recognized their efforts, and all that went into their design and
implementation, as the locus for change and the empowerment they felt within
themselves and among their students.
There were other teacher-learners, however, that the comparative multi-case study
showed concluded their PD experience with the view that technology itself was the
empowering force and the locus for change to varying extents. Both of the teacherlearners who came to such conclusions began the PD with compartmentalized and

marginalized views of CALL/TELI as ready-made products best used in classroomexternal ways to support the valuable interactive and communicative in-class course
content. Neither of these teacher-learners participated in the above mentioned
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collegial/collaborative planning and reflection to connect and personalize their
technology integration efforts. Rather these teacher-learners' efforts corresponded to
teachers in other studies who used technology to fit their current practice by applying
either the technology itself to existing exercises or applying others' technology
integration ideas directly onto their instruction with little or no modification (Grau, 1996;
Levy, 1999). Mirroring the less experienced teachers in Meskill et al.s' (2002) study, one
of these teacher-learners attempted to force the available technologies to function as
ready-made products, as he focused on mastering the technologies' functionality and paid
little attention to the pedagogical or curricular implications and issues he ran into.
Without dialogic planning or reflection and with a focus on technology in the absence of
pedagogy, this teacher-learner went on to experience both in-class and out-of-class
fmstrations, and again like those teachers in Meskill et al.'s (2002) study, located the lack
of change in his teaching in the technology itself.
Regarding this issue, in studying the extent to which technology is seen as a
catalyst for change as other researchers have suggested (Collins, 1991; Mehlinger, 1996;
Sandholtz, Ringstaff, & Dwyer, 1997; Sheingold, 1991), Dexter, Anderson, and Becker
(1999) found teachers reporting that technology was not automatically a catalyst for
change. Rather, similar to the teacher-learners in the present study who engaged in
reflective consultations, their teachers reported that dialogic reflection, in which they
were able to socially construct their understanding of the role they themselves played in
their technology integration experiences, was one of the most prominent catalysts for
change as well as for recognizing their own role in the change process. The teacher-
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learner in the present study who did not experience such socially constructed knowledge
building and who employed a compartmentalized implementation approach, maintained
his pre-PD view that the technological product should have, but in his case did not, cause
change.
However, the second teacher-learner with a similar initial marginalized, productbased view of CALL/TELI, and who also did not participate in such reflective
interaction, was nevertheless able to at least recognize his co-role in affecting the changes
he observed. This teacher-learner recounted how just merely seeing the wireless, mobile
lab, that was so different from the language labs he was familiar with, changed his way of
thinking about CALL/TELI and where and when one could integrate technology. This
teacher-learner went on to suspend his marginalized view and to integrate technology into
a large number of his daily in-class and out-of-class course-crucial instructional activities.
Upon doing so, during actual implementation, he was then faced with having to change
his teaching roles and behaviors due to the CALL/TELI efforts he put into practice.
While co-reflection would have helped this teacher-learner address these changes, his
overall experience highlights the extent to which calls for the need to correct or revise
teacher-learners' view of technology as the agency for change (Dexter et al., 1999;
Meskill et al., 2002; Mulqueen, 2001), should attend to the benefit of teacher-learners
revising their own views via actual experience and interactive reflection.

Like most aspects of professional development, the extent to which technology is
or is not a catalyst for change - at some level and/or at some phase of the technology
integration process - is a highly contextual experience. What this teacher-learner's
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experience, and those of the majority of his fellow case study participants, show is that
technology integration professional development that is situated in teachers' actual
practice - from curricular planning, to materials development, to implementation, to
evaluation - results not only in change (Pappillion & Cellitti, 1996; Wentworth, 1998),
but also in transfer (Grau, 1996), and use (Fisher, Ringstaff, Yocam, & Marsh, 1996).
When Rodriquez and Knuth (2002) promote emphasizing hands-on-technology use then,
the present study makes clear the value of teacher-learners learning by using the
technology in the context of their actual teaching situations (Fisher, Ringstaff, Yocam, &
Marsh, 1996). Furthermore, this study supports the notion that teacher-learners benefit
by engaging in hands-on technology use at all phases of their technology integration
professional development process, and thereby in all of the instructional activities that
make up their professional practice (Grant, 1996).
For example, using the same hardware and software during the workshops that
they would be using in their future technology-integrated instruction and working in the
very rooms in which they would one day implement their CALL/TELI efforts allowed
these teacher-learners to overcome fears, increase their awareness of contextual issues,
and anticipate their students' needs based on their own. This type of site-based training
(Grau, 1996), however, was helpful mainly to the extent that the teacher-learners took
notes on issues that arose and used these plus their observations in their design and
implementation of their CALL/TELI efforts. Additionally, the PD attempted a contentbased approach to these workshops (Kollof, 2000) - with language pedagogy as the
content - and worked to promote teacher-learners' development via their hands-on
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interaction in activities in which they would be using technology to examine, discuss, and
construct their own pedagogy in light of theoretical tenets of the field (Pope et al., 2002).
However, it was those teacher-learners who then went on to also undertake hands-on
technology use to develop their curricular technology integration efforts as well as to
review, reflect on and evaluate these efforts during consultations, who benefited most.
Those participants internalized their understanding of the underlying process (Grant,
1996), infused technology into the core of their instructional practice (Kollof, 2000), and
went on to engage in effective teaching strategies (Doering & Beach, 2002).
To the extent then that the PD model implemented the workshops as one means
for including opportunities for collegial learning, teacher-learners' participation in these
events, while beneficial according to all of the participants, only helped them develop so
far. Engaging in a collegial maimer in the one-on-one consultations with the trainer
appeared to help even more. As noted above, these more individualized collegial learning
opportunities were structured as learner-centered apprenticeships, in which the trainer the more experienced technology integrating language teacher - used a variety of social
constructivist techniques as put forth by Bonk and Cunningham (1998) to help the
teacher-learners develop their abilities. However, in this regard, the study found that how
the teacher-learners interacted with and/or responded to the trainer and these techniques
in these situations was what ultimately influenced their individual development
processes.
For example, the teacher-learners who participated in a pro-active manner did
more to advance their understanding and ability than those who took a re-active
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approach. This was evident as the latter group tended to resist such interaction, to ignore
pedagogical advice and their own understanding of what this learning situation required
of them, and to focus on obtaining mainly technological service. The former group, on
the other hand, interacted with and/or responded to the trainer in the following ways:
engaging in guided practice; modeling their own abilities; attending to coaching and
mentoring advice; responding openly to questions as well as preparing and asking their
own; articulating their beliefs, reasoning and understanding; exploring along with the
trainer; and reflecting on their pedagogy before and after their implementation
experiences. This disparity between these two groups of teacher-learners' interactions
with the trainer highlights the importance those in the adult learning community stress of
the teacher and learner educational 'helping relationship,' and how such relationships are
built on trust, respect, and co-management (Robertson, 1996). These findings support
adult learning theorists like Robertson (1996) and Baumgartner (2001) who note that the
field would do well to focus more heavily on the teacher-leamer-centered approach, as
opposed to exclusively focusing on the learner-centered approach. This in turn
underscores Scheingold's (1990) findings that stress the need to attend to the human
challenge of technology integration as opposed to the technological.
Finally, in terms of Rodriguez and Knuth's (2000) two remaining essential
components for effective and successful technology integration professional development
— obtaining and maintaining administrative support and allocating continuous funding —
the findings of the present study again offer an important teacher-learner perspective on
these issues. While these two sustainability-oriented components were not necessarily
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formally studied as part of the investigation at hand, the data revealed that all of the
teacher-learners had varying degrees of concern about these two issues. However, to the
extent that the majority of these teacher-learners engaged in both the group and one-onone collegial experiences noted throughout this discussion, they were able to develop a
shared understanding and discourse about technology in the service of language teaching
and learning. Holland (2001) relates that the development of such a shared discourse is
crucial to teacher-learners as it entails thinking about, talking about, and experimenting in
their technology integration instructional experiences, and is a means of selfempowerment.
Furthermore, to help the teacher-learners continue developing their growing
shared discourse, the collegial presentation events were implemented as a sustainable
communities of practice approach (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Brown & Duguid, 1996).
From a communities-of-practice standpoint, teacher-learners participating in these events
mutually engaged in a joint enterprise and used and developed a shared repertoire in
doing so (Wenger, 1998). Their participation in these events, as well as in the more
formal class-oriented group workshops, in the more informal coaching and mentoring
consultations, and in their own individual implementation experiences, served to develop
the whole professional language educator. Via such participation, the teacher-learners in
the present study were seen developing both an individual and a shared understanding of
1) where they were at in their development and what they needed to do to continue
developing, 2) why and how they could undertake the technology integration process, and
3) what their personal role is in defining CALL/TELI for themselves and for the field at
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large. In the end, with their resulting shared discourse, this practicing community of
developing technology-integrating professionals had also developed the means by which
to act on their own professional behalf to secure administrative support and to allocate the
continuous funding they themselves are able to determine they need. By being able to
knowledgably articulate their own needs, these teacher-learners have empowered
themselves in thereby being able to participate more fully in decision making processes
that ultimately affect their professional lives.
What the above literature-based discussion of the comparative multi-case study
findings shows is the extent to which it is crucial for teacher-learners to participate and
engage in their own technology integration professional development process as the adult
learners and professional teachers that they in effect are. Far from suggesting that the
responsibility for effective and successful technology integration professional
development rests solely on the shoulders of the teacher-learners, this discussion clarifies
the important role teacher-learners and their teaching and learning contexts play in this
development process. Teacher-learners need to actively participate in the development of
their entire professional practice when learning technology integration. Such
participation includes engaging in a variety of situated, hands-on, collegial community
and apprenticeship interactions, as well as individual implementation experiences.
During such engagement, teacher-learners should work to personalize their learning by
exploring, making, and reflecting on connections to their own students' learning,
applications to their own curricula, and changes in their own teaching and their students'
learning roles and behaviors. Teacher-learners would also do well to work pro-actively
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in these learning situations to confront their fears and issues in collaboration with a more
experienced colleague and to attend to and manage their own learning by making the
necessary time to plan, practice, and reflect. Additionally, teacher-learners can benefit
from creating and maintaining their own support by anticipating and preparing for their
students' needs based on their own, building trusting relationships through open and
authentic dialogic self-reflection, and developing a shared understanding and discourse
via co-examination of experiences with colleagues. In so doing, teacher-learners can
effectively advance and successfully manage their technology integration professional
development process.
Pedagogical Implications
Recent developments in adult learning have moved that field toward working to
explicate the underlying meaning-making process in various adult learning situations essentially focusing on how adults come to understand as opposed to what they come to
understand (Baumgartner, 2003). The most significant revelations of the technology
integration professional development findings at hand revolve around expanding our
understanding of this process to include how and why teacher-learners come to know as
opposed to merely focusing on what they should and do come to know. Focusing on how
adult teacher-learners work through the process of understanding and gaining abilities in
terms of technology integration entails shifting our attention away from the technology

integration product, traditionally represented in the form of CALL, to the technology
integration process, or what has been conceptualized in this study as TELI.
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Additionally, as the findings and the above literature-based discussion suggest,
teacher-learners will benefit from a situated cognition approach to their technology
integration professional development process that takes the form of cognitive
apprenticeships and communities of practice. Focusing on the process of integrating
technology via engagement in apprenticeship and communities of practice settings,
teacher-learners would do well to contextualize their development/learning process with
an eye toward sustainability and development of their whole professional practice. In
these settings, teacher-learners can work as groups and individuals to advance their own
technology integration professional development practice via dialogic and collaborative
critical reflection in which they work to discover pedagogically sound and individually
meaningful ways to integrate technology into their instruction. By additionally
grounding their dialogic and reflective discovery in language learning and teaching
content and undertaking hands-on experiential use of technologies to which they have
access in their contexts of practice, teacher-learners can develop much more than their
technology skills. Essentially, via self-directed learning with a goal of transformative
learning, teacher-learners can effectively and successfully manage their own technology
integration professional development process.
These will be the pedagogical implications that will be expanded upon in this
section. However, before this expansion, it should be acknowledged that best practices
oriented research that has been addressed mainly to professional developers/trainers and
teacher educators has essentially brought us to the present point of understanding that
there is no one-size-fits-all model or program that can be implemented effectively and
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successfully in all contexts and with all teacher-learners. Therefore, the following
discussion of pedagogical implications is directed instead toward the teacher-learners
themselves in an effort to provide them a means by which they can more effectively and
successfully manage their own development process. As these implications derive from
the present study that revolved around in-service language teacher-learners, the
imphcations will be detailed mainly from an in-service language teacher-learner
perspective. However, insight into the pre-service educational arena will also be
attempted. Additionally, explanations of what is implied for language teacher trainers
and educators will be made as is appropriate and as they do not detract from empowering
language teacher-learners toward taking responsibility for their own technology
integration professional development process.
To begin, at a basic level, the language teaching and learning community needs to
examine the extent to which we are guilty of focusing rather exclusively on the 'what' by
promoting and accepting a product-based view of computer assisted language learning
(CALL), and thereby all but neglecting the 'how' represented in the process-oriented
view of technology enhanced language instruction (TELI). As the present study has
revealed, the former view embodies a surface level understanding of the extent to which
there exists a set of ready-made entities that any language teacher can easily apply,
usually onto as opposed to into, their instruction, and thereby achieve the heralded CALL
benefits. Yet this view also carries with it a one-size-fits-all, no-or-little-additionalchanges-needed perspective that does little to develop this ever-changing area of
language instruction or to develop language teachers' overall and long-term professional
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practice. While it is not being suggested here that this view of CALL has not had a great
impact on language teaching and learning, what is being suggested is that this view has
and can only take our community so far. Essentially, the research to date makes clear
that educating and/or training language teachers - pre-service and in-service - in what
amounts to how to perform the technological functions to reproduce specific CALL
activities does not meet the contextual and individual needs of language teaching
professionals, hi essence, the research to date has found that it does not always lead to
the claimed learning benefits, it does not promote benefits to one's teaching, and it falls
short of inducing sustainable change.
In a crucially limiting way, this view of CALL places all development potential in
the hands of a few language teachers and language teacher educators/trainers who
understand the underlying process. The TELI view, on the other hand, puts the potential
for ongoing practical development of this vital area of language teaching and learning in
the competent hands of language teachers, and in doing so also engages teachers in the
development of their own professional practice. Promoting and accepting a TELI
perspective definitely entails promoting and accepting a more time-intensive
development process that focuses on technology, as opposed to merely on computers, on
language teachers, as opposed to merely on language learners, on enhancement, as
opposed to merely on assistance, and on language instruction, as opposed to merely on
language learning. In doing so, a TELI perspective offers language teachers a
contextualized and individualized way to continually improve their language teaching
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and their students' language learning as it engages them in realizing how to undertake the
technology integration process that makes the most sense for them and their situations.
We can juxtapose this view of technology integration professional development
with language learning. For instance, we, as language teachers, can offer our students a
set of standard expressions and perhaps a set of grammar rules that may allow them to
interact in a target language on a limited basis. And we, as technology integration
professional developers and language teacher educators, can offer our teacher-learners a
set of CALL activities and perhaps a set of associated technological skills that may allow
them to interact in this educational endeavor to a limited extent.

However, many of

today's language teachers and language teacher educators/trainers who accept a
communicative approach to language learning would agree that language learning does
not consist of merely acquiring such a set of expressions or grammar rules (products).
Instead, language learning is made up of developing an understanding and ability for how
to use not merely language, but also one's grammatical, discourse, sociolinguistic, and
strategic knowledge in various real-world social contexts for varying purposes (process),
hi addition, technology integration for language teaching and learning does not merely
consist of acquiring a set of CALL activities or a set of technological skills (products).
Instead, it is made up of developing an understanding and ability for how to use not
merely technology, but also one's pedagogical and curricular experience, beliefs, styles
and approaches in various real-world educational contexts for various purposes (process).
Promoting and accepting this process-oriented view of technology integration for
language teaching and learning then could be the first step toward enabling more
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language teachers to realize not only the benefits traditionally declared by CALL
researchers and practitioners, but also to advance the discovery of those benefits we have
yet to experience. To a large extent, the present study concludes such a discoveryoriented approach to making this situation a reality. Such a discovery approach to the
technology integration professional development process advocates teacher-learners
focusing on themselves - as individuals and as groups - and on their practical contexts.
Similar to language learning in which contexts of use shape and influence meaning and
understanding, teacher-learners should strive to situate their development process firmly
within their contexts of practice. Such situating includes the physical, the pedagogical,
the curricular, and, as was noted in the literature-based discussion above, even the
administrative aspects of one's real-world professional practice. Furthermore, teacherlearners would do well to attend to the extent to which their development process will be
shaped by their interactions among fellow practitioners within these actual physical
spaces and about these genuine pedagogical, curricular, and administrative features, using
both written and spoken language, and learning and interacting strategies, face-to-face
and via the use of technology.
Essentially, a sociocultural, situated cognition view toward learning is being
advocated (Vygotsky, 1978; Lave, 1996; Fenwick, 2000) in which "learning is situated in
interactions among peripheral participants and full participants in a community of
meaning. These interactions take place in the context of practice and are characterized by
modeling both mastery of practice and the process of gaining mastery" (Jacobson, 1996,
p. 23). As those studying adult learning have come to realize, and as the present study
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has shown, learning from more experienced members of one's community via
apprenticeship situations and participating in and as a community of practice are two
ways teacher-learners can engage in effectively and successfully planning, managing and
reflecting on their development process (Hansman, 2001).
In determining how and why to engage in such situated cognition practices, it
should be noted that for the situated technology integration professional development
process, one of the key ingredients to which teacher-learners must attend is the qualities
needed by a 'master' of both technology integration practice and process. In this regard,
the present study found that it was not enough for the trainer - acting in the role of more
experienced technology-integrating language teacher - to merely possess technological
understanding and abilities. Rather, the study found that it is also crucial that this person
possess language pedagogical and curricular knowledge and skills, as well as what
amounts to personal communication and relationship building comprehension and
capabilities. In an in-service arena, bringing someone in from the outside who possess
such qualities is one option, as is sharing the responsibility for the existence of such
qualities among a group of teacher-learners and available support personnel, or sending
two or more group members out to receive training/education in the needed skill set,
which they can then bring back to the group. Whichever scenario might work best in a
given situation depends in large part on the cultural and political climate of the context
itself
In working to establish a method for continual professional development for
themselves, teacher-learners need to understand that simply acquiring instruction in
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technological skills will not be sufficient, nor will relying on CALL activities one has
been shown that work in other situations. What is being stressed here is the importance
for a group of teacher-learners to work together, and at times as individuals, to construct
their own contextualized understanding and abilities in terms of all that is involved in
integrating technology into language teaching and learning. Such situated social
knowledge construction will enable the developing 'mastery' of individuals and of the
community to advance in accordance with the following:
•

The specific pedagogical philosophies and styles of individuals and the group

•

The particular curricular goals, objectives, needs, and issues of the courses into
which technology is to be integrated

•

The exiting technological tools - including hardware, software, and network and
system capabilities and configurations

•

The environmental conditions in place within a context of practice

This is not to say, however, that teacher-learners who receive some sort of technology
integration professional development experience in an off-site scenario cannot advance
their development process. On the contrary, teacher-learners who engage in such PD
experiences as summer institutes, pre- or post-conference workshops, and/or online
opportunities can still work to situate what they are learning in their practice to the
greatest extent possible. This would still include planning, managing, and reflecting on

that which is being taught through dialogic interaction with other participants and the
trainers/educators, ha these group and more individualistic interactions one would
examine connections between the content of the experience and one's own pedagogical

beliefs, curricular goals, and instructional methods. Furthermore, teacher-learners
participating in these types of PD scenarios would do well to engage in questioning and
collaboratively resolving how that which is being taught would play out in their actual
contexts of practice where there will most likely be different physical and technological
environments that must be considered.
Similarly, pre-service teacher-learners in training can focus on exploring these
same coimections to pedagogy, curriculum, and instruction using courses they may be
teaching themselves as graduate students and/or as working adult learners. If these preservice teacher-learners are not themselves teaching, they would do well to locate and
undertake observational and, if possible, co-instructional opportunities in which they can
situate their technology integration development process. At this point it should be noted
that much of this process invokes teacher's language pedagogical and curricular
knowledge and abilities, and the traditional single semester, pre-service technology
integration course simply caimot cover all of this content. Therefore, these students
should also engage in dialogic planning, managing, and reflecting interactions regarding
the relationships between what they are learning in their language methods, curriculum,
assessment, and research coursework and their CALL coursework. This said, to the
extent that these pre-service teacher-learners do not have as much control over their
development process within the higher education structure of coursework, it may be more
up to those in control to work toward instituting a more comprehensive, process-oriented
and integrated TELI approach. This could include CALL coursework being extended
over the length of a degree program and then opportunities for coimections between and
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among coursework being built into the program. Additionally, more pre-service
language-teacher educators must begin to teach the content of their courses (e.g.,
methods, assessment, research, curriculum design) through their own pedagogically
sound uses of technology in the service of the teaching and learning of this content.
This idea brings to the surface a completely different, yet related, professional
development issue regarding how and why to train/educate language-teacher education
faculty to integrate technology. This may very well be the next area to which our field
should begin attending, but it is beyond the scope of the present study. The point here,
however, is that this type of content-based approach to pre-service technology integration
education will do the most to situate this process firmly within the pre-service teacherlearners' contexts of developing practice. The idea is that pre-service teacher-learners
whose own understanding of particular content is advanced via their learning of that
content through technology integrated activities will possess an experiential base of
insight into technology enhanced learning in general. With this experience and insight,
and their associated understanding of language methodology, curriculum, assessment and
research, these pre-service teacher-learners will be more likely than their current-day
counterparts to go on to soundly integrate technology in their future language classrooms.
This examination of the needs of the pre-service arena brings to light two critical
issues for in-service teacher-learners as well: the need for similar content-based and
experiential or hands-on learning. To review, what has been presented up to this point
promotes in-service teacher-learners working in apprenticeship and communities of
practice in situated learning scenarios. Using these dually positioned cognition practices
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as the backbone of the technology integration professional development process, the
present study and related research also suggest the benefit to teacher-leamers of
structuring their professional development around language teaching and learning
content. Now, as has already been put forth, such content can take the form of these
teacher-leamers' existing pedagogical orientations, curricular goals and material, and
instmctional methods. However, as the present and other investigations have shown, all
language teacher-leamers - no matter their novice, competent, or expert status as
language teachers - can benefit from making use of their own background as content in
light of the current theory and research of the language teaching and learning field at
large.
Teacher-leamers are being advised to explore coimections to their own practice,
and they are validating their own background and experience as they do so. Furthermore,
when they undertake such exploration in communities of practice and apprenticeship
situations, they are subjecting that practice to others' experience- and background-based
practices as well. By additionally employing the use of content such as Egbert and
Hanson-Smith's (1999) eight language leaming conditions, for example, they are
grounding their practice within the theoretical and research developments that are
promoted by the language teaching and leaming field. This is cmcial in that on the one
hand, it is unfortunately invalid to assume all teacher-leamers possess the background

and experience in language methodology, curriculum design, materials development, and
assessment and evaluation procedures. Furthermore, as Brookfield (1995) states, all
teacher-leamers would do well to engage in the purposeful dismption and examination of

their working and ingrained practice via dialogic comparison to colleagues and to the
tenets of the field. By doing so, teacher-learners can locate areas of interest, issues in
need of attention, and new perspectives and alternatives - all areas that could serve to be
explored, addressed, and advanced by integrating technology.
Additionally, these in-service teacher-learners can assist their own technology
integration professional development process by experiential or hands-on learning that is
situated as well in their professional practice and structured into the apprenticeship and
community of practice practices. Recall that above it was suggested that pre-service
language teacher-learners' technology integration understanding and abilities could be
supported via their engagement in their learning of language teaching and learning
content through hands-on technology integrated activities. Similarly, in-service teacherlearners can engage in discovery-oriented exploration of pedagogical, curricular, and
instructional connections through the use of technology and various approaches to
learning that they themselves would want to employ in their own language teaching. In
this way, teacher-learners could develop and engage in hands-on communicative,
collaborative, and cooperative activities using various technologies to which they have
access in their particular contexts of practice.
For example, communicative negotiation of meaning and awareness raising
activities could be engaged in using an asynchronous discussion tool such as the one in
WebCT®, the Internet, and a word-processing tool like Microsoft's Word®. These could
focus on how authentic materials and audiences are best employed in specific courses, in
various forms, based on a teacher's philosophy, to address certain learner problems. Or
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collaborative problem-solving and decision-making activities could be undertaken using
an idea generation and organization tool like Inspiration® or presentation tools like
Microsoft's PowerPoint® or Apple's KeyNote®, focusing on how to promote autonomy
and interaction. Additionally, cooperative think-pair-share and jigsaw reading activities
could be carried out using synchronous chat tools such as iVisit® or Apple's iChat®.
To accomplish this, individual or pairs of teacher-learners could take
responsibility for designing such pedagogical, curricular, or instructional activities that
are then undertaken as a group in a workshop setting, for example. These individuals or
pairs could acquire assistance as needed from technology support personal and/or
undertake the technological learning of a tool on their own. As the group then engages in
the activity these teacher-learners develop, they experience the student perspective of
engaging in such teclmology integrated activities and should take particular note of what
is involved in doing so. Follow-up discussion of these activities should include those
responsible for the design and implementation of the activity sharing their experience for
the group to analyze, thus making their technology integration process as transparent as
possible. Additionally, the community of practice could examine the teaching and
learning roles and behaviors that were practiced during the activity in order for all
participants to reflect and take notes on what they experienced in order to inform their
future technology enhanced implementation efforts.
More individualized curriculum development oriented apprenticeships could then
be carried out to help individuals learn how to further use the technology and how to
plan, create, implement, and reflect on technology enhanced language learning activities
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that serve to meet and address the specific goals, philosophies, and problems of the
individual community of practice members. In these apprenticeship situations, the more
experienced teacher-learners could work with their colleagues to co-reflect on an
individual's pedagogy, curriculum and instruction, and further model their technology
integration process. The less experienced teacher-learners could engage in
approximating the model as well as articulating their rationale for their personalized way
of planning, developing, and implementing an activity. During this time the experienced
teacher-learner can provide scaffolding in the form of physical aids and coaching, as well
as practice the process of fading into the background as the less experienced teacherlearners' understanding and ability increases, hi these community of practice and
apprenticeship situations then, teacher-learners are engaging in content-based experiential
use of the technology as they are learning how to integrate technology into their own
language curriculum.
Using this curriculum development approach toward advancing one's technology
integration professional development process also includes two final types of learning self-directed learning (SDL) and transformative or transformational learning. As was
evident from the present study, teacher-learners engaged in self-directed learning, or
learning that they managed according to their determination of their own needs in light of
their goals and the available resources, in different ways and to varying degrees.
Furthermore, the study revealed that self-directed learning which includes teacherlearners' dialogic critical reflection of their beliefs, assumptions, and values at some point
or points during their technology integration professional development process led to a
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new way of seeing CALL/TELI and technology integration. We also saw that such
alternative perspectives led to new, or transformed, ways of engaging in the process
during training, planning, developing, implementing, and reflecting/evaluating. As other
research has shown, this type of self-directed learning can lead to a type of transformative
learning, or learning that involves experiencing a shift in one's way of being in the world
by questioning one's ingrained and/or habitual ways of engaging and critical selfreflection of underlying beliefs and practices. As Cranton and King (2003) relate, by
questioning what they are doing, how they are doing it, and/or why they are doing
something, teacher-learners can help their professional development process by dialogic
critical reflection on the content, the process, and the premise of their experience.
Far from learning on one's own, the self-directed learning being advocated here is
learning that increases one's understanding of one's own development process (learning
how to leam), which is the key to transformational learning (Baumgartner, 2001). The
process of gaining greater understanding via dialogic critical reflection, can lead teacherlearners toward taking the needed responsibility for their own development as they grow
to understand their own agency in the process and can assume greater control over their
learning and thereby even more self-direction (Saavedra, 1996). Understanding through
dialogic critical reflection will be advanced further if it also includes working through
and processing one's associated feelings and addressing the underlying values (Taylor,
2000). Such inclusion will be important in teacher-learners' situated technology
integration professional development process as identification and confi-ontation of
feelings such as doubt, frustration, discomfort, lack of confidence, and even fear can be
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sources or points of conflict or disorienting dilemmas. Dialogic critical reflection of the
related pedagogical, curricular and instructional values and assumptions that exist behind
these feelings can then help teacher-learners begin the process toward transforming their
thinking and their actions.
Further, teacher-learners are encouraged to bring these co-reflection experiences
to the larger community of practice setting and to share their processes with other
community participants, and thereby experience and contribute to what has been called
selves-directed learning (O'Donnell, 1999) and organizational transformative learning
(Yorks & Marsick, 2000). For example, individual willingness and effort toward
examination of feelings and values invites group comparison and connection of those
specific feelings and issues. To the extent that these situations are handled with respect
and collegiality, and the extent to which power dynamics can be addressed, other teacherlearners will be encouraged to engage in the same type of thorough self-examination
(Cranton, 2000). As individual teacher-learners share their critical reflection experiences
with the community of practice, an environment of trust will develop and the door will
open for other community members to feel comfortable enough to engage in the same
thorough self examination of their practice and their sharing of such. Through individual
and group critical reflection teacher-learners can uncover, and help each other uncover as
well as work through, both single and cumulative points of conflict or disorienting
dilemmas. Furthermore, such reflection can then also provide multiple avenues for
addressing the issue/s and support and validation for taking action at both individual and
organizational levels, as relational consensus deems appropriate.
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To answer those who question why more teacher-learners are not experiencing the
educational transformations promoted by CALL then, it is because this is the type of
engagement needed for transformations in language teaching and learning via technology
integration to actually manifest. Technology itself does not inherently contain
transformative powers. Teacher-learners, however, can empower themselves to
transform their practice by engaging in this type of process-oriented, situated, contentbased, dialogically reflective approach to technology integration professional
development. Teachers are the key to advancing any of the potential learning benefits
that integrating technology into the language curriculum holds. As presented above, they
are also the key to advancing the benefits to their own teaching by the technology
integration professional development process. Additionally, they are also the key to
continued discovery of language teaching and learning benefits that integration of both
existing and future technologies may afford.
Furthermore, the field of language teaching and leaming is at a critical juncture in
that information and communication technologies are going to keep advancing and will
more likely than not play increasingly prominent roles in real-world social, political, and
educational interaction. If the language teaching and leaming community does not take
the needed steps to what amounts to transforming the way we have engaged in training,
educating, and developing language teachers' understanding of and abilities in
technology integration, we will be negligent in our responsibilities to our students.
Teacher-learners, armed with the expanded understanding of what the technology
integration professional development process entails and how to effectively and
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successfully engage in it as put forth here, can assume this transformational role and in
doing so help their students, themselves, and the language teaching and learning field at
large.
Limitations of the Study
The present comparative multi-case study was an intentionally contextualized
undertaking, working toward a better understanding of technology integration
professional development as a learning process leading to change. Additionally, the
focus of the study was the identification and illumination of the critical elements involved
in six individual teacher-learners' participation and experience in a situated technology
integration professional development model. What is more, the same individual
undertook the design and implementation of this model and the design and
implementation of the study. Accordingly, it should be noted that the results of the study
are most valuable to those teacher-learners who participated in the study - myself and the
six teacher-learners - and to their growing and sustaining community of practice, as well
as to this communities' language learners. And while this is not to say that the results
and ensuing discussions above do not have value for the larger language teaching and
learning community, it should be noted that such value must be qualified in terms of
issues related to credibility, generalizability and researcher presence and bias.
First, the study practiced triangulation of methodology — using interviews,

questionnaires, documents, and observations - as well as triangulation of sources - using
the six teacher-learners and the trainer - as means to increase the credibility that the
situation was being adequately represented by the data being collected and analyzed.
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While these methods allowed for location of supporting and/or contradicting evidence in
terms of findings and interpretations, practicing investigator triangulation to a greater
extent than was done in the present study would have increased the credibility of data,
especially when it came to all observations and to a certain extent interviews.
In the absence of a second investigator with whom to share responsibility for the
accuracy of data collection, analysis and interpretation, the study employed the use of
videotape, the teacher-learners themselves, and a non-study-participating teacher-learner
in the PD in undertaking observational data collection. However, the presence of a
second, non-PD-participating investigator would have enabled data checks to be made in
terms of attending to and recording all that occurred, in the constitution of categories and
themes during analysis, and the verification of accuracy in tracing and linking end data to
data collected in the middle and at the beginning of the study. Furthermore, while all six
teacher-learners were provided an opportunity to read rough drafts of their individual
case profiles, and while all eventually confirmed my conclusions, they did not all take
advantage of the same number of such opportunities, nor did they provide the same type
of feedback, hi this way, the structuring of the final narrative profiles was influenced
more by three of the teacher-learners than by the whole group. A more structured and
ongoing approach then to participant verification of findings would have increased the
study's validity to an even greater extent.

Second, the present study did not intend to produce results that could be
generalized in the form of predictions to all other teacher-learners in all other language
teacher education and training settings. Rather the goal was to help guide (as opposed to
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predict) these teacher-learners' further technology integration professional development
process as well as that of others who can themselves relate to one or more in this diverse
group of language teacher-learners. The study focused on providing enough rich
description for user generalizability (Merriam, 1998) or case-to-case transfer (Firestone,
1993), whereby readers will be able to locate themselves and their contexts by noting the
similarities and differences between these six teacher-learners and themselves. To the
extent that these six teacher-learners and their context do not represent all the teacherlearners and all of the contexts in existence in the language teaching and learning
community at large, one could say that these findings are therefore limited in their
generalizability. Additionally, to the extent that the contextual and individualistic
particulars of this relatively diverse group are available for examination by all teacherlearners in all contexts, the findings are limited in generalizability to those within our
field who seek guidance for themselves and their contexts within these particulars. Either
way, generalizability of the present study's findings is limited.
Third, the primary investigator was also the trainer in the professional
development model at hand. Due to this situation, there were inherent conflicts of
interest that may have affected the participation of the teacher-learners and the myself in
both the study and in the PD, which may have in turn affected the research findings. For
example, teacher-learners' answering of interview questions and questionnaire items,
their engagement in one-on-one consultations, and their in-class teaching behavior may
have been affected by their awareness of and feelings toward the me playing this double
trainer/researcher role. There may have been teacher-learners whose relationship with
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the trainer affected the openness and honesty with which they responded to personal and
professional questioning. Additionally, the teacher-learners' participation in the PD itself
may have been influenced by knowing their trainer was observing them during their
interactions with her. While I attempted to remain aware of my underlying biases and the
influence of these on the study, to the extent that I was the developer of the PD and that
much of what transpired during the PD was relational in nature, there was no sure way to
account for all known and developed biases. Such biases that existed and those that
developed via the rather intense human interactions of the PD may have affected aspects
of the training and the research in unknown ways.
Recommendations for Future Research
hi light of the findings and the limitations of the present study, the following
seven recommendations can be offered for future research to further investigate the
technology integration professional development process in both pre-service and inservice language teacher education/training situations.
First, the language teaching and learning field would benefit fi^om additional
investigations into how and why language teacher-learners learn how to integrate
technology into a variety of language instructional settings. The present study was
conducted in a small liberal arts college setting and revolved around these universitylevel teacher-learners' experiences in an on-site technology integration PD that was
conducted over a two-year period. The resulting findings regarding the individualized
and contextualized processes these teacher-learners experienced could be advanced by
other situated studies that imdertake a best practices approach to technology integration
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professional development. To the extent that such PD opportunities play out in various
ways, with various configurations of teacher-learners and support personnel at different
institutions, and with various types of technologies there could be additional contextual
and individual factors that affect teacher-learners' development processes. For example,
one of these different PD opportunities exists via online technology integration PD.
These opportunities have such potential to reach a large number of language teacherlearners and the field, that the teacher-learner participants, and the design and
implementation of such opportunities would all benefit fi-om investigations into how and
why teacher-learners effectively and successfully engage in and manage their
development process in these contexts.
Second, the findings of the present study could be used to re-envision and re
investigate technology integration professional development at the pre-service language
teacher-learner phase of practice. Studies are needed that take into consideration these
teacher-learners' situated contexts of developing practice and work to describe the
process these pre-service teacher-learners go through, to help those participating in that
process manage more effectively and successfiilly. This does not suggest a return to
more studies which focus on attempting to find the one-size-fits-all answer to
effectiveness and success, but rather studies that focus on understanding how and why
effectiveness and success are differentially achieved according to the individual and
contextual factors involved.
Third, the present study did not determine the extent to which stages of
technology integration professional development or stages of readiness to change exist
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and/or affect an individual's process, nor was that its goal. Studies that attend to the
extent to which the stage-by-stage development of a PD model or course of learning do
and/or do not dictate an individual's process, and take a grounded theory approach to
uncovering these stages could provide greater understanding of the process. These could
be compared to the studies in existence that assumed a stage-by-stage development a
priori and used available tools to document the existence of it without much detail
regarding how and why teacher-learners move through these stages. Rich, qualitative
research could lend insight into the existence of stages themselves, as well as how
individuals at different stages work together and alone to advance to another stage. In
this way, the differences between stages with regard to the different actions, interactions,
strategies and approaches teacher-learners are engaged in could be uncovered, leading to
greater understanding of where problems lie and how to best address them.
Fourth, longitudinal studies that follow individual and groups of teacher-learners
either beyond their participation in formal best practices technology integration
PD/leaming courses or during their on-going community of practice technology
integration PD are needed. The present study tracked teacher-learners' development
processes for a forty-week period, yet the processes did not end with the study. To the
extent that there is a great need for sustainable professional development in light of the
ever-changing nature of information and communication technologies, we need to
understand how and why such sustainability can be achieved in various contexts of
practice, and longitudinal studies could support this need.
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Fifth, the differences in beliefs, teaching philosophies, integration approaches,
and interaction styles may very well have had a cultural component to them, hi that the
field of second language acquisition and teaching has researched the cultural variable in
language students' learning, teacher-learners who have themselves experienced learning
in differing cultural contexts may carry with them predispositions, styles, and ways of
learning that may either help and/or hinder their learning in a specific PD situation.
Similarly, teacher-learners who have taught in varying cultures may possess culturally
specific teaching styles and strategies that might influence how and why they integrate
technology into their instruction. Future research that takes a similar teacher-learner
perspective as the present study then could help provide additional insight by examinging
the extent to which the teacher-learners' own cultural backgrounds may influence their
technology integration professional development process.
Sixth, fiiture research that wishes to uncover how and why teacher-learners
experience their own technology integration professional development process would do
well to include two additional data collection methods that the present study did not.
First, it is believed that the use of joumaling or a diary technique by the teacher-learners
would provide richer and more detailed insight into these individual's on-going
processes. By having the teacher-learners more descriptively document their experiences
via journals or diaries, future research efforts could gain a greater understanding of the
issues that arise for individual teachers during their process and the strategies they use to
deal with these at specific points in the process. Such a technique could also easily
employ the use of various text- or audio-based recording utilities that would also allow
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teacher-learners to gain experiential use of such technologies for learning purposes.
Furthermore, this type of joumaling or diary technique could also be employed by the
researcher(s) in future investigations, as this would help greatly in documenting and
detailing the personal and professional biases that certainly affected the present study but
which were not systematically captured.
Seventh, future research could attend to including language learning students'
perspective to the investigation in order to support the teacher-learners' perspectives and
to provide a more complete portrayal of the process. While such a perspective was not
part of the present investigation, the PD model at hand did engage the teacher-learners in
thinking through and designing personally appropriate means to attend to their students'
attitudes, abilities, and beliefs during the fourth and final phase of the model. Future
research could take steps toward actually studying this crucial aspect of the development
process by including teacher-learners' own action research efforts and results in the
overall research design itself In these efforts teacher-learners could procure both
activity-specific and pre/post course overall evaluation measures that look at students'
developing proficiencies in both technology and language skills and understandings.
These findings could then become part of the individual teacher-learner databases and be
used to triangulate data collected fi^om the teacher-learners' perspective. This would aid
the overall research into the development process, as it would simultaneously provide the
teacher-learners, as well as administrators and other stakeholders, with greater insight
into the learning effects of their technology integration efforts.
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Conclusion
The findings of this comparative multi-case study indicate that the technology
integration professional development process was individualized and contextualized
according to how and why teacher-leamers participated and engaged in a corresponding
best practices' technology integration professional development model. Comparative
analysis of the cases revealed that teacher-leamers advanced their own technology
integration understanding and abilities when they 1) pro-actively attended to their own
developing needs over the course of the process; 2) confronted and worked to resolve
issues that arose; 3) engaged in critical dialogic curricular planning and reflection; and 4)
focused on improving and/or addressing specific aspects of their own curricula while
simultaneously attending to their own philosophical beliefs. Conversely, the study also
found that teacher-leamers were less able to advance their technology integration
understanding and abilities when 1) they took a more re-active approach to their
development needs; 2) they ignored and/or dwelt exclusively on issues that arose for
them; 3) their dialogic engagement centered heavily on immediate technological needs;
and 4) they took a product-based, apply-as-it approach to their technology integration
efforts without significant consideration of their own pedagogical beliefs. Furthermore,
relating these findings to existing research afforded a new perspective on the role that
teacher-leamers play in the effective advancement of their own technology integration
professional development process. The present study has enabled insight in the form of
pedagogical implications in the form of a situated apprenticeship and communities of
practice approach to sustainable technology integration professional development in

which teacher-learners practice self-directed learning, leading to transformative
opportunities in both learning and teaching. Finally, this comparative multi-case study
has provided recommendations for further research in an area that would appear to
remain as a focus of interest in the profession for at least the near, if not also the far off,
future.
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APPENDIX A
Pre-Inventory
Technology Integration Professional Development Pre-Inventory
Technological
Tool
Examples of
instructional/
pedagogical use

PowerPoint
Images
Sound
Movies
Branching &
Navigation
Taking Notes
Action Buttons
Animation
Project Gallery
Designs

iMovie
Importing/expor
ting digital
video
Editing,
Manipulating
sound
Adding titles
and subtitles

PureVoice
Interacting &
Communicating
via digital voice
recordings

E-mail
Sending
Receiving
Interacting
Discussions
News and
Announcements
Uploading and
Attaching files
Downloading
and Opening
files

Audacity
Creating digital
audio clips

Basic
Familiarity

Instructional
Use

Pedagogical
Interest

T

none

heard
of

seen
demo

have
and
use

none

min.

avg,

high

none

low

med

high

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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Tool/
Technology
Examples of
instructional/
pedagogical use

Word
Highlighting
Text & Images
Inserting
Comments
Tracking
Changes &
Versions
Using Auto Text
Inserting and
Using Graphics
Using Drawing
Tools
Using Project
Gallery
Creating
WebPages

Internet
Research
Culture
Investigations
City Searches
Scavenger
Hunts
Newspapers,
Radio,
Television

Synchronous
Chat Tool
Recorded, real
time, text-based
interacting.

Threaded
Discussion
Tool
Recorded,
asynchronous
text-based
interacting

iVisit
Recorded,
synchronous,
text, audio.
and/or video

Basic
Familiarity

Instructional
Use

Pedagogical
Interest

T

none

heard
of

seen
demo

have
and
use

none

min.

avg.

high

none

low

med

high

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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interacting

Online Course
Site or System
Specific
Software:
Tool PreTotals

Technological
Function
Examples of
instructional/p
edagogical use

Uploading &
Downloading
Files to/from
E-mail
Image &
Documents
to/from
Internet
Items to/from a
server

Naming &
Saving
Ensuring PCMac
compatibility
Save As
options
Using proper
file extensions

Scanning
Images
Text - in
foreign
languages

Burning
Audio, Video,
Text CDs
DVDs

Zipping &
Unzipping
Compressing
files for easy
transfer

Basic
Familiarity

Pedagogical
Interest

Instructional
Use

T

none

heard
of

seen
demo

have
and
use

none

min

avg

high

none

low

med

high

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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APPENDIX B
Workshop Logs Detailed
Workshop Logs

1: Introduction

•
•
•
•
•

Overview of semester of professional development workshops
Overview of WebCT course site
Overview of iBooks and cart
Overview of Language Learning Conditions
Questions and Answers

2: Chat Tool

•
•
•
•
•
•

In TELI course jump right in and experience the Chat tool - read instructions, enter
appropriate room, practice chatting, note what is odd, what is familiar, how you feel, etc.
Stop - get overview of Chat Tool
Each pair gets assigned two language learning conditions to discuss in terms of how they
address these conditions now and how the Chat might help do so
Stop - Logs are copied and pasted into a Word document (by me via projected
demonstration), then saved and uploaded to our MLTECH listserv as attachments for
everyone to access (and they are encouraged to do so)
Go into your own course site - get overview of Designer View
Practice creating an exercise - for those who want to use HTML, here's some help

3: Chat Tool (specific example and use)

•
•
•
•
•

In TELI course, see a demonstration (hands-off; just showing) of sample exercise with audio
links to sound sources on the Internet (demo is in English and clip is from NPR)
Get details about the exercise and what the students would be expected to do
Group brainstorm of other things students could do
Enter the TELI chat area, listen to your language audio link - enter your assigned Chat room
and discuss with your language-specific colleagues what you could have students do at
different levels or which level this would work best with and why (audio + Chat exercise)
Stop - go to TELI Homepage and download zipped sound files and the PPT tutorial computer unzips the file - open that folder and note your language sound link and the tutorial
(we walk through as much of the tutorial as we can together - the rest is for
homework.. .meaning they have to download the PPT and sound on their own computers to
finish the assignment)

•

Go into your own course site and to Manage Files to upload and link the sound source

•

Go into Chat and Designer options and begin following the tutorial and creating an exercise
associated with that sound file (must have PowerPoint and Chat open simultaneously exemplify how to show and hide applications and toggle back and forth)

4: Chat Tool

•

PowerPoint (a few features) (multiple examples)

Pair Chat Brainstorm - in the TELI site, enter assigned room and brainstorm ways to use the
Chat Tool, benefits, drawbacks, thoughts, etc.
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•
•
•
•

Everyone copy and paste this group brainstorm into a Word document
Follow along on Help Sheets (which I project) in the creation of a simple PPT - in pairs or
you can each make your own to get the practice (see sample PPT)
Make the slides (outline form) and then work with your partner and your pair's brainstorm
transcript to put together a summary of your thoughts and ideas on the Chat Tool
Save as (name and .ppt), open e-mail, compose a new message, attach, send to mltech listserv

5: PowerPoint (take notes feature)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Pairs are assigned to other pairs as evaluators of their Chat-related ppts
Open email and the mltech message from your assigned pair (or individual because some did
it alone) - download their attached PowerPoint and open it
Briefly discuss evaluation of PowerPoint projects and introduce the Take Notes feature
Pairs or individuals take turns presenting from the teacher computer their (I've downloaded
all of the projects on this computer) and their assigned evaluator uses the Take Notes section
to provide feedback on the slides and the presentation
Evaluators save their feedback and once again open e-mail and send it to the listserv
People are to download their evaluated ppt and review the comments
People can also download anyone else's ppt and review it as well for further insight
Come to next session with thoughts on what you learned (about using PowerPoint in this
way; about evaluating PowerPoint slide shows; about anything we've done

6: PowerPoint (enhancing interactivity - branching and clip art)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen to a spiel by me relating the concept of using PPT to enhance interactivity and thus
address a number of the language learning conditions we've been talking about (this is all in a
handout/helpsheet - one of which they receive every workshop that details the steps to
follow, provides an example of what is being discussed, and provides insight into pedagogical
uses)
Watch a short PPT demo that makes use of clip art and the notion of branching (as well as
previews navigation, file images, and sound sources)
Group discussion about types of activities (which can be used inside or outside of class) are
possible and different levels and what issues and/or conditions they might help address
Think of one that you'd like to create now - simple one, nothing fancy - or just use the same
concept presented in the demonstration PPT
Follow a guided presentation on creating your own PPT that makes use of available clip art
and branching techniques
Save what you get done and either upload it to the Student Folders on our WebCT TELI site
(if you're completely finished), or email it to yourself as an attachment (remember naming
conventions)
For homework, download and finish this sample exercise and upload it to the TELI site or email it to the MLTECH listserv - we'll look over a few at the beginning of next week's
workshop, and in the meantime, feel free to go check either place (TELI or MLTECH) and
take a look at your colleagues' ideas

7: PowerPoint (enhancing interactivity - navigation and file images)

•

Review the sample PPT as a group to view the next features - navigation to the Internet or to
an external file and the use of images other than Clip Art
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•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Work with language partner to come up with a list of reasons for using real images in
language teaching and think of how and why you might make use of them in PowerPoint
(think beyond you doing the work - thing of putting images and PowerPoint in the hands of
students)
Pairs report back to the group
As a group, brainstorm how and why having navigation links to the Internet in a PPT would
help address any of the language learning conditions (review sample slide show for ideas if
needed)
Just for practice sake, work with your partner and think about how you might put together a
slide show (*using both navigation to the Internet and images...which we'll go search for in a
minute) that is either a tutorial based slide show in which you want your students to actually
work through and DO what the slides are telling them to do and GO where the slides are
telling them to go (and remember you can use the Take Notes feature if you want or add
blank slides to be completed or blank areas on a slide, or, or, or) or a sample slide show that
your students will follow the example and format of in creating their own
Now before we go searching for images, a little note about copyright - go through handout
Next follow steps for searching for, downloading, documenting, and saving images off of the
Internet (via Google's Images search function) - you can continue to work with your partner,
or work alone if you so choose (working on the same concept but each putting together your
own PPT is recommended but not mandatory)
Now use the Help Sheet to work through the steps -1 will help you as you need it
Save what you get done and again e-mail it to yourself as an attachment and finish it and then
upload the finished product to the MLTECH listserv or the TELI student folders - and again,
download each others and this time use the listserv to provide feedback and discuss these last
four interactive features of PowerPoint

8: PowerPoint (enhancing interactivity - sound: CD Tracks; Recorded Voice Clips;
External Sources off Internet
• Download the QuickTime tutorial (that was originally made in PowerPoint but saved as a QT
video) from the TELI site
• You have the option to work alone or in pairs for this workshop
• Watch an overview of the tutorial as a whole
• Plug a headset into the iBook you are using and make use of the headphones and the
microphone as necessary and as it exemplifies in the tutorial
• Choose ONE of sound options from the menu that you are interested in and watch that
section - in its entirety - once
• Keep QT open to the beginning of the section you just watch and follow the first step, which
will have you opening PowerPoint and beginning to create a sound-enhanced slide show (use
what you have already learned about images and linking from previous workshops)
• Ask me for help as needed
• Keep things simple
• Save what you accomplish and send to your email
• Next week's workshop is a materials development session - thinking of the course you want
to integrate technology into in the fall, you will work to put together an interactive
PowerPoint that makes use of those interactive features we've covered which you find
meaningful to your course. Think about the content, the skills, the vocabulary, the grammar
that you are trying to teach students in a certain section of this course and make use of that
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material as your base for the PPT slide show - remember we want to create something that
will put the technology in the students hands and be interactive for them, so avoid creating
simply a presentation-oriented slide show
9: Bring your materials to the workshop and make use of all of the Help Sheets, of me, and
of each other in the creation of an interactive PowerPoint
10: Assignments Tool and Course Structure (Manage Files)
• Discuss, learn and create an organizational system for your course (skeleton at this point)
• Review Manage Files area - questions, problems?
• Overview of the tool
• Log into our WebCT site and follow the instructions for submitting an assignment as a
student of this course
• Discussion of problems and possible uses
• Go into your own site and in Designer mode, create an assignment to be filtered through the
Assignments Tool
• Follow Help Sheet -1 will walk around and help who needs it
11: Organizer Page; Single Page; URL
• Overview and pedagogic demonstration of each and the differences between these three
functions available in WebCT
• We'll start with the Organizer page - which is a place holder of sorts within your WebCT site
that, when clicked on, opens a page of related tools or pages or links that you deem should be
grouped under this one icon/placeholder - and the URL - which is creating a link to an
external WebCT source on the Internet.
• Review the examples in the TELI site on your own - notice the icon 'References' and under
that the separate languages; click on your language and view what are linked there as
references - you can make use of these links in building your own 'References' organizer
page full of such links or you can create your own page of related links that have something
else to do with your course
• Go into your course site and follow me and the Help Sheet as we create an Organizer Page
• Now follow me and the Help Sheet to create external links on this page (going to the external
link in a new browser window and opening it and copying and pasting the address into the
box in the URL step by step creation might be easiest
• Ask me and your colleagues for help
• Next we're going to move onto creating a Single Page - and here you're going to download
from the TELI site a WebCT help page I created for students and then use it to upload and
link as a Single Page in your own site so students will have this when they log into your site
• Follow me and the Help Sheet as we work through this step by step
• This week on our MLTECH listserv, I encourage you to continue to discuss these three
functions/tools in WebCT and how you can make pedagogical use of them in your courses this can be a huge help to you all if everyone participates
12: Discussion Tool (uses)
• Watch and Listen to an Overview of the Discussion Tool
• Open a browser and WebCT and log in to the TELI site and click on the Discussion Tool
• Enter the "Discussion about the Discussion Tool" Topic area
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Drop down the first arrow to see and click on the first question I'm posing
Click reply to answer the question - you have five minutes
Then perform the "Show all" and "Show Unread" toggling function to view others' replies
and respond to what they are saying
Stop - what are some of the things being said with regard to the major differences in
functionality between Chat and Discussion?
Now we're going to split up into language levels and you're going to discuss in a group of
three what possible ways you could make use of the Discussion tool for that specific level
(you may want to also remember what was just said about it's functionality and benefits and
don't forget those language learning conditions, which can help in generating ideas for tasks)
Be mindful of explaining yourself and responding to others ideas with a sense of constructive
criticism (not every idea immediately put forth is a good idea, so help each other form solid
ideas)
Stop - report back to the group
Now let's go into your course site and work as Designers to create a Discussion activity
Use the Help Sheet and ask me or a colleague for help
Finish these by the next workshop to present to others for feedback

13: Discussion Tool (otlier features)
• Presentation of last week's exercises to group for feedback
• View example of exercises that have links to URLs within the message (to news articles to be
read and discussed), attachments that show pictures to be analyzed and commented on, and
attachments that download and open in Word for the students to work on
• Let's do a little searching for either images or news sources that you would consider
appropriate for your chosen class - in terms of population and content - in the fall
• Those searching for images, follow the steps for using Google's Images and copyright - if
you need help, access the Help Sheet online or in your notes
• Those searching for news there are five language specific links of sources on the TELI site
that have links to print, television, and radio news sources in each represented language look at a few and choose one that you want students to read, watch, or listen to (preview the
material and create a Discussion oriented exercise that promotes such language learning goals
as interaction, collaboration, problem solving, debate, or even basic comprehension)
• Once you find the image or link, use the Help Sheet to create your exercise in your own
course site's Discussion Tool
• I will help as needed
• We will review and provide feedback on anyone's exercise who wants it at the end of the
workshop
14: PureVoice
• Self-paced overview - download and open the zipped file that contains a PV sound file and
accompanying Word document; listen and follow along - take notes on the Word document
as needed
• Instead of using the recorded file, open a new PV file and answer the question about how you
would use PV in your instruction
• Follow the instructions for using the headsets and microphones
• Follow the steps for recording
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Once everyone records a response, follow me to save and open e-mail and attach the
recording to a message you send to the MLTECH listserv
Open the message from your assigned partner - download the PV file and follow my
instructions for opening the file itself (please note, you cannot double click the file; you have
to go into PureVoice and go to File and Open and go search for that PV file you just
downloaded and open it the 'long way')
Listen to your partner's recording and INSERT your comments at various appropriate points
in the recording (not just at the end; unless for some reason you have/need to)
Group discussion of thoughts, questions, ideas for use
More practice - create a task in your language
For next week come prepared with two interactive PV exercises prepared to record - think
about the language learning conditions as well as the content of your own course when
creating the activities and focus on interaction (tj^^e up your ideas in an email message to
yourself to be opened next week)

15: PureVoice (continued)
• Today we'll review and provide feedback, and evaluation on each other's PV activities
• We can either talk about them before you record to get some feedback about what else you
might want to do or what you might be missing, or we can get started and record your
exercises
• Once recorded, send them to the MLTECH listserv
• Others working in the same language, download and DO what is being asked as if you were a
student - then at the end of the recording, insert your feedback on the exercise (preferably in
English) and send it back up to the listserv
• Download the completed and evaluated exercises and see both how your colleagues
performed and go ahead and send them a reply if, in their student mode, they need a reply
from you, the teacher; and listen to their evaluation and feedback
• Group discussion of what was learned
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APPENDIX C
Group Interview

Technology Integration Professional Development Group Interview

Stages
Using specifics, describe/explain where you're at and how "where you're at" plays out
during the training you've experienced thus far?
Do you see yourself moving through the stages? What about in relation to others? How
does this make you feel?
How long do you think it will take you to progress through the stages? What will help
you progress?
Does knowing these stages exist and that that those engaging in this type of technology
integration effort go through them help in any way?
Learning
What's it like to be a student in a classroom setting again?
How do you view (evaluate) yourself as a learner in this technology integration
endeavor?
Is it similar or dissimilar to other learning experiences you've encountered as an adult
and as a faculty member? How so?
What role has your understanding of your own learning styles played in this learning
situation?
Professional Development Training
The training has been designed according to certain professional development principles,
one of them being the need to offer a variety of types of assistance - how has the
availability of the workshops, help-sheets (Word and PowerPoint documents), open
access lab times, and one-on-one meetings affected your technology integration
development?
Additionally, the training has been entirely hands-on from day one and has been
conducted on the very equipment (hardware and software) and in the very rooms you will
make use of in your own integration efforts - at this point in time what benefits or
drawbacks have you experienced from these features?
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The workshops and corresponding help-sheets have differed in the extent to which the
technologies at hand have been related to general language learning pedagogical tenants
and/or your own teaching goals and in the extent to which they have been purely "here's
how you use this technology" (for example, Chat Tool, Radio Clips, PowerPoint [images,
sound, branching, navigation, Litemet], Manage Files Tool, Assignments Tool, Single
Page Tool, Zipping, Organizer Page Tool, URL Tool) - can you comment on how these
different approaches have influenced your technology integration development?
What role does collaboration play?
Overall
What's been the biggest aid to your technology integration development thus far?
What's been the biggest hindrance to your technology integration development thus far?
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APPENDIX D
Pair Interview

Technology Integration Professional Development Pair Interview
1. Stage of technology integration development
a. Advancement?
b. How and Why?
c. Goal for the end of the semester?
2. Technologies
a. Of the technology applications you have chosen to integrate into your course,
which of those that you have used thus far in the semester do you see as benefiting your
teaching of this particular course? How and why?
b. Do you have any sense at this point of how your integration of these
technologies is benefiting your students' learning?
3. Practices
a. To what extent has your chose of technology integration affected your teaching
practice - in the classroom and out of the classroom?
b. Do you see any need to change any aspects of your teaching practice if you
were to continue integrating technology into your instruction?
4. Beliefs
a. Can you briefly explain your goal as a language teacher?
b. Has your belief in technology's benefit or role in language teaching and
learning changed since we first started our training and support?
5. Training and Support
a. To what extent were you able to consult with me before the semester started
regarding ways of integrating technology into course? How has such consultation
benefited or hindered your ability to integrate technology into your instruction? Are you
satisfied this was sufficient?
b. To what extent have you chosen to consult with me now as you are
implementing your technology integration ideas? How is this benefiting or hindering
your ability to integrate technology into your instruction? Are you satisfied this is
sufficient?
c. What kinds of support do you need this semester that you are not getting?
6. Issues
a. What are the main issues you've become aware of regarding what it takes to
successfully integrate technology into the language curriculum?
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APPENDIX E
Final Interview
Technology Integration Professional Development Final One-on-One Interview
la. What was your approach to deciding how to integrate technology into your course? (e.g.,
based on reworking/technologizing exercises you had already used in your instruction; based on
trying to see how a variety of tools might work for different tasks; based on ways you had already
used technology in your courses in the past; based on the goals and objectives of your course;
based on problems and/or issues you and your students have faced in the past; a combination of
these; something else) lb. And how would you explain your adoption of this particular approach?
2. What do you see as having the greatest influence on your technology integration
choices/efforts?
3. What are the top three ways change occurred for you over the course of the training, the course
planning and development, the implementation of your technology integration ideas, and your
own evaluation of your technology integration efforts? Explain, (e.g., changes in your instruction
in terms of teaching and learning roles, strategies, behaviors; changes in your course planning and
development; changes in the interaction and communication among course participants; changes
in your opinion of, beliefs about, and/or knowledge of technology enhanced language instruction;
changes in your comfort level with integrating technology into your language courses; changes in
your relationship with your colleagues; changes in your opinion of, belief in, and/or knowledge of
yourself as a language teacher; changes in some other ways)
4. Describe what kind of a professional experience this has been for you.
5. How would you evaluate yourself in terms of what you have been able to accomplish during
the past year while maintaining full-time faculty status?
6a. To what extent did having a trainer/consultant who has a second/foreign language teaching
and learning background make a difference for you? (e.g., in terms of any of the following that
apply to your experience: the training workshops, the one-on-one consultations, the in-class help,
the help sheets, the online communications, and the post-class review)
6b. To what extent did having a trainer/consultant who has a background in integrating
technology into her own language instruction and into language instruction in general make a
difference for you? (e.g., in terms of any of the following that apply to your experience: the
training workshops, the one-on-one consultations, the in-class help, the help sheets, the online
communications, and the post-class review)
7. If you could add and/or change any aspect of this technology integration professional
development experience, what would it be?
8. What advice would you give other foreign language teachers who either want to and/or are
expected to integrate technology into their instruction?
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APPENDIX F
Pre-Questionnaire
Technology Integration Professional Development Pre-Questionnaire
Thank you for your willingness to answer the following questions. Please follow the instructions
on the accompanying e-mail for saving and returning your questionnaire. Please use as much
space you need in providing your answers.
I. Personal and Professional Profile
a. Your Name:

b. Your Institution:

c. Your academic and/or research specialty or area of interest:

d. Number of years teaching at this institution:

e. Number of years teaching college-level foreign and/or second languages:

f.

Language(s) you currently teach:

g. How would you characterize your teaching style and your philosophy of learning and
teaching? You should feel free to be as lengthy or as you wish, using both/either fieldspecific and/or general- we can follow up on whatever you say here as needed.

h. What courses will you teach in Fall 2002?

i.

What courses will you most likely teach in Spring 2003?

j.

On which course will you focus any technology integration efforts?
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k. As opposed to asking you to repeat information extractable from your syllabus, could
you please email a copy of this course.
II. Technology Profile
a. In your own words, what is computer assisted language learning (CALL) or technology
enhanced language instruction (TELI) (your definition)? Please feel free to provide a list of
words, phrases, or descriptions and explanations as you wish.

b. How would you describe your knowledge and comfort level when in comes to using
technology in your teaching practice? Please feel free to specific examples and explain as
needed.

c. How does/has CALL/TELI (as you have personally defined it in the above) enter(ed) into
and/or influence(d) YOUR OWN foreign and/or language instruction to date? Please be specific
with regard to what have done and in which classes, what you have had your students do, you
have gone for help, how you have learned, what software you have used, etc. Also, whenever
possible, please provide your evaluation of these.

d. Beyond what you may have utilized in your own teaching, what kinds of for technology for
language learning and teaching (CALL/TELI) are you aware of? Can you describe how you
know of these types of technologies and what your or evaluation of them is (even if that opinion
and evaluation are on merely based on having seen or knowing about certain technologies used
for language instruction)?
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e. Based on your personal experience with, exposure to, and mere knowledge language learning
and teaching technologies, describe (via exemplification possible) your thoughts, beliefs, and
attitudes with regard to the and costs and benefits of CALL/TELL

III. Development Profile
a. Taking into consideration all that you have related above (e.g., your style and philosophy, your
comfort level with CALL/TELI you know about, that which you have employed, etc.), to what
extent do you want to examine, incorporate, and/or increase the role of it the instruction of your
courses? Please explain as needed.

b. In your opinion, how best would such examination, incorporation, and/or increase be
accomplished? When answering this question, please try to take into consideration (and explain
as necessary) such variables as your understanding of my position, your background with and
view of technology in the language curriculum, your knowledge of specific courses, your
approach to curriculum development, your own learning style, and your time and availability.

c. After responding to the items above, please describe and explain any other thoughts and
feelings you may have at this time regarding the integration of technology into the second or
foreign language classroom and the learning about such. Please feel free to include any/all
concerns and reservations, comments and advice, interests and dislikes, as well as questions you
may have at this point in time. Please use this space to raise any relevant issues you think may
need to be addressed or which we may need to be aware of now and/or in the future.
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APPENDIX G
Post-Questionnaire

Technology Integration Professional Development Posr-Questionnaire
1. What course did you focus your technology integration efforts? Why this course as
opposed to the others courses you taught this semester?

2. What are the main language learning goals and objectives for this specific course?

3. Please make use of the following table to provide and/or insert the information about
the technology integration attempts and choices (your efforts) you made in this one
specific language course. Electronic or hard copies of all materials will be requested. If
you need more room, please turn sheet over. (This table is copied here for your benefit this is the same Technology Integration Curriculum Records chart each of you have been
using to keep track of your CALL/TELI efforts throughout the semester)

Name(s) of
Technologies
Used

1

Name of
Task,
Activity
or
Description of
Exercise
Task,
Created Activity, or
{effort)
Exercise

Learning Goals
and/or
Objectives

Were
Goals/
Objectives
met?
(yes or no)

NEW or
REWORKED
effort?
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3

4

5

6

5. How would you characterize your teaching style and your philosophy of language learning
and teaching?
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6. How, if at all, did your past semester's technology integration choices and attempts
influence your teaching and your students' learning in terms of the following: The teaching
strategies you employed? The roles you played? The roles your students took on? Your own
behavior? Your students' behavior?

7. How would you characterize your philosophy and approach to the curriculum development
you undertake for the language courses you teach each semester, including any/all of the
following: syllabus design; materials selection and development; tasks/exercises/activities
choice and creation; and evaluation options and conceptions?

8. How did your technology integration choices and attempts over the past semester influence
your curriculum development approach to this particular language course as you have just
described it via the features in the previous question?
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9. What is your current definition of technology enhanced language learning (TELI) or
computer assisted language learning (CALL)? Has your experience over the past year
influenced that definition? If so, how?

10. What kinds of technologies for language learning and teaching would you have liked to
have had training and experience? Why? Can you compare these to the technologies you did
learn about and chose to employ?

11. Based on your experience with, exposure to, and knowledge of technologies used in
language instruction, what are your thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes with regard to the benefits
and costs of integrating technology into the language curriculum?
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12. To what extent do you want to continue to examine, incorporate, and/or increase the role of
technology in your language instruction? Please explain.

13 In your opinion, how best would such continued examination, incorporation, and/or
increase be accomplished by you and by your colleagues?

14. After responding to the items above, please describe and explain any additional thoughts,
feelings, and/or attitudes regarding the integration of technology into your second or foreign
language instruction. Please feel free to include any and all concerns and reservations,
comments and advice, interests and expectations, as well as questions you may have at this
point in time.
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APPENDIX H
Formative Questionnaire
Technology Integration Professional Development Formative Questionnaire
Please read the descriptions of each of the six stages. Circle your current stage of development.
Use the last column to provide a brief explanation of your self-assessment - provide examples if
STAGE OF
DEVELOPMENT

DESCRIPTION

I am aware that technology that could be used in
language teaching/learning exists but have not
Stage 1:
used it in my own teaching. Perhaps I'm even
Awareness
avoiding it. Perhaps I have not been supplied or
sought-out access to it.
I am currently trying to learn how to integrate
technology into the language curriculum. At this
Stase 2:
point, I am often frustrated using computers in
Learning the
this endeavor and/or in general. I lack confidence
process
in my abilities. I am not able to see clear
applications and/or benefits of using technology
in the language classroom.
I am beginning to understand the process of
Stage 3:
integrating technology and using technology for
Understanding
instructional purposes. I can think of specific
and application of leaming and teaching tasks in my own courses
and/or in general language instruction in which it
the process
might be useful.
I am gaining a sense of confidence in using the
computer for specific language leaming and
Stase 4:
teaching tasks that are already a part of my
Familiarity and
teaching repertoire, to meet certain goals/objects,
confidence
and/or to enhance particular content material. I
am starting to feel comfortable,using technology
in curricular endeavors.
I think about the computer as a tool to help my
students and myself leam and teach language and
Stage 5:
I do not consider technology as a foreign or
Adaptation to
disruptive entity in either my planning or
other contexts
teaching. I am really starting to use it confidently
and widely as an instructional enhancement aid
and to address a variety of problems and issues.
I can apply what I know about technology in the
language classroom confidently and creatively to
Stage 6:
most any language teaching I do. It may have
Creative
even changed my teaching. I am able to use it to
application to new
serve my pedagogical goals and philosophy, and I
contexts
can integrate it soundly into the language
curriculum.

EXPLAIN YOUR SELFASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX I
Workshop Log Protocol

Week:

Technology Integration Professional Development Workshop Logs
Topic:

Attendance: TD
Goals & Objectives:

ST

SL

VR

Professional
Development Training
Features/Strategies:
Tech & Student
Learning Connections
Experiential & Hands-on
Learning
Variety of Learning
Experiences
Curriculum Specific
Applications
New or Different
Teaching Roles
Collegial Learning
Active Participation
Ongoing Process
Sufficient Time
Language Learning
Conditions
Interaction &
Negotiation of Meaning
Authentic Audience
Authentic Tasks
Exposure & Production
Time & Feedback
Mindfulness
Atmosphere

Technology Applications & Functions:
Manage Files
Organizer/Single/URL Page
Discussion Tool
Chat Tool
E-mail
PowerPoint
Zipping/Unzipping
Audacity
PureVoice
Assignment Tool
Intemet
Naming & Saving & Opening
Uploading/Downloading
Burning
Scarming
Word
iMovie
Student Folders

Autonomy

Teacher-learners' Roles
and Behaviors:

Trainer's Roles and Behaviors:

GP

CK
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APPENDIX J
Consultation Log Protocol
One-on-One Technology Integration Professional Development Consultations Logs

Week:

Time:

Topics/Focus:

Technical/Mechanical
Pedagogical/Curriculum Design
Reflective
Evaluative
Technology Tools and/or Functions:

Manage Files
Organizer/Single/URL Page
Discussion Tool
Chat Tool
E-mail
PowerPoint
Zipping/Unzipping
Audacity
PureVoice
Assignment Tool
Internet
Naming & Saving & Opening
Uploading/Downloading
Burning
Scanning
Word
iMovie
Student Folders
Pedagogy;

Interaction & Negotiation of Meaning
Authentic Audience
Authentic Tasks
Exposure & Production
Time & Feedback
Mindfulness
Atmosphere
Autonomy
Other
Problems; Issues: Concerns; Topic Details:

Teacher:

Course:
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APPENDIX K
Presentation Log Protocol
Technology Integration Professional Development Collegial Presentations Logs
To be used by presenters in putting together their presentations - i.e., things to cover, and to be used by the
audience members (and Researcher/Trainer) to collect information about the presentation.

Attendance:
TD

ST

SL

VR

GP

CK

\. What are the language learning goal(s) and/or objective(s) of the lesson, activity, task, or exercise you
are presenting to the group?

2. What language learning conditions (of the 8 conditions) and/or standards (of the 5-Cs) did this
lesson, activity, task, or exercise attempt to address? Can you explain?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Learners have opportunities to
interact and negotiate meaning
Learners interact in the target
language with an authentic audience
Learners are involved in authentic

tasks
Learners are exposed to and
encouraged to produce varied and
creative language
Learners are guided to attend
mindfully to the learning process
Learners work in an atmosphere with
an ideal stress/anxiety level
Learner autonomy is supported

•
•
•

•

•

Learners communicate in other
languages
Learners gain understanding of
other cultures
Learners connect with other
disciplines and acquire
information
Learners develop insight into
the nature of language and
culture (comparisons)
Learners participate in
multilingual communities at
home and around the world

3. Can you provide a description of the lesson, activity, task, or exercise - including which technologies
you used? If you have a handout that you gave to your students, please provide a copy for your audience.
If you have an online document or site you had your students use or view, please provide the URL and/or
guest access to your WebCT site as needed.
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4. Did the students generate a product through their participation in this lesson, activity, task, or exercise?
What was done with the product?

5. From a language teaching/learning perspective, what worked and what didn't work? Will you use this
lesson, activity, task, or exercise again? Why or why not? What needs changing? Something added - preactivity or post-activity, for example?

6. From a technology perspective, what worked and what didn't work? How did you deal with problems?
How did you prepare for this lesson, activity, task, or exercise (i.e., how much time did you spend; did you
test things out from a student and a teacher perspective; did you ask for any in-class support, etc.)? What,
in terms of technology would you do differently and why?

7. Other audience comments, questions, critiques, suggestions?
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APPENDIX L
Implementation Log Protocol
Technology Integration Professional Development In-Class Protocol
Implementation Logs
Week:

Time:

Teacher:

Lesson & Activities/Tasks/Exercises:

Trainer's Role and Behavior:

Technology:
Discussion Tool
Chat Tool
E-mail
PowerPoint
Zipping/Unzipping
Audacity
PureVoice
Assignment Tool
Internet
Naming & Saving & Opening

Course:
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Uploading/Downloading
Word
iMovie
Student Folders

Pedagogy:

Interaction & Negotiation of Meaning
Authentic Audience
Authentic Tasks
Exposure & Production
Time & Feedback
Mindfulness
Atmosphere
Autonomy

Students Roles and Behavior:

Teacher Roles and Behavior:

Issues:
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APPENDIX M
Post-Inventory
Technology Integration Professional Development PosMnventory
Technological
Tool
Examples of
instructional/
pedagogical use
PowerPoint
Images
Sound
Movies
Branching &
Navigation
Taking Notes
Action Buttons
Animation
Project Gallery
Designs
iMovie
Importing/expor
ting digital
video
Editing,
Manipulating
sound
Adding titles
and subtitles
PureVoice
Interacting &
Communicating
via digital voice
recordings
E-mail
Sending
Receiving
Interacting
Discussions
News and
Announcements
Uploading and
Attaching files
Downloading
and Opening
files
Audacity
Creating digital
audio clips

Basic
Familiarity

Instructional
Use

Pedagogical
Interest

T

none

heard
of

seen
demo

have
and
use

none

min.

avg,

high

none

low

med

high

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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Tool/
Technology
Examples of
instructional/
pedagogical use
Word
Highlighting
Text & Images
Inserting
Comments
Tracking
Changes &
Versions
Using Auto Text
Inserting and
Using Graphics
Using Drawing
Tools
Using Project
Gallery
Creating
WebPages
Internet
Research
Culture
Investigations
City Searches
Scavenger
Hunts
Newspapers,
Radio,
Television
Synchronous
Chat Tool
Recorded, real
time, text-based
interacting,
discussing...
Threaded
Discussion
Tool
Recorded,
asynchronous
text-based
interacting,
communicating
iVisit
Recorded,
synchronous,
text, audio.

Basic
Familiarity

Instructional
Use

Pedagogical
Interest

T

none

heard
of

seen
demo

have
and
use

none

min.

avg.

high

none

low

med

high

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

and/or video
interacting
Online Course
Site or System
Specific
Software:
Tool PostTotals
Tool PreTotals
Tool Changes
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Technological
Function
Examples of
instructional/p
edagogical use
Uploading &
Downloading
Files to/from
E-mail
Image &
Documents
to/from
Internet
Items to/from a
server
Naming &
Saving
Ensuring PCMac
compatibility
Save As
options
Using proper
file extensions
Scanning
Images
Text - in
foreign
languages
Burning
Audio, Video,
Text CDs
DVDs
Zipping &
Unzipping
Compressing
files for easy
transfer
Function
Post-Totals
Function PreTotals
Function
Changes

Instructional
Use

Basic
Familiarity

Pedagogical
Interest

T

none

heard
of

seen
demo

have
and
use

none

min

avg

high

none

low

med

high

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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Basic
Familiarity
Tool and Function
Post-Totals
Tool and Function
Pre-Totals
Tool and Function
Changes

Instructional
Use

Pedagogical
Interest

Total
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APPENDIX N
Example of Data Category Tables
(Note: formatting has been changed to comply with dissertation requirements)

Table Nl. Sample Data Categorization
ST END DEVELOPMENT

End - Post (weeks
36-40)
Awareness

Data Sources: FQ 6; Final One-on-One Interview; Post Survey; Training and Support
Logs; Curricular Materials
POST (wk 40) FI:
I had to learn everything
pretty much from scratch terminology. I had no idea
what kinds of activities one
could do, besides email

That's the only thing I had
every really used in terms of
technology
And not in many creative
ways
So the first stage is, you
know, feeling comfortable
with the technology, and
then applying it and seeing
how we can apply it. I
think that's where we are
right now with what we
learned last year, we want
to feel more comfortable
with the applications and
with the implementation.
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Attitudes &
Beliefs

POST (wk36) PS2:
The word "enhanced" is
key here since to me this
kind of learning does not
replace the traditional
teaching and learning of
languages but rather
complements it and allows
it to occur in a variety of
ways that are often more
appealing to students. In

this kind of learning,
technology is used as a tool
but not as the main
medium.
Beneflts: more

individualized student
participation is required;
students who may have some
insecurities can have the
option of being anonymous
and work in a less threatening
environment; images can be
more easily manipulated;
there is an opportunity to use
multimedia simultaneously;
students can do more selfcorrecting; three is often a
way for documenting and
monitoring with electronic
sources students' progress
more efficiently; it provides
for variety; students learn or
enhance skills that they can
use in other classes or in the
work place; students enjoy it
and are often more willing to
do the work assigned.
Drawbacks: students don't or
may not get much oral
practice; although they
interact with others they
cannot see the person or read
any kind of body language
that is at times essential for
communicating; technology
oriented activities are very
time consuming in
preparation and
implementation; some
materials may be sacrificed to

POST (wk 40) FI:
I was always afraid of how
students are going to feel
about taking extra time to,
from their normal
conversation to use the
technologies
the third one was not
feeling quite confident with
my knowledge of some of
the tools
first of all that um in terms
of beliefs, I never really had
very negative about using
the technology or for it
substituting for me, my
presence, my role in the
classroom, or my
interaction with students. I
always saw it and this is the
key word that we've used as
an enhancement tool
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allow time for the technology

372
Stage

POST (wk 36) FQ6:
-5
-1 am at the end of
this stage (4) and
starting to move to
the next one (5). I
still need the
repetition and
more practice
using the tools in
the classroom (one

semester got me
started, but just like
with anything new
in teaching, it's not
enough to just try
something once) to
be able to feel fully
comfortable with
the use of
technology as a
normal part of my
classroom
activities.

Technology is still a
bit of a 'disruptive
entity' when I feel
like we are not
getting through all
of the material
perhaps because I'm
trying to use the
technology. But
then at the same
time I want to use it
more because I
have a sense that it
allows students to
engage more
thoroughly with
various aspects I'm
trying to teach
them, and the
activities are so
much more alive
and creative and,
well, perhaps that's
why there's more
engagement.

POST (wk 36) PS2:

I came to this experience with
an open mind about the
possibilities that technology
would allow for in the
classroom. I did have fears
about my abilities
imderstanding the tools,
creating activities and then
implementing them
comfortably in the classroom.
The experience, however,
has given a fairly good
degree of confidence and
has sparked my curiosity to
keep exploring such tools.

POST (wk 40) FI:
I've grown as a teacher as
well in that I'm not, I'm
flnding new ways of
presenting the materials.
I'm being forced to. I mean
the technology, it's forcing
me in a way to think of new
and creative ways to use the
materials I'm used to just to
just presenting in more
conventional ways. So it
has definitely been a
positive experience in that it
helped me become a more
versatile teacher
once you've learned certain
things, it's hard to
remember where you were,
or it's hard to accept that
you were that ignorant
I feel much, much more
confident now about using
the technologies. I was
very, very afraid of
technology. And part of it
was because they were time
consuming but part of it
was because I really didn't
have the patience to try to
learn things on my own, but
having had this setting, the
workshop setting, really has
made a big difference for
me. And I feel quite
comfortable now. I'm not at

the stage where I can say, oh
yes, I'm totally ok. I still
have to review some steps
and before going to classes,
and, looking over some
things and, you know, just
because I don't want to
make a mistake - those
fears are still there. But I
from where I was in the
beginning, I think I
deHnitely feel fairly
confident now.
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Expectations &
Outlook

POST (wk 36) PS2:
I do not conceive teaching
course again without the
technological tools I have
used
I cannot mention any other
technologies since I really
had no prior knowledge to
what is available. Everything
I have learned has been new
Perhaps having a class on
how to do efficient Internet
searches or how to go about
identifying language
specific sources would have
been helpful in helping
design activities. But this is

also something that just
requires one to plunge into
cyberspace and see what's
available out there.
This could be accomplished
by continuing to work with a
workshop mode where we
teach other and
demonstrate the different
uses we've made of the
technologies. For those who

feel more advanced, fiirther
exposure to new technologies
might be an option. This can
be attained by doing
workshops outside our
environment and by attending
conferences.

POST (wk 40) FI:
I think we will need to
continue it in the format that
we have now. If it's not once
a week, maybe meeting every
two weeks. If we don't do
this, I'm afraid that it will just
slowly, slowly start dying
out. We need to come to a
forum where we discuss
some of our issues, where
we share ideas, and where
we discuss where we want
to go with it. I think for the

next year, we won't be quite
ready to go beyond what we
have learned and have started
to integrate at this point. But
after that and with the
technologies changing, we
will need to do that.
Getting exposed out there.
Seeing what other people
are doing, you know. It's
time and it's resources.

Now with the grant we have
those things, but I'm not sure
that those resources are going
to be there in the coming
years. And we also have
other commitments, so one
other challenge for us is for
this kind of work to be seen
as professional development.
As significant professional
development because if we
are going to be committed to
it, the time investment. It has
to pay off for our
professional lives here
I think we're the vanguard
in many different respects

I would definitely feel very
positive about being out there
and saying, I know how to do
these things - that's
empowering
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and having a clear set of
goals of where we want to
be by a certain time and
what funds we have.
Continuing with the
workshops, and the
development, the
professional development
with the technology.
Outside, not only here. And
disseminating -1 think once
we're getting out there and
teaching others or talking
about what we have done, it
really forces us to learn the
technologies very well.
When you have to teach to
others, you learn things
well.
Desires

If I had a period of time set
aside for this kind of
professional development I
could perhaps design
activities for other courses.
But for now I plan to
reinforce what I've already
learned and to try to get
ideas from peers on what
other ways I can use the
tools.

POST (wk 40) FI:

Goals

POST (wk 36) PS2:

POST (wk 40) FI:

I would like to perfect my
knowledge of the tools I
already use and to feel more
comfortable with them. I

still plan to use the
technology only as an
enhancement tool. Perhaps
I'd like to use it more
outside of class and will
explore these possibilities this
coming semester.
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APPENDIX O
Case #1 Within-Case Study Profile (TD)
Within Case Study Analysis #1

Introduction
This first case of technology integration professional development is represented
by a forty-three year old French male who has been teaching French for the past eleven
years at the university level. This teacher-learner's academic/research area of expertise is
in French Philosophy, and his pre-service teacher education experience did not include
any specific instruction in language pedagogy. What follows is a narrative case profile
resulting fi"om a chronological and triangulated analysis of how and why this teacherlearner experienced the PD model in terms of his 1) participation in the technology
integration professional development model, including his overall experiences with
engaging in the various group events as well as his interactions with the trainer; 2)
relationship with/to technology, including his computer assisted language learning
(CALL)/technology enhanced language instruction (TELI) understanding and his
technology integration development; and 3) pedagogy. Additionally, a final concluding
summary is offered at the end of the profile.

Participation
Professional Development Experience
For TD, this technology integration professional development experience was
"very involved" and "a lot of work," (FI), and as can be seen fi-om the logs, compiled to
produce Figure 01 below, TD participated in a total of forty-eight PD events. This
included participation in 87% of the Workshops and in 90% of the Collegial
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Presentations, which, combined, make up 46% of his total PD participation.
Furthermore, the data show that even though he was unable to attend two of the
workshops, he relates, "I haven't accessed the help sheets" and "I just do not have the
time to come to the Open Labs" (GI). Looking back to his pre-PD state of mind,

Figure OJ

it appears that time was TD's "biggest concern" in that 1) "the knowledge of technology
represents a time investment that sometimes seems disproportionate," 2) "a huge time
investment" is not a "luxury" TD has, and 3) as he relates that he "shall be on sabbatical
next year," there is an urgency that he feels, "I must learn as much as possible during the
next two semesters, while you [the trainer] are here" (PQl).
Examining TD' s participation more closely reveals that this urgency may have
become greater over the course of the thirty-six weeks, as can be seem in Figure 02
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below in the increase in his participation in the later phases of the PD. However, this
level of participation could also indicate both where TD's concentration lay - here in the
implementation phase of the PD - as well as when he determined he needed to be
participating in PD events such as consultations and collegial presentations that could
serve to support him as he implemented his technology integration efforts - again in the
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Figure 02
implementation phase. Finally, TD's participation over the course of the PD as shown
here could, in part, be a product of the number of events that were available to him at the
different phases of the PD, as the later phases have consultations and collegial
presentations available for participation during the time when the teacher-learner chooses
how many technology integration implementations s/he will undertake.
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Whether TD felt that time was running out or not during the final phase of the PD,
what can be noted is that time was a factor in TD's experience throughout the
professional development. Reflecting on his experience, TD says that he found it "trying
at times" as well as "frustrating" (FI). His explanation for this is linked to how "time
consuming" he found the "learning process" to be (FI). And as is detailed elsewhere in
this profile, what TD is referring to here are the "time consuming steps" (GI) and the
technological "rules, procedures, and protocol" (PI) or "recipes" (FI) that were his focus
throughout his learning process. As an example of TD's experience, he specifically
mentions having to remember a certain downloading function associated with the
application PureVoice and what he saw as elements contributing to the time consuming
process of learning about technology in general:
You have to be organized. You have to be a learner, so you have to learn how to
take notes; you have to keep your notes in a clear and orderly fashion. You have
to know where they are. I mean that's stupid, but yes, then again it is yet another
avenue that we have to keep track of, that we have to keep organized, clear, so
that we can use them efficiently in the classroom. (FI)
TD's mentioning of this particular technological function and his description here are
significant in that examining the Consultation Logs (CL), the Workshop Logs (WL), and
the Implementation Logs (IL), add insight into his experience of how time consuming the
PD was for him. First of all, the CL show that of the 12 one-on-one consultations in
which TD participated, 25% dealt with downloading PureVoice files from e-mail and

Opening them. Additionally, his explanation above of what a "learner" has to do
essentially describes exactly what TD himself attempted to do on three different
occasions.
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At the first consultation regarding this function, the CL reveal that TD did not
have a printed copy of the help sheet that was provided to the teacher-learners at the
workshop of week fourteen of the PD (WL), but he was able to locate the electronic
version of the same help sheet on his computer. The CL note that TD preferred not to
print the sheet out then, and that he found trying to read and follow along in PureVoice
itself "fhistrating" - he chose instead to take notes as the trainer sat beside him pointing
at the screen and having him perform the functions in a step-by-step manner. Four weeks
later, the week twenty-seven CL show that when TD again needed assistance with this
function, the trainer attempted to show him how to access the help menus in both

PureVoice and Mulberry - the college's e-mail system - in order to show him another
method of obtaining the information and possible alternatives to downloading and
opening the files; however, according to the notes on the CL, TD felt this would be
"confusing" and felt he could "only handle one way" (CL). TD again chose to have the
trainer verbally walk him through the process as he took another set of notes. Then, the
next time TD needed help with this process in order to access and listen to his students
recordings, the CL show that he and the trainer switched places, and the trainer physically
undertook the mechanical functions as TD watched and made a new set of hand written
notes. Overall, while TD notes above what a learner needs to do, and the CL do show
him doing these things, they show that he did them repeatedly, attempting to leam the
same technological functions, which most likely contributed to his sense of this process
in which he engaged being "trying," "frustrating," and "time consuming" (FI).
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Staying with this example TD mentioned in describing his resulting feelings
toward the PD, there is evidence that his in-class implementation experiences not only
influenced these feelings but were also similarly affected by his technology-focused
learning process and the beliefs he brought with him to this technology integration
professional development. TD's comment above that the time consuming learning
process entails keeping notes "organized [and] clear, so that we can use them efficiently
in the classroom" (FI), describes something he himself had trouble doing with the
specific tool to which he is referring. The hnplementation Logs indicate that on the two
times that TD made use of PureVoice in an in-class situation - week 23 and week 30 - he
did not have such notes for himself or his students. The Consultation Logs from week 18
indicate that in planning for the use of this tool, TD did not initially want to spend class
time doing the associated activities as he felt students could simply follow his directions
and the help sheet the trainer had made for teacher-learners to provide their students.
These CL note that the trainer advised TD of the importance of supporting the successful
technological and pedagogical implementation of any technology enhanced language
learning activity by taking time to model it and allow students to practice. The CL also
notes the trainer suggesting to TD that students will value an activity if they see that their
teacher values it as well by integrating into the daily course schedule.
TD scheduled two in-class events for the two implementation efforts — 1)

Recorded Pair Dialogues, and 2) Recorded Oral Readings. On both in-class
implementation occasions, the IL show TD begins to orally and visually through the use
of projection of PureVoice on the teacher's computer guide the students through how to
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use the associated tool in general, not in relation to their undertaking the language
activities. The IL reveal that on both occasions the trainer suggests that having the
students actually undertake the activities would help them understand how the process
works. The IL also note that during the first implementation, while the students were
recording their dialogues, the trainer showed TD how to access and print out the
corresponding help sheets, which were then given to the students. Nine weeks later
during the second in-class implementation of the next activity, the IL reveal TD
announcing that for the first twenty minutes of class the students would record
themselves reading a passage using PureVoice and send it to him. Without handouts or
instructor guidance for the whole class, students individually required help performing
this activity, which ended up taking up the whole class period (IL).
In-class implementation experiences such as these can be linked to TD's sense
that "I think some of [my students] were doubtful as to the real benefits of using the
mobile lab in the classroom" as he says that while he tried to "make sure the students did
not feel that I was wasting their time," he felt that he had not "mastered" the technologies
enough to ensure this, and, therefore, describes himself as "cautiously" integrating
technology (FI). This sense of doubt on his students' part was not obtained fi*om any
measurement of such on TD's part, but it does correspond to the above portrayal of TD's
experiences, and it reflect TD's own view of "wasting a great deal of time distributing,
giving these iBooks, making sure they are back, then the headsets" (PI). Of note here is
the extent to which the Implementation Logs reveal that in all but one of TD's six in-class
implementation events, both the trainer and a student aid were present to set up the
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mobile lab, distribute and then collect the iBooks and headsets, as well as put the lab
away in the ten minutes before and after the actual class period - meaning, this particular
aspect of integrating technology in this situation did not "waste" any actual instructional
time as TD claims it did. What seems more likely to be driving TD's view of technology
integration and thereby affecting his PD experience is the "difficult time" TD claimed he
had in "understanding what these new technologies could do that I have not done in
class," which he acknowledges is "probably the greatest influence on how I can use them
or the kind of credibility I give them" (FI).
TD does, however, see a "positive side" to the entire PD experience in that
technology integration is "something new" and he "like[s] to learn new things, so it was
exciting" for him (FI). In his post-PD comments, he also mentions that he believes that
he has learned "something that I will be able to use for myself (FI), which relates back
to remarks back in week twenty-five of the PD that he thinks he is "learning skills that
are important nowadays" and that "from a personal point of view, I am happy to be able
to write down on my CV or Resume, 'I know how to do these things' -1 think it's
important" (PI). And in reference to the language teaching department, he notes, "maybe
the new technologies are giving us a new sense of purpose" as he sees the PD as "resparking. . .and re-kindling our interest" and offering "a new approach to deal with our
students" (FI). However, as positive as this sounds, TD is speaking merely to how he
views the "new technologies" themselves promoting the department and "mak[ing] a
difference" not in terms of enhancing language learning, but in terms of "enticing"
students to enroll in language courses. For the data show that by the end of the PD, TD's
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experience, as detailed above, has left him feeling "frustrat[ed]" because any "promises"
technology integration may hold were not seen as there was no "time to explore
thoroughly what we could do with the technologies [that] might actually change
completely the way we teach in the classroom" (FI).
Returning full circle to TD's original premonition of how big of an issue time
would be in his professional development experience, it appears that TD has not
developed beyond his pre-PD "reservations" about the alleged advantages of integrating
technology in the language curriculum (PQl) nor his view that
.. .using technology in the classroom is nothing more than a mirage: We are
selling to prospective students / clients the idea that we are in touch with the
modem world. (PQl)
And while TD does express a forward-looking view that if only "more time" was
available to "devote to the integration of the new technologies" (PQ2), "so we could truly
involve ourselves fully in the learning process" (FI), in order "for us to not feel.. .that we
are giving to Paul what we are taking away from Jack" (FI), there is a rather ominous
note in his choice of comparison of the whole group's technology integration
development to "the Titanic: it's just the emerged part of the iceberg" (FI).

Relationship with the Trainer
Analyzing TD's relationship with the trainer illustrates both the manner in which
and the extent to which he experienced the PD. Among his final comments, TD states
that having a trainer who has a second/foreign language teaching and learning
background herself, and who has integrated technology into her own language
instruction, "made all the difference in the world" (FI) to his experience in the PD at
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hand. TD compares the PD trainer - whom he "think[s]" is "an ESL teacher" - to the
general technology trainer he and two colleagues had recently experienced, who left them
"wondering.. .how would we relate that to our concerns?" (FI). Viewing the PD trainer's
role in helping him make these relations as "extremely important," TD explains,
It's already confusing enough as it is, and we need to be shown these direct, you
know, applications, thank you, that the new technologies can have on what we do
in the classroom. You saved us basically time, and not that we would not have
been able, after years of brainstorming, you know, and soul searching to come up
with some applications, but it's such a short cut. (FI)
This quote not only shows that TD valued the trainer's ability to save him the time of
brainstorming ideas for applications, but it also illustrates how TD views the process of
technology integration, and how this affected and is, in turn affected by, the extent to
which he made use of and interacted with the trainer. For example, as TD sees the trainer
as the source for examples of direct applications of technology in the language
curriculum, there is sense here that TD equates applying or integrating technology with
choosing from a bank or set of established activities that can be inserted into one's
instruction. To a certain extent, this is the view TD entered the PD with as he lists such
examples as "exercises from which students can pick and choose according to their

respective levels [and] easy access to vocabulary and grammar explanations" (PQl) as
comprising technology enhanced or computer assisted language learning. However, as
the Workshop Logs show, the current PD did not promote such a specific activity or
application based approach to technology integration. Instead, the WL show that 56% of
the workshop sessions involved brainstorming among the teachers and the trainer that
included 1) reflecting on how the teacher-learners address the eight language learning
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conditions and how a certain tool might enhance their doing so; 2) examining one's own
language learning goals in order to generate ways various technologies can help in
meeting them; and 3) identifying language learning problems one's students encounter
and thinking about how technology can aid in addressing them. The WL records also
indicate that TD attended 78% of these workshops.
The WL do show that the trainer was the one who compiled the brainstormed
ideas of the group and posted them either via the tool being worked with at the time or
via e-mail. Given this, TD's view of the trainer as the source of a needed "shortcut" in
the form of application ideas reveals his valuing of it over the underlying process of
looking at one's own pedagogy as the source for how and why to integrate technology.
To be sure as the former is much less time consuming than the latter, TD sees this
shortcut of being given application ideas as "indispensable" for people such as himself
and the other teachers with "other things to do" (FI). Further evidence that TD is looking
for "applications" that are level-, course-, and/or student-proof can be found in his
comments in reference to a Collegial Presentation by one of his colleagues who presented
her technology integration effort that made use of the hitemet in combination with

WebCT's Discussion Tool. TD says that what this colleague "does with the Internet" was
"one of the things I wrote in my questionnaire recommendations that I'd like to.. .find out
[about] - how I can use more of the Internet, especially in our content classes" (FI). The
Presentation Logs show that this colleague, who was on sabbatical during the workshop
phase of this PD, repeatedly mentions in her presentation (at which TD was present) that
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the trainer gave her the activity idea for using the Internet. Of note is TD's focus on
using a tool in a specific manner that can be applied to any course.
TD' s lack of awareness or appreciation of the underlying integration process and
his focus on "short cuts" to "applications" could also be related to how he did and did not
interact/engage with the trainer in one-on-one mentoring and coaching sessions. TD ends
the PD feeling "truly concerned" about what will happen when the training is "not with
us anymore" (FI). He contemplates,
Are we basically going to keep learning what we are comfortable with- for me,
Chat, PureVoice, the threaded conversation tool, or is it going to come to a stand
still, to a stop. When we are going to be teaching another class and we're going
to be facing the first question, now, how do I go about putting 202 on the
organizer page? You know. (FI)
Of note here is TD' s focus on the technological tools and functions, as well as the manner
and the extent to which he can be seen to be reliant on the trainer, whose position he still
feels is "crucial" (PQ2). Examining the
Consultation Logs reveals that TD's
interactions with the trainer were
predominately technological in focus
and, due to the way these interactions
play~d
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As can be seen in Figure 03,

Figure 03
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TD spent 26% of his total participation time in one-on-one consultations with the trainer,
in relation to the 28% of time he chose to invest in his in- and out-of-class
implementation efforts. While these consultations with the trainer may have helped him
with these pedagogical undertakings, he seems to have relied more on the group-oriented
aspects of the PD, indicated by his 46% of time devoted to such.
Furthermore, according to the Consultation Logs and shown in Table 01below,
TD chose or was only able to participate in the Pre-Semester

During-Semes ter
ConsultatioiIS
Event
(wks 22-36^
23 24 25 26 30 31 32 33
Week
P
P
Type
none
P
P
T T
T
T
T T T T T T
M = Make Up/Review: A1 (Technologica ; Pedagogical; and Reflective)
P = Pedagogical/Curriculuim Developmen t
Legend
T = Technological/Mechanical
R = Reflective/Evaluative
Open
Labs
(wks 5-16)

Pre-Semester
Consultations
(wks 16-21)
17 18 19 20

Table 01
Consultations (making up 33% of his total one-on-one experiences) and During-Semester
Consultations (making up 67% of his one-on-one experiences); he was unable or chose
not to participate in any of the Open Lab one-on-one opportunities during the workshop
phase of the PD, even though the Workshop Logs show he missed two workshop sessions
(weeks 3 and 12).
Breaking down this One-on-One Consultation participation as shown in Figure
04 below, uncovers that 66% of TD's consultations with the trainer were of a purely
technological/mechanical type, with an additional 17% including some type of
technological work or interaction. Another 17% of these interactions were of a totally
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pedagogical/curriculum development nature. Of note in addition to TD's predominate
concentration on the technological/mechanical side of the technology integration process
during these consultations, is the lack of any interaction between TD and the trainer of a
reflective or evaluative form.

Pedagogical, Technological,
& Reflective
0%
Pedagogical & Technological

17%
Make Up/Review: ALL
0%
0%

Pedagogical/Curriculum
Development

17%

Figure 04
As the Consultation Logs show, and as was a standard aspect of the design of
these consultations, the trainer attempted to engage TD in such reflective/evaluative
interaction on seven of the eight During-Semester Consultations by inquiring as to how
he felt various implementation efforts had specifically helped him and/or his students
pedagogically. However, as the CL also show, at each consultation, TD had a particular
agenda he wanted to cover, and his responses to any reflective query, before moving on
to or getting back to such an agenda, amounted to his claim that he could not tell how
things went or that he would know at the end of the semester when the students take their
final exam. Additionally, the CL show that while TD had originally scheduled hour-long
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During-Semester Consultations, only two of the eight meetings actually lasted a full hour
as he had stated his lack of time with the other six occasions, which averaged twentythree minutes.
The extent to which TD's one-on-one interactions with the trainer focused mainly
on technical/mechanical issues correspond to his feelings over the course of the PD of
needing to "master these new technologies" (FI) in order to combat feelings of being a
"slave" to them (PI). TD saw the trainer's role to be a mainly technological one as he
noted at the outset of the implementation phase that "given the way [he] was feeling
about the new technologies," what the trainer had been able to teach him was "very
impressive" (PI), for although he "understands" the trainer is not "here to teach us
computer science," he believes this is "what we would require to fully understand" (PI).
Again as Table 01 above shows, TD did not begin making use of consultation
opportunities until the planning phase of the PD, when at the first meeting, according to
the Consultation Logs, TD presented the trainer with his idea to use the PureVoice tool so
that he would be able to hear and correct all of his students' language (as opposed to only
being able to hear and correct those who spoke in class), and to use some tool to
automatically correct students' answers to grammar exercises in the course textbook - an
application he mentioned in his Pre-Survey as he saw constituting CALL. The CL
indicate the trainer inquired about the types of interaction and the language features
therein that were part of the course in an attempt to engage TD in examining his
curriculum for ways a technology like the asynchronous oral computer mediated
communication tool PureVoice could enhance and get the students interacting with each
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other. TD responded by saying in addition to having students recite readings and poems,
he could have them work in pairs to recite the opening dialogue of each chapter in their
text. Additionally, after detailing two tools, which would be able to do the grammar
correction job that TD wanted as a time saving device, that were available to this group
of teachers, but which were not covered in the previous semesters workshop, the CL note
that the trainer suggested using the Discussion or Chat Tools for group, interactive
grammar work. The logs indicate TD did not feel this would help him save time.
The second Pre-Semester pedagogically oriented consultation provides further
evidence of TD focusing on technology as he again presents his desire for using an
Internet movie site that contains a series of short original movie clips. The CL show that
the trainer initially attempted to explain the reasoning behind the workshops not covering
streaming video due to network capabilities on campus and then attempted engaging TD
in an examination of how and why he would use such movies to meet a certain goal or
solve a certain pedagogical problem. TD responded that his main goal was to capture
students' attention and make their writing assignments more interesting. The logs relate
that the trainer suggested using the Chat Tool as well to get students using the type and
the content of language associated with the movies and with the writing assigimients. A
discussion ensued about the benefits to students and TD of such records of their language
ability in use when used to aid their writing of their essays and for self-reflection and
evaluation. The CL also note that the trainer stressed how such a technological
implementation effort would not be dependent on the streaming video, which may not
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function on the college's network, but would still work to enhance the students'
engagement with and attention to the course content.
The two technologically-oriented days during the Pre-Semester Consultations
were spent putting up TD's syllabus to his WebCT course site as well as reviewing and
undertaking the making of URL links, Single Pages of downloadable reference
documents, and Organizer Pages that essentially structure the content in a site. None of
these technological undertakings were part of a pedagogical implementation effort per se;
however, in the end they were undertakings that TD felt allowed his course to be
"presented in a more cogent fashion" (FI). Similar to the consultative interactions
detailed above in the Professional Development Experience section, TD did not have any
of the help sheets that the Workshop Logs show were part of the corresponding
workshops that involved these tools. On both of these Pre-Semester Consultation
sessions, the CL note that the trainer showed TD how to access and download these
sheets from the TELI site by guiding his mouse movements out of his course site and into
the TELI site and pointing at places on the screen to click - this same process was done
both days with TD talking notes as the trainer verbally walked him through the almost
identical processes. TD created a folder on his hard disk for this help sheets but chose
not to print them out. Either this way of interacting or that of TD and the trainer
switching places and the trainer mechanically and verbally going through various steps
(as detailed in the above section) became the norm for the technological-oriented
consultations over the course of the implementation phase of the PD. The CL show that
the trainer switching places with TD four times out of the eight one-on-one During-
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Semester Consultations. The logs also reveal that the same technical functions were
repeatedly reviewed (e.g., Links/Pages twice, PureVoice three times. Chat Tool twice,

Discussion Tool twice) and that during one occasion, the trainer had copied, converted,
saved, uploaded, made a page, and linked two of the movie clips TD wanted to use (and
which had failed to run as predicted on the campus' network) in class for him, and spent
one of the consultations (week 26) showing him how to access it in class.
It should also be noted that on two occasions the consultations included the
construction of two activities that made use of the Discussion Tool, which TD said he
wanted to make use. After reviewing what the workshops on this tool had covered, TD
came up with both activity ideas - one that re-worked a non-technology activity that TD
did not think students were doing {Interactive Literary Analysis Preparation), and
another to enable students to use each other as resources as opposed to relying on solely
on TD {Threaded Post-Essay FAQs). Further solidifying TD's view of what the trainer
had to offer him, TD used his consultations with the trainer mainly to secure help for him
technologically to create these exercises and minimally to request pedagogical or
curricular assistance. The data not only show that TD felt this type of help was sufficient,
but there is an indication of what is being offered is seen as burdensome or
overwhelming:
I think we are getting as much support as we possibly can. And even if we were
to get more support, I don't think I could take it. I mean, I have other things to
do, and so it's fine (PI)
Overall, TD got the technological assistance he felt he needed from his interactions with
the trainer to undertake the pedagogical implementations he chose without much help
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from the trainer. The manner in which these interactions developed, with the trainer
focusing on providing step-by-step technological instructions orally or manually,
engendered a certain amount of dependence in TD.

Technology
CALL/TELI Understanding
TD ends his technology integration professional development experience stating,
I am, at this point, unable to conceptualize a general approach to TELL! I know,
or think I know, about some very compartmentalized aspects of TELL. I see how
tools can enhance a particular skill, but not much beyond that. (PQ2)
At fist blush, it appears this particular situative, pedagogically oriented approach to
technology integration professional development did not affect the desired
comprehensively practical view of CALL/TELI with which this teacher-learner could
work on and sustain his own integration efforts. However, a closer examination reveals
that his compartmentalized view essentially mirrors the very view of CALL/TELI that
TD brought with him to the PD, how he experienced and participated in the PD, and how
he chose to implement his technology integration efforts. What becomes clear is that
TD's participation and experiences in the various phases of the PD did not alter any of his
originally stated beliefs and attitudes about CALL/TELI, which can be seen to essentially
direct and limit his participation and implementation efforts and ultimately manifest in an
entrenched "ambivalence" (FT).
When TD began this professional development, he conceived of technology
enhanced language instruction or computer assisted language learning to include the
following attributes:
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•
•
•
•
•

Students can pick and choose according to their respective levels
Provides a French or Francophone setting with authentic materials (CD ROM)
Easy access to vocabulary and grammar explanations
A way for me to make sure that a given assignment has been done
Links to pertinent Web sites (PQl)

To a certain extent, this list of computer-based technological features exemplifies TD's
pre-PD view of CALL/TELI as something that is inherent in a given technological
product and not necessarily the process of pedagogical integration. In this list, there
exists a slight sense of human interaction - that being what the student or teacher can
obtain from what a given technology offers; mainly human-to-computer interaction.
TD's CALL/TELI conceptualization was, in part, informed by his examination of the
website that goes along with the textbook used in first year French, which he found useful
in that "all the information [the students] need is there, a click away" (PQl). TD also
mentions that he had his students use the writing assistant software. System D, at a
previous school. Additionally, he repeatedly refers to "virtual" CD-ROMs that he finds
"very attractive," "promising," and "fascinating" (PQl). He says that he has seen a
demonstration of the CD-ROM "A la Recontre de Philippe" and that he likes the story
creation idea as "it empowers students with the ability to actually 'do' something with the
target language" (PQl). He has also been told of a "virtual Paris" CD-ROM that allows
students to "walk[ ] in the streets of a virtual Paris and interact [ ] with people" (PQl).
Taken together, TD's original conception of CALL/TELI focused on certain
technologies' capabilities for making the "target language" and the "culture where the
target language is spoken" more "accessible to students" (PQl). Of note here is the
extent to which this implies a compartmentalized use of such technology which TD notes
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"needs [ ] only an apparatus to be shown in class or a lab for students to access it
themselves" (PQl).
While this self-accessed CD-ROM-oriented view of CALL/TELI is certainly not
uncommon among language teachers, it is not one embraced by the present technology
integration professional development. As the Workshop Logs show, the current PD
focused on the instructional and curricular integration of flexible, generative technologies
- in terms of both hardware (the mobile laptop lab) and software (PureVoice,

PowerPoint, WebCT Chat, etc.) - with which teachers and students could create and
engage in culturally rich communicative and interactive tasks and activities. Such a focus
assumed a far greater degree of teacher involvement and commitment than the mere
"access to the types of CDs that allow students to wander the streets of Paris and interact
with native speakers" (PQl), which was the only suggestion TD gave in answer to the
Pre-Questionnaire item eliciting each teacher-learner participant's opinion as to how the
corresponding technology integration professional development should proceed.
To the extent that this teacher-learner's conception of CALL/TELI valued the
self-accessed CD-ROM technologies he had seen or heard about, merely having access to
them may very well be all that one would need in the way of corresponding professional
development. TD's suggested singular need of mere access could indicate his own selfdirected learning style. However, other pre-PD statements such as having "reservations
about.. .the time commitment it would seem to take to use it all" (PQl) indicate that as
opposed to being a self-directed learner, TD's learning was to be influenced more by the
"huge time investment" involved in such learning not being an available "luxury" for him
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(PQl). Additionally, as TD notes, "I still have to get through my lessons and students
still have their other time commitments" (PQl), his view of CALL/TELI is one in which
technology is integrated - or not integrated but rather compartmentalized - in a way that
does not affect his established flow of his in-class instruction nor his students' out-ofclass schedules.
Over the course of the professional development, TD continued to mention how
time consuming the experience was; however, he was able to participate in 87% of the
workshops (WL) and makes use of four before unfamiliar applications as well as e-mail
in a total of fourteen technology integration implementation events (IL). The Workshop
Logs (WL) also show that these sessions which TD attended experientially modeled
interactive uses of the mobile laptop lab itself in both an in-class and an out-of-class or
lab setting, as well as interactive and communicative uses of a number of software
applications. Looking at the two workshop sessions that focused on pedagogical uses of
the software PureVoice in combination with e-mail, two of the five technologies TD
employed which constituted 43% of all of his technology integration implementation
events, the WL show that the PD used these two technologies plus Microsoft Word to
model and teach the teacher-learner participants about PureVoice's pedagogical and
technological capabilities. The WL detail how the teacher-learners used the technologies
to access and listen to recorded information about PureVoice and then engaged in
interactive discussion and collaborative learning by using the technology itself among
each other, hi these two workshops and the homework that accompanied each, the
teacher-learners experienced a variety of instructional uses of PureVoice in the form of
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individual student-centered learning; follow-up pair and whole class learning; in-class
and out-of-class learning; focusing on listening as well as speaking; including reading,
pictures and writing components; and promoting opinion-oriented, dialogic interaction
among learners.
The Implementation Logs reveal that the two PwreFo/ce-related implementation
efforts that TD subsequently created and had his students undertake three times each over
the course of the semester consisted of 1) Recorded Oral Readings and 2) Recorded Pair

Dialogues. He describes these respectively as 1) "Students record themselves reading
selections which highlight certain vocabulary and pronunciation difficulties and send
them to me for correction" and 2) "Students work in pairs to record a dialogue which they
complete from a partially completed piece in our textbook - they also send these to me,
and I provide corrections" (IL). As for the goals and objectives of these activities, TD
lists
•
•
•
•
•

Practice oral skills
Focus on specific pronunciation skills
Get individualized correction help and further individualized work on exactly
those items the student is having difficulty with
Expose students to more French outside of the classroom
Track students' ability over the semester (IL)

While in and of themselves, there is nothing pedagogically wrong with these efforts, they
do not necessarily represent the kind of opinion-based dialogic interactions between
students that were part of the PD workshops. Instead these are discrete,
compartmentalized, skill-based and drill-oriented activities that mirror the type of
language practice TD believed students need and that he originally valued technology
being able to provide. To a certain extent, it appears that TD is forcing the technologies
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available to him to work inline with both his pedagogical beliefs and his ingrained view
of CALL/TELL It is, therefore, not surprising that TD ends his PD experience knowing
"about some very compartmentalized aspects of TELL" and being able to see "how tools
can enhance a particular skill, but not much beyond that" (PQ2).
Examining data obtained in week 25 of the technology integration professional
development, which is four weeks into the implementation phase, the extent to which
TD's pedagogical beliefs and technological values influenced his development can be
seen. Li claiming that he does not "know what the specificity of the mobile lab is" and
saying that technology is "still something that is added to what I could do, what I would
do if we didn't have that mobile" (PI), TD's original view of CALL/TELI being equated
with technology itself - initially as it manifested for him in the form of CD-ROMs and
websites - is being transferred here onto what the mobile lab does or does not have to
offer. TD does admit, "Maybe I'm looking for the wrong thing - maybe I'm looking for
something that the mobile lab would do that I could not do, and I don't find that, I cannot
find that anywhere" (PI); however, he is unable to see beyond the failings of the
technology itself, as opposed to the pedagogical uses to which the technology is put, to
"make a difference in the way we teach" (PI). Twenty-five weeks into the PD and this
teacher-learner is still clinging to how "impressed" he will be "when the new
technologies allow us to have our students walk in the streets of Paris, you know, in
virtual reahty and they can interact with natives" (PI). In the absence of having been
provided access to these very technologies that inherently possess these qualities, TD
used the technologies to which he did have access, not to create a semblance of such a
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virtual reality because these technologies in and of themselves do not offer it, but to make
use of what he sees them offering his particular pedagogical beliefs.
hi the follow Pair Interview excerpt, it becomes clear that TD's view of
CALL/TELI revolves around a traditional, stationary lab with "terminals...on a desk,
where students would just come, sit down, turn it on and that would be it," and while he
acknowledges "that people were criticizing the idea of a lab because they had in mind
this idea of a lab where people basically repeat syllables," he believes such language
practice is needed, and he wanted to use technology to assist this type of learning:
[Tjhere are things people have to leam. Yes, it may not be 'proficiency,' but no,
we don't have to make sense every time we do something to leam a foreign
language.. .1 have, we all experience that when we ask our students to read a text
at the third or fourth year level - it is sometimes, and more often than not,
excruciatingly painful. They are unable to read. And I really have to, and I am
used to American, to the American accent, but I really have to make an effort to
understand what it is they are reading. And even if we could use the lab in that
way - that's what I'm trying to do with these readings - but then again, that's not
what they should be doing. They should be working on these diphthongs or all of
these other difficulties they encounter when they have to pronounce or read
French (PI)
In terms of making use of or integrating technology into language instruction and
learning, TD believes that "the best thing that can happen to us" (PI) will come through
CALL/TELI "situations" (PQ2) in which students "don't need us anymore" (PI). With
this belief, despite this PD attempting to teach the variety of pedagogical opportunities
that exist through the curricular integration of technologies like PureVoice and the mobile
laptop lab, TD focused on the mechanical record-respond, or speak-correct, functionality,
which he saw PureVoice the technology offered him, to do what he says "I don't have
time to do" (PI). Such use oiPureVoice also served as a replacement for what he felt
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they should really be doing, even more discrete pronunciation work, as he says above.
The extent to which he also limited the pedagogical capabilities of the mobile lab that he
considered a "second best choice" (PI) to correspond to what he valued in traditional,
stationary language labs - a place for students to go and to access - it is not surprising his
final view of "TELL" is "compartmentalized" (PQ2), for it appears that his own
implementation efforts were compartmental.

Technology Integration Development
TD ended the technology integration professional development ambivalently. On
the Post-Questionnaire, he concludes, "I now know enough to know that I don't know
enough" (PQ2). Such a feeling is in keeping with the above portrayal of the extent to
which his original view of CALL/TELI was in many ways at odds with the view being
promoted in this PD, essentially highlighting that which he did not know. However, he
also notes that after hearing presentations by his colleagues on their technology
integration efforts, he realizes how much he has learned (FI). He compares his sense of
development to that of his first year French students who, after a year of language
instruction, tend to focus on how much they are still struggling with the language as
opposed to realizing how much they have progressed: speaking it seems for the entire
group of teacher-learners, TD states that "even though we are still struggling, even
though we are not always, you know, feeling positive about what we can do with the new
technologies, I think that we have come a long way" (FI). And although he is "truly
concerned" about what will happen once the trainer is gone and this professional
development ends, he also has come to understand and accept that this is an ongoing
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"learning process" (FI) that can continue, he suggests, by the group "meeting on a regular
basis and inform[ing] each other about our technology uses" (PQ2). However, TD also
ends this phase of his technology integration professional development with a belief of
how "crucial" the position of a trainer continues to be:

. .without a consultant, I fear that

this past 2 years involvement will simply wane" (PQ2).
TD began this professional development experience stating that he was "not at all
comfortable with technology" and that he "definitely lacked confidence using computers"
(PQl). He claimed he was neither avoiding technology nor was he "afi"aid of learning,"
but that "the knowledge of technology represents a time investment that sometimes seems
disproportionate" (PQl). Even though the questions from which these responses come
attempted to elicit information that tied technology comfort, awareness, confidence, and
use to language teaching and learning, TD's comments focus on his technology comfort
level and computer use in general terms and not necessarily in relation to his teaching
practice. Granted this could very well be a matter of how one interprets what is written leaving out specific reference to language teaching and learning could simply be due to
believing it would be assumed. However, to the extent that this appears to be part of a
pattern of focusing more on learning how to use technology in general as opposed to
learning how to use technology in the service of language teaching and learning, these
pre-PD statements signal the beginning of just such a pattern over the course of the PD.
For example, this focus can be seen at week five of the workshop phase of the
professional development as TD relates that he is "beginning to leam[ ] some of the
basics of using the computers and both of the computer programs" and that he finds it
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fmstrating to have to leam such "basics" with each new program (FQl). As can be seen
in the following details of the workshops up to that point, the workshops were not strictly
focusing on the mechanics of using the technologies per se. However, the extent to
which mechanical and functional properties and procedures were present in the
workshops in combination with his own predisposition to focus on such could relate to
why this teacher-learner seems to be concentrating on these attributes of the PD.
The Workshop Logs (WL) show that at this point in the PD, the workshops had
made use of the WebCT synchronous Chat Tool and PowerPoint during two workshop
sessions each, and that while the workshops did indeed have the teacher-learners working
to understand the mechanics or the functional features needed to use these tools in
general, they attempted to do so in a way that had the teacher-learners experientially
learning about how and why to integrate the tools into the language curriculum by
actually having the teacher-learners use the technologies in the role of learners
themselves engaged in technology integration learning tasks. The logs also detail how
the teacher-learners made use of the tools to create their own language learning tasks,
exercises, activities, or lessons which did indeed entail following written help sheets
and/or following the trainers visual projection and vocal guidance. The WL also show
that TD missed the first workshop on the Chat Tool in which the teacher-learners chatted
electronically in pairs about how they address the eight language learning conditions and
how this tool might help them do so. The logs show that in the second C/zaf-oriented
workshop, the teacher-learners were participating both as learners and teachers and
engaging in exercises that had them undertaking a variety of step-by-step procedures for
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downloading, unzipping, and managing files. The WL also show that both of the

PowerPoint related workshops engaged the teacher-learners in copying and pasting
information, opening and closing multiple applications, following guidelines for
producing a slide show of their learning, using various feedback and evaluation features,
uploading, and downloading files within e-mail. The logs note that there was also whole
group and pair discussion, that all technological engagement was of a pedagogical nature,
and that the teacher-learners participated as both learners and teachers in all sessions.
While it is clear that the technical, mechanical, or functional side of the learning
process during the PD workshops played a major role, it was meant to play a major
supporting role as it worked to serve the teacher-learners own learning and their teaching.
However, as TD's comments make clear, he gave the technology the lead role in his
learning process, which inevitably led to fhistration on his part with this technology
learning process. Further evidence of this can be seen after week ten of the PD when TD
writes, "Since I walked out of that one workshop, I have to strongly state how my
fi-ustration level is still firmly intact" (FQ2). The WL show that TD did indeed miss the
first twenty-five minutes of the tenth workshop on using the WebCT Assignments Tool,
which essentially allows for the electronic uploading and posting of an assignment in any
file form by the teacher, to then be downloaded, worked on, and submitted (uploaded) by
the student for electronic feedback and grading. The logs show that the teacher-learners
had accessed this tool in a student role in a previous workshop in which they downloaded
and uploaded an interactive PowerPoint project. The first twenty-five minutes of the
workshop, which TD missed, consisted of reviewing that experience and discussing in
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small groups and then as a whole group what other types of language learning
assignments might benefit from use of this tool and how and why students and teachers
would be affected. Having missed all of this, TD comments that his frustration came
from "trying to read all that new jargon and those steps on my own," which he did to try
to "catch up" (FQ2). Here, TD is referring to a help sheet the teacher-learners were
provided that contained the step-by-step review of their previous Assignments Tool
experience in a student role - it was not used in its step-by-step format during the review
which was projected visually for the teacher-learners as the trainer recalled how it had
worked with the interactive PowerPoint project; it was meant for teacher-learners to take
with them for use as needed when working on their own.
This experience led to TD to voice his continued frustration "with technology"
two weeks later in the Group Literview, as he says that "it seems like to make one thing
you want work the way you want, you have to go through these time consuming steps"
(GI). TD feels he has a "lack of proficiency in learning these steps" (GI). However, by
the end of the workshop phase, TD rates himself at a Stage 3: Understanding and

application of the process (i.e., as the description reads, "the process of integrating
technology and using technology for instructional purposes") - up from his pre-PD selfrating of Stage 1: Awareness. At his point in his development, TD says, "I cannot move
myself to stage 4 because of that word 'comfortable"' (FQ3). And while the description
of the "comfortable" in Stage 4 refers specifically to "starting to feel comfortable using
the computer in curricular endeavors" (Formative Questionnaire), TD says, "I doubt if I'll
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ever feel comfortable using computers" (FQ3), again seemingly focusing on technology
use in general, separate from pedagogical application.
Five weeks later, he did find that while still at Stage 3, he was advancing to what
he describes as an "intermediate to advanced" level of "understanding the process" once
he began focusing on a single course (FQ4) - i.e., once he chose the course into which he
was to begin his technology integration efforts, which he did during the planning phase of
the PD, weeks 16-21. There is then a hint that perhaps he is beginning to view his
learning in more of an integrated - technology and pedagogy - manner, five weeks into
the implementation phase. He goes on to relate, however, that while he has now further
advanced to a stage "between Stage 3 and Stage 4" (PI), and is "gaining a sense of
confidence in using the computers," he says this confidence is "a tiny bit artificial" due to
the extent that he still relies on the trainer for help, and that it is "a bit false in the sense I
don't know why I am doing what I am doing" (PI). During this Pair Interview it becomes
clear that this sense of not knowing is in reference to technology as mechanical tool and
not to technology integrated into the pedagogical process; TD relates that he does not like
the feeling that "if there is one little hitch [with the technology], it's over" and that
without the trainer being present "if there is one tiny thing, the whole beautifiil building
falls apart" (PI).
These feelings can be linked to the technological problem TD experienced in his
third implementation event in which he attempted to access and show a streaming video
clip of a movie short. As the Consultation Logs of the same week show, TD recounted
his attempt to show the streaming video during a class period on the one day of the week
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that the trainer was scheduled throughout the semester to not be on campus. The
previous CL from week eighteen of the PD - during the planning phase - indicate that
TD had talked about finding a website that contained movie shorts that he could relate to
the genres of writing his class would be dealing with and which he felt would be
"motivationally appealing" for the students. These CL show that the trainer and TD
discussed the limits of the college's bandwidth and how streaming video would be
problematic, and the trainer suggested TD hold-off on this idea until more support from
the college's computing team could be obtained. The CL show that then the trainer
worked with TD to create an activity that would engage the students in the use of the
synchronous Chat Tool using the topics of the writing genres and the related movies, in
which the students would employ relevant vocabulary and grammar related to that unit of
instruction. TD's choice to make use of the video on a day that the trainer would not be
present was not discussed.

While the use of these video clips for instructional purposes

and TD's experience with such is detailed elsewhere in this profile, what is of note here is
the effect this in-class failure of technology had on TD's perception of technology
integration and his own development. After twenty-five weeks of the PD, TD states that
he feels he is "a slave to these new technologies simply because, I don't understand fully - what is going on" (PI). And again this understanding is purely technological: "I
like to fully understand the tool I am working with... it's the way I function, I have to
frilly understand the tools I am using" (PI)
After concentrating on the need to learn the mechanical step-by-step procedures
as noted above, and then after spending 50% of the eight consultations he had had with
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the trainer up to this twenty-fifth week point on purely technological issues, and another
25% in part on technological issues (CL), and after experiencing this technological
failure in class during the implementation phase, TD has reached a point where he thinks
what he needs is an "equation from which you can basically play with all kinds of
possibilities" or a "blueprint: something that would help us figure out different
possibilities for doing different tasks" (PI). And again, while this could potentially be
referring to a blueprint for making pedagogical integration decisions, TD wants the
blueprint and the equation because he is concerned about "reaching that level" he sees
two of his colleagues having reached, "where they can.. .troubleshoot: 'OK, it doesn't
work that way. Let's try to go to that folder and do this.'" (PI). He thinks, "They
understand how a computer works, and I don't," and if only he did, he would be more
confident as he would be able to "fall back on some sort of understanding of the
configuration" (PI). This preoccupation with the technological or mechanical part of
technology integration seemingly limits TD's developing technology integration learning
process. This is evidenced by the CL which show that while the technological failure did
not prevent his students from engaging "successfully," as TD himself puts it, in the
corresponding Chat Tool language activity that allowed for the electronic recording of
their interactions in the target language, TD is focused on technological success, not
pedagogical: "if I was able to use these short clips in class successfully, I would think
that it's quite progress" (PI).
At the end of week thirty of the PD, after completing 64% of his technology
integration implementation events, including two subsequent technologically successful
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uses of the streaming video, TD deems himself ready to move up to Stage 4: Familiarity

and Confidence as he states, "Actually using the computers in class is the only way to
gain a sense of what I can do and cannot do up to this point, and I do feel more confident
using the technology" (FQ5). TD dropped this back down to a Stage 3, however, after
implementing his final five events, including one final implementation of his Group

Interactive Grammar and Vocabulary Activity using the Chat Tool and the streaming
video, during which, according to the Implementation Logs, the movie short loaded and
ran successfully Ixom the projected teacher's computer once for a whole class viewing,
but would not do so again for another group viewing or for individual student viewing.
Again, a more detailed discussion of this event will be presented in other sections of this
profile, but what is of note here is TD's concluding sense of his technology integration
development:
I think that since I don't master these new technologies, it's like having a bit of a
Gollum in your classroom - you don't know how it's going to behave. You
know, you give him the words, and it's going to use it. And how far it's going to
go? What direction it's going to go? (FI)
While this statement could be interpreted in a multitude of ways, in tracking TD's
preoccupation with the technological and mechanical aspects of his technology
integration development, it is most likely related to his focus on learning, or "mastering,"
these technological and mechanical aspects and his stated need to understand "how a
computer works" (PI). Therefore, instead of this "Gollum" referring positively to how
his pedagogical use of technology will, could, or did bring about behavioral changes or
new directions in his teaching or in his students' learning, he is focusing on how
technology itself behaved and directed. TD goes on to state that "having these new
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technologies in the classroom, I feel that I have given, empowered a tool that could well
get out of hand" (FI). And indeed it appears that TD's experience in the PD and his
attitudes that he brought with him worked to essentially do just that: empower technology
by giving the need to master its functionality priority, to the exclusion or neglect of
concentrating on the pedagogical integration of technology. It appears this teacherlearner's desire to not let technology "get out of hand" (FI) overshadowed his
pedagogical undertakings, for in the end, as in the beginning, he is still left "wondering if
the time investment is worth the benefits to the students" (FQ6).
TD's concern can be further linked to his technological focus, as the Consultation
Logs do not record a single one-on-one session that involved reflection or evaluation of
how an implementation event or effort affected his students' learning. To this extent,
therefore, it is not surprising that he is still wondering about this. His overall focus is not
or has not been on the pedagogical effect of the time that he has spent creating
technology enhanced activities or that his students have spent engaged in such activities;
rather he is focusing on how "extremely time consuming" it was/is "to learn how to use
these technologies" at a mechanical level (FI). And TD notes, "It's not that it is, you
know, very difficult, at our level - at yours it's a different story - but at my level the only
thing that you are requiring us to do is to leam recipes [ ]" (FI), which he exemplifies
with having to remember a particular mechanical function labeled "extract parts" when
downloading PureVoice messages from the e-mail system used by the entire college (FI).
In this, it is clear that TD is not referring to pedagogical recipes for designing specific
lessons or activities that integrated technology, and indeed, the Workshop and
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Consultation Logs show no such recipe-like approaches being promoted. Rather, he is
again referring to what he saw as the important mechanical steps one must follow to use
the technologies that were covered. TD sees the developmental technology integration
learning process as consisting of a level at which one must learn these recipes, and that is
where he is at. That is also what he saw the professional development "requiring" of
him, which will then perhaps lead to the other level - a beyond-recipe level - that he
believes the trainer has reached.
Focusing on these recipes has culminated in TD 1) questioning technology
integration's benefits to students, 2) mentioning repeatedly how time consuming the
"learning process" is, and 3) finding possible solace in the notion that perhaps it will
"enhance the presence of [ ] languages on campus, and students will look at it [and] it
will be more enticing for students" (FI). He does, however, also state that this way of
thinking may simply be due to his own lack of familiarity "with the procedures" and that
"as with any learning process, the familiarization period is the most demanding (FQ6),
and that "[ejnlightenment, I am sure, will come with greater familiarity" (PQ2). This
final notion is essentially what the current technology integration professional
development model hypothesized and attempted to build into its practice. Looking at
TD's Post Inventory though, it shows that even though his Basic Familiarity with the
listed technological applications and functions did indeed increase from 58% to 90%,
(+32%), and his Instructional Use went from 35% to 53% (+ 18%), TD's Pedagogical

Interest in these technological applications and functions increased a mere 5% (from 73%)
to 78%), calling into question how much familiarity it would take for TD's
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"enlightenment" to manifest. And while this seemingly positive outlook by TD is cause
for hope, to the extent that he continues to focus on familiarizing himself with how to use
technology at a functional/mechanical level as opposed to how to use technology in an
integrated pedagogical manner, he may continue to limit his development.

Pedagogy
TD ended this phase of his technology integration professional development
experience with seemingly mixed feelings. On the one hand he claims, "teaching [ ], I
think, was enhanced by the new technologies" (FI) and lists "increase the exposure to the
target language and culture; learn about something different; be a motivating factor for
students; [and] more time on task" (PS2) as the benefits his experiences with technology
integration have shown him. On the other hand he says he is "still... wondering if the
time investment is worth the benefits to the students" (FQ6) and that he "still [has] a
difficult time understanding what these new technologies could do that I have not done in
class.. .how they would bring something new to the classroom" (FI). A closer
examination of TD's technology integration implementation efforts will uncover the
reasons behind these ambivalent feelings.
TD's hnplementation Logs below (Appendix Z) reveal that he undertook five
implementation efforts in the form of a distinct task, exercise, activity, or lesson, which
when added together total fourteen events (or total number of times each effort was
undertaken). These implementations made use of five different technological
applications: 1) PureVoice\ 2) Mulberry E-mail, 3) WebCTDiscussion Tool, 4) World
Wide Web/hitemet; and 5) WebCT Chat Tool According to his Pre-Liventory, TD had
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no prior instructional use with PureVoice, the WebCTDiscussion Tool (or any
asynchronous CMC tool), or the WebCT Chat Tool (or any synchronous CMC tool), and
minimal instructional use of Mulberry E-mail and World Wide Web/Intemet. TD also
related that he had high pedagogical interest in PureVoice and World Wide Web/Intemet,
medium pedagogical interest in Mulberry E-mail, and low pedagogical interest in the two
CMC tools - WebCT Discussion Tool and WebCT Chat Tool (PIl). Of these tools, the
Workshop Logs show that the World Wide Web/Intemet and Mulberry E-mail were
always used in conjunction with other technologies and were never the sole focus of any
workshop. The logs further show that the Chat Tool was highlighted in three workshops,
the Discussion Tool in two, and PureVoice in two.
Furthermore, as noted elsewhere in this profile, TD ended the PD commenting, "I
would also have liked to have focused more heavily on how to integrate the Intemet into
lesson plans as this is where the authentic material is so rich" (PQ2). This, in
combination with his initial high pedagogical interest in the "Intemet" could explain why
TD focused 29% of his implementations on using Intemet movie clips in the Group

Interactive Grammar and Vocabulary Activity. Each of the four times this effort was
implemented made use of in-class time, accounting for 67% of his total in-class
implementation events. The Consultation Logs reveal that TD initially wanted to use the
streaming Intemet movie clips in a stand-alone manner as he saw them as being enticing
and motivating sources for students. Moreover, these logs show that TD was determined
to use the movies even after being wamed of the lack of campus network capability to
handle such, and it was only after talk through dual employment of the Chat Tool to
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enhance the spoken and written goals of his course that TD agreed to use that tool as
well. The IL then show that TD experienced a total failure of the campus network on his
first implementation of this activity and a partial failure of such on his final. However,
these logs also indicate that this did not affect students' ability to complete the assigned

Chat Tool interaction.
This one implementation effort that made use of two tools - one that TD had a
high pedagogical interest in (Internet) and the other in which he had a low pedagogical
interest (Chat) - were the source of much ambivalence for TD. After experiencing the
failure of the Internet streaming movies, for which he had high pedagogical interest, TD
comments, "...if I was able to use these short clips in class successfully, I would think
it's quite progress" (PI). He then goes on to evaluate the Chat Tool, for which he had low
pedagogical interest, as "quite good" as "it makes the work in class more intense" since
students feel "more accountable" as "they cannot say just whatever comes into their mind
- they have to think about it," which he attributes to his having "told them that I can
actually look at the transcript that they have typed" (PI). There is an additional sense of
ambivalence as TD notes that his role, and by extension those of his students, has
changed:
It also, I think, it allows my students to, you know there's always this moment,
where I feel I have to be in-touch with every student - that I have to be the one to
evaluate their work. That if I want them to chat or talk in French they have to do
it with me because that's the only way. With this, it allows me to step back a little
and use whatever they know amongst themselves [ ]. At the beginning it was, it
made me feel a bit uncomfortable, but looking at their transcripts, you know the
transcripts of what they do in class, they do as good of a job using the Chat room
as they would in conversation with me. (PI)
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At week thirty, TD states, "One thing I am not comfortable with is when I just stand there
feeling like I am not teaching when the students are typing away" (FQ5). And by the end
of the this phase of the PD, TD acknowledges that one of the biggest changes to come
about for him with regard to his experiences was that his "role in the classroom is
completely different" in that "there are times...it looks like I am on the back burner"
which contributes to an "even less teacher-centered" environment than the program
already promotes (FI).
Although even after seeing these seemingly positive effects of his pedagogical use
of the Chat Tool, TD claims, "I still have my doubts about Chat" (FI). He also notes that
he believes his students "were a bit skeptical - mainly because they couldn't watch the
movies whenever they wanted to" (PQ2). TD can be seen to hold a very tool-based view
of his implementation experiences as the above shows him basing both his
implementation choices and his evaluations on the technologies themselves.
Furthermore, his dual employment of the tools and his experience of one working and
one not could be influencing his view of the pedagogical success of the curricular
implementation. Also at work was the extent to which TD was able to make full
pedagogical use of this technology integration effort, for while he claims the Chat Tool
increases accountability, the Implementation Logs and the Consultation Logs reveal that
TD did not utilize the resulting transcripts from the Group Interactive Grammar and

Vocabulary Activity beyond the class period in which his students participated in such.
Even though the Workshop Logs show a variety of follow up, evaluative, and selfreflection uses of both Chat transcripts and Discussion postings (weeks two, three, four,
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twelve, and fourteen), TD's only use of the transcripts seems to have come when he
reviewed them during the actual in-class implementation, and in order to present about
them in his Collegial Presentation. After indicating that he was having trouble
determining the benefits of his use of this and other technologies, TD's response to being
asked how he might be able to better gauge such was "Well, when they have their oral
exam at the end of the semester, we'll see whether the Chat room [and] PureVoice have
helped them to become more comfortable" (PI). And by the end of the PD, he notes, "I
have not had time to truly study the specificity the advantages of a given tool has to
offer" and "I guess the next step is to grade these results - not for quality because we
don't want to put that pressure on them, but on remaining on task; on let's say,
professionalism. Did they actually try?" (FI). Overall, TD's use and comments exhibit a
focus on accountability and traditional evaluation by him, the teacher, who sees his role
as "both facilitator and 'judge' of the quality of students' work" (PQ2), and a lack of time
to examine the various uses of the Chat transcripts, all of which may have contributed to
his ambivalence.
TD says, "using the new technologies, especially Chat and PureVoice, gave me
the opportunity to increase the amount of time that they [the students] truly spend
working on one particular aspect of their learning process" (FI). Here with PureVoice,
the asynchronous digital audio recorder/listening tool, he is referring to his two
implementation efforts 1) Recorded Oral Readings, and 2) Recorded Pair Dialogues.
The "particular aspect of their learning process" to which TD is referring is explained by
his related comments regarding his belief that students would do well to work on their
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pronunciation, accents, and reading ability and "things that some people cannot learn
naturally" (PI). Together, these two efforts account for 42% of TD's total
implementation events (21% each), and are ones TD considers "re-worked" activities, or
activities he had had his students in previous years of this course perform without
technological assistance, but which here he has technologized.
Furthermore, as this was a tool in which TD initially had high pedagogical interest
(PIl), the data show this positive attitude continues at week 25 when he rates PureVoice
itself as "a very, very good tool because it allows me to or the students to go on working
even when they're not in the classroom" (PI). TD goes on to stress, "[ ] it gives me a way
[ ] to monitor their work, the work they do outside of the classroom" (PI). Here, it should
be noted that according to the IL and CL, TD's first implementations of both of these
efforts were initially done in-class at the suggestion of the trainer, with the remaining
four events occurring outside of class. The implementations' recitation-oriented drill and
practice nature as well as their student self-access (i.e., out of class in a lab setting)
deployment corresponds to TD's original conceptions of useful computer assisted
language learning activities as detailed elsewhere in this profile.
Additionally, TD's experiences with integrating this specific tool culminate in
him maintaining its high rating in terms of pedagogical interest (PI2) as well as admitting
that it was "quite an addition to what I could do in the classroom" as it allowed him to
"do things.. .that I was not able to do" (FI). Although TD claims his use of PureVoice in
these ways has allowed for these benefits, he simultaneously expresses the partially
conflicting opinion that he does not "understand what these new technologies could do
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that [he has] not done in class" (FI). Here the data reveal TD is referring to his chosen
way of going about this technology integration process: 1) "to do things that either we
don't have time to do in the classroom or things that we do, but don't do enough" (FI),
and 2) "merely trying to integrate the little I know about the new technologies into
already existing teaching strategies" (PQ2). Therefore, while to a certain extent TD can
be seen to be employing a problem-based approach to his technology integration, his use
of both an underlying attachment-based or application-based (that is, attach or apply
technology to an existing activity) and a tool-based approach has left him feeling
"ambivalent" and that "I did what I could considering everything else" (FI).
TD's final two implementation efforts, the Threaded Post-Essay FAQs and the

Literary Analysis Preparation both made use of the asynchronous CMC Discussion Tool,
a technology TD rated as having low pedagogical interest in initially (PIl) and only
medium pedagogical interest in at the end of the PD (PI2). According to the CL, both
efforts were designed to make use of the Discussion Tool - that is, not to address
pedagogical issues or meet course goals. Both efforts were implemented only twice and
were additions made to the course in-situ. As the Implementation Logs show, the postessay implementation was carried out for only two of the four essays that make up this
course in weeks 28 and 33. The preparation exercise was also only carried out for the
same two out of four essays this class wrote. Both of these implementation efforts were
done on an out-of-class basis, and neither of them made subsequent use of the recorded
postings themselves in the form of being graded, reviewed, printed out and used in-class,
or reflected on (IL). While TD ends the PD claiming he is more "comfortable" with the
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"threaded conversation tool" (FI), his brief experiences with integrating it seemingly do
not afford him to comment much beyond this.

Conclusion
TD came to the PD with a sense of his own technology integration professional
development understanding and abilities at a beginning or Stage One on the six-point
scale used in the study. He also came to the technology integration professional
development at hand having been exposed to a certain number of language specific
pieces of software and web-based exercises/activities that he had a high degree of interest
in. TD had an appreciation for these CALL/TELI products as they could be accessed by
students on their own, outside of the classroom in a lab setting, offering language learners
what he considered needed drill and practice opportunities in specific skills such as
pronunciation and grammar. For TD, CALL/TELI was synonymous with technology
itself as these ready-to-use products required, in his view, no additional work on his part.
Additionally, these products were entities that he could simply add-on to his students'
language learning experience, and they would not interfere with his teaching of the more
crucial content of the course. Furthermore, TD's preference for these products that did
not take time away from his teaching or time to leam on his part, related to his high
degree of concern over time in general. In this regard, TD noted the extent to which he
felt the time he believed it took to leam to use technology was disproportionate to the
benefits of doing so, and that he did not have the luxury of spending a lot of time on this
endeavor in the first place. In his mind, CALL/TELI was a selling point for students and
something that a language teacher could use to show he was in touch with the modem
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world, but which did not offer much beyond that. With this view, TD embarked on his
PD experience believing the best approach for the PD model was to provide access to the
types of CALL/TELI products of which he was aware and appreciated.
To the extent that this view of CALL/TELI and technology integration
professional development was in relatively stark contrast to that being promoted and
undertaken in the PD model at hand, TD was faced with a need to reconcile the two via
his participation and engagement. Focusing on the technologies used in the PD as
possessing the same inherent language learning capabilities as those CALL/TELI
products of which he knew, TD concentrating on mastering the mechanical functionality
of the tools and on acquiring application ideas for how to use the tools in language
learning activities, in large part based on his underlying time-saving approach to this
experience. TD can be seen spending more time in group-oriented events working on
these two goals than in the more personalized, and time-consuming one-on-one
interactions. He did not make up missed workshop opportunities, and he did not choose
which course into which he would be integrating technology until the planning phase.
During this phase, only two of his consultations with the trainer were spent on
pedagogical/curricular issues, which mainly consisted of the trainer attempting to help
TD reframe his method of wanting to either directly apply technology to existing course
exercises or directly apply others' technology integration ideas directly onto his course
without consideration of the pedagogical rationale for doing so. TD's desire to use the
general technologies used in the PD to essentially reproduce those specific CALL/TELI
products that he appreciated, along with the lack of credibility he admits he gave
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technology integration, led to TD attempting to use the technologies in ways not
advanced in the workshops, in ways these technologies would not be able to perform
without more input and alteration on his part as teacher, and in ways the trainer warned
him the campus' infrastructure would not support.
During the implementation phase then, TD made use of the trainer, whom he
viewed as a time-saving entity namely in that the trainer could provide him with the
needed shortcuts to integrating technology, to meet his immediate technological needs.
These interactions too turned into providing TD with shortcuts as TD was unable to
develop a pattern by which to progress in his learning of various technological skills i.e., he followed the trainer's modeling and took notes but did not keep them; he did not
print out or have access to any of the PD help sheets; he reluctantly undertook hands-on
guided practice of the same functions without gaining a sense of the logical progression
of the sequence of steps - and, therefore, the trainer often ended up performing the
technological act for TD, repeatedly. TD was aware, however, of the fact that much of
this professional development experience required good leamer strategies that he noted
were time consuming and which he never adopted. This dismissal of what his own
learning process takes carried over then into his teaching in terms of TD not taking the
needed time to prepare for and provide his students with detailed written instructions and
guided in-class, realistic practice of the technology integration efforts he wanted them to
undertake.
Furthermore, TD experienced an in-class technological failure of his idea to make
use of Internet movies (after being warned about such and having undertaken the effort
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on a day the trainer would not be available for assistance). He was also generally
disappointed with the mobile wireless lab not offering the type of fixed, out-of-class, noteacher-preparation needed experience of the labs in which the product-based
CALL/TELI drills he preferred could be performed. To the extent that the available
technologies and technological capabilities would not or could not be forced to perform
according to his preferred way of use, which TD actually can be seen attempting to fight,
TD became increasingly frustrated with the technologies, which he blamed for not
changing his teaching in the ways he had heard them promoted as being able to do. This
view of technology inherently possessing behavioral capabilities in conjunction with the
minimal amount of pedagogical/curricular interaction and complete lack of
reflective/evaluative consultation, could also account for the reason behind TD not
altering his own teaching behaviors and roles to the extents needed to make effective use
of the functionality offered by the technologies he did employ - e.g., the Chat Tool
transcripts.
Li the end of the PD, TD notes that he feels himself a slave to technology in that
he has not mastered them but rather empowered them by seemingly bringing them into
his classroom. As he would have preferred to compartmentalize his use of technology to
an even greater extent than the did in his attachment of technology onto existing exercises
or application of activities onto his instruction, TD ended the PD frustrated and with the
same compartmentalized view of CALL/TELI with which he began the experience. To
the extent that TD undertook a rather compartmentalized approach to the PD itself in
focusing on saving time, mastering the technologies, and forcing his product-based
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CALL/TELI onto his integration of the non-CALL/TELI tools, his experience in the PD
served to support his initial doubts about the benefits of using technology in his language
instruction. For TD, while he enjoyed learning something new and while he sees the
benefit to learning technological skills, the PD was mainly a trying, time-intensive, and
fhistrating experience that left him equating technology integration with the Titanic.
While an initial interpretation of this statement amounted to chalking such up as TD's
somewhat pessimistic view, for TD, who was unable to gain an understanding of his own
role in this development process and to acquire the critical pre- and post-implementation
reflective abilities, making such a comparison may not be, unfortunately, that far from the
truth.
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APPENDIX P
Case #2 Within-Case Study Profile (ST)
Within Case Study Analysis #2

Introduction
A thirty-two year old El Salvadoran female Spanish language teacher with four years of
language teaching experience at the university level is the second technology integration
professional development case. This teacher-learner has a academic/research
specialization in Central and South American Literature and had two pre-service
language pedagogy courses regarding language teaching methodology and syllabus
design. What follows is a narrative case profile resulting fi-om a chronological and
triangulated analysis of how and why this teacher-learner experienced the PD model in
terms of her 1) participation in the technology integration professional development
model, including her overall experiences with engaging in the various group events as
well as her interactions with the trainer; 2) relationship with/to technology, including her
computer assisted language learning (CALL)/technology enhanced language instruction
(TELI) views and beliefs and her technology integration development; and 3) pedagogy.
Additionally, a final concluding summary is offered at the end of the profile.

Participation
Professional Development Experience
At the end of the technology integration PD, ST concluded that for her, overall,
"it's been a very positive experience" (FI). She goes on to explain,
[A]s a graduate student, I had so many other concerns that I knew these things
were around, but I really couldn't take the time, or wasn't in the position at the
time to really dedicate myself at the level that I have done here. So once the
opportunity was presented here, I just, I had to take advantage of it. (FI)
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Motivated by seeing the PD as an opportunity she did not want to miss, and making use
of her recent learner-status to her advantage, ST's participated in every type of PD event
during each of the model's three phases. Such participation, which is shown in Figure PI
below, "helped me become a more versatile teacher" (FI), ST claimed, in that she came to
recognize how "the technology [was] forcing me in a way to think of new and creative
ways to use the materials I'm used to just [ ] presenting in more conventional ways" (FI).
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Figure PI
After her experiences in the PD, ST stated that she felt "very positive" about being able
to claim, "I know how to do these things" (FI) that she has learned over the course of the
PD, which she notes is "empowering" (FI).
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This sense of empowerment and the feehng of having "grown as a teacher" (FI)
due to how her experiences in the PD, is significant for ST who initially stated that due to
her focus of "need[ing] to first feel very comfortable with my own teaching and become
more familiar with different pedagogical approaches" (PQl), she did not want to
"dedicate exhaustive amounts of time" to "explor[ing] the possibilities and benefits of
integrating technology in the teaching of foreign languages" (PQl). To the extent that
the PD took a pedagogically based approach to training, mentoring and coaching the
teacher-learners in the ways of integrating technology into both language curricula in
general and their personal language curricula, ST was able to improve her teaching as she
improved her technology integration abilities. In this way, as she was initially inclined to
spend time working to improve her teaching, and to the extent that she was aware of this
dual nature of the PD, ST dedicated a well-measured amount of time to participating in
all aspects of the PD as a different view of her participation shows in Figure P2.
Averaging more than 2-hours per week for the length of the thirty-six week PD,
ST was able to participate in group, one-on-one, and individual events in the way she felt
she needed and which benefited her teaching.

At the end of her experience, ST

comments, "I did feel limited however by time in there was so much more I could have
done with the technology if it was not so time consuming" (PQ2). The combined logs
suggest that ST is more likely than not referring to the entire technology integration
development process which she personally experienced in this PD in terms of
undertaking pedagogically based technology integration workshops, thinking through
specific integration ideas, gathering materials, creating activities, reviewing and
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Figure P2
preparing for actual implementation, implementing the integration efforts, reviewing and
providing feedback on the efforts, reflecting and evaluating each implementation effort.
Examining her participation more closely reveals that ST was "glad that these
effort have been undertaken as a group" (PQ2), and that she found it had been "a
wonderful opportunity to work with my peers.. .on a student basis, where we're all
students again" (FX). In that the Workshop and Collegial Presentation Logs show she
participated in 87% of the workshops and 100% of the presentations, ST found these
group environments "alleviated my fears" (PQ2), she said, in that she was able to hear
about everyone else's "fears" and "apprehensions," which gave her "a good feeling"
knowing "we were all in this together, and I wasn't the only one having those
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difficulties" (FI). Additionally, ST recognized, "I really didn't have the patience to try to
learn things on my own" (FI). Therefore, she found that "the workshop setting really has
made a big difference for me," in that even though she noticed "we were all at different
stages when we started" (FI), the structure of this workshop group setting allowed, "those
who have more experience [to] help the ones who have had less exposure" (PQ2). The
Workshop Logs corroborate this in that in thirteen out of the fifteen workshops - all of
which ST participated in - there were pair and/or small group activities in which the
teacher-learners worked together in different combinations to collaborate both
technologically and pedagogically. Furthermore, the WL document the teacher-learners
actively and voluntarily helping each other and answering each other's questions even
when they were not in pairs or groups. Eventually, "at some point" (FI) during their
helping each other learn, ST noticed, "it felt like we were all also learning new - things
that were new to everybody" (FI), which ST found increased the sense that "we were all
in this together" (FI) in that everyone was contributing something to the effort no matter
how much technology or technology integration experience they had originally brought
with them.
ST also related this same sense of equal contribution among the teacher-learners
in terms of participating in the Collegial Presentations during the implementation phase
of the PD. In that group-oriented setting, ST recognized that the participants all "bring
their expertise as teachers" (FI) to these events, which made "hear[ing] some of their
reactions to using the technologies" and "getting feedback and ideas.. .when we presented
our own work" (FI) "really a unique opportunity" (FI). ST's comments here highlight the
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extent to which that the Presentation Logs show that these events were also pedagogically
focused in that the teacher-learner presentations and the follow-up discussion revolved
around actual experiences of implementing a certain technology integration effort (i.e.,
activity, exercise, task, or less) and all that is involved in doing so, and were not merely
focused on technology. ST goes on to note the inspirational nature of these group-events
as well:
And I think it really helped when you saw, 'Oh, so-and-so is doing this. Well,
maybe I can try that also.' So in terms of if I felt less confident in some areas,
and I saw somebody was able to do it, and they were successful in the classroom,
and that encouraged me to try it myself. (FI)
In that the Consultation Logs show that ST had her technology integration efforts
relatively well-planned out prior to participating in these Collegial Presentations, it
caimot be said that any activities were entirely inspired by seeing one of her colleague's
presentations. However, the CL also show that ST did have a renewed enthusiasm about
undertaking her Female and Male Cultural Stereotypes Discussion effort using the

WebCTDiscussion Tool after having participated in a colleague's presentation the
previous week on using this tool successfully in the colleague's own teaching.
Furthermore, ST notes that in addition to having "been motivated to develop activities"
(PQ2) based on "seeing the examples of my peers" (PQ2), she was also motivated to
"share them with others" (PQ2), which she claimed, "I don't think I would have done [ ]
on my own" (PQ2).
While her group-oriented participation was both helpful and motivational, ST also
noted along the way that she "was somewhat frustrated because I didn't have the time to
practice and we were covering so many different tools one week after another" (PI). The
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Workshop Logs do corroborate this to a certain extent in that a variety of tools were part
of each week's Workshop session even though a main tool, such as PowerPoint, Chat or

PureVoice, was always focused on for more than one week. Additionally, ST stated that
although the trainer "encouraged" the teacher-learners to build on what the workshops
were covering, she felt "there was not real reinforcement" outside of the workshops
themselves, and she "just couldn't find the time" to do the types of things the trainer was
encouraging the teacher-learners to do. The WL show that in addition to in-workshop
activities, the teacher-learners were given follow-up homework activities to bring to the
next workshop session on five occasions, asked to finish what they had begun on three
occasions, and asked to submit something to the group listserv for further discussion and
review on five occasions. The WL also show that the majority of the teacher-learners did
not submit work to the listserv nor finish what they had begun, yet most were able to
bring homework to the next workshop.
Of note with ST, however, is that she also articulated, "For me, it's worked best
when you've given us assignments" because she says, "that's the time when I really,
really got hands on" practice (GI). And here, the Consultation Logs reveal that ST is
referring to her work on a PowerPoint project that she began working on during the
workshop/training phase of the PD by "taking advantage" of the trainer during the Open
Lab one-on-one opportunities. The Workshop Logs show that this was one of the
homework assignments given the teacher-learners after the five PowerPoint related
workshops - i.e., to integrate all that had been covered or that which was appropriate in
terms of the PowerPoint features into an actual lesson or activity for an actual class. ST
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related she was "challenged at first" in that she said, "I didn't know where to start; I had
no ideas. I'm like, 'What am I going to do? Where do I start?"' (GI). Yet as the CL
show, ST participated in three one-on-one Open Lab sessions in which she worked
collaboratively with the trainer "just planning it out and thinking of ideas and things"
(GI).
The CL also document that once ST had reached a decision about what she
wanted to do by combing over her syllabus and her course text and materials, she and the
trainer worked during one session on reviewing certain technological functions by putting
together a skeleton PowerPoint project using some materials and features, which helped
ST feel confident enough with these skills to go on to finish the rest of the project on her
own. The CL also note that this was an actual lesson ST wanted to carry out in the course
she had chosen to integrate technology into the following semester. Of this Open Lab
endeavor, ST related, "I had to really do some thinking and spent time.. .really do[ing]
some research to see what I wanted to do" (GI), which in the end led to her feeling, "I
came up with something I liked" (GI), and which the Implementation Logs show she was
able to successfiilly implement the following semester.
Further evidence that ST appreciated and benefited from the group-oriented
events as well as the one-on-one sessions and her own individual endeavors are evident.
For example, ST commented above about how frustrated she felt by not having the time
to fully reinforce what she was learning in the workshops (which the data above reveals
was only partially the case in that she did participate in some reinforcement events). Yet
during the implementation phase, ST stated, "now I'm thinking of the things I can perfect
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for next semester" (PI), which the Consultation Logs will corroborate in detail in the next
section in terms of how ST dedicated a certain amount of time to reflecting on what was
happening in her implementation efforts. ST also notes that it took "actually doing
hands-on things and developing real tasks for the classroom" (PI) for her to gain a greater
sense of confidence in her abilities. She distinguishes being in "practice mode" or
"workshop mode" to "the real test" situation of having things "work in the classroom"
(PI). For ST, her actual implementations of her technology integration efforts provided
her the "actual practice" she needed to get her "hands to do it" (PI) and provided the reallife need to "know it" and "understand it thoroughly" and "to explain it to others" (PI).
Then, "seeing it work in the classroom" (PI), gave her "a bigger sense of confidence"
(PI).

Relationship with the Trainer
ST's experience in the PD was influenced in part by her relationship with and
view of the trainer, which was based on how and why she interacted with the trainer. As
a member of the group of teacher-learners, ST saw the trainer as having been "very clear
on where we were in the beginning and that we were not people trained in the sciences or
technology" (FI). With this view, ST saw the trainer as "understanding where we were
coming firom" and by not "teaching these tools in the void" (FI). Rather ST saw the
trainer encouraging and challenging the teachers themselves to "constantly think[ ] of
how does this correspond to or how does this reflect your course objectives [and] what
you do in your classrooms" (FI). In ST's opinion, the trainer made it "very easy and very
attractive" for her and the teacher-learners "to engage in the activities" (FI) in the PD.

The Workshop Logs show that the PD made use of the language learning conditions as a
pedagogical and curricular base that the teacher-learners would be able to relate to and
implemented activities that would get them exploring their practice in ways that were
believed common to language teaching. For ST this approach was appreciated in that by
"making those immediate connections" (FI), the trainer was helping to "mak[e] it real for
us" (FI), which she felt was "what we needed" in that, as ST asserts, "We weren't just
there to leam how to use these technologies" (FI).
Not being someone who merely wanted to leam the technologies and appreciating
the opportunities to make coimections to her own pedagogy and curriculum, ST realized
and valued the trainer's "background in ESL" (FI). ST went on to note that "lots of the
activities, they just transfer over" (FI). This comment suggests ST appreciated that the
trainers' ESL background included the trainer's own technology integration CALL/TELI
experiences as well. The Workshop Logs and the Consultation Logs document the
trainer making use of her own implementation efforts as examples, demonstrations, and
suggestions of ways of thinking about pedagogical uses of various technologies and how
to make the technologies serve one's pedagogy instead of the other way around. ST's
experiences led her to believe, "We wouldn't have embraced the technology as well as
we have if it hadn't been someone without the experience that you have" (FI).
Furthermore, this included the manner in which ST experienced the way the trainer
applied her background to developing a PD that worked to "really make us think, and re
think how we organize our courses - what our goals are; what are the objectives; what are
the learning functions; all these things" (FI). This view corresponds to the PD
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emphasizing curriculum development and helping the teacher-learners recognize the
personal, curricular approach to technology integration that would work specifically for
them and for their courses, and to see that CALL/TELl is more than merely taking an
activity someone else has done and trying to apply it to their course. Regarding the
curriculum development features ST lists, she admits, "I really didn't know about them
and don't see them in that way" (FI), which underscores that ST experienced more than
building technology skills via her work with the trainer.
ST's experience also entailed learning about the curriculum development aspect
of technology integration, and this is reflected in how ST, as a PD-participant, made use
of and interacted with the trainer. An indication of how ST was able to develop this view
can be found in the amount and type of her PD participation. According to the Combined
Participation Logs shown in Figure P3,
in addition to dedicating 41% of her
time to the group-oriented events, ST

G rou p.Qriented
Sessions (Workshops,
Presentations)
41%

devoted 39% of her PD participation to
interacting in one-on-one mentoring and
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and spent 20% of her PD participation
Figure P3
actually implementing her technology integration efforts. Of her one-on-one experience,
ST spread that out over the entire length of the PD, participating in four Open Lab events
(18% of her total one-on-one experiences), seven Pre-Semester Consultations (32% of

her total one-on-ones), and eleven During-Semester Consultations (50% of her total oneon-ones).
Looking more closely at how and why ST made use of and interacted with the
trainer, we learn that she was working from an internalization of something the trainer
stressed early on in the PD:
And I appreciated the fact that at the beginning you said, 'These are your
courses,' you told all of us, and so that we should prepare, that you were there,
you know, to help us, but you didn't have to run our course. I think that put an
extra motivator there for me to really understand these technologies and to run
class in which I try to do. (FI)
With this mindset, ST found that it had been "a tremendous benefit - to be able to
have.. .those one-on-one sessions" (FI) as the Open Labs and Pre-Semester Consultations
allowed her to "get a head-start" (PI) and "get some things rolling" (PI) that she felt she
could then "improve [ ] in our weekly meetings" during the semester, which ST set up
before the implementation semester began and which she re-scheduled, but never
completely cancelled, as needed. As she considers herself "not an independent learner
when it comes to technology" (FI), and as she had a sense that "there's no improvisation
that can take place with the technology or it will be a disaster in the classroom" (FI), ST
was conscientious about being "prepared for any eventualities that may arise" (FI). As
will be detailed below, ST worked to accomplish this by meeting with the trainer in order
to "review[ ] ahead of time" (FI), to "run through it" (FI) and to obtain assistance from
the trainer to "help me design it, and doing all the technical part - uploading and
whatever I needed to do" (FI). In addition to preparation, ST also employed a reflective
approach of "having questions prepared for the next time" (PI) she met with the trainer.
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which included constantly noting, "This worked this way- how can I do it next time"
(PI). Interacting with the trainer in these ways, "gave me more of a sense of confidence"
(FI), ST claims, as she recognized "without your assistance .. .I would have experienced a
great deal more frustration" (FI).
As can be seen in Figure P4, the majority of ST's one-on-one interactions with the
trainer- 44% - were of a combined pedagogical/technological nature, which the
Consultation Logs

Technological & Reflective
0%
Pedagogical, Technological,
& Reflective
23%

Technological/Mechanical
9%

document consisted

Pedagogicai/Cuniculum
Development
14%

mainly of discussing ST's
ideas for reinforcing,

Reflective/Evaluative
5%

highlighting, or expanding
upon specific course
language and cultural

Pedagogical & Technological
44%

content and designing and
Figure P4

practicing the technology-based activities, exercises, and tasks to do just that. A further
23% of these pedagogical/technological interactions included a reflective and evaluative
component to them, which the CL show ST herself always initiated by referring to a set
of notes she had compiled regarding how her previous implementation effort had gone.
Additionally, there were interactions that were entirely pedagogical/curricular in nature
as well (14%)- all of which occurred during the Open Lab meetings, and during the PreSemester Consultations of the planning phase of the PD- and ST can be seen to have

A2>1
participated in a few purely technological/mechanical consultations (9%), as well as one
final entirely reflective/evaluative session (5%).
Attending to how she believed "having [the trainer] here, in a positive way, forced
us to really take advantage and make time for" the technology integration professional
development (FI), enabled ST to obtain the "guidance" (FI) and "assistance" (FI) she
deemed she needed at various points in the PD and in her own development. Table PI
shows ST's one-on-one consultation participation at a glance, hi addition to her
participation in the Open Labs as was described in the previous section of this profile,

Event
Week
Type

Legend

Open
Labs
(wks 3-15)
6 8 9 10

Pre-Semester
Consu' tations
(wks [6-21 )
16 17 18 19

During-Semester
Consultations
(wks 22-36)
23 24 25 26 27 29 30 31 32
P/ P/
P/
P/
P P P
P/ P/ T/ P/ P/ T/ P/ T/ T/
M P T P P T T P T T R T/ T R T/ R R
M = W[ake Up/Review: All (Technologica ; Pedagogical; anc Ref ective)
P =P«5dagogical/Curriculum Development
T =T schnological/Mechanical
R =Reflective/Evaluative

33

35

T/
R

R

Table PI
ST also used this opportunity to make up one of the Workshops she missed.
Additionally, the Consultation Logs document that ST participated in two Pre-Semester
Consultations during week sixteen in which she and the trainer discussed technology
integration ideas based on the content ST's course was to cover on a chapter by chapter
basis. The CL recorded ST coming to these consultations with her course materials and
with a list of ideas for what she felt important to highlight in each chapter to both assist
their learning of the content and to support ST's beliefs about the teaching the "cultural
aspects" of the language through "interaction" and "cooperative learning techniques"
using "real life scenarios" that serve to promote "cultural literacy" (PQl). The CL
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indicate that the trainer and ST came up with more ideas than ST felt she would be able
to implement, but that ST felt comfortable working together as needed to narrow the list
down to what was manageable.
The CL also show that after coming up with the ambitious list of technology
integration ideas, ST came to the two meetings of week seventeen with a desire for a way
to automate reading comprehension as the majority of the ideas from the previous week
entailed ST reviewing the work the students were to complete. The result of week
seventeen's consultations was that after the trainer showed ST the WebCT Quiz Tool,
which was the only tool available that could handle such automation, ST decided it would
be too much work for her to learn this new technology. The interactions of week
eighteen consisted of ST and the trainer discussing the pedagogical and curricular details
of ST's idea for using PureVoice as a means of having students record poetry - the theme
of the second chapter the course would cover. ST came to the first meeting with a list of
pronunciation features she wanted to emphasize as well as the two poems she wanted to
use. The CL indicate that the trainer suggested ways of making the recordings more
interactive by having the students provide opinions and interpretations of the poem for
partner's to listen and respond to, but ST wanted to focus on prosodic features, hi the
second meeting of that week ST recorded a sample poem to use as an example in-class
and recorded the instructions for the students to listen to and follow out of class. She also
recorded herself reading the poem the students would be reading and she practiced using
the insert comments feature of PureVoice as well as uploading and downloading these
files via Mulberry E-mail. Lastly, ST consulted with the trainer in a final Pre-Semester
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meeting about how her PowerPoint lesson on ecology in El Salvador would work best by
running through the slide show itself as a student and undertaking the activities of various
slides while she made notes to herself regarding issues that the trainer and she noticed.
The CL document that ST used these notes to create an instructional help sheet for her
students.
Exemplifying a pattern of how ST's During-Semester Consultations played out,
the first of week twenty-three was spent reviewing ST's ecology lesson that she had
begun during the Open Lab sessions and completed since, uploading the PowerPoint
lesson to her WebCT course site and ST sketching out a step-by-step lesson plan. The
next meeting of week twenty-four involved using ST's list of prepared questions and
agenda items and reviewing what was to be done next in the ecology lesson, downloading
what students had already done, practicing what students needed to do next, creating the

WebCT Discussion groups and instructions based on what ST had already written out,
and once again ST outlining her lesson plan. Week twenty-five's meeting then consisted
of the trainer guiding ST as she went in and reviewed her students' Discussion postings
on her office computer as well as discussing appropriate feedback based on what ST had
established as the goals of the lesson, which ST practiced providing to two groups via the

Discussion Tool itself, and reflecting on how ST felt the entire lesson went according to
the notes she had made after each of the three implementation events.
This pattern of reviewing and/or designing the technology integration effort,
practicing both the teacher roles and the students roles of the lesson, preparing a notebased lesson plan, and then reviewing the effort's student products, discussing and
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deciding on types of feedback, practicing such feedback with one or two live student
pieces, and reflecting on how the implementation went according to notes ST had taken
was practiced by ST and the trainer over the course of their During-Semester
Consultations. The Consultation Logs document that ST focused on her PureVoice
poetry lesson during the weeks twenty-six, twenty-seven and twenty-eight, with ST
mentioning how odd it felt to insert her voice into the students' recordings. The trainer
encouraged her to at least attempt this type of recorded feedback before dismissing it,
which ST accepted. In the end ST felt the students would need this to be a regular type of
activity in order to truly benefit from it. Furthermore, from weeks thirty to thirty-two, ST
focused on her Gender Relations Reading Summaries and Reactions lesson and her

Cultural Stereotypes Discussion lesson, which she planned, created, and practiced from a
teacher's perspective and a student's perspective as well as reflected on based on a set of
notes. And lastly, during part of week thirty-two's meeting and all of week thirty three's
consultation, the ST focused her energies on her Nazca People PowerPoint lesson using
her reflections on her previous PowerPoint lesson to include more individual
accountability to the whole class as well as Spanish-only collaboration in-class. ST's
final consultation of week thirty-five consisted of reflecting on this lesson as she
downloaded, without help from the trainer, her students' completed work, and provided
individualized comments, took notes on feedback for the whole group and put together
the finished product based on pieces from student pairs. Of note, is the extent to which
ST maintained a binder of all the help sheets from all of the Workshops, as well as her
own hand written notes, questions, and answers from the consultations, her reflection
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notes, and all of the hand outs she had prepared for her students to complete the
technology integration efforts with more notes written in the margins. Additionally, ST
made a conscious effort to obtain hands-on practice of every aspect of her technology
integration efforts and was always the one at the controls of her computer or one of the

iBooks, which she had at the ready for all by two consultations.
Technology
CALL/TELI Understanding
ST completed the PD with her own experientially personalized view of

enhancement being the "key" (PQ2) to her understanding of CALL/TELI. Granted the
PD's very use of the phrase technology enhanced language instruction (TELI), and its
emphasis on integrating technology in ways that essentially work to enhance the eight
language learning conditions surely influenced ST's focus on this characteristic.
However, the data show that ST came to the PD with her own notions, albeit vague and
undefined, of CALL/TELI being "a tool that can enhance the learning of language and
culture" (PQl) that "offers many possibilities" (PQl) and "allows ample space for
creativity" (PQl), but which she saw as a "developing field in the teaching of languages,
[and] thus all its benefits are not yet completely known" (PQl). With this initial openended conceptualization of CALL/TELI, ST's experiences in the workshop, planning,
and implementation phases of the PD helped her identify and tailor exactly what, how,
and why CALL/TELI can enhance in terms of her own course content and her students'
learning of that content.
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Experiencing a recognition and appreciation of the extent to which CALL/TELI is
a "kind of learning" in which "technology is used as a tool but not as the main medium"
(PQ2), ST clarified the manner in which CALL/TELI enhanced her instruction as it
"complements" her teaching and offers "variety" and "appeal" (PQ2). As ST noted, it
"allows for not only my own creativity, but students to get creative with it as well" (PI).
Although this section of ST's profile will detail below how it was mainly her own
CALL/TELI implementation efforts that led her to this personalized characterization of
enhancement, ST does not place too much weight on these particular CALL/TELI
activities themselves. Rather, even though her CALL/TELI efforts/activities were the
main source of ST's enhancement-focused appreciation, she maintains an open-ended,
developmental view of CALL/TELL She concludes, "I do not conceive teaching this
course again without the technological tools I have used" (PQ2) - indicating a
developmental focus on the learning enhancement properties she sees in the tools, as
opposed to merely focusing on the specific CALL/TELI efforts to which she put these
tools in this particular teaching of the course.
At the end of the PD, ST also projects that she "still plan[s] to use the technology
only as an enhancement tool" (PQ2), but in future teachings "will explore [the]
possibilities" of "us[ing] it more outside of class" (PQ2). To the extent then that the
Workshop Logs document the PD participants exploring numerous in-class and out-ofclass CALL/TELI examples and ideas, ST's choice to implement 82% of her
CALL/TELI efforts in her own classroom is more a reflection of her initial pre-PD beliefs
that "technology cannot do what the teacher can do" (PQl), combined with her sense that
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it is not merely enough to provide students "with the proper resources" such as "a wellequipped language lab" (PQl). ST believed a teacher still needed to "direct them in the
use of technology for language acquisition" (PQl). Relatedly, ST reflected that her
conception of CALL/TELI never included something that would be a means of
"substituting for me, my presence, my role in the classroom, or my interaction with
students" (FI). With such beliefs, ST may have focused mainly on the in-class examples
and ideas for using the tools covered in the PD as she then conscientiously designed her
implementation efforts to include a role for herself as the teacher in the students'
undertaking of the CALL/TELI activities. For example, supported by the
Implementation Logs' documentation of her in-class participation during these
implementations, ST notes, "[E]ven when using the computer, I still went around
and.. .had conversations with the students. I was still asking questions, you know, [and]
reading through their work" (FI). And although ST's implementations took place mainly
in-class, she also found that as these efforts included using the student-produced
transcripts that were generated by her CALL/TELI activities she "could do further
comments, so in that way the interaction could even be expanded beyond the classroom"
and she could "get an assessment or an idea of major problems and bring them up to the
entire class" (FI) - effectively, asserting her teacher-presence in her CALL/TELI
implementations.
It was through such CALL/TELI efforts - which ST herself created, implemented
and reviewed (as was detailed more thoroughly in the Participation section of this
profile) - that ST was able to formulate her understanding of how CALL/TELI could
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enhance language teaching and learning. For someone whose only concrete pre-PD
conception of CALL/TELI enhancing teaching and learning was her "need to leam more
about" the way "technology can relieve professors of the burden of correction [ ] with
web-based exercises where students self-correct" (PQl), ST traveled a long way in
expanding her views about CALL/TELI enhancement via her participation in the PD.
This is evident in that in this pre-PD statement, ST viewed correction as being a burden
that could be relieved by certain widely known CALL/TELI web exercises in which selfcorrection usually comes in the form of students selecting from a certain number of pre
set options. However, ST participated in workshops that the WL document promoted
person-to-person interaction over person-to-computer transaction and student selfcorrection via review and reflection over self-correction by default multiple choice.
Additionally she engaged in four Open Lab consultations and seven Pre-Semester
Consultations. This participation and engaged enabled ST to reach a point in the
implementation phase of the PD where she begins to appreciate distinctly different
CALL/TELI enhancement features.
This is exemplified in that even though by designing CALL/TELI efforts in which
she as the teacher plays a direct and interactive role, ST essentially added to her own

burden of correction - in this case in the form of her use of PureVoice for pronunciation,
grammar and vocabulary work — she recognized that her teaching had been enhanced by
her ability to "monitor more closely" (PI) the progress of a particular student "who has
struggled with pronunciation even through third year Spanish" (PI). Furthermore, by the
end of the PD, ST came to appreciate the extent to which her CALL/TELI efforts allowed
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for the "documenting and monitoring with electronic sources students' progress more
efficiently" (PQ2) and the extent to which "students can do more self-correcting" (PQ2)
by, as the Implementation Logs show were part of ST's CALL/TELI efforts, reviewing
these electronic documents - enhancement features which did nothing to relieve her of
the burden of teacher correction and which call for a very different, less automated, type
of student self correction.
ST's pre-PD conception of CALL/TELI manifesting in these web-based,
automated student-to-computer types of transactions likely influenced another initial
belief that there were courses that would "lend themselves better to an easier integration
of technology" of this type, but that others that "require more student-teacher interaction
or student-student interaction" (PQl) would be less amenable to CALL/TELI. ST's
choice, after experiencing only half of the PD workshops, to begin her CALL/TELI
integration efforts in a third-year advanced conversation and composition course that by
its very nature requires a relatively high degree of participant interaction indicates she
had a change of mind regarding language course suitability for CALL/TELI. ST also
brought with her the attitude mentioned above that it takes more than merely supplying
students with the technological resources and her belief that teachers "need to be vigilant
of how we want [students] to use and manage the information they receive from
technological sources" (PQl). She, therefore, set about to use what the workshops
promoted and designed her CALL/TELI efforts around her course content and her
teaching philosophy as opposed to technology capabilities. For example, ST said she
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strove to create "an environment of constant interaction through cooperative learning
techniques" (PQl), and
I am [ ] a strong believer that students can leam from each other; working in
groups or in pairs allows those more motivated and more advanced in the
language to share their knowledge with others. PQ2
Yet, she also noted, "not all students have equal participation in tasks that require
group work" (PQ2). The manner in which she chose to design and implement her
CALL/TELI efforts, however, that is mainly in an in-class setting, "helped in getting
students to participate in a group on a more equal basis" (PQ2). ST noted, "It's good that
they're in a classroom situation" (PI) when undertaking the CALL/TELI efforts she
created in that this helped establish "a more supportive learning environment" (PI) in
which students "can turn to their partner who is in the same situation and ask something
that they are not understanding" (PI). Otherwise, ST believed, "they might just give up"
(PI) if they were "on their own at home with their own computers or in the lab" (PI).
Furthermore, the CALL/TELI activities ST implemented necessitated interaction by
design: "A specific task was given and they were obligated to do it, especially when a
partner was on the other end waiting for a response or for feedback" (PQ2).

Technology Integration Development
After participating in the professional development, ST states, "I feel much, much
more confident now about using the technologies" (FI). She goes on to comment, "I was
very, very afraid of technology" (FI), but says, "from where I was in the beginning, I
think I definitely feel fairly confident now" (FI). ST also admits, "I'm not at the stage
where I can say, 'Oh yes, I'm totally OK'" (FI), and she acknowledges certain "fears are
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still there" with regard to her not wanting to "make a mistake" (FI) during the in-class
implementations of her CALL/TELI integration efforts. However, true-to-form, ST, the
active, reflective learner throughout the PD, recognizes that, for her, this simply means
she has "to review some steps before going to classes" (FI), as she notes, "I have learned
that one needs to be well prepared and organized" (PQ2). ST also came to recognize that
such preparation and organization are part of the "continuous training" (PI) involved in
the technology integration development process, in which she views "the first stage is
feeling comfortable with the technology and then applying it and seeing how we can
apply it" (FI). ST recognizes that for her this "one semester got me started, but just like
with anything new in teaching it's not enough to just try something once" (FQ6). She
concludes that "to feel more comfortable with the application and with the
implementations" (FI), the teacher-learners as a group need to prepare "a clear set of
goals of where we want to be by a certain time" (FI), as well as organize a "professional
development format" similar to the PD model in which "we discuss some of our issues,
[and] where we share ideas" (FI).
Such goal setting and future plarming strategies were part of ST's personal
technology integration development process over the course of the PD. From her pre-PD
declaration, "I hope to make [CALL/TELI] a component of my courses in the future and
eventually reach a high level of comfort" (PQl), ST established development or learning
goals to help her work toward this initial larger goal. For example, five weeks into the
PD, we learn that ST "decided" at some early point to concentrate on a specific "fall
course" during the workshop activities that entailed "thinking up and trying to create
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exercises" as a means of "focusing" (FQl) her energies towards a real thereby
meaningful end. As detailed elsewhere in the profile, the data also show that ST carved
out time to "really do some thinking.. .and research" and "challenged" herself to design a

PowerPoint lesson for this same fall course, as she recognized that this type of "hands
on" practice via the "assignments" the trainer gave the group of teacher-learners "worked
best" for her way of learning (GI). Additionally, ST said, "It's a goal for me to reach that
stage" where she can "really think about the process" of her own technology integration
development. In this regard, the Consultation Logs' documentation of ST's note-taking,
record keeping, and informal self-evaluations (detailed in the Participation section of this
profile) exemplify methods by which she attempted to become more aware of such a
process and to learn from it. Here, we see that ST used this study's data collection tools
as her own learning tools, in that she notes, "This interview helps" her think about her
development process. This can also be seen at week twenty-five when ST states, "I'm
hoping to move into stage five by the end - to be able to use [technology] more widely
and have more exposure to it" (PI) - an attainment she believed could be reached through
her striving to reach another goal, she articulates, of "put[ting] up my own evaluation
form.. .just so I get that direct [ ] specific feedback from students" (PI), because by
"see[ing] how they react" (PI), ST believes, she could learn more about her technology
integration development.
ST's use of the research tools -specifically the Stages of Technology Integration

Development Questionnaire - contributed to her growing sense of confidence. She
noted afl;er rating herself at a Stage 2.5 on the scale at week ten of the workshop phase.
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"Even though 'creative' is down at stage 6,1 think I have been creative in the things I
have come up with so far, and that gives me a boost to my confidence" (FQ2). ST herself
attributes much of her development - e.g., confidence and creativity - to having come "to
this experience with an open mind about the possibilities that technology would allow for
in the classroom" (PQ2) - a statement that can be corroborated by her pre-PD statement,
"I am open to explore the possibilities and benefits of integrating technology into the
teaching of foreign languages" (PQl). Maintaining such an "open attitude" (PI), allayed
"fears about my abilities: understanding the tools, creating activities, and then
implementing them comfortably in the classroom" (PQ2), ST said, as she used her
experiences in this process to "make some judgments" (PI), in keeping with a similar prePD goal, "I am eager to learn about what is available and from there make a more
informed decision on how best to use technology and to what extent" (PQl).
Such openness is also reflected in her responses on the Technology Integration

Readiness Inventory. Of the eight technologies which ST took-on, she had either no
familiarity with or had merely heard of but never seen or used 50% percent of them, and
she had no instructional experience with 63% of them and only minimal instructional use
of the other 37%. Overall, ST's stated desire to familiarize herself and then to determine
the proper use led to a 30% increase in Basic Familiarity with the technological tools and
functions used in the PD, a 25% increase in Instruction Use of such tools and functions,
and a 15% increase in Pedagogical Interest in such - an interest that may have been
tempered by her realization of the extent to which technology integration, as the PD
model covered it, is "really demanding as a skill and in terms of time" (PI).
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What is more, ST did come to the PD having taken "a workshop" as a graduate
student. There she had been "introduced to making use of the hitemet for information
gathering and scavenger hunts and accessing reaUa basically" (PQl) and "learned [about]
resources for collaborative teaching projects, e-mail classroom connections, and other
long-distance exchange programs.. .[and] MOOs for different languages" (PQl).
However, by the end of her participation in the PD, which did not cover any of these
technology integration items per se, ST exemplifies her open-mindedness in that when
asked if there were CALL/TELI technology integration ideas she would have liked the
PD to cover, ST states, "I caimot mention any other technologies since I really had no
prior knowledge to what is available. Everything I have learned has been new" (PQ2).
In addition to having "given a fairly good degree of confidence" (PQ2), ST says, "the
experience.. .has sparked my curiosity to keep exploring such tools" (PQ2). The
CALL/TELI exercises or items that ST mentions being familiar with prior to the current
professional development can be said to be widely known and practiced among the
language teaching community. However, it is the tools of the PD, which ST learned and
used in ways that she says, "allowed me to be more creative and to think more in depth
about the many possibilities for learning that the class materials offered if only they were
presented in a variety of ways" (PQ2). These important teaching qualities may have so
overshadowed what the other CALL/TELI efforts offered her that by PD's end, ST
claims to have no previous knowledge or recollection of
By the conclusion of the PD, ST rates herself at Stage Five: Adaptation to Other

Contexts on the six-stage Technology Integration Development Scale - a four-stage
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increase from her pre-PD self-rating at Stage One: Awareness. Making a relatively
balanced and accepting assessment of "struggling with the basics" while beginning to
"see the benefits of using technology" (FQl), ST rates herself at a 2.5 after only five
weeks of the workshop phase of the PD. From there she experiences a seven-week
maintenance period in which she struggles with unfamiliar technological terminology and
"following mechanically" but not "really understanding what it is that I'm doing" (GI),
while simultaneously "feel[ing] good about having made actual activities" (FQ2). ST
then bumps herself up to a firm Stage Three: Understanding and Application of the

Process by the end of the workshop phase (week sixteen), in part due to finding "the last
couple of tools we worked with in the workshops were very interesting" (FQ3) and in
that she was "actually developing skills" (FQ3), she noted, "I feel very comfortable using
these and making exercises for students to do with them" (FQ3).
From there, having spent a good amount of time in Pre-Semester Consultations,
ST says, "I feel pretty good about where I am at with things" and "I think my plans are
manageable" (FQ4) - with this she raises herself half a point to 3.5. ST feels "more
confident" five weeks later in the implementation phase and advances herself to Stage 4:

Familiarity and Confidence as she states, "The actual practice and fi-om seeing it working
in the classroom - that's given me a bigger sense of confidence" (PI), and notes, "There's
a sense of comfort and definitely satisfaction, the more you do it, the more comfortable
you feel with the technology" (PI). After another five weeks of implementation
experience, ST maintains her Stage Four rating in that she feels "like we're a little
behind" (FQ5) and while her implementation efforts have generated "so much
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information.. .about my students that I didn't know" (FQ5), ST does feel able to take the
next step to "confidently and comfortably make use of technology to change things and
address certain issues" that arose (FQ5). But then ST ends six weeks later with a onepoint jump as she reconciles,
Technology is still a bit of a 'disruptive entity' when I feel like we are not getting
through all of the material perhaps because I'm trying to use the technology. But
then at the same time I want to use it more because I have a sense that it allows
students to engage more thoroughly with various aspects I'm trying to teach them,
and the activities are so much more alive and creative and, well, perhaps that's
why there's more engagement. (FQ6)

Pedagogy
ST's technology integration approach can best be described as three-pronged in
that it was tool-based, content-based, and reinforcement-based. Ever-aware of the extent
to which she and her fellow teacher-learners were "students and teachers at the same
time.. .trying to juggle both" their learning and their teaching (FI), the learner in ST felt,
"the only way I could really take advantage of the training we were having [was] if I
really chose activities that could be used with the different tools" (FI) that were covered
during the workshop phase of the PD. "After that," ST noted, "I said, 'OK, what kinds of
tasks can I develop? How do these activities help me meet the course objectives?"' As
the Consultation Logs were used to detail elsewhere in this profile, ST's technology
integration approach included close examination of the course materials and followed her
"usual" method of preparation: "I look through the book and I assign things different
days and distribute things like that - think about course goals, see what I want to
emphasize, what I'm going to leave out" (FI). From there ST says, "it's a matter of
deciding [ ] what you want to reinforce because the technology will help you reinforce
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some aspects" of the course (FI), such as "the vocabulary that they are learning or [ ] the
narration if we're working with narration in the past" (PI). In explaining this reinforced
content approach ST offered, "I've thought of it in terms of having it in conjunction with
the materials that I use in class and not just presenting something completely isolated"
(PI). As the CL document ST coming up with more content-based technology integrated
activities than the Implementation Logs show she ended up undertaking, ST clarified her
concurrent emphasis on the tools: "I think I decided to implement those activities based
on those tools I felt would be more useful for my course" (FI).
Examining ST's implementation efforts as represented in Appendix U, shows the
extent to which ST focused on those tools and that content that highlighted students'
writing - the more emphasized of the two production skills in this composition and
conversation course, ST explained. As can be seen, 80% of ST's five implementation
efforts - 100% of which were completely new activities to the course - were writing
emphasis efforts: The Ecology of El Salvador, The Nazca People', Female and Male

Cultural Stereotypes', and Gender Relations. However, while these 80%) may have
highlighted students' writing production, 15% were multiple skills oriented (reading,
writing, speaking and listening) and the remaining 25% were dual skills oriented (reading
and writing). ST's multi-media and multi- or dual-part design that favored in-class
implementation allowed her to make use of sound, images, and text in her efforts — for
example, in the El Salvador and Nazca People efforts that made use of PowerPoint - in
which students, working in pairs, talked through and co-constructed their compositions,
as well as listened and read authentic material collaboratively. Such integrated skills
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efforts not only served to give ST instructional practice with the tools and to highlight
and reinforce certain course content, they also allowed ST to address her view that
because "students get very limited exposure to the language in its many forms outside of
the classroom" (PQ2), she believes, "it is essential for me to try to include these skills in
as many situations as possible" (PQ2). These efforts also enabled students "to write in [ ]
more creative ways" (FI) - a goal ST set for herself in her technology integration
approach: "I wanted to find creative ways of using these technologies" (FI).
Furthermore, while ST noted her writing-based preference for the WebCT

Discussion Tool, which was used in 40% of the efforts - "I did want to make sure that I
had the Discussion Tool there, where students had the opportunity to develop more of
their writing skills and expand more on their thoughts" (FI) - she also found that the two
efforts that used this tool "helped in getting students to participate in a group on a more
equal basis" (PQ2) and produced "more independent" students who were "free to express
themselves without the 'threat' or 'discomfort' that my immediate presence may pose for
some" (PQ2). Such an accomplishment can be seen as in line with ST's stated teaching
style and philosophy: "I strive to create a non-threatening envirormient where students
feel comfortable learning the language" (PQ2). Additionally, it was ST's pedagogical
use of the transcripts generated by the Cultural Stereotypes and El Salvador student
discussion efforts that allowed for "monitoring.. .students' progress more efficiently"
(PQ2), "get[ting] an assessment or an idea of major problems and bring[ing] them up to
the entire class" (FI), as well as expanding "the interaction.. .beyond the classroom" (FI).
Here we see ST's teaching practice benefiting due to how she based the design of her
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CALL/TELI Discussion Tool efforts on specific pedagogical/curricular goals that led to
her also making full use of the tool and its features. This is similar to the manner in
which ST was able to attain her goal of integrating technology in pedagogically creative
ways with her PowerPoint efforts noted above.
ST's pedagogical implementation experience was also influenced by her sense
that "there needs to be the right balance" (PI) between all that a course is supposed to
cover and one's technology integration efforts, hi this regard, ST was left feeling unsure
about her balancing ability as she says in the Final hiterview, "I've had to make some
accommodations, you know, to be able to integrate technology" (FI), and notes elsewhere
that "some materials may be sacrificed to allow time for the technology" (PQ2), as well
as that "students don't or may not get much oral practice" (PQ2) as two possible
drawbacks or costs of her efforts. And while this profile is replete with the pedagogical
and curricular benefits ST found through her PD experiences, having concentrated on inclass implementation (82%) and on writing emphasis activities as described above, she is
left plagued by "feeling that the technology might take away from what we have
traditionally done in the classroom" (FI). And here we learn that ST is referring to the
fact that students "expect these classes to be conversational all the time" (FI), and looking
back over the data shows ST mentioning a student comment along the lines of "'Is [this]
a class on technology or is it a class on Spanish?"' (PI). At the time ST seemingly put the
comment down to her not knowing the Spanish for the technological instructions and
choosing "to do them in English just because I want to save time and make sure the work
gets done" (PI). By the end of the PD, however, ST was wondering if she had taken "too
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much time away from our normal conversational activities [by] substituting them with
writing or other less interactive forms of learning" (FI) - proving the power of a single
student comment and leading to ST emphasizing, "I have to assess [ ] the student learning
and see whether it was really beneficial to use some of this technology [ ] with them"
(PI).
Reviewing Appendix U, ST can be seen to have taken a balanced approach to her
technology integration efforts in terms of both sequencing of implementation events over
the course of the semester and giving almost equal weight to how often an
implementation event was undertaken (i.e., The Ecology of El Salvador - 27%; The

Nazca People - 18%; Poetry - 18%; Female and Male Cultural Stereotypes - 18%; and
Gender Relations - 18%), essentially reflecting her "initial objection" (FI), which she
says was "to expose myself to [the tools] and to learn them a little better" (FI). And
although ST ends the PD questioning the overall pedagogical balance of her efforts in
terms of whether anything was "sacrificed" (FI), her experiences also revealed, among
other student benefits, the extent to which "learning is becoming more enjoyable" as she
has observed students engaging in technology integrated activities "more readily" and
"with more enthusiasm" (PI). Furthermore, as ST has "grown" and "become a more
versatile teacher" (FI), she encourages other language teachers to approach technology
integration as a "test" (FI), similar to how "we try other things in our classrooms" (FI) as
she has, and then, based on "try[ing] it in different ways [and] see[ing] how a given tool
[works and] what results it will yield" (FI) make one's own pedagogical decisions.
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Conclusion
ST came to this technology integration professional development experience
having had some introduction to recently promoted CALL/TELI efforts in the form of email projects, the existence of foreign language MOOs, and uses of the World Wide Web
for foreign language student research, hi addition to this introduction, ST also came with
a product-based view of CALL/TELI in the form of web-based, automated exercises that
had the potential of minimizing the amount of student work she needed to correct something she was interested in learning more about. However, ST also brought with her
a belief that technology could not take the place of a language teacher and that in order to
technological benefits to be realized, students need direction and guidance in their use of
technology for language learning purposes. Overall, ST had a view of CALL/TELI as a
rather open field with potential for creativity and enhancement, and one that she had not
had time in the past to explore and so welcomed the PD as an opportunity of which she
was eager to take advantage. While ST noted that she was aware of needing to make the
most of this opportunity while the trainer was employed in her position, ST also noted
that she was equally if not more concerned with developing her own teaching practice.
With this in mind, ST set a goal for herself of taking a balanced approach to engaging in
the PD to the extent that such did not interfere with the improvement of her teaching.
With this relatively open-minded view of CALL/TELI and a desire to concentrate
on her teaching, ST participated and engaged in the technology integration professional
development in ways that focused on personalization and enhancement. To a large extent
ST can be seen employing her own learning strategies over the course of the PD in the

form of setting goals for her development and integration plans, engaging in all PD
opportunities in a balanced manner, using her colleagues and the trainer as sources of
inspiration to explore and try things on her own, addressing her need for reinforcement
by seeking out individualized help early on via one-on-one's with the trainer, completing
workshop assignments, accessing and organizing all materials, taking and maintaining
detailed notes, and using the research tools as a means to monitor and understand her own
development, hi addition, ST interacted with the trainer in one-on-one consultations over
the course of her PD experience in ways that mirrored her view and appreciation of the
trainer's understanding of ST's humanities background and her need to learn
technological skills in pedagogically connected ways. ST's first experience with the
trainer in which she challenged herself to take the needed time and undertake the needed
examination of her own curriculum led to her gaining confidence in her ability to
creatively design a CALL/TELI effort that would reinforce specific course content firom
which she deemed her students would most benefit.
With this intentional move to getting a head start on her technology integration
ideas, ST initiated her well-organized and collaborative method of engaging in this
process. During these interactions with the trainer, ST came with questions prepared for
the trainer that she went on to take notes on and file away for future reference. She also
used this time to engage in what she called a re-thinking of her course in tailoring exactly
what needed to be enhanced, why and how. With an agenda for each consultation, ST
worked with the trainer to begin the development of her technology integration ideas,
thereby gaining meaningful hands-on guidance, which enabled her to feel confident to
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complete such development on her own. This pattern also existed in terms of ST's coreflection of her implementations during which she reviewed the resulting student
products in the presence of the trainer and discussed the process that went into them as
well as methods for providing feedback and evaluation. Overall, ST viewed the
implementation phase as a crucial part of her development process and took advantage of
the trainer's time to undertake this reflection as well as relatively extensive preparation
that included review and practice of both her role in the technology integration efforts she
would soon be undertaking as well as her students' role, and thus was able to anticipate
and prepare to address most instructional needs.
As ST went on to implement a number of new technology integration efforts into
her in-class instructional practice and thereby solidify her own strong presence in her
students' engagement in these efforts, she was able to address one of her pre-PD
technology integration principles of technology not replacing her role in the classroom.
ST was also able to recognize how her own creative approach to the design of her efforts
benefited her students' ability to creatively use the language they were learning, which
served to increase their motivation. Furthermore, ST was able to note, via the above
mentioned co-reflection with the trainer as well as through the informal observations she
undertook during each implementation, the extent to which her efforts led to increased
interaction among her students and herself. In addition to these learner benefits, ST saw
herself grow as a language teacher by becoming in her mind more versatile, more
creative, and more attentive to her practice. Overall, ST gained a new perspective on her
teaching and feels empowered by the knowledge and abilities she has developed. With

this sense, and to the extent that ST continues to engage in critical reflection with her
colleagues about the integration of technology into the foreign language classroom, she
should be able to sustain her own professional development.
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APPENDIX Q
Case #3 Within-Case Study Profile (SL)
Within Case Study Analysis #3

Introduction
The third technology integration professional development case is represented by
a fifty-three year old British female with twenty-nine years of experience at the university
level teaching English as a Second Language. This teacher-learner's academic/research
area of specialization is in Composition and Cultural Studies, and her language pedagogy
pre-service instruction includes courses in language teaching methodology, assessment
and evaluation, and curriculum design. What follows is a narrative case profile resulting
from a chronological and triangulated analysis of how and why this teacher-learner
experienced the PD model in terms of her 1) participation in the technology integration
professional development model, including her overall experiences with engaging in the
various group events as well as her interactions with the trainer; 2) relationship with/to
technology, including her computer assisted language learning (CALL)/technology
enhanced language instruction (TELI) understanding and her technology integration
development; and 3) pedagogy. Additionally, a final concluding summary is offered at
the end of the profile.

Participation
Professional Development Experience

SL concludes her professional development experience recognizing that for her
the "training" and "support" were the greatest influences on her technology integration
choices and efforts because as she notes, "I wouldn't have done any of this on my own"
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and "I couldn't have done any of this without the training" (FD. Before participating in
this PD, SL says she had "done very little" either in the way of integrating technology or
seeking out help in doing so. Furthermore, SL admits that prior to the PD she "learned
by doing" only when she "really HAD to do things" (PQ 1). And while SL reflects that
this professional development experience has been "a huge time commitment" (FI), her
ability to consistently make this commitment over the entire course of the PD, as shown
in Figure Q 1 below, leading to a culminating feeling that this had been "a very good"
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professional development experience (FI), may have been influenced by her initial
belief/understanding that it would take "at least two hours a week" to realize technology
integration success as she saw it (PQ 1).
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Averaging 1.6 hours a week in terms of documented technology integration
professional development events enabled SL to feel "that the practice I've been able to
put in it all thus far has paid off for me and my students" (FQ6). As the Participation
Logs show, SL's practice came in the form of attending 73% of the weekly Workshops
during the training phase and 100% of the weekly Collegial Presentations during the
implementation phase, which together constitute 36% of her PD experience being group
oriented. Her positive attitude toward these group events is observable at week twelve of
training phase, when SL noted of the Workshops, "I love this part. When I can get here
on Tuesday afternoons, I really like this from a sort of social aspect of it" (GI).
Furthermore, while SL reflects both at week 25 and at week 40 that she was
"overwhelmed by the amount of materials" (PI) and "very overwhelmed in last spring"
(FI), at each point, she recognizes that this had much to do with her having "missed a
number of sessions" (FI) and notes during that phase of the PD, "I'd say I've given 50%
of what I should have been giving" (FI). However, she is able to positively state, "I think
that it's been a very good experience for all of us in that it's brought Modem Languages
and ESL faculty together" (FI), and that the Collegial Presentations have "added a new
dimension" to the professional relationship between the two groups, as she stresses after
all, "ESL is part of Modem Languages, and it's really nice having these Tuesday
afternoon sessions, and just getting to see how your colleagues are putting it into
practice" (FI).
SL's own contribution to sharing with her colleagues what she had been able to
put into practice is observable from the Presentation Logs that document her own
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Collegial Presentation as consisting of a comprehensive overview of an entire unit of
instruction that included exemplifying technology enhanced activities, offering student
examples, providing relevant handouts, explaining the rational behind and exhibiting
corresponding evaluation procedures, and responding to a variety of follow-up questions
and comments. The PL show that SL's presentation lasted two hours as opposed to the
average one hour, that none of her colleagues left before those two hours, that all nine of
the participants had both pedagogical and technical questions and comments, and that
there was general agreement among the participants that SL should submit her
presentation for consideration at a professional conference. This experience in
conjunction with SL's positive view of the group-oriented events as noted above could
have contributed to her feeling that she is no longer "on the border anymore of CALL"
(FI). She previously described CALL/TELI as "not something that grabbed me" (FI) and
"something that I've always just kind of kept at arms length" (FI). Instead SL now feels
"as if I'm a part of it," which she appreciates as she notes she is "going to be in the ESL
field for quite a bit longer" and "in that sense it's been a good professional experience"
(FI).
As the group-oriented aspects of this PD experience strengthened both SL's
relationships with her colleagues at her own institution and with the larger Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) professional community of which she
is a member, SL also felt that because she "missed a lot of workshop sessions," she had a
sense of "holding others up" (GI) during these group events;
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I feel embarrassed that I have to interrupt others or ask or ask you to come over
and show me how to do something, which other people have been doing for quite
awhile. (GI)
SL also stated that she felt her "learning style.. .requires some more time to digest some
of the information" that was being covered in the Workshops (GI). While she noted that
she "can follow things mechanically" during the workshops, she was "basically just
push[ing] buttons" and felt she needed to practice "by myself as she says, "so that I can
get it all by myself (GI). She was, therefore, looking forward to the summer and was
"still very optimistic" about having that time and that opportunity to practice her skills.
This sense of her own need for more practice along with feelings of holding others up in
the group setting provide explanation for SL's eleven one-on-one Pre-Semester
Consultations totaling seventeen hours, or 21% of her total technology integration
professional development participation.
While this more personal form of training and support will be detailed elsewhere
in this profile, of note here is how SL reflected being "very grateful for the summer time"
when she "could work one-on-one" because although she says, "it's probably very selfish
of me," SL emphasized that "because it was specifically pertaining to my course, it was
very meaningful" (PI). Furthermore, the data reveal that SL saw the group oriented
workshops as necessitating more generality and breadth vs. depth because as she saw it,
"like in a class where you've got multi-leveled, multi-skilled people, you're trying to
reach everybody so they stay interested and have something new to learn" (FI).
Comparatively, the Consultation Logs show that while SL did indeed get further practice
in mechanically pushing buttons, she did so in the act of creating actual materials for her
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chosen course. This relative view makes SL's appreciation for the "great" and
"wonderful" opportunity of "having that time and the one-on-one" (FI) even more
significant as she further notes that during this phase of the PD, "I think I gave of myself
maybe 80 or 90% of my time" (FI), which had her "really looking forward to
implementing and seeing how the students respond" (FQ4) to the activities and lessons
she developed with the help of the trainer during the pre-semester planning phase.

Relationship with the Trainer
SL ended her technology integration professional development experience with
the view that she and the trainer "were speaking the same language" when they worked
together over the course of the model (FI). In describing theses one-on-one interactions,
SL states, "having someone in ESL look at the text, look at the chapter, listen to how I set
up my class" made "a ton" of difference for her. Here the Consultation Logs indicate that
SL took the initiative and presented her entire course in the form of her syllabus, her
textbook, the films, the topics, and the materials and assignments to the trainer on their
first two Pre-Semester Consultation sessions, and that SL and the trainer spent part of
each of these six meetings discussing the goals and learning objectives of the course and
each activity/assignment, as well as the problems associated with the course and the
individual activities/assignments. The CL show that the trainer noted the similarity
between SL's course and the courses the trainer herself had most recently taught and
integrated with technology. And although SL mentions "maybe I asked you to do more
than you ever wanted, or asked you to know more than you ever wanted to know about
my textbook" (FI), to the extent that SL and the trainer were speaking the same language
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on a number of levels, in this one-on-one form SL was able to realize her pre-PD desire
or suggestion that "faculty with interests in writing programs could learn together" (FI).
This then can be seen as having contributed to the quantity and quality of her
participation and interaction with the trainer in these one-on-one mentoring and coaching
sessions.
SL goes on to characterize her interactions with the trainer during these PreSemester Consultations as follows:
And you were not only able to suggest ways of changing a free-write, a written
free-write in a journal into a free-write on WebCT. And then you were able to
talk about sort of the assessment tool that I might want to have; sort of questions I
want to ask students to ask of each other when they peer-evaluate each other's
writing. (FI)
This description corresponds to the Consultation Logs which show the trainer and SL
initially focusing on one of her course writing assignments and making use of one of the
technological tools, which SL had identified as one she saw as having qualities that
related to the specific writing and learning goals of this course. SL and the trainer also
interacted through a series of questions and answers (by the trainer to SL) altering the
assignment/activity in order to make it more 1) interactive, 2) engaging, and 3) useful to
the students themselves. Similar to what the CL reveal SL detailed about this particular
activity in its traditional form, SL reflects during her Final Interview,
.. .the students were doing free-writes in their journals outside class, but when
they came into class and got into groups of four, they would read out or
paraphrase what they'd written, and then that was sort of the end of the
conversation. (FI)
The CL show that the trainer and SL discussed how the use of the asynchronous WebCT

Discussion Tool would and in fact did as SL noted by the end of the PD "force" and
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"entice" students "to not only write more, but respond and start to write again" and
thereby enhanced "interaction" among the students (FI). Through such one-on-one
interactions with the trainer, SL became aware of the extent to which if the trainer "had
been just a pure tech person, you wouldn't have had that pedagogical knowledge" which
she found "extremely important" and needed to help her construct this technology
integration effort.
The CL also show that SL was concerned about how she would gauge the effect
of the use of both this asynchronous computer mediated communication (CMC) tool and
the synchronous CMC tool she planned on using. SL was also concerned about the
extent to which the use of these tools essentially created more written work for her to
review and grade. The logs show that the trainer asked how SL had previously assessed
students' free-writes, and if this had informed her about the use of the assignment. From
there a discussion ensued about using self and peer evaluation processes that would focus
students' attention on their own written communication skills, making use of the
transcripts that the technologies generate automatically, and providing SL with an
assessment of students' work as well as the effect of the technologies themselves. The
CL clearly state that the trainer described using a similar process in her own ESL writing
course, and that SL was familiar with using both self and peer evaluation but had never
done so in this particular course. While SL's experience with this type of assessment and
evaluation will be detailed in the Pedagogy section of this profile, of note here is how
these pre-semester one-on-one planning meetings were pedagogical, evaluative, as well
as technological in focus and the extent to which this set the stage and essentially allowed
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for the During-Semester Consultations to be similarly well-rounded and focused on SL's
needs at that time.
Looking at SL's overall
participation breakdown as shown in
Figure Q2, the data show that she
divided her time almost equally

Group-Oriented
Sessions (Workshops,
Presentations)
36%

between these one-on-one mentoring
and coaching sessions and the grouporiented sessions- 35% vs. 36%
respectively - while keeping her
Figure Q2

implementation efforts to 29%. As the above narration details, SL spent a majority of
these one-on-one interactions in the Pre-Semester Consultations (55%), 20% of them
making up missed Workshop sessions during Open Labs, and 25% in During-Semester
Consultations. Table Q 1 below shows how she spread this experience out over the
course of the entire 36 weeks of the PD and participated in all three types of available
one-on-one events.
As can be seen in Table Q 1, SL chose to make up all of the four Workshop
sessions that she was unable to attend - according to the Workshop logs these included
workshops of weeks three, five, seven, and nine, which were the second of the three
WebCT Chat Tool-oriented workshops, and the second, the fourth and the sixth of the six
PowerPoint-oriented workshops. Additionally, the Consultation Logs from these Open
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Event
Week
Type

Legen
d

Open
Labs
(wks 5-16)

Pre-Semester
Consultations
(wks 16-21)
1
2
7 18 19 0

During-Semester
Consultations
(wks 22-36)
2
2 2
6
4
8
10
16
23
5 29 34
1 2
T
P
P
P
P
P
P/
/ T/
M
M M
M
P
P
R
T
T T T T
R
R R
M = Make 1Jp/Review: All (Technological; Pedagogical; and Reflective)
P = Pedago gical/Curriculum Development
T = Technological/Mechanical
R = Reflective/Evaluative

Table Q1
Lab sessions indicate that during her week four make-up session, SL informed the trainer
that she had known from the beginning of the PD which course she would be working
with to integrate technology. This seemed to help her during the workshops as she relates
at week ten, "[ ] during the workshops, I am able to see applications and benefits of using
such things as the chat in my course" (FQ2).
This early determination of a particular course to focus on may also have then
prepared her for engaging as she did in the eleven Pre-Semester Consultations as detailed
above, which Table Q1 above shows were both pedagogically and technologically
oriented. SL describes part of these Pre-Semester Consultations as consisting of getting
"an assignment" to do over the week until the next meeting in which "we messed around
with my syllabus" and "kept building bits" and "put[ting] all of these bits in" (PI). At the
end of this planning phase, SL commented on how she viewed this work with the trainer;
"I have appreciated the individual attention greatly as we — and I do mean 'we' because
you were so actively involved in helping me thing through my syllabus and develop
exercises..." (FQ4). The effect these meetings with a trainer, who is also a fellow ESL
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writing teacher, seem to have had on SL can be seen in her response to what advice she
would give another teacher interested in integrated technology:
Urn, making the time and just sort of doing it in little baby steps- planning little
pieces in here and there. Sitting down with a teacher. Having them sit down with
a teacher who teaches a similar class, not talking to them about it in general. ..
(FI)
Here SL notes that such an experience, which is extremely similar to the one she had
with the trainer during these Pre-Semester Consultations, would allow a teacher to see
"what is doable" (FI), suggesting that this is what worked in her case.
Additionally, as Table Ql above shows, it was the final four of the five one-onone During-Semester Consultations with the trainer during the implementation phase
when SL interacted with the trainer in a reflective/evaluative manner. In each of these
instances the CL show SL initiated this type of discussion and referenced what the results
of her self and peer evaluation processes were showing her. As seen in Figure Q3, these

Technological & Reflective
15%

Technological/Mechanical
15%

Pedagogical, Technological,
& Reflective
0%

Pedagogical/Curriculum
Development
20%

Pedagogical & Technological
25%

5%
Make Up/Review: ALL
20%

Figure Q3
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types of reflective/evaluative interactions made up 20% of her consultations with the
trainer during this time. Another 20% were of a purely pedagogical nature, with an
additional 25% including some type of pedagogical discussion - these as detailed and
noted above made up the planning phase of SL's PD experience.
Of note as well is that 15% of SL's one-on-one interactions were of a purely
technological/mechanical nature, and the CL do show SL needing to go over the same
three mechanical functions repeatedly in the presence of the trainer - those being 1)
adding a new cultural topic to the Discussion Tool, 2) creating new and private groups
and pairs in the Discussion Tool, and 3) extracting and sending the Chat transcripts to the
students. The logs show a variety of approaches were undertaken in working with SL on
these technological functions, including using the step-by-step notes from the Workshops
which SL had printed out, having SL take hand-written notes as she or the trainer
performed the functions on the computer, and on one occasion accessing a tool's Help
Menu. The CL do show that on the last one-on-one technological oriented meeting of
week twenty-nine, SL was able to talk herself through the functions using her own notes
with no additional help from the trainer. Overall, SL claims that she feels good about
having "sat down this summer" when "we looked at my course and we decided we were
going to try and do some things, and I've done that and I'm still doing it in that course"
(FX).
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Technology
CALL/TELI Understanding
Thoughtout her technology integration professional development, SL noticed that
her "beliefs have changed quite a lot" (PI) and by the end of this PD, she has taken on the
view that CALL/TELI is a unified "approach"
whereby students and teachers can both become learners and facilitators. The
approach in and of itself demands a less teacher-centered classroom and enables
the teacher to facilitate more individualized learning AND more collaborative
learning at the same time - focusing on students that need help when they need
help, and ensuring students are both accountable and engaged in the activities.
(PS2)
This way of interpreting CALL/TELI can be directly related to the types of technology
integration efforts that SL created and chose to implement. As the data reveal, SL
identified the "enormous impact" the PD experience had on "the teaching and learning
roles" in her course: while she states, "I always thought I was...a learner-centered
teacher," she came to see "this experience has made me realize...there's a whole lot more
learner-centered you can be" (FI). She recognized that the WebCT exercises that she
herself created and implemented "enable the students to conduct the class" (FI), that they
"were totally responsible for staying on topic and developing the discussion and the ideas
put forth by their group members and themselves" (PQ2), and that she "was far less
central to the class than in previous semesters" (PQ2). Additionally, her use of "far more
evaluative strategies" that were "student-centered and which had them focusing on their
learning" (PQ2) aided in the construction of her view of a CALL/TELI approach as it
required them to "think more about the rationale for the exercises, not just about the
content" (PQ2). SL developed this view of CALL/TELI as an approach by experiencing
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her own implementation efforts, undertaking her Collegial Presentation on her
implementations, planning for and developing the implementations in one-on-one
consultations, and participating in the workshops that dealt with the technologies around
which she chose to focus her implementations.
Furthermore, it can be noted that her post-PD conception of what CALL/TELI is
contrasts quite drastically from SL's pre-PD view. Before this PD, SL listed "cameras,
audio tapes, films, computerized error correction, e-mail, and websites" (PQl) as
examples of CALL/TELI, and mentions knowing about "interactive skills based materials
in CD form on the market" (PQl). Out of this impression, SL's PD experience included
e-mail as a means of sending groups of students their Chat transcripts, as well as film and
cameras which SL had been using as part of\iQx American Cultures on Film course since
its inception. Another pre-PD notion of CALL/TELI that SL held was that of a "facility
where students could go" or a "lab" she could "send them to [ ] to work on [ ] things"
such as "pronunciation and grammar" (PQl). To the extent that SL never mentions these
views of CALL/TELI again, and to the extent that she was able to embrace the
technology integration method put forth in the PD that did not emphasize automatic error
correction or student self-access grammar and pronunciation drills and practice, her initial
views here do not appear to have limited her development. Moreover, SL did end her
experience feeling that her integration efforts "allowed for enhanced interaction,
communication, and engagement" (PQ2). Additionally, her efforts gave her "ways to do
already existing exercises in a more effective way" (FI), and provided "ways to maximize
the practice of those [writing and speaking] skills" that were to focus of this particular
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course. Here we can see that SL was able to provide the type of "resources" that work to
"enhance what [students} are already doing" (PQl) for which she originally believed
CALL/TELI allowed. In this way, part of her conception was realized, but in the form of
an approach that was tied to the specific goals of her chosen course and to her selfproclaimed "learner-focused" teaching philosophy (PQ2).
SL's PD experience can further be seen to have affected her original perception of
CALL/TELI in that the data show that she began this experience thinking "technology
can be extremely beneficial when it can add to rather than replace what a teacher may be
doing" (PQl). After the first month of implementation, however, SL herself notes the
extent to which her in-class experiences have allowed for a "horrible" yet "wonderful
realization that your students are learning and it's in spite of you and not because of you"
(PI). Here the data show that SL has had a moment in which she "suddenly realize[d]
that all of these years that you've spent in the classroom, trying to be the stimulus for
discussion and it's all of a sudden taken away from you by the exercise you've created"
(PI). This essentially shows how SL's experiences and her implementation efforts are in
direct contrast to her original view noted above of the extent to which CALL/TELI can
be "extremely beneficial" when it does not act as a replacement, for here SL feels she is
being replaced to a certain extent. However, what should also be noted is that SL does
not blame the technology or give the technology the power of having changed the
situation; rather she recognizes that it is her own exercises that she herself created and
implemented that caused the change, and therefore, her role in the instruction process has
not been eliminated.
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Furthermore, as was noted above, SL's experiences also included the recognition
of the manner in which the exercises replacing her role as discussion stimulator has then
led to more engagement and responsibility on the students' part, essentially strengthening
SL's view of CALL/TELI as a student-centered approach to language instruction. Of
note as well is SL's further comment on her horribly wonderful realization that "I've had
to let go" of this role, of feeling like "I'm not earning my money because I'm not up there
talking and giving input" (PI); a comment which can also be seen as contributing to SL's
developing the view of CALL/TELI that she did. Additionally, perhaps it was this very
type of letting go that came into play when SL who had originally stated a CALL/TELIoriented desire of wanting "to learn of new ways to deal with the vast amount of written
work I collect" (PQl), but whose CALL/TELI efforts led to "reams and pages of stuff
that also resulted, however, in "the students [taking off] with the discussion" (PQ2) and
increased student interactivity, communication and engagement (PQ2).

Technology Integration Development
SL concluded this phase of her technology integration professional development
experience by stating with regard to the specific implementation efforts she made, "I feel
as if I know what I am doing, and why I'm doing it, and what I'm getting out of it" (FI).
This sense of understanding and self-confidence shows a good degree of development
from her pre-PD days when she stated, "I really don't have a clear idea how much I need
to know before I can begin applying this knowledge in my classes" (PQl). But by PD's
end, SL is able to evaluate her own needs - "I want to continue mastering the same tools
as I still do not have those down" (PQ2) - as well as establish her own next-steps - "I
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want to modify/adapt certain tools after having used them once in this class" (PQ2) and
"I would like to use WebCTin my other courses and add tools gradually" (PQ2). This
ability to evaluate her continued need to master the two main CMC tools that she has
begun to integrate shows a noteworthy level of commitment in that as the Consultation
Logs show, and as was detailed elsewhere in this profile, SL had ongoing difficulty
managing the mechanical functionality of these technologies throughout the course of the
PD, as she herself describes at week twenty-five:
It's amazing though - if you're not doing it every day, for example, once every
three weeks, I have to send my students transcripts of their chats, and I have to
look back at my directions. But once I've done it, OK, yeah, check it off -1 can
do that. But um now I know I have to start writing the directions for deaf culture.
I should be able to do them - I've done them twice now, but I know when I go
back in there again, I'll need to review how to do it. (PI)
However, it seems SL's recognition and acceptance of what she needed during the PD e.g., "time to block everything out and concentrate" (GI), "lots of repetition" (PI),
"flexibility" (PI), and "hands-on practice" (FI) - helped her obtain these very things,
which led to her believing, "In terms of me, teaching my course, I think I know what I'm
doing" (FI) even in the face of ongoing struggles.
Furthermore, the above establishment of the next-steps SL would like to take i.e., branching out into other courses and using other tools - demonstrates a significant
amount of confidence in someone who initially described herself as being "incredibly
intimidated by technology" (PQl) and who admitted, "I...rely on my assistant to help me
do anything beyond e-mail and writing up my syllabus" (PQl). At that pre-PD point, SL
had rated herself at Stage 1: Awareness on the Technology Integration Development
scale, and tracing her formative self-assessments reveals that this sense of needing
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someone else is present in one form or another until the end when she rates herself at

Stage 4: Familiarity and Confidence. For example, during the training phase, SL
advances herself to at Stage 2: Learning the Process, but notes "I just don't know how
I'll ever be able to manage it" (FQl) and "I don't think I could do it on my own" (FQ2),
and "I lack faith in my ability to make it all happen on my own" (FQ3). Although SL had
a one-stage drop at week twelve when she notes, "I feel I've missed a lot of workshop
sessions" (GI), and the CL confirm her having missed four workshops at that point, she
then goes on to rate herself "pretty solidly" (FQ4) at Stage 3: Understanding and

Application of the Process at week twenty-one. This occurred after the eleven one-onone meetings with the trainer where she had the time she stated she needed to concentrate
and get hands-on practice. Yet even at this point when SL projects, "I.. .hope that my
actually using the computer this term will give me the 'confidence' stage 4 talks about
'gaining'" (FQ4), she was still clinging to a need for the trainer's "help" because she was
also "a bit terrified of the thought of being in the computer lab!" (FQ4).
However, SL reaches a point where, instead of relying on others, her situation has
reversed and has led to a new sense of confidence;
I also realize that I have learned to manipulate the calendar tool and the syllabus
tool to a certain extent as I had to help a colleague with them last week - and
while these aren't at the forefront of what we think of when we think of
integrating technology into our instruction, learning them as well as I have has
really helped me feel confident about my ability to use other tools without the
degree of fear I once had. (FQ6)
This realization surfaces for SL after she spent an entire one-on-one consultation meeting
(week 21) physically practicing a technical run-through using the lab, as the CL show.
She also spent 20% of these meetings during the semester reflecting and evaluating what
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happened during her actual implementation efforts, and successfully managed a lab-use
day without the support of the trainer - "I realized on Monday, when you couldn't be
there that I had to do it" (PI). She noted by week 30 a growing sense of her own comfort
emanating from "how comfortable the students all seem using the lab and working
through the activities" (FQ5),
Furthermore, SL's PD experiences have enabled her to recognize that she has
resources in the form of her colleagues, as she notes that she wants to "visit my ESL
colleague's class in order to get more ideas" (PQ2), and she has confidence that the group
of teachers will continue to meet and inform each other even after the trainer has gone
(FI). And while SL does mention a concern about "how comfortable I'll be next fall
when [the trainer's] not here" (FI), she goes on to describe her lack of comfort in terms of
administrative technology support, for example, students having the correct "password"
and being in the right "group" (FI). These were two actual instances that the
Implementation Logs show the trainer had to help SL with during two classes as only the
trainer had such administrative access. However, SL says she is "not.. .uncomfortable
with the exercises that we've designed" (FI) and feels she was "doing better with the
exercises" (FI) as the implementation semester progressed.
One thing to note is that SL felt, "I don't think I've done enough" in terms of her
implementation efforts in that she states, "I don't think I've developed completely new
ideas this semester" (FI), which the Implementation Logs support in that 75% of her
efforts were classified as "reworked" versions of activities or exercises that were a part of
the course in its pre-PD manifestations. Additionally, the IL show that SL made use of
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only two main technology applications - the asynchronous WebCTDiscussion Tool and
the synchronous WebCT Chat Tool - along with two supporting technologies - Mulberry

E-mail and Microsoft Word. Yet SL's development to Stage 4 of technology integration
development can be attributed to the fact that she chose and successfully did work with
two technologies 1) with which, prior to the PD, she had relatively no or little familiarity,
2) of which she had absolutely no instructional use, and 3) in which she had low
pedagogical interest (PIl). By the end of the PD, SL's instructional use had increased
75% to "extensive" for both, and her pedagogical interest had doubled for each to a rating
of "high" (PI2). Furthermore, even though SL stated "I was expecting more training on
using the Internet as that seems to be what everyone in our field is talking about doing"
(PQ2), the fact that this phase of the PD did not focus specifically on using the Mtemet
for language learning and teaching, did not seem to negatively affect her overall gains in
all three technology integration development categories. The Post-Inventory shows a
25% increase in basic familiarity with all of the technological tools and functions the PD
was to cover, a 25% increase instructional use of the tools and functions, and a 23%
increase in her pedagogical interest in integrating those tools and functions listed (PI2).
Had she taken on more technologies and/or attempted to integrate entirely new types of
exercises or activities, SL may not have ended this PD as sure of herself as she did.
Pedagogy

Upon the conclusion of the PD, SL states, "The benefits are well worth the effort
as I saw fi-om the work produced by my students in this class" (PQ2). Reviewing this
technology-based work as well as having her students review their own work was
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something that the Implementation Logs and the Consultation Logs show that SL made a
point of doing. And while this may not seem all that significant as far as teaching and
learning strategies go, as this statement shows, it allowed SL to see the benefits of her
and her students' efforts, not to mention the extent to which it also exploited what the
technology's functionality had to offer. By viewing her students' recorded work in the
Chat and Discussion transcripts, SL was able to establish the following:
As far as benefits to students are concerned, I personally feel that it did a great
deal to help foster relationships in my class - which surprised me as I feared so
much face-to-terminal time would detract from students getting to know each
other and building a comfortable learning environment, but it was the exact
opposite. PQ2
As the "development of an 'empathetic' learning environment" (PQ2) was one of SL's
stated goals for this course, the data here show that her specific way of making use of
technology helped her achieve this goal.
The manner in which SL's integration efforts assisted in building students'
relationships is connected to her taking "much more of a backseat role" and "no longer
play[ing] the mediator in discussions," which provided students the opportunity to
manage their own discussions and to be "totally responsible for staying on topic and
developing the discussion and the ideas being put forth by their group members and
themselves" (PQ2). While it has been noted elsewhere in this profile that from this
experience SL was able to construct a view of CALL/TELI as a student-centered
approach to teaching and learning language, she also notes that while "the students knew
each other better," she felt "a little like I lost contact with my class as a whole" (PQ2).
As will be detailed below, this dual perspective - seeing both the positive and the
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negative in a balanced manner - was characteristic of SL's entire pedagogical experience
with this technology integration development endeavor. Additionally, the data will show
that this dual and balanced view was possible to a large extent because of SL's evaluative
and reflective teaching. This skill enabled her to maintain this perspective and seemingly
not to be overwhelmed by any one way of viewing her pedagogical efforts. Instead, as
has been shown elsewhere in this profile, SL was able to apply what she was learning to
her future teaching; for example, in the case of the above noted feeling of losing contact
with her class, SL was able to determine,
I need to make myself more a part of what I've set up for them. I want to modify
this next semester's class so that I feel it is more 50/50 technology/traditional
classroom. I will take longer to warm up this semester before plunging in. (PQ2)

As for SL's overall approach to her technology integration implementation
efforts, the data reveal there was a duality at work there as well. It was previously noted
in the profile that SL was "looking for [ ] ways to do already existing exercises in a more
effective way" (FI). As the co-author of the textbook she used in this particular course,
the Consultation Logs indicate that she had developed a series of exercises and activities
around American cultures (plural) that she believed worked to develop and support
students' communication skills. SL explains that this course - "the inquiry seminar" for
native and normative speakers of English - had a main focus on "writing skills" and
included attention to "speaking skills" as well, and in approaching how she was going to
integrate technology into this course, SL states, "I was looking for ways to maximize the
practice of those skills" (FI). And while at first blush one might conclude SL took a
skills-based approach to her implementation efforts, the data suggest that there were
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underlying theoretical and philosophical properties at work that made this approach much
more than discrete skill enhancement.
For example, we can see from the data used above that SL believed in the
importance of creating an "empathetic" and "comfortable" learning environment.
Additionally, she based the design of her course and its exercises on a "philosophy" of
"creat[ing] an interactive learning environment in which students of many different
backgrounds and abilities can apply and develop critical thinking skills" (PQl). The data
have also established that SL stated, "I would characterize my teaching style as learnerfocused" (PQ2). And based on her description of course - "I provide the stimuli in the
form of readings and films, and the students provide and share their interpretations" PQl
- frirther evidence of her view of the role interaction, student-centered participation and
communication can be seen. To the extent then that the original course exercises and
activities were designed to promote and support these underlying language teaching and
learning principles, SL's technology integration approach was not simply based on the
enhancement or support of discrete writing or speaking skills, but rather on her own
philosophy of language learning.
Furthermore, the Consultation Logs show that during the first two Pre-Semester
Consultations with the trainer - i.e., weeks seventeen and eighteen - in which SL
presented her course and discussions ensued about the direction of her implementation
efforts, when prompted, SL brought up the problems she had encountered in previous
teachings of this particular course that she would be interested in exploring ways in
which technology could help her address. The CL show that SL noted that in this class of
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freshmen native and normative speakers there was always a tendency for unequal
participation and often non-participation on the part of the nonnative students.
Additionally, the CL document, and the Final Interview corroborates, SL's contention
that in the pre-PD form of a certain key exercise,
the students were doing free-writes in their journals outside class, but when they
came into class and got into groups of four, they would read out or paraphrase
what they'd written, and then that was sort of the end of the conversation. (FI)
Here SL describes the problem of the lack of interactive discussion she believed to be
important for students' development of their "critical thinking skills" (PQ2). During this
Final hiterview at the end of the PD, SL goes on to relate
"[ ] the technology in that particular exercise, has forced them to -1 hope it's not
forced them; I hoped it's enticed them - to not only write more, but respond and
start, write again, and so there are many more examples of interaction. (FI)
What this shows is that SL did not take only a skills-based or philosophy-based approach
to her technology integration efforts, but also a problem-based approach; ergo a dual
approach. Such a strategic integration method could have helped SL achieve a measure of
success as this quote, along with the Implementation Logs that document the full
participation and engagement among students when working on the three in-class
exercises, show.
The Consultation Logs also reveal that SL wanted to find a way to address
another problem she had experienced in the teaching of this course in the past. On past
course evaluations SL had received comments from students that there was a great deal of
written work they were being asked to produce that they felt was a waste of their time in
that SL was not reading, commenting on, and grading it all. And while the CL reveal that
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SL stated that she felt pedagogically justified in having the students undertake the written
work even though she may not be able to attend to it as the students felt was warranted,
she did relate in the second Pre-Semester Consultation that this student complaint was the
reason behind her pre-PD request for "help dealing with the large amount of written work
I receive" (PQl). This is the point at which the CL show the trainer and SL determined
that as there was no magic technological bullet to address this problem while also
maintaining SL's focus on creating a learner-centered environment that developed
students' critical thinking skills. Therefore, SL worked with the trainer to develop a selfand peer-evaluation and reflection CALL/TELI effort that made use of the technology
she and the trainer had already established would benefit her teaching and her students'
learning, and would more appropriately address SL's needs and beliefs.
Making use of the recorded transcripts generated by the three computer meditated
communication exercises SL created for this course to enable student reflection and
evaluation, and making use of the Discussion Tool as a private means for students to
submit their written work and for SL to review their evaluations of themselves and their
peers seemed to work well for SL. hitrigued by SL's evaluation mechanism, her
colleague asked her to describe it further during the Pair Interview:
Well I did a little self-evaluation sheet out of twenty points, six point or eight
points for each of the three exercises, and I was asking them to evaluate
themselves on things such as how much did you assist another student in the
discussion. And to what extent were able to present a new idea or challenge an
idea. And they were very honest in that they didn't give themselves high scores,
and then the next time we went into it, I said these are the things that I want us to
try and do. I don't know if I worded it like that. But if you only got a 1 or a 2,
then think about challenging somebody's idea or giving your opinion or so-on.
So, I was doing that kind of self-evaluation. (PI)
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SL's technology integration efforts in terms of the three exercises, led her to this method
of evaluation. In so doing, her role changed from the sole evaluator to an enabler of
student-centered evaluation. SL notes that these new "strategies" were "studentcentered" (PQ2) and focused students' attention on "their learning" (PQ2) in an
"introspective" manner (PI). Additionally, SL recognized the dual purpose/benefit of
these "reflection excises" (PI) in which students reviewed "how they were
involving/assisting their peers as well as themselves" and "'measure[d]' the effectiveness
of the technology integration from their viewpoint" (PQ2).
Looking more closely at all of SL's technology integration implementation efforts
reveals the extent to which her efforts relate to her underlying teaching philosophy and
her course goals as well as address problems as mentioned above. As can be seen in
Appendix W, SL implemented four integration efforts (i.e., four distinct activities) for a
total of sixteen events (i.e., the four activities were each conducted four times, totaling
sixteen events). According to these logs, 75% of the efforts made use of the
asynchronous written CMC technology, WebCT's Discussion Tool, and 25% made use of
the synchronous written CMC technology, WebCT's Chat Tool. This Chat tool exercise,
entitled. Spotlight Chat: Group Online Discussion and Analysis of Cultural Film, also
made use of the college's e-mail system Mulberry. SL, who as the instructor of the
course was the only one with access to the automatically recorded transcripts generated
during the undertaking of the exercise, sent the student groups their Chats as MS Word
document attachments for the students to use "as you might use the minutes from a
meeting or notes from a lecture" to go on to construct their related oral presentations (PI).
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After having undertaken two out of the four Spotlight Chat exercises she had
designed and scheduled into her syllabus, SL had mixed feelings about the effect these
events were having on her teaching behavior and on her students' behavior. At that point
in the PD, SL says she is bothered by concerns about whether the discussion would be
more "productive in terms of what they are really meant to do" if it were conducted the
"normal" way in a "regular classroom" (PI). From the logs the data show that the
objectives of this particular exercise are as follows:
Students work in groups of 4 and discuss/analyze a film - they decide on a
specific scene they want to deal with, begin to analyze what is at issue or focus
and begin to think through how they will present their analysis to the rest of the
group (IL)
However, SL wondered whether the students "think I'm not there" and therefore do not
perform the same as they would "in the classroom [when] I would be there" (PI). Of note
here are the Implementation Logs which document the students being much more vocal
and laughing during this second implementation event of this particular exercise
culminating in SL stopping the class and calling everyone's attention to the need to focus
on getting the exercise completed. The IL also show that before doing this SL went into
the Chat transcript logs and reviewed the group of students who were talking and not
writing, where she found "they weren't on-task" (PI). And although she recognized later
that "two groups were doing what they were meant to be doing" (PI), SL's experience
leads her to also generalize about the students' behavior during this technology enhanced
exercise:
[TJhey're spending too much time discussing when they're going to meet outside
of class and setting up appointments in the Chat rather than brainstorming on the
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film clip they're meant to be choosing and they're also coming into the Chat
rooms not having watched the film... (PI)
Of note here is that the only way SL knew this was happening was because she
was able to review a set of transcripts that her use of technology made possible.
Although this experience leaves SL feeling that "the Chat.. .is the hardest to control" (PI),
she does go on to note that she recognizes that the above student behavior "could happen
[ ] even if it weren't in the Chat" (PI). During this Pair Interview her colleague supports
SL in this by mentioning that a teacher never knows how on-task groups of students are
as the teacher walks around a class from group to group. This leads SL to acknowledge
that "the positive thing about the Chat is that they are all talking and they are admitting
that they haven't watched the film" (PI), which shows, in addition to exhibiting its effect
of being a means of accountability, that this technology integration effort has worked to
address the above stated problem concerning the lack of participation.
As the data have been employed to show, SL made use of technology in ways that
not only increased participation, but "enable[d] students to conduct the class" (FI). As
the Implementation Logs document, by the final unit of SL's course, her students came to
the last three lab sessions and entered into and engaged in the technologized exercise for
that day with minimal direction needed from SL. Additionally, the IL show that the
students had begun to help each other and answer each other's questions as needed, and
that other than these oral interactions, they seemed to remain on written task. When it
came time for SL to give her presentation to her colleagues, the Presentation Logs show
that she did so, as was mentioned elsewhere, on an entire unit of instruction, and that she
emphasized how well she thought the students were able to engage in the exercises after
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having done them on a regular basis for each unit over the course of the semester. These
logs also document that SL felt it took such a scheduled use of the technology-enhanced
exercises for her students to reach their high level of interaction and ability to use the
tools successfully.
In this regard, SL claimed,
[M]y teaching has become much more structured - and in a way I never wanted to
be a much more structured teacher because I've always thought, well, learners
should, um, if you like, have an influence on the way in which a course goes. (FI)
SL recognizes that this structured feel had much "to do with the logistics with the lab"
(FI), but her technology integration efforts made clear how "each module followed a
certain pattern" (PQ2), and how this felt "rigid" to how in "non-technology based classes,
I might change the syllabus/activities or allow discussion to flow from one class to the
next" (PQ2).
This comment can be traced back to early in the semester when SL noted that "we
got behind on something, but I still need that lab piece to complete that whole" (PI), and
did not feel WebCT was "allowing me the flexibility to flow over" (PI). Here at week
twenty-six, SL's phrasing indicates that she was bestowing a certain degree of power on
technology itself in what it did not allow her to do in her teaching. This sense of the
influence technology has could have to do with being new to undertaking technology
integration and SL's own sense of how much she had to essentially structure her course
as we saw in the her choice to participate in eleven Pre-Semester Consultations, in which
the logs show SL was very concerned about how her technology integration efforts would
actually play out in the computerized classroom setting. SL confirms this when she
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recognizes, "I am having to work harder outside [of class] in terms of preparation" (PI) as
she tried to "get the framework out there" as she would with a "new course" or an "old
course that I'm revising" (PI), and as she recognized herself thinking more about being
prepared for the coming week's exercises (PI). The CL show that the trainer encouraged
SL to structure her course and to prepare as well as possible in order to combat how
"terrified" she herself admitted to being about working in the lab (FQ4). At work here
then is a combination of SL's way of teaching, her experiences in actually implementing
her efforts, and her interactions with the trainer that worked to bring to the surface the
issue of how structured her course seemed to be.

Conclusion
SL came to the professional development experience at hand with a sense of
herself at an avoidance stage of technology in general let alone technology integration i.e.. Stage One on the six stage development scale. She mentioned that prior to the PD
she relied heavily on an assistant to perform most if not all of her technological needs and
that she had quite a bit of fear when it came to learning about technology. SL also
brought with her a view of CALL/TELI as a supplement to one's language instruction
that existed for her in the form of software products that, while she viewed as helpful to
learners' development, she also felt were overly skill-specific. Additionally, SL made
specific mention of the value she placed on the idea of being able to send students
somewhere, such as a language lab, for such skill-based practice. As a second language
writing teacher, SL was also interested in those products that would in effect decrease the
amount of student work she was required to review and provide feedback on. Combined,
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these pre-PD views led SL to articulate her belief that working together with fellow
writing instructors would be a helpful way, in her mind, to go about the technology
integration professional development. SL also noted that she would need to make a twohour commitment to this endeavor in order to benefit from it.
To a certain extent, SL's participation and engagement in the technology
integration professional development was plagued along the way by frustrations with her
lack of technological progress and feelings of being overwhelmed by how much
information was being covered. Fortunately, however, SL's experience was supported by
her understanding of and commitment to acquiring the help she needed and her strong
sense of and ability to articulate and maintain her personal teaching philosophy. When it
came to the group-oriented PD events, SL reflected on how she valued these interactions
from a social standpoint and noted that she felt her confidence growing by engaging in
activities in which she made use of her own course and was able to come up with
technology integration activities that met the specific needs of that course. However, she
also noted how after having missed a number of workshops she felt overwhelmed,
embarrassed and a bit of a burden to her fellow colleagues who helped her along the way.
Rather than dwelling on this though, SL began consulting with the trainer in Open Lab
consultations during which she was able to procure the individualized attention and
additional guided practice she felt she needed. Furthermore, SL made a great effort to
make up for her inability to fully participate in the workshops by undertaking a large
number of pre-semester planning consultations during which she openly and
collaboratively engaged in the examination of her course with the trainer, who just so
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happened to be a fellow writing teacher, and thereby was able to also achieve a pre-PD
desire of working with colleague with a similar background and interests.
During these interactions, SL took the initiative and set the tone for not only
examining the contents of her coiarse, but also imcovering her pedagogical assumptions
and beliefs that supported this content as well as the various issues and problems she had
encountered in her previous teachings of the course. By taking this approach SL opened
up the opportunity for personalized dialogue with the trainer regarding how and why to
integrate technology into this specific course with these underlying tenants and
corresponding issues to be addressed. Such dialogue enabled SL to choose specific
technologies (and ones she did not claim to have interest in prior to the PD) to make use
of in ways that were inline with her teaching philosophy and served to address issues
related to engaged and equal participation, social constructive interaction, and self
awareness and self management. By the end of this planning phase, SL had worked with
the trainer to develop and prepare her technology integration efforts, which manifested in
four repeating activities, to the extent that she felt had obtained the needed repetition and
meaningful hands-on practice that instilled a sense of self-confidence for the
implementations to follow.
SL went on to manage the implementation of her efforts, gaining a sense of
comfort from her own students' comfort with undertaking the CALL/TELI efforts she
had created. Furthermore, SL was able to learn a great deal about the effects of her
efforts via the CALL/TELI self-evaluation effort she had constructed in which students
reflected on and evaluated their participation in the other efforts for each unit of
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instruction. As SL made use of during-semester consultations with the trainer to review
these as well as the other work her students produced, she was able to engage in dialogic
reflection on her experience and more fully understand and appreciate her role in this
process. Such co-reflection was important for SL as she discussed the extent to which
she experienced the horrible yet wonderful realization that she was no longer engaging in
her traditional role of discussion and task manager, hi that SL was able to recognize that
such a displacement correspondingly enabled increased learner autonomy, and that she,
in the form of her implementation of her CALL/TELI efforts, was responsible for this
situation, and not the technology itself, she was able to let go and assume new behaviors
and new roles and to feel good about doing so.
hi addition to noting the benefits to her students' learning such as this increased
autonomy, interaction, engagement, and responsibility for their own learning, SL also
noted her experience led her to become even more of the learner-centered teacher she
believed in being. And while she also noted a feeling of increased structure and rigidity
to her course, via reflection with the trainer and her preparation for and giving of her
collegial presentation, SL also recognized the manner in which this structure essentially
led to her students becoming increasingly proficient and thereby garnering the greater
benefits that such proficiency enables. Furthermore, due to her thoroughness of this
presentation, SL experienced an enormous sense of confidence and professional inclusion
as her fellow language teaching colleagues responded with engaged interest and praise.
Overall, SL's technology integration professional development experiences engendered a
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good deal of self-confidence and self-reliance and opened the door to a means for
continued professionalization for this 29-year veteran.
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APPENDIX R
Case #4 Within-Case Study Profile (GP)
Within Case Study Analysis #4

Case # 4 Introduction
A fifty-eight year old American female with eight years of English as a Second
Language teaching experience at the university level represents the fourth technology
integration professional development case. This teacher-learner's academic/research area
of specialization is in Content Based Instruction, and she has had four language pedagogy
pre-service courses, including language teaching methodology, assessment and
evaluation, curriculum design, and materials development. What follows is a narrative
case profile resulting from a chronological and triangulated analysis of how and why this
teacher-learner experienced the PD model in terms of her 1) participation in the
technology integration professional development model, including her overall
experiences with engaging in the various group events as well as her interactions with the
trainer; 2) relationship with/to technology, including her computer assisted language
learning (CALL)/technology enhanced language instruction (TELI) understanding and
her technology integration development; and 3) pedagogy. Additionally, a final
concluding summary is offered at the end of the profile.

Participation
Professional Development Experience

At the end of the technology integration professional development, GP claimed it
had been a "fun and challenging" experience and that she "really enjoyed learning to use
various technologies" (FI). While GP repeatedly comments about how "fun" the
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experience was for her, she also admits, "it took a lot of time and effort" (FI). The
amount and type of GP's time and effort, which can be seen in Figure R1 below,
sustained her pre-PD belief that "the best way to go about this is to have a course release
so that one can concentrate more fully on the task at hand" (PQl), in that by the end of
her experience, GP expresses a similar sentiment:
[I]t would be lovely to have release time to.. .really develop courses because
we're all kind of hit and miss, trying to pull this together at the last minute. (FI)
However, as Figure R1 shows, the lack of having such release did not seem to limit GP's
participation over the entire course of the PD. The chart represents GP's 100%
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participation in all of the Workshops during weeks 1-15, as well as her participation in an
additional five one-on-one Open Lab meetings during that same time period.
Furthermore, GP participated in four Pre-Semester Consultations during weeks 16-21, as
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well as four During-Semester Consultations, all ten of the Collegial Presentations, and
twenty-four technology integration hnplementations during the final sixteen weeks of the
PD.
Such heavy participation during the implementation phase can in part be related to
GP's own "learning by doing" (FI) learning style and how she actively put her knowledge
of this style to work for her early-on in the PD. This self-recognized style allowed GP to
appreciate the hands-on and situated aspects of the training or workshop phase of the PD
as she stated, "The fact that we have computers and that we're doing it and applying what
we're learning helps" (GI). GP's appreciation here was enhanced in that she had a
comparison for her PD experience in the "PowerPoint demonstrations" presented by the
college's information technology team "where they're just demonstrating, and we
weren't doing anj^hing," which was not as helpful to GP's way of learning as the
Workshops that for her had "the look and feel of an actual class" (GI). The Consultation
Logs also show that GP took the initiative to more fully satisfy her learning needs as she
met with the trainer twice during Open Lab sessions to obtain both pedagogical and
technological support in appljdng what she was learning to the course she was teaching at
that time during the training phase. As GP herself stated at the time,
I decided I was going to do PowerPoint in the class that I'm doing and I spent a
lot of time; I found this topic I thought was cute and I decided I was going to try
this, and I spent hours, and hours and hours playing with the PowerPoint and
getting it on and off and changing it and uploading it, and downloading it, and
uploading it, and downloading it. (GI)
The result of such playing was that GP felt, "more confident" in that she had "done it
enough," (GI), which satisfied her stated learning need for "repetition" (GI). The data
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here show how GP sought out and got the kind of "follow up" she believed she needed
after learning something in the workshops (GI).
The data further reveal that this applied or "learning by doing" approach led GP
to spend a third Open Lab meeting consulting with the trainer regarding how to then go
about using this particular technology with her chosen course next semester. The CL
show that GP related that in previous teachings of this course she has had her students
undertake presentation/speaking projects and wanted this next semester's students to
make use of Microsoft PowerPoint to do so. In describing one of the projects, the CL
document GP saying that for these projects students collect various types of data and
present charted and graphed versions of them. Upon the trainer replying that she recalled
that PowerPoint had a chart-making tool, which the trainer had used but not taught others
to use, the logs show that GP and the trainer explored this function technologically as
well as pedagogically. The CL reveal that after locating the internal tool and then
attempting to read the Help Menu, the trainer suggested she and GP simply try to make a
chart and learn about it as they do so. In describing this episode to her colleagues during
the Group Interview, GP said her initial reaction was "What is this thing?" (GI) and as
the "instructions were so complicated" (GI), she related that she just began "playing and
playing" (GI). This "playing around" (GI) led to GP's successfully making a pie chart
and a graph. However, GP related that the graph was "not quite the way I wanted it to
be" (GI), but after her success with the chart and the hours she spent on her other

PowerPoint endeavor as described above, GP reached a point of recognizing and
accepting that "it's going to take some more time" (GI).
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Such a developmental point of view corresponds to GP's final contention that as
she has come to realize that "many improvements can be made" in how she integrated
technology into her chosen course, it is all simply "part of the process" (FI). This
process-oriented outlook of technology integration corresponds to GP's way of learning
and her way of teaching, which seem to be one in the same for GP:
I like doing things. I like learning new things. I get totally bored if I do the same
thing all of the time. So I knew I had to keep teaching this same class, and the
same goals and objectives, and this was an opportunity to do something. (FI).
Approaching the PD as a "fun" yet professional opportunity to "leam[ ] new stuff and to
"see[ ] a new way to teach something" (FI), GP was able to apply her own methods of
learning and teaching to this particular endeavor. For example, in addition to what has
already been mentioned, GP's professional development methods included establishing
expectations and limits that guided her PD participation. Reflecting back on such, GP
states,
I just kind of decided, 'I'm going to do this, and this, and this. I'm going to do it
the best I can, and I'm not going to try and do everything.' That's all you can do.
(FI)
Here, the data reveal that GP set up what she believed were realistic expectations for
herself, and that she was conscious of not overdoing it. Such mindfulness is exemplified
as GP goes on to note that this is "probably why I made the decision not to fool with
Discussions in there because it was one piece maybe too much for me" (FI). This seems
like a wise estimation as the Implementation Logs document GP's technology integration
events without the use of the Discussion Tool to have reached twenty-four.
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This led to a concluding sense of GP feeling "pretty pleased with what I've
accomplished" (FI), which in turn can be related to the extent to which it reflects what
her pre-PD vision of how she wanted to participate in the PD;
I want to do as much examination, incorporation, and increasing as I can in the
time that we have your support and within the limits of my own schedule and the
limits of what is going to benefit my students - meaning, I don't want to
overwhelm them or myself, nor get carried away with the technology at the
expense of the goals of the course or my own sanity. (PQl)
Remaining true to her original intention was not always easy for GP as she noted at week
twenty five of the PD, "I know there are other things I need to leam and want to do" (PI),
but in addition to the twenty-four implementations being "as much as I can handle right
now" (PI), GP stated, "I just want to do what I planned to do and focus on that" (PI).
And as the Consultation Logs and Implementation Logs show that GP did indeed
complete all of the twenty-four events that she planned and presented to the trainer at
week eighteen's Pre-Semester Consultation, her concluding sense of satisfaction with her
technology integration endeavors stems in large part with GP accomplishing her original
goal and feeling "I've done kind of what I've wanted to do" (FI). Additionally, GP
mentions that part of her sense of accomplishment stems "from the fact of how it goes in
the class and the students are successful and they're doing the project, I kind of feel,
'Well, I must be doing something right'" (FI). The IL corroborate this feeling in that they
do document a sustained level of engagement and interaction in the target language
among the students during the in-class events - 80% of which were students working on
and presenting their PowerPoint speaking projects and 20% of which were students
brainstorming via the WebCT Chat Tool.
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While the data here document GP's self-directed PD experience, she admits, "I
don't know if I would have ever done it on my own; without the help and assistance"
(FI). While her personal approach to the PD as detailed above may have indeed
influenced her participation, the specific training and support she experienced were
definite enabling factors. In fact, the data reveal that GP felt the support she received was
an influential factor in advancing her technology integration professional development.
This is evidenced by her opinions about how the group of PD participants will fair once
the trainer is gone and the PD finished:
Well, first of all, we must have the technical support to maintain the hardware and
software as systems change. We also need continued support for applications in
language learning classes - training and ideas for using new tools and for meeting
various learning objectives. It would be difficult to sustain our efforts and
continue to learn without such support. We need the administration to recognize
how necessary such support is to maintain faculty motivation - people won't
continue if they are worried they have to do it all on their own, or there is a
greater chance for things to fail, or if there's no one around to help them learn.
(PQ2)
To the extent that here GP lists both technological and pedagogical support-oriented
qualities as necessary for continued faculty motivation, it can be said that these are the
very elements she found necessary and motivating during her own experience of the PD.
GP came to recognize these qualities as having contributed to her own motivation and
development as she states that the training and support were not only "very useful" (FI),
they were also "very critical" (PI).
While GP's comments about the continued needs of the teachers could be seen as
an indication of continued reliance on external support structures, to the extent that she
listed "relationships with colleagues" (FI) as one of the top three ways in which change
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occurred for her over the course of the PD, GP could very well look to her colleagues as
sources for the "continued support for applications in language learning classes - training
and ideas for using new tools and for meeting various learning objectives" (PQ2) noted
above. GP appears to have benefited fi"om the design of PD that included interaction and
collaboration among the teacher-learners during many of the Workshop sessions, which
GP found "fun" and in that she appreciated being "outside of our usual area, and learning
and thinking and sharing" (GI). Furthermore, the Collegial Presentations during the
implementation phase provided GP an opportunity for "getting an idea of what people are
doing in different classes and thinking, 'Oh, I might be able to do that'" (PI). There is a
strong sense that GP will continue to leam and share with her colleagues as she found
that "it's been really nice building relationships" among the English as a Second
Language faculty and the Modem Languages faculty who are "all trying to accomplish
the same thing" (FI), but are not "integrated into the same structure of things" and "never
interacted that much" (FI), but through this technology integration professional
development have been "kind of lucky in that we've been able to work together doing
this" (FI) and thereby found a reason to interact and leam from each other.

Relationship with the Trainer
While GP ended the PD stating, "I think it made all the difference in the world"
having a trainer with a background in language education and in integrating technology
into her own language teaching, further examination reveals that this belief was limited in
how GP actually interacted with and made use of the trainer. As noted elsewhere in this
profile, generally speaking, GP credits the trainer's presence and position as being the
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impetus for the group of language teachers having "really gotten together and done this"
(FI), for the trainer "or somebody in that position" was needed to "push us a little bit and
train us and show us what to do" (FI). The logs that document this PD do reveal the
trainer encouraging exploration and experimentation (i.e., pushing), teaching the
participants the technology integration process (i.e., training), and indeed at times
demonstrating technological steps and pedagogical applications (i.e., showing). It is
important to note, though, that the focus of the PD was on how to do as opposed to
simply 'what to do.'
GP does go on to state that she did think that the situation called for "somebody
with a content background" (FI) in language learning and teaching such as the trainer's
because while she says the teacher-learners "could have leamed to use a tool" (FI), they
"wouldn't have gotten" how to "apply it then and tie it into language learning" (FI). To a
certain extent, this comment shows GP downplaying the technological side of this
learning process and thereby her technological work and interaction with the trainer.
However, as GP goes on to say, "I don't think we were ready to come up with" such

applying and the tying in (FI), she exhibits an attitude about the trainer that the trainer's
abilities are those that any language teacher integrating technology into his/her
curriculum would eventually come to possess over time. Additionally, GP's attitude can
be seen as a reflection of her experience of the PD in which she found herself
increasingly able to undertake what she viewed as the difficult process of taking
technology and "us[ing] it and apply[ing] it in an appropriate way to meet language
learning goals" (FI).
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Overall, based on her work with the trainer, GP's general impression can be
expressed in her comments to the trainer that," ... you've done a lot in terms of giving us
suggestions and ideas" (FI), and "[ ] it's been very helpful for me when we did tie in how
you could use it. And I kept saying, 'I want more. I want more ideas"' because the ideas
allowed GP to think about how she "might be able to adapt that" (GI). This approach of
working and interacting based on
ideas and adaptation with the trainer
played out mainly during the 21% of
Group-Oriented
Sessions (Workshops,
Presentations)
40%

GP' s total PD experience that she
dedicated to one-on-one coaching and
mentoring meetings as shown in the
charted breakdown of her

·. ·:: One-on-One Meetings
.. ::::::: w/Trainer (Open Labs,: :..
·····
Pre- & During
····
Consults)
21%

participation at left (Figure R2).
Participating in all three types of
Figure R2

available one-on-one opportunities, GP spent 31% of this time in During-Semester
Consultations, 31% in Pre-Semester Consultations, and 3 8% in Open Lab meetings with
the trainer.
It is helpful to use the data from the Open Lab sessions to exemplify the above-

suggested approach based on ideas and adaptation. The Workshop Logs of that same
time period show that during the week seven Workshop using PowerPoint the trainer
made use of an application idea in which the teacher-learners experientially examined a
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tutorial-based slideshow that had them analyzing the cultural and linguistic content used
in an advertisement. The goals was that this experience would then help them in
developing their own advertisements for a particular product of their choosing to then be
shared and analyzed by each other. The Open Lab Consultation Logs then show that GP
met with the trainer in week eight for a technological review of various PowerPoint-

related features and functions such as how to download images from the Internet and
insert them into a PowerPoint slide show, how to create navigation and branching links,
how to insert Clip Art, and how to use the Take Notes feature. GP then met with the
trainer again the next week in an Open Lab to discuss her pedagogical idea of having
students in the class she was teaching that semester use PowerPoint in the creation of
advertisements. The CL document that GP wanted her students to be able to work
creatively with technology, to learn how to use PowerPoint for the construction of a
presentation as she saw this tool as beneficial to their academic and real world lives, and
to practice orally presenting their ideas to a class using PowerPoint. The CL show that
the trainer discussed with GP ways to make this activity more interactive, but that GP felt
comfortable with this type of presentation structure, and that she saw the challenge of
practicing how to add technology to her instruction as being as much as she wanted to
take on at that time.
Of note is the extent to which GP adapted an idea the trainer had used in the PD to
her own language instruction. As has been mentioned elsewhere, GP can also be seen
here as taking the initiative to obtain the type of personally meaningful and applied
learning, which she recognized as corresponding to her learning style, by attempting to
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try out what she was learning in the Workshops in her actual teaching. Of these Open
Lab one-on-one interactions, GP stated,
[]I've really appreciated the one-on-one time when I've come in- that's really
been very helpful because I'm working on a specific thing for a project that I'm
working on and that's really helped me make some progress. (GI)
GP used the Open Labs as she put it to "drop in" when she "had an idea or something to
do" (GI). And although GP's comment above indicated her minimization of the
technological role that the trainer played in her experience, the data, as represented in
Figure R3, reveal that
Technological & Reflective

TechnologicaVMechanical
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Figure R3
technological/mechanical component. Of those three purely technological interactions,
one was described above in GP's review of PowerPoint features that she then wanted to
use in the construction of an example advertisement slide show. The second purely
technological/mechanical meeting (week 15) revolved around GP reviewing and
practicing the functions and steps involved in undertaking a Pure Voice activity idea she
had discussed and developed with the trainer in a one-on-one meeting the previous week.
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And the third came during week nineteen of the Pre-Semester Consultations when GP
was reviewing and practicing the mechanics of manipulating her /Mov/e-produced video
clips within the Student Folders Tool of WebCT.
In all of these cases the CL note that GP followed the help sheets that the trainer
produced for the various Workshops relating to each technology and walked herself
through the steps, with the trainer providing help when asked, as GP took her own
detailed, hand-written, step-by-step notes. This process was similar to how GP used
written instructions produced by the trainer during the Workshops:
I find it difficult to take written document and follow it alone. When we've gone
through it in class once, then I can do that. You'll see me writing in class and
making my own outlines because I write the instructions in my own shorthand
and then I can use those. (GI)
From these hand written notes and interactions with the trainer, GP produced step-by-step
technological instructions for her own students to follow in undertaking the activities she
designed for them. The CL show that the Pre-Semester Consultations of weeks seventeen
and eighteen, as seen in Table R1 below, and the During-Semester Consultation of week
thirty were each in part devoted to GP asking the trainer to review these instructional
handouts for mainly technological accuracy. The CL document that the trainer advised
GP to follow the trainer's example of making use of computerized highlighting, holding,
underlining, italicizing, bulleting, and imagery in systematic ways as means of helping
her students comprehend the language and functions as the trainer did on the PD help
sheets. The Implementation Logs document that GP did follow this advice.
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Event
Week
Type

Legend

8

Open Labs
(wks 3-15)
9
10
14

15

Pre-Semester
Consul tations
(wks 16-21)
16
17
18
19

During-Semester
Consultations
(wks 22-36)
26
30
32
35

T
P
P/T P/T
P
P/T P/T
T T/R P/T T/R
T
M = Make Up/Review: A l(Tec mological; ^ Pedagogical; and Reflective)
P = Pedagogical/CurriculumDe velopment
T = Technological/Mechimical
R = Reflective/Evaluativ<

T/R

Table R1

The first Pre-Semester Consultation as shown in Table R1 (week 16) was focused
on pedagogical/curriculum development during which the CL document that GP
presented a detailed written description of her technology integration plans to the trainer.
As GP herself reflected, that first week of Pre-Semester Consultations she came to the
meeting with a plan of "what I was thinking that I would want to do" (FI). The
Consultation Logs show that GP explained her plan for integrating PowerPoint into her
students' construction and presentation of the speaking projects - an idea that she had
previously presented and worked on with the trainer during the Open Lab session of week
ten. The logs also show GP presented her ideas for using PureVoice to make her
Personal Response activity an Oral Personal Response as this was a speaking and
listening course. The trainer suggested ways to make both of these technology
integration endeavors more interactive among the students, which would also take
advantage of the available technological features such as inserting oral and written
comments and notes; however, the CL reveal that GP did not want to go beyond adding
the technology to her established activities without changing their pedagogical structure.
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With this knowledge, when GP then asked what she could do with the Chat or

Discussion tools, the trainer asked about the other activities she had done in this course,
and thereafter suggested using the Chat Tool for brainstorming topic ideas for each of the
assigned speaking projects. The logs show the trainer discussed the need to provide
students assistance with the interactive language they would need to successfully
participate in these brainstorming chats, which the CL document was a familiar
cooperative learning concept to GP and one she had used in other instructional situations
and agreed to use here. The CL then show that the remaining Pre-Semester Consultations
consisted of the trainer and GP discussing the alteration of GP's video taping of student
speaking presentations to digital video, which would entail using a new digital video
camera, Macintosh's iMovie, QuickTime, and the Student Folders Tool on WebCT; all
technologies that had not been covered in the training/workshop phase of the PD. As this
was another mere alteration of an existing pedagogical element, GP was interested in
trying it, especially due to the trainer's promotion of how using the new format would
allow for GP and her students to evaluate the students' speaking progress over time by
quick and easy access to the video clips over the course of the semester
Overall, GP stated that she found that this pre-semester work with the trainer
"certainly was a big help" as she said, "I used you as much as I wanted to, I guess, and
got the information I needed in order to get the course set up" (PI). As the above details,
such "information" came mainly in the form of validating her already established
integration ideas, reviewing technological hand outs, and offering specific suggestions
and ideas for altering other activities she was already implementing in this course and
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which were familiar to her teaching. For GP this "was just the time I needed to develop
the materials and put them in a different format" (PI) and as she presented the trainer with
a complete sixteen-week schedule of her implementation plans, GP said she "could begin
to see how the pieces would fit together" (PI).
Such detailed scheduling could have led to GP needing only four more one-onone meetings with the trainer during the implementation semester, but she also
mentioned, "I haven't asked for that much in the fall just because I'm trying to survive
day by day, and I don't have time to do anything extra..." (PI). As Table R1 above
shows, of those four consultations, 100% were in part technological/mechanical and 75%
were partially reflective/evaluative. Each meeting addressed an immediate need with
regard to something that had happened during GP's implementation events. The CL from
week twenty-six, for instance, show GP wanting to review how to add sound to

PowerPoint slide shows as that was something her students had wanted to do, and in
addition she and the trainer reflected on the pedagogical benefits of the use of sound
sources. GP then needed help from the trainer technologically with the PowerPoint

Chart Tool and pedagogically in terms of how to highlight the tool's information
summary and synthesis properties. During week thirty-two, GP needed help from the
trainer technologically in accessing the Chat Tool transcripts, and she reflected on
whether the students were actually benefiting from this activity as it was being
implemented. The CL show this effort was essentially being implemented without any
follow-up use or reflection by either the students or GP of the recorded transcripts
generated by the students' engagement. The trainer and GP discussed how this type of
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use/reflection of what the technology is making available could benefit the students and
GP to a greater extent. And finally, GP met with the trainer to obtain technological help
using the Student Folders Tool and uploading her digital video clips, and she reflected on
how her inability to make consistent use of this evaluation activity in a process-oriented
manner hindered the benefits of its use. Overall, the data here suggest that although GP
stated, "this time around I didn't think evaluating what I was doing for the first time
would really show anything" (PQ2), this on-going informal reflection and evaluation she
undertook in interacting with the trainer allowed GP to recognize various needs such as
making "a bit more time for process, so we can do a little bit more assessment and
evaluation of the things we're doing" (FI).

Technology
CALL/TELI Understanding
At the conclusion of the PD, GP stated that she noted changes in "my opinions
and beliefs about technology" (FI) and how to "adapt it to my classes and what I was
trying to do" (FI). She was not able to see how she would be able to do this prior to her
experience in the PD. GP's pre-PD conception of CALL/TELI was based on the "very
mechanical and canned" software "marketed at both our regional and the TESOL national
conference" (PQl) - "the drill stuff that may be "OK and probably useful" if "you're
teaching a grammar class" (FI), but simply did not "appeal" to GP as she said, "It just
wasn't what I wanted to do" (FI). Furthermore, the ESL software that GP associated with
CALL/TELI "never appealed" to her in that she notes, "[I]t all seems so specific and I
like to create things that suit my teaching and my students" (PQ2). For a language
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teacher like GP who the Consultation Logs document constructed her speaking and
listening class over the course of four previous semester using a variety of "authentic
materials and language" (PQl) as instructional resources, the current PD, in which
specific technologies and methods for integrating technology were chosen for their
creative and generative potential, "totally changed my ideas" she said, as "the idea of
doing some of the things we're doing, just wasn't even in my consciousness" (FI). GP
found that in comparison to the specificity of the ESL software with which she previously
related CALL/TELI, "[T]he tools we learned suited me just fine" (PQ2).
As has been detailed elsewhere in this profile, GP was able to work with the
technologies being highlighted in the PD to suit her own teaching and her own students to
such a degree that she essentially did not need to change her instructional activities to any
great extent. As opposed to simply "buy[ing] a piece of software and hav[ing] [students]
do this, play a game here, go into a web page and have them do something ESL-y" (FI),
which was how GP viewed CALL/TELI prior to the PD, she integrated technology into
her daily in-class and out-of-class instructional process to an extent that, as the
Implementation Logs show, she was able to remain true to and even expand her own
teaching philosophy and style. For example, GP stated in her Pre-Questionnaire that her
teaching philosophy consisted of the belief that "students will learn more and better
if/when they feel the content is meaningful to their lives" (PQl), so as part of her
teaching style, GP said, "I strive to create activities and tasks that can help them in the
real world" (PQl). After implementing her technology integration efforts, or her version
of CALL/TELI, GP recognized "how the actual teaching of necessary computer skills is
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seen as positive by students and not a hindrance or waste of time as I had once thought it
would be" (PQ2). Through her efforts using technologies that allowed for personalized
specificity and creativity, GP began to see how her students could "learn some of the
programs that they haven't before like PureVoice and PowerPoint" which were content
GP believed "they'll use in the future" (PI). This then led to her view of CALL/TELI
"positively support[ing] language learning and prepar[ing] students with needed skills"
(PQ2) in dual fashion, which corresponds to her philosophy regarding meaningful content
and her real world teaching style in that she notes, "technology pervades academic and
work life" (PQ2).
GP's concluding view here, based mainly on her own integration efforts, is
similar to that promoted by the professional development model at hand. As the
Workshop Logs show, at various points - for example, weeks two, seven, twelve, and
fourteen - the PD highlighted the issue of how technology has expanded our modem-day
methods of communication and interaction in academic, personal, and business realms to
such degrees that the language teaching community needs to adopt the appropriate
corresponding approach in terms of how we determine technology's role in the language
curriculum. This may have brought this issue to GP's awareness and enabled her
subsequent implementation-based interpretation that included the notion that "[sjtudents
expect technology today and use it readily" (PQ2), and that they are "expected to use"
such technologies as ''^PowerPoint in business classes and things" (FI). With this belief
GP's CALL/TELI efforts were meeting modem-day language and technology needs and
expectations as they led to her recognition that, "it enhances instmction as students are
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working, helping each other, and learning all in the language as they work with the
technology" (PQ2).
This view of her students' learning corresponds to the Implementation Logs
documentation of GP's in-class efforts that show her homogeneous group of Japanese
ESL students speaking English among each other, accessing course content material in
English, and making use of PowerPoint's English language controls and help menu, as
well as using GP's English language instructional help sheets. Of note with this
particular set of technology integration events - i.e., the individual implementations
related to the Group, Pair, and Individual Speaking Projects Creation and Presentation —
was that GP integrated the technologies {PowerPoint and the Internet) in a manner that
allowed her students the same sort of creative control of their learning that she herself
appreciates when it comes to her teaching (as noted above). As such, GP's CALL/TELI
efforts allowed her to practice her "student-centered" teaching style (PQl) and create the
"non-threatening environment in which learners work together to build their skills" (PQl)
her teaching philosophy promotes. And as these PowerPoint-hosQd CALL/TELI events
left GP "amazed and pleased as [the students] were able to apply it reasonably well to
their presentations" (PQ2), such "positive experiences" were enough, she says in the end,
"to make me want to continue using the same technologies" (PQ2).
This statement is somewhat significant in that when responding directly to the
question of what CALL/TELI is to her at the end of the PD, GP equates CALL/TELI to
technology itself to a certain extent in stating that CALL/TELI is "[tjechnology which
can support and enhance instruction" (PQ2). GP went on to comment that in her mind
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CALL/TELI was technology that "complements good teaching" (PQ2). Adding to this
belief GP's own description that she integrated "all chosen technologies" as a means to
"support what I had been doing in the class previously" (PQ2) and that "they just added
another layer" (PQ2) suggests that GP considered her own practice to be representative of
such good teaching in that her layer- added efforts "made for greater success in helping
students reach the course goals and objectives" (PQ2). This view of CALL/TELI then is
in direct relation to how GP viewed her own pedagogical practice, which could have intum influenced how she participated in the PD's workshops, consultations, and collegial
presentations, as well as how she approached and implemented her technology
integration efforts, which, coming fall-circle, led her to her final view of CALL/TELI.

Technology Integration Development
Although at the end of the PD, the data revealed that to a certain extent GP
equated CALL/TELI with technology itself, as seen in the section above, there is also
evidence that GP recognizes and appreciates the underlying process involved in
technology integration, which she notes
".. .includes learning to use, adapting course content, designing materials, and
thinking through new ways to evaluate student learning - all of which benefit
teachers in the end by their focus & attention to their instruction. (PQ2)
Such an awareness on GP's part of the various components that were involved in her own
technology integration professional development can be viewed as a positive sign that her
instructional practice has benefited fi-om her participation in the PD at hand.
Furthermore, while evidence elsewhere suggests GP's technology integration approach
merely added technology in a layered maimer to already existing materials, here we see
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that there was more to this approach for GP than such a layered approach might suggest.
Here the data suggest that GP's personal professional development was more
comprehensive in terms of its effect on her entire teaching practice than merely the
learning of technological skills.
When GP, therefore, says that technology integration, as she has experienced it,
benefits teachers in that it brings a "spark of newness" (PQ2), she is most likely referring
to what this PD has brought to her own professional practice as a whole, as her
commentary above on process reveals. And to the extent that she stated before the PD
began, "I like to leam as it helps me become a better teacher" (PQl), the learning process
GP experienced here was seemingly in keeping with her desire to improve her practice
through learning, which could have aided her development. Coupled with this attitude of
becoming a better teacher is GP's ability to put into practice her self-awareness of her
own learning style and what this developmental process would actually take. First of all,
the data show that GP noted at the pre-PD point that technology integration professional
development "takes a lot of time to leam" (PQl). Along the way, GP noted how much
time she was spending learning, and that as "someone who needs lots of repetition to
leam something" (PI), she found "you just have to sit down and do it and practice it and
do it over and over again" (PI), which is what the logs show GP did on a number of oneon-one occasions. In addition, GP, whose focus during the PD was on becoming more
competent with the technology itself, spent a large amount of time leaming on her own,
which worked well for her leaming style as she noted, "I like doing things myself too
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because if I don't do this, I'm never going to leam how to do it if I have somebody there
to hand it off to" (PI).
This self-reliance can be seen in that while the Consultation Logs do show GP
obtaining both face-to-face, one-on-one help and written document help from the trainer
during two of her Pre-Semester Consultations in learning the three additional software
technologies (i.e., iMovie, QuickTime, and the WebCTStudent Folders Tool) and the one
additional hardware technology (i.e., the mini digital video camera) that she took on, GP
also spent a good deal of time going through the iMovie tutorial "again, and again, and
again, and again" (PI) and learning all of the technologies on her own. As she reflected
at the end of the PD, GP said she simply "plowed ahead" in this way because she knew,
"I leam by doing," and "If I do it a few times, that's all it takes" (FI). Furthermore, to the
extent that GP reported having only heard of iMovie before the PD (i.e., she had never
seen a demonstration of iMovie, she did not have access to it, nor had she ever used it)
and having never employed it instructionally (PIl), her self-initiative to take-on this
technology, which was not addressed in the PD workshop phase in which GP had
participated, is quite ambitious. Perhaps such ambition was fueled by her "medium"
level of pre-PD pedagogical interest in this particular technology (PIl), which after her
technology integration work with such, increased to a rating of "high" (PI2). This pattern
is consistent with her overall level of Instructional Technology Integration Readiness as
GP's "Basic Familiarity" with the technological tools and functions associated with the
PD rose 37% (from 58% to 95%), her "Instructional Use" increased 35% (from 35% to
70%), and her "Pedagogical Interest" grew 15% (from 75% to 90%).
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This 75% level of pre-PD pedagogical interest stimulating GP's technology
integration professional development could have also fueled a high level of expectation
and possible disappointment. However, from the beginning of the PD, GP's attitude was
experimental: "I'm just going to try to learn what I can and hopefully get the chance to
experiment with what is really going to work with my students..." (PQl). And
throughout her experience, GP maintained this state of mind as she recognized and
suggested to her other colleagues the need to "be realistic," to "start gradually," and to
think about adding "as we create more and more activities" (GI). At that week twelve
point of the training phase and again five weeks into the implementation phase, GP
employed a strategy of comparing this experience to other familiar personal teaching
experiences:
I keep thinking that 'This is the first time, GP, that you've done this class.
Remember when you taught classes for the first time before.' I finally taught my
IQS class three times and I was comfortable with it the third time. And I figure
the third time I teach this, I'll be comfortable. (PI)
By doing this GP preserves a realistic view of what she is experiencing and what she can
expect of herself To an extent, GP can be seen as coaching herself through this familiar
"learning and training process" she had identified as something she has gone through
before in her teaching:
I have to keep reminding myself - 'This is the first time; you normally feel
uncomfortable when you do something the first time. Things don't always work
out the first time. And you're always making changes and adjusting. (PI)
Having maintained this attitude, GP is able to end the PD looking forward to teaching this
course again "with some reorganization and redesign of materials based on what I've
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learned" (FI) and making the "improvements" she realizes she as a teacher makes "as part
of the process" (FI) of teaching.
Finally, in providing her own evaluation of her technology integration
development, GP rates herself at a Stage 5: Adaptation to other Contexts on the

Technology Integration Development Scale stating that she feels "confident" with the
technologies she has employed in her instruction thus far, and as she has been able to do
throughout the PD, GP is able to articulate exactly what she feels she needs to do to
continue developing and learning (FQ6). GP makes a point of mentioning that "the
mobile lab and the computers now seem like a natural part of the class I taught" (FQ6),
which shows a good deal of advancement for GP in that at week twelve of the PD she
stated that she had a "great fear" of the "hardware" (GI). However, as was noted
elsewhere, the Consultation Logs show that GP took the time to prepare for her use of the
lab in consultation with the trainer, and the Implementation Logs document GP
employing the use of the lab for her in-class integration events on eleven separate
occasions. This combined practical use, which is how GP learns, allowed her to reach a
point where for GP "the mobile lab has become like a fnend I get to play with" (FQ5).
This is a state GP reached due in part to her lack of a pre-defined articulation of what
such a lab should consist, and in part to her previous employment of physical
technologies such as "the TV, VCR, tape recorder, and video camera" (PQl). Prior to
the PD GP said she could not "imagine teaching [her] classes without" these technologies
(PQl). As that situation had GP beginning the PD feeling, "open to learning about other
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newer technology that could be used to support language learning" (PQl), she seems to
have been ready to experiment with what the mobile lab had to offer her.
Of note is that GP increased her self-evaluation to this final Stage 5 from her
initial pre-PD rating of Stage 2: Learning the Process, when she stated that she "had not
used computer technology in language teaching" (PQl), nor "pursued" such technologies
she had heard about "or their application to my own teaching due to lack of campus
support" (PQl). The workshops helped GP advance to a self-rating of Stage 3:

Understanding and Application of the Process within the first five weeks of the PD, and
then as she began to supplement her workshop participation with one-on-one
consultations, GP moved herself up to between Stage 3 and Stage 4: Familiarity and

Confidence for the remainder of that first fifteen week phase. At week twenty-one after
her Pre-Semester Consultations and her own efforts, GP believed she had reached a Stage

4 point of development in that she said, "I feel pretty comfortable with what I've put
together for a course plan" (FQ4). GP credits this positive outlook for the coming
implementation phase with her having been able to take advantage of this planning phase
to "put into practice and review much if not all...of what we learned in the workshop" in
her creation of materials "for the course" (FQ4).
Four weeks later, however, basing her self-assessment then on the realities of
implementation, GP drops herself back down half of a stage-point to a 3.5. As noted
elsewhere, GP acknowledged that this is the phase of the PD that she learned what she
was actually capable of While GP stated then that she felt "fairly confident" about the
activities that she had "done" and which had "worked well" at that point, the
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Implementation Logs document a certain amount of fhistration on GP's part during two
implementation events with regard to students not being fully able to follow along at the
speed GP was moving through the instructions in the first run of the PureVoice effort
(week 24), and as students seemed to be laughing and chatting about things not
seemingly relevant to the first implementation of the Chat effort (week 25). However, as
GP implemented more of her efforts, she notes that she was "learning how to manage and
gaining confidence" (FQ5) "even from" the "frustrating moments" (FQ5), leading to her
final Stage 5 self-evaluation.

Pedagogy
GP's own enjoyment in "seeing a new way to teach something" (FI) coupled with
her established "creative" () and "eclectic" (PQ2) approach to curriculum development
that included planning "ahead as much as I can" (PI) and "get[ting] ideas from textbooks,
adapt[ing] and redesign[ing] to fit individual course; continually creating new activities
for courses and readapting old" (PQ2), along with her philosophy that "[sjtudents need to
be exposed to authentic language and perform activities using English for authentic
tasks" were the foundation for her technology integration endeavors. While GP stated
that she "tried to select technology that would complement listening/speaking skills"
(PQ2) and focused on "trying to meet" the "basic objectives" (FI) of the course, her add
on, layered technology integration approach that was detailed elsewhere and her
underlying "communicative" (PQl) teaching orientation that focused on authentic
language appear to have been greater influences on her overall integration approach than
making use of technology to enhance or aid the development of discrete skill sets.
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Furthermore, although GP structured part of her technology efforts around the course's
speaking projects, which might indicate a partial project-based integration approach on
her part, to the extent that these were course-internal elements and that GP merely altered
them to include technology, her approach itself was not necessarily governed by the
projects themselves. Instead, with her personal teaching practice strategy that led her to
go about this endeavor by considering "what am I doing that I could adapt and bring in
some technology or update it" (FI), GP found that by integrating technology she could
have students undertaking "authentic academic tasks rather than ESL-ish canned
exercises" (PQ2), essentially making her approach mainly adaptation- and reality-based.
Examining GP's implementation efforts more closely reveals the extent to which
this is true. For example, GP's Implementation Logs (See Appendix Y) document that
she undertook four implementation efforts for a total of twenty-four events over a period
of fifteen weeks. As can be seen in Appendix Y, 100% of her efforts were "reworked"
(i.e., technologized pre-existing course element or not new). Reviewing each effort
shows that GP made use of PureVoice, the Internet, Microsoft Word, and e-mail in the

Current Event Oral Personal Response and Written Summary effort and implemented
this six times or 25% of the total technology integration events (i.e., the number of times
each effort - activity, task, exercise or lesson - was implemented). Of this effort, in
which students were submitting orally-recorded responses to a current news item from
the Internet as well as corresponding written summaries, GP said, "I like the students
using the PureVoice in their weekly reports" because "this is a listening and speaking
class, and they're actually speaking rather than writing" (PI) their personal responses. By
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the end of the PD, GP reflected that since she had had "students read articles in the past,
and write a summary, and do a written personal response, [ ] it just seemed logical to
adapt it to the PureVoice" (FI). Noting that after the first implementation of this

PureVoice effort, she was "not convinced that they're not [just] reading" their responses
(PI), GP also said, "at least they're speaking it" (PI), which corresponds more closely to
the authentic academic speaking tasks students that the "program prepares students" to
undertake.
With regard to this PureVoice effort, GP acknowledges, "I ended up doing less"
(FI) because she found "it took so much time to listen to them and send responses back to
the students that I cut back" (FI). GP responded this way after observing that the various
technological components resulted in her students taking "a whole lot more time.. .to
finish the assignment" (PI). Exercising her teacher judgment here during the
implementation, GP was able to adjust her curriculum as warranted according to her
students' needs and to not allow the existence of technology to control or alter the
situation. Along with this needs-based adjustment, GP noted that she "changed a lot of
the other kinds of activities that we did to accommodate" (FI) the reworked, timeintensive efforts, which "often times" required "skip[ping] something and put[ting] an
extra day in for [the students] to work on something particular" (FI). By noticing the
need and making these needed curricular adjustments, GP may have placed herself in an
even better position to evaluate what worked and what was in need of further change by
the end of her PD experience. Additionally, as GP related that the activities that she
changed and/or skipped were essentially "more canned kind of exercises" (FI), which she
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did not mind changing or skipping because the technology enhanced efforts that replaced
them were "the more authentic" type (FI) in which "you can let them use language for
more [ ] authentic tasks, which is better in my opinion" (FI).
Putting her evaluation ability to work, at the end of the PD, GP reflects that while
"I wanted to save [the PureVoice Personal Responses] and have the students listen at the
beginning and the end" (FI) - a pedagogical idea that the Workshop Logs indicate was
part of both weeks fourteen and fifteen - GP found, "we ran out of time to do it" (FI).
She goes on to say that based on her experiences, this is one of the things she wants to do
the next time she teaches this course, and that in order to do so she is willing to "take one
of the speeches out entirely and make a little bit more time for process, so we can do a
little bit more assessment and evaluation of the things we're doing" (FI). Overall, this
indicates that although GP did not implement this PD-generated idea into this set of
implementations, her observations about what she did implement made her more aware
of the benefits of doing so. Additionally, this shows that GP focused on the quality of
learning that her students enjoyed working through her technology enhanced efforts over
the benefits that may be available to them via the quantity of other activities.
As can be seen in these last two paragraphs above, "time" GP stated at the end of
the PD was a huge issue" (FI) in terms of "thinking how much time it would take to teach
students" to undertake the technology-enhanced activities (FI). GP discussed this issue in
relation to her teaching strategies as she said, "Time management was the most difficult
component" (PQ2) for her to deal with, and indeed the Implementation Logs recorded
eight instances of GP becoming fiaistrated with not finishing an implementation event due
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to running out of time. Although GP can be seen to be employing a familiarization
strategy that she has done with other aspects of her PD experience here by recognizing at
week twenty-five that "anytime you do any new thing, you have to change your timing"
(PI), at that point she distinguishes that this experience "has been a little less clear to me"
(PI). To the extent that GP took an adaptation-based approach, this issue of timing can be
viewed as an outgrowth of such an approach in that she was making comparative
estimations of time based on her previous non-technology enhanced activities; whereas if
all of her efforts, or any of her efforts, were new as opposed to reworked, such
comparison would not be available to her and perhaps timing would not be such a "huge
issue" (FI).
Before moving on to discuss GP's next implementation effort, it should be noted
that 83% of these PureVoice events were conducted out-of-class and only 17%, or the
first one, was conducted as an in-class event. Furthermore, 43% of the PowerPoint

Speaking Project events were conducted out-of-class, as were 100% of the Digital Video
Self Evaluation events. Combined, this represents over half of GP's total technology
integration implementation events, or 57%. GP assured her students' out-of-class success
in these events due to the detailed "materials" she created, which the Consultation Logs
document she asked the trainer to review (weeks 23 and 25), and which the
Implementation Logs show she used in an in-class, demonstrative manner before the
students had to undertake a related out-of-class event. Employing a strategy of asking
herself, "'what would it take to teach me how to do this?'" (FI), GP knew that she herself
would need "it written out.. .step by step" (FI), so this is what she did for her own
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students. GP stated that her approach was to "try to make it as complete as I can" and
then "even if they're following along, they do have it in written form if they're doing it
again next week or the following week" (FI) on their own. And although GP followed
this description with the statement, "But I was amazed at how quickly [the students]
caught on" (FI), there is little doubt that their catching on and their corresponding success
in undertaking the out-of-class technology integrated work had much to do with GP's
creation and use of these detailed instructions.
GP made use of these instructional materials as part of her PowerPoint Speaking

Project efforts as well. As Appendix Y shows, these events constituted the largest
majority of GP's technology integration endeavors - 58% or fourteen events. As
mentioned above, the logs show that GP chose to undertake 43% of these events out-ofclass and 57% in-class. What is significant about this use oiPowerPoint, and the Internet
as a supporting technology, is the extent to which the Implementation Logs document GP
using the tool not merely as a means for students to present a project's product - which
GP appreciated in the sense that doing so mirrored what these students would have to do
in their academic career - but also as a means for students to engage in the authentic
discussion and interaction that goes into the project's creation process. Taking valued inclass time to teach students both how to use the technology's features and how to
research and collect data as well as summarize, synthesize and represent one's
understanding indicates that GP saw the benefits of students "having to talk with each
other and help each other" (FI). This led GP to note that her technology integration
implementations changed the students' roles: "I think students did more teaching of each
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other - helping roles - when using technology. This was clearly visible in the classroom"
(PQ2).
Furthermore, structuring specific out-of-class events as well could signify another
way in which GP fashioned her students' learning to correspond to her own in the sense
that the logs document as she said elsewhere in the profile that she needed to invest time
and energy to do things on her own after learning with the group. In the end GP also said
that she was "amazed and pleased" with the students' ability to undertake the PowerPoint

Speaking Projects in part because "it always seemed like they were enjoying themselves,
you know. And it seemed like they were looking forward to it, and having fun" (FI).
This led to the students being "more engaged in the technology-enhanced tasks" and
produced "an overall improvement in attitudes" (PQ2).

Conclusion
GP came to the professional development opportunity at hand placing herself at
one stage above a novice level of technology integration understanding and ability, at a
Stage Two on the six stage scale used in the study, as this reflected her learning of the
process that she felt she was then already undertaking. Learning, it turned out, was
actually a large part of GP's overall teaching practice and process in that she believed a
good teacher was one who was constantly learning to improve her practice. Perhaps due
to the learning-for-teaching she had done in the past, GP also brought with her to the PD
recognition and acceptance of how time intensive technology integration professional
development would be. However, this is not to say that she was, therefore, ready and
willing to embark on a PD experience without time limits. Rather, GP also held the view
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that she did not want to simply integrate technology for the sake of integrating
technology, and, therefore, noted that her PD experience would be tempered by her goal
of employing technology only to the extent that it served meaningful learning goals.
What is more, GP came to the PD with a rather unfavorable view of the CALL/TELI
products to which she had been exposed thus far in that such were canned, mechanical
drills that did not appeal to her or to the value she placed on authentic language and
interaction. GP also found these products to be overly specific and not necessarily
adaptable to meet her needs or to meet her adaptability-oriented teaching approach. To
the extent that GP took an adaptation approach to her teaching - i.e., she had learned how
and found success in adapting authentic materials and others' authentic activities to her
own instruction - she did have a good deal of interest, if not familiarity or use, with the
non-specific technologies that were to be used in the PD.
GP's open-minded interest in these technologies served to engender her
exploratory manner of participation and engagement over the course of her technology
integration professional development experience. Being an extremely self-directed
learner, GP engaged appreciatively in all PD events as such met her need for repetitive
hands-on practice of the technologies. As one who understood her own learning style
well enough to know that she learned by doing, GP undertook an early, real-world
technology integration design and implementation effort in a course she was
simultaneously teaching during the workshop phase of the PD. hi doing so, GP put into
practice her adaptation approach to teaching in general and applied such here as she
chose to adapt a CALL/TELI activity the trainer had demonstrated during a workshop.
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GP took the time she needed to find an appropriate topic and put together an exercise that
included her participating in Open Lab consultations with the trainer to review certain
functions, to use the trainer as a soimding board for her ideas, as well as guided
preparation for her use of the mobile wireless lab - a fear which she acknowledged and
confronted as needed. During all of these experiences, GP took her own set of detailed
notes, usually on the PD help sheets that she had organized and made use of as guides,
which she then later used in the construction of her own set of written instructions from
which she felt her students would benefit in the same manner she had benefited from the
help sheets.
During the planning phase, GP presented her adaptation-based technology
integration day-by-day plan for the semester to come without asking much in the way of
input from the trainer. Focusing on her goal of providing her students with authentic
interaction opportunities, GP had adapted CALL/TELI ideas she had garnered from the
workshops and her own existing exercises to make use of a wide range of mainly re
worked technology integration efforts to support both in-class and out-of-class
experiences. Having spent a good deal of time plaiming these efforts, GP was rather
reluctant to accept advise fi^om the trainer regarding ways to make a few of her efforts
more interactive or to think about changes she may need to make in her own teaching.
During this time, GP reviewed most if not all of the PD help sheets on her own as she
developed, practiced, and wrote detailed instructions for her students. She made use of
the trainer to review these instructions and to offer technological help as she took on the
learning of technologies that were not a part of the workshops.
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As she undertook her implementations, GP maintained her focus on meeting the
technology integration goals she (in the form of the implementations) that she had set for
herself and ignored, or suspended until a later date, her interest in what her colleagues
were presenting on in the Collegial Presentations. She also practiced a self-coaching
technique in which she related her implementation experience to other first-time
endeavors she had undertaken and in so doing recognized, in light of certain timingrelated aspects not going exactly as planned, that it would take her a few more semesters
of doing this before she had things down. By PD's end, GP felt a sense of success in
having accomplished the technology integration efforts she set out to implement and in
witnessing her students' engaged enjoyment as they developed both language and
technology skills that would serve them well outside of the classroom. Additionally, GP
found the PD experience both challenging and fun, and she was pleased by the
professional relationship that was developed among the two language departments, which
she believes will enable the group to continue to help each other develop their technology
integration understanding and skills. Overall, GP's experience changed her view of
CALL/TELI to that of technology that can support and enhance good teaching, which for
this ESL teacher who was two-years away from retirement consists of a means of
learning to improve one's practice via a process of adaptation to meet one's needs.
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APPENDIX S
Case #5 Within-Case Study Profile (CK)
Within Case Study Analysis #5

Introduction
The fifth technology integration professional development case is represented by
a thirty-seven year old American male teacher with four years of experience teaching
Japanese at the university level. This teacher-learner has an academic/research area of
specialization in Japanese and Asian Literature, and he had no pre-service instruction in
language pedagogy specifically. What follows is a narrative case profile resulting fi^om a
chronological and triangulated analysis of how and why this teacher-learner experienced
the PD model in terms of his 1) participation in the technology integration professional
development model, including his overall experiences with engaging in the various group
events as well as his interactions with the trainer; 2) relationship with/to technology,
including his computer assisted language learning (CALL)/technology enhanced
language instruction (TELI) understanding and his technology integration development;
and 3) pedagogy. Additionally, a final concluding summary is offered at the end of the
profile.

Participation
Professional Development Experience
CK's professional development experience was plagued by a sense of, as he puts
it, "my inability to find the time to make any progress in terms of technology" (PQ2).
Relatedly, CK singled out "time" (FX), as having the greatest influence on his technology
integration choices and efforts. He goes on to explain that this has led to "fhistration"
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being what he is "feehng more than any else" (FI) because, CK says, "there's so much to
be done and there's so much that I'd like to do" (FI). CK does recognize he was able "to
learn some things" through the "regular workshops" that "we were able to establish...last
semester" (FI), which led to CK feeling "very good" about being "able to integrate some
things" (FI). However, CK stresses, "I feel a tremendous amount of frustration because
there's so much more I'd do in every class if I had the time" (FI). The majority of the
time CK "had" (FI) and was able to "find" (PQ2) during the PD was spent in grouporiented events and in undertaking his implementation efforts as shown in Figure SI.
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Focusing comparatively here at the end of the PD to such a large degree on what
he was not able to do, even though Figure SI clearly shows how much he did end up
doing in terms of his own integration implementations, can be explained in part by CK's
pattern of participation. As seen in Figure SI, the combined logs show that CK
participated in 87% of the Workshops and 90% of the Collegial Presentations, which
amounts to 39% of his total PD participation being dedicated to group-oriented events.
Spending such a high percentage of his time in atmospheres that essentially highlighted
all of the many technology integration possibilities as well as all of the many ways that
others are integrating technology served as sources for constant comparison for CK.
Furthermore, to the extent that this type of participation was not balanced by a more
parallel number of one-on-one types of interactions, CK did not experience enough
personalized contact and work that would have helped focus his attention on his own
ideas, efforts, and issues in isolation from others.
This comparative method of viewing his professional development experience
was not something that materialized only upon his conclusion of this PD, and in fact, as
the data reveal its presence throughout the PD, it could have influenced how and why CK
experienced the model. Focusing again on his "inability to commit the kind of time I
think I should be" (GI), at week twelve of the training/workshop phase of the PD, CK felt
"a lot less optimistic about my abilities and my progress now than I did three weeks ago"
(GI), which he associates with his feeling "frustrated" (GI). What becomes clear is that
CK is basing this evaluation comparatively on how he sees others progressing: "I look at
GP, and GP has made some great strides, so it can be done" (GI). CK goes on to address
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GP herself during this Group hiterview by saying, "I walk by here on.. .Wednesdays and
Fridays -1 see you in here" - referring to the days and the room in which the Open Lab
events occur - and "I see others working" (GI), but he says, "I have to walk right by"
(GI). CK's reason for not having attended the Open Labs, which he comparatively sees
as the means by which others are able to make the progress he has not, was, "I just find
there's too many other things to do" (GI). CK's frustration was stemming from his
perception that others are advancing while he is not, and that he is not able to make the
same amount and type of commitment he sees his colleagues making that help them
advance.
His frustration at that point in the PD can also be seen in the extent to which he
"understand[s]" - most likely in part due to his comparative evaluation method - "the
commitment it takes, but I just haven't made it" (GI). As with the above-mentioned
Open Labs, for example, CK acknowledges that he knew this was the time he could have
accessed both the trainer and the technology (GI). Furthermore, he admits, "I've got
questions and I know those questions could be answered and I could figure things out if I
were to just sit down here and do it" (GI). The PD logs do show this type of need on the
part of the teacher-learners being one of the main reasons for having the Open Labs
structured into the model in this way; however, this knowledge itself could have also
added to CK's fnistration level itself, in knowing that this opportunity was designed for
him, yet he was not taking advantage of it.
Additional exemplification of CK's fiiistration lying in his own comparison of
knowing what he needs to do versus what he is able to do, can be found within the
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evidence of v^hat CK briefly gives himself credit for doing. CK noted at this same time
period that "in terms of specifics" (GI), he felt he was "doing pretty well" (GI). He goes
on to say, "I felt pretty confident when I was learning the beginning stages of
PowerPoint" (GI), which could have been influenced by his having "heard about it for a
long time and really want[ing] to try" it (GI). CK credits his participation in the "first
session or two" of the PowerPoint workshops that engendered feelings of "'Wow' you
know 'I think I can do this a bit"' (GI). Immediately thereafter, CK compares this
experience to that which he experienced when the workshops covered audio and video in

PowerPoint (weeks X and X) - of this experience CK relates that he has no idea of how
he did what he did and could not do it again (GI). In addition to not valuing his initial
learning in and of itself, but only seeing it in comparison to how he did not have the same
experience with the next set of technological features covered in the Workshops, CK
emphasizes his fhistration at not doing "what I know it takes" (GI) "in terms of preparing
and practicing" (GI), or doing what he knows he needs to do.
This comparative perspective can also be seen at week twenty-five after CK has
implemented nine of his twenty-eight integration events - or 32% of the total. Although
these implementations constitute making use of seven technological applications such as

PureVoice in an activity that CK notes is "almost like second nature - not only can I do it,
most of my students can use it pretty effectively too" (PI), as well as uploading and using
audio files, and constructing PowerPoint slide shows as CK notes, "I can do the

PowerPoint" and inserting clip art" (PI), CK was comparatively more focused on what he
cannot do and has not done. For example, CK emphasized that he cannot yet perform
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such actions as "simply creating a new icon on the homepage and creating a new icon and
attach a page to that..(PI), nor can he do a "very simple thing" like "scanning" and
"then taking something you've scanned and uploading it to a PowerPoint" (PI).
Interestingly, the Presentation Logs show that the first teacher-learner to give a Collegial
Presentation shared with the group her WebCT course homepage on which she had a
variety of original icons that she had created via the use of a scanner. This presenter then
went on to demonstrate a PowerPoint lesson she had her students undertake by clicking
on one of the icons and downloading the attached materials that included a PowerPoint
slide show and pictures she had scanned for the students to use in the lesson. This
presentation was given the same week as this the Pair Interview in which CK is once
again focusing comparatively on that which he cannot do as opposed to all that he has
done.
However, there is also evidence that CK got more out of his mainly grouporiented PD experience than just this sense of comparative frustration.

CK noted of the

training/workshop phase of the PD, "I love it" in that he feels "comfortable being a
student" and "the things we've been doing" have been "a lot of fun" (GI). Additionally,
CK mentioned that he found the trainer's "approach" to the workshops have been "very
helpful" (GI). Exemplifying how CK found the approach helpful is evidenced in his
description of how his learning benefited even from the "problems" experienced during
the workshops:
If you recall two weeks ago, we were using the net and gosh, you know it was
taking forever. But god forbid we didn't do it that way because what if we go into
class next fall and have to face that having never been in that situation. Or you
know, just the kind of logistical things (GI)
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The Workshop Logs reveal that during week X, the trainer addressed the issue of a slow
network by altering the exercise the teacher-learners were to undertake by making it a
demonstration instead of everyone accessing the same source. She also sent an alert email to the college's network administrator, describing exactly what happened, when, and
asking for help in solving the problem to avoid this problem in the future. These actions
essentially were meant to exemplify exactly what the teachers themselves would need to
do, both in terms of handling the immediate pedagogical situation and dealing with the
technological side in a responsible, calm manner.
Additionally, CK's comments that "I changed the configuration of my classroom
based on the idea that I'll be using this, so I needed to move things aside and test things
out" (GI), can similarly be related to what CK learned and found helpful by experiencing
the trainer using the lab in each of classrooms in which the teacher-learners were to be
implementing their technology integration efforts and the need reconfigure the seating
arrangements in order to accommodate the mobile lab cart while maintaining the integrity
of the learning environment. Both of these statements show that CK was benefiting
experientially from the PD. Furthermore, it can be said that CK employed a type of
participant observer learning strategy that helped him recognize such seemingly
tangential components of the technology integration process of which teachers need to be
aware and be able to deal with in order to increase the probability for a successful
implementation experience. The WL reveal that this was at the heart of the rational for
making use of the very technology the teachers themselves would be using, undertaking
the training in the very rooms the teacher-learners would be implementing their efforts.
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and working through all issues as they arose in a teaching manner by talking through
what to do, how to do it, and why.
Another benefit CK experienced due to his participation in the group-oriented PD
events had to do with collegiality, and more specifically collegiality that revolved around
"not simply talking about the computers or this or that particular task" (FI), but "about
pedagogy and all of our goals for our students" (FI). For CK the PD has provided an
"opportunity" for the teacher-learners to "get together and talk about things related to
teaching" even though "it's sort of focused on technology" (FI). To the extent that the
PD logs reveal the model was specifically designed to engage all of the individual
participants no matter their background with technology, pedagogy, or the language they
teach, this could underlie CK's experience that the PD "helped to remind us of pedagogy,
of our pedagogical goals" (FI), which CK found "great" (FI), because "although the
languages we teach are quite disparate, [ ] our pedagogical goals are ultimately the same"
(FI). This collegial interaction is that much more significant for CK in that he recalls the
group deciding "six years ago" to "meet regularly and talk" about their teaching in this
same manner, but CK noted, "We never did it" (FI). Achieving this state of interaction
that was appealing to CK even before the PD, made this type of collaboration that much
more meaningful to him and can be used to explain how and why CK puts forth the
following suggestion - which emphasizes regular meetings, technology and pedagogy,
and sharing - for how the group should continue their technology integration professional
development after this PD ends:
Regular (weekly) workshops/exchanges with colleagues; occasional participation
in good, useful workshops given by qualified individuals who know both the
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technology and the pedagogical theory and application, the information from
which could then be shared with colleagues. (PQ2)
The PD that emphasized such pedagogical discussion and exploration also led CK
to describe his experience as "humbling in that I've had to rethink everything" (FI), and
by this CK explains, he is not merely referring to "the Friday when we do this" (note; as
will be detailed elsewhere Friday was CK's designated technology integration day, or the
day he used the mobile lab in his course), rather he means "everything about my
teaching.. .the whole structure of the course and what I hope my students will be able to
achieve at the end of a particular task, at the end of the semester" (FI). It could be that
CK had never been pushed to explore his practice in a way that was meant to disrupt the
teacher-learners' established way of thinking about their courses and their pedagogy by
employing the eight conditions for optimal language learning, which for CK was "really
helpful" (FI). Overall, this could have contributed to CK's evaluation of his PD
experience having been simultaneously "very challenging" and "very, very gratifying"
(FI).

Relationship with the Trainer
Upon the conclusion of the PD, CK relates his appreciation the trainer
"advocating" (FI) on behalf of the department - all of the teacher-learners. CK says
"having somebody on our side from the beginning has been important" (FI) in order to
essentially deal with what he perceived as a conservative existing campus climate "in
terms of finances, in terms of technology, and in terms of support" (FI). CK now
contends that the "administrators and those in technology understand that we're very
committed to technology - they believe it; they've seen it" (FI), due to, as CK sees it, the
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"year of intense training" and "lobbying" on the part of the trainer (FI). Here, it can be
noted that CK's sense of advocacy here can be attributed to the manner in which CK
spent part of two of his three Pre-Semester Consultations joining the trainer in meetings
with the members of the college's campus computing team - including one meeting with
the Chief Technology Officer - regarding the need to acquire Japanese language
capability on all lab computers on campus. As CK himself noted at week twelve, the
trainer had been "a very strong advocate in helping me with, for example, trying to get
Japanese and Chinese on the lab computers" and in his mind has "gone way above and
beyond the call of duty" (GI). The Consultation Logs note that while the trainer
scheduled these meetings and essentially provided the team with the exact technological
installations needed, when it came time to interact with the technology team, the trainer
allowed CK to present his needs and, when it came time, to test-out the functionality once
the team had found a solution the issue, even though the CL document his reluctance to
do so.
A similar type of advocate view of the trainer is revealed in CK's comments
regarding his experiences with the trainer in the group-oriented events, and in the
workshops in particular. In these situations - in which it was noted that CK spent 39% of
his participation time - CK observed.
There were enough misgivings even within, among our colleagues in the
department about technology and the role of technology that had things gone
differently last semester - had there not been such a strong advocate and leader in
this area -1 think we wouldn't have even been able to convince people in the
department, everybody, that we needed this. (FI)

Viewing the trainer as convincer, CK relates that made such a "great difference" - which
an individual with mere technological skills could not have made - due to "leading [the
workshop] discussions" and being able to say, "'well, let me give you an example of how
you might do this"' (FI). And the Workshop Logs do indeed show the trainer playing
this role of exemplifier of pedagogical technology integration ideas that work to support
various language learning principles. Additionally, CK's experience with the trainer in
the workshop setting included his view of the trainer "helping us get over kind of initial
fears about technologies or initial misgivings about technologies" by such techniques as
"providing, in many cases, a kind of matrix of what we might do" with the technologies
(FI). This statement could be referring to the post-workshop summaries of the various
integration ideas that everyone generated which the WL show the trainer would e-mail to
the teacher-learners. These summaries were in table form and listed what the idea was
and what technologies were used, as well as what learning objectives it was attempting to
address, and what level of proficiency it was suited for - this information was generated
by the teacher-learners with each others' and the trainer's help. CK also noted that he
experienced the trainer as convincing the teacher-learners about the benefits of
technology integration in the language curriculum by "challenging" them to "think
beyond kind of our perceptions" of the technologies being "limited" to certain uses.
Through the use of "a lot of questions" such as "'can you think of some other ways'"
(FI), CK reflected that the trainer helped the teacher-learners see that the technologies
were "not necessarily" so limited. In this regard, the WL corroborate that the trainer used
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this type of dialogic inquiry method (among others) with each technology introduced in
the PD.

This method of learning and training through dialogue was also a primary means of
interaction during the one-on-one
consultations. As Figure S2 here shows,
CK devoted only 12% of his participation
time to these individual mentoring and
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amount undertaking his technology integration implementation efforts. Such disparity
provides explanation for why CK reflects more about his interactions with the trainer in
the group events.
Furthermore, of the seven one-on-one consultations in which CK participated
over the 36-weeks of the PD, 57% of them were purely technological/mechanical as
represented in Figure S3. Another 29% of these meetings, or one Pre-Semester

Consultation and one During-Semester Consultation, partially revolved in technological
functions and mechanics and included discussion and/or interaction related to CK's
pedagogy and curriculum development. An additionally 14%, or one Pre-Semester
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Consultation, was of a purely pedagogical and curriculum development nature in which,
while technological ideas were discussed in the form of CK's technology integration
plans, CK was not interacting with the trainer to leam or review or demonstrate any
hands-on technological functioning. Of note is that although the CL document the trainer
used the standard dialogic method in all of CK's During-Semester Consultations by
beginning the meeting by asking CK how his latest implementation experience went as
well as attempting to insert such questions at various other moments during the
consultations, CK did not engage in any type of reflective or evaluative interaction with
the trainer during his one-on-one consultations (0%).
Looking more closely at these consultative interactions reveals that CK was only
able to participate in those one-on-one opportunities during the planning and
implementation phases of the PD - meaning he did not attend any of the Open Lab
sessions during the workshop phase as detailed elsewhere in this profile. This was true
even though the logs indicate that CK did miss two of the Workshops themselves -
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weeks six and ten on increasing the interactive possibilities when integrating PowerPoint
efforts and on using the WebCT Assignments Tool for ease of electronic submission and
grading). This means then that CK participated in the Pre-Semester Consultations and
the During-Semester Consultations as summarized in Table SI below.

Event
Week
Type

Legend

Open
Labs
(wks 3-15)

Pre-Semesf er
Consultatio ns
(wks 16-2]I)
16
17
18

24

During-Semes ter
ConsultatioiIS
(wks 22-36
33
27
31

P
P/T
P/T
T
T
T
M = Make Up/Review: A11 (Tec mological; Pedagogical; and Reflective^
P = Pedagogical/Curricu]um Development
T = Technological/Mech inical
R = Reflective/Evaluativ(

T

Table SI

As can be seen in the table above, CK chose to participate in consultations with
the trainer once a week the first three of the six plaiming phase weeks. CK found the
opportunities available to meet with the trainer to be "sufficient" to meet his needs and
while he noted four weeks into the implementation phase, "I had ample opportunities"
and "I could have learned or re-leamed or learned better" a number of "things" (PI), he
was "very happy" with the opportunities in which he did engage, and he found the trainer
"very helpful" (PI). Reflecting back on this planning phase at the end of the PD, CK
recalls meeting with the trainer for a Pre-Semester Consultation in which the idea of
using PowerPoint was suggested to him by the trainer. CK remembers
I was really reluctant to use PowerPoint -1just saw it as a very good way of
giving presentations to a class. That is to say that it's somebody who is leading a
class, presumably the teacher, will use to present material to a class. I never saw
it as a student tool; first of all I didn't realize Japanese text would integrate so
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easily. And so, having been um, having been kind of re-educated in that respect, I
was able to use it last semester [ ] in student presentations. (FI)
This re-education as CK describes it occurred during part of a larger discussion between
the trainer and CK about his course and his plans for integrating technology. CK
mentions this particular interaction as an example of how he viewed the trainer as
"challeng[ing] us on things that we might do or ways of considering technologies that
maybe we wouldn't have otherwise" (FI).
The Consultation Logs show that the suggestion to use PowerPoint was made by
the trainer during CK's week sixteen Pre-Semester Consultation - the only one that was
purely pedagogical and curriculum development oriented. At this meeting, CK initially
presented his plans for using PureVoice, Microsoft Word and Mulberry E-mail, and the
analogue audio files that came with his course textbook. The CL document that after this
brief overview, CK then asked if the trainer could provide other technology integration
suggestions. The logs show the trainer asked him to explain his class more fully in order
for the trainer to get a better sense of it - i.e., the goals and objectives, the types of tasks
that make up its core, what he finds beneficial for students, his methods of assessment.
CK used the course textbook to describe the course saying he follows it closely. He
referenced the title of the text to indicate that it, and therefore the course, took a
notional/functional approach. The CL show that during the discussion CK mentioned
three issues that the trainer highlighted - 1) the textbook comes with a master VHS video
tape and analogue audio tape only - students do not have copies of these - and CK had
been doing all related instruction with these in-class but felt the students needed
additional aural input yet also felt the Internet material would be too difficult; 2) for
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students of Japanese, writing is as difficult and as important as speaking; and 3) all of the
students need more oral speaking practice.
With this information highlighted in her notes, the trainer suggested CK contact
the publisher and obtain permission to digitize the audio in order to allow students
course-restricted access to the files via CK's WebCT course site. CK found this idea
appealing, as this would allow students to complete various workbook exercises based on
the recordings in an out-of-class manner. The trainer and CK then discussed taking inclass time to help students work on their writing for the pen pal situation CK had set up
with a school in Japan. While the logs indicate reluctance to this idea initially on CK's
part, as the discussion addressed how this would enable CK to work with students as a
group and individually on their writing process, their learning of the different scripts, and
their syntactic, vocabulary and grammar skills, CK found the idea more attractive. Lastly,
the trainer made two suggestions regarding increasing students' speaking practice. The
first was a suggestion aimed at making CK's use of PureVoice more interactive: to
increase students' oral production, and to move them beyond the drills in the textbook.
The logs show CK being opposed to this suggestion in that he felt the drills were
beneficial in their structured use of the language. Additionally, CK wanted the
recordings sent only to him so that he could hear and evaluate each student's
pronunciation and language use. The second suggestion made by the trainer was to make

use of PowerPoint. As CK himself mentioned above, the logs show that CK had an
immediate rejection of this idea until the trainer explained the idea would be to have the
students use the technology in some sort of project to investigate culture issues or
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differences and make use of images, text, sound, video as he and they saw fit to then
somehow share with the class. CK found this appealing as well, and said that he wanted
to adapt a show-and-tell activity that he already has students in this course do to include
PowerPoint.
As for the four During-Semester Consultations, after being asked, CK set up a
weekly time to meet with the trainer; however CK then cancelled three out of the first
four meetings. The CL show that this time slot remained opened for CK, and that over
the course of the implementation phase, CK cancelled 71% of the meetings and used and
interacted with the trainer for the remaining four meetings to attend mainly to immediate
technological issues that he was facing. CK's first During-Semester Consultation was
both pedagogical and technological. Week twenty-four was a review and preparation for
his first implementation of his PureVoice Interactive Language Functions Practice. CK
had a chair in front of his computer and motioned for the trainer to sit; the trainer sat and
asked whether CK had a particular agenda. Upon CK relating that he needed help with
PureVoice because his students were going to use it for the first time that week, the
trainer suggested switching places and having CK show the trainer what he planned on
doing and what he needs help with.
The logs show CK did not use any printed documentation to help him and
proceeded by undertaking the mechanical functions as he asked the trainer if he was
doing it correctly. During the discussion it was revealed the CK did not plan on
providing his students with a set of written or oral instructions for activity - neither
technological nor curricular. Rather he plaimed to simply show them how to perform the
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mechanics of using the tool and give them the activity assignment for homework. The
trainer suggested actually having the students undertake the assigned activity during class
time as they simultaneously learned how to manipulate the tool and to have a set of
written instructions so they would be able to do it on their own as well. The trainer also
reminded CK that using this particular technology with the iBooks and the external
headsets was different then using it there on his desktop computer with an internal
microphone, and that if not for pedagogical reasons, for technological reasons of
difficulty and proper treatment of the equipment, the students should be walked through
how to use everything. The logs document the trainer's perceived sense of CK's
fhistration with these issues, and that the trainer assured CK she would be there to help
him as needed. The Implementation Logs show that when it came time to undertake this
implementation, CK introduced the trainer, whose role in the classroom then and in all inclass efforts, was to have been that of support if problems arose - and essentially handed
off the entire task of teaching his students this technology over to her. CK's role became
that of giving the students a page number from their text of what they were to record in
theiv PureVoice message.
The remaining three During-Semester Consultations were all entirely
technological/mechanical in nature and each lasted an average of 26 minutes. Week
twenty-seven's consultation consisted of CK again having the chair in front of his office

computer ready for the trainer to occupy, and asking for help to make use of a series of
Japanese commercials video clips he had found and wanted to use. The CL document
that CK searched for video to use after seeing a colleague's use of Internet video clips in
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one of the Collegial Presentations. CK did not into detail of how he was planning on
using the clips. The trainer suggested making links to the clips via CK's WebCT course
site and that it would be a good idea to test out the downloading and playing of the clips
on one of the iBooks in order for CK to better understand how this would work in this
class. The trainer retrieved an iBook for CK to use, opened it, turned it on, handed it to
CK and asked him to open a browser and go to the commercial video clip page he wanted
to use. The logs document the discussion the ensued revolved around downloading time,
having to use RealPlayer, and CK not remembering how to make new pages or new links
on his WebCT site. The trainer asked if CK had the corresponding Workshop help sheets,
and as he did not, she asked if he wanted to print those out, takes notes as the trainer
walked him through the process, or use the Help Menu in WebCT itself CK said it
would work best if the trainer performed the functions while he took notes. This was
done and upon suggestion, CK tested the results on the iBook.
The interactions of weeks thirty-one and thirty-three had to do with opening
PureVoice e-mail attachments, uploading new digital audio files and creating
corresponding links to them, and changing the links to different commercial video clips
then the ones CK had originally decided to use. On both occasions, CK offered the
trainer the chair in front of the computer and on both occasions the trainer declined and
had CK control the computer. CK did not have printed help sheets or his written notes on
either occasion, and both times the trainer suggested he print these out and orally and by
pointing to the screen directed CK to the PD WebCT course site to download and print
out all related documents. The logs note that the trainer retrieved the print-outs, stapled
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them, and had CK follow them to answer his questions about the various
technological/mechanical functions, and to ask the trainer for help when needed. CK
followed the sheets with, what the logs document

frustration - reading aloud and

performing the steps as hsted. The trainer intervened three times to offer help with
PureVoice and four times to offer help with the audio and video files and linking.
Technology
CALL/TELI Understanding
By week 36, or the end of the PD, CK's view of computer assisted language
learning (CALL)/technology enhanced language instruction (TELI) "has expanded" to
encompass "[a]ny technology in the service of pedagogy" (PQ2). Contrasting this to
CK's pre-PD view of CALL/TELI comprising "a set of tools that can be used as a means
to reach the end of effective instruction" (PQl) there does not seem to be much of a
difference. However, examining CK's comments more thoroughly reveals that his postPD understanding of CALL/TELI now includes "the new computer-based technologies
that I have recently introduced" (PQ2) as well as "a number of skills (such as PureVoice
and PowerPoint) that I had never thought to use in the language class until last year"
(PQ2). Of note is the extent to which this experientially based view has both an
increased sense of the amount and type of technologies that make up CALL/TELI, as
well as the additional notion that there is a set of skills involved. There was no mention
of such skills or even specific CALL/TELI activities or exercises that may have promoted
certain skills in CK's pre-PD list of his applied experiences with CALL/TELI, which at
that point consisted of exclusively out-of-class uses of "e-mail," a "Japanese homepage,"
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a "CD-ROM," and "web-based homework or research projects" (PQl). Additionally, the
types of activities CK does mention having "seen or heard of (PQ2), and in which he has
an interest in learning, such as "Japanese language web-based assignments" and
"assignments in which students have to respond orally, using headphones and mike at the
computer" (PQl), involve a "language lab[ ], where students work on their own and get
more practice" (PQl).
This classroom-external and rather tangential view of CALL/TELI that CK
brought with him to the PD is underscored by what he saw as valuable when it came to
the language classroom, and by extension and exclusion, what he saw as not so valuable
when it came to CALL/TELI;
Time spent in class is valuable time in which student interaction using the
language is extremely critical. I generally envision technology as something to be
used outside the classroom - speaking, listening, reading/writing activities - as a
valuable support to the communicative activities taking place inside the
classroom. (PQl)
The view of CALL/TELI which CK had espoused here marginalizes CALL/TELI by not
only restricting it to merely pla)dng a supportive role in the language learning
instructional process, but also by excluding it from the language classroom, and limiting
it to not having any interactive or communicative properties. Furthermore, to a certain
extent this shows that prior to the PD, CK did not see CALL/TELI as valuable or critical
to students' language learning. However, after his experiences in the PD, CK's beliefs

and attitudes about CALL/TELI do more than "expand" (PQ2); they change:
I would love to continue to work to increase technology in the classroom. What
I've been able to do thus far has shown me that if managed properly, technology
can be an invaluable teaching and learning tool. (PQ2)
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Looking back over the data, reveals that this change came about mainly from CK
experiencing his own integration efforts - 54% of which he designed to be and carried
out as in-class events - as he comments at week twenty-five, "It's a great boom to have
them do a little work in class and outside of class they can continue to do they're word
processing" (PI), and more expansively at week thirty when he observed, "The things
we're doing in class may be simple, but I see how my students are producing language
and I can help them right there" (FQ5), and that his students were "much more
inclined.. .to produce anything and everything with an extra amount of effort and
interest" (FQ5).
However, it was not only CK's individual implementation efforts that effected a
change in his understanding of CALL/TELL While he makes a point of mentioning that
he maintains an original desire to "learn more bout Japanese-specific software" (PQ2), by
the conclusion of the PD, CK also appreciated the "the tools we were introduced to" as
they "are ones we - both students and teachers - can readily access without a cost and
which I can manipulate to make work with my course, my students, and my goals"
(PQ2). And to be sure, here CK is referencing his own teaching as reason for his
apparent change in attitude from focusing on specialized software that one, more often
than not, cannot manipulate to any great extent, to valuing the generative and creative
teaching tools used in the PD for CALL/TELI purposes. Yet, CK also notes that there

were other tools - "the chat and the threaded discussion" - that he claims both he and
others "were very reluctant to even consider" using (FI). Then CK's opinion of the value
of these computer mediated communication tools began to change in that after "talking
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about it and doing it a few times" (FI), he appreciatively noticed that "some people who
really have decided to are using it, and have found it to be a very valuable tool" (FI), or
as CK alternatively puts it, "a number of people have bought into it" (FI). His experience
in the workshops served to only slightly ease his unwillingness to use one of these tools
for CALL/TELI purposes in that at week twelve of the PD, having participated in the
three WebCT Chat Tool oriented workshops but not yet in the two scheduled WebCT
Discussion Tool workshops, CK is still showing signs of reluctance by saying of the Chat
Tool, "I think I could see fitting-in in some way, not, I can't see probably using it in class,
but I can see using it outside of class at given times (GI). However, as he references
people "in ESL classes and other languages" as being the ones who he notes have found
the tools valuable, it was most likely his participation in the three Collegial Presentations
by his fellow language teachers demonstrating their in-class CMC CALL/TELI
implementation efforts that led CK to reach of point of "really see[ing] [ ] both of them as
potentially valuable tools both within the class and outside of the class" (FI).
As can be seen, through his experiences in the PD, CK has changed or expanded
his view of CALL/TELI to include new technologies and skills as well as places and
methods of implementation - namely inside as well as outside the language classroom.
And while the above description highlights CK's CALL/TELI view in relation to the
software that was part of PD, CK's CALL/TELI understanding was also heavily
influenced by his conception of such with regard to a language lab. Prior to the PD, CK
stated.
Without the actual dedicated lab to work with and in, anything we learn will be
kind of wishful thinking to a large extent. And while I believe the need to use
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technology in the language classroom is not going to go away, I do not want to
waste my time learning about things I will never have access to. (PQl)
The importance of a lab that CK seemed to have brought with him to the PD can be seen
here in terms of his own learning. These feelings could explain CK's high degree of
appreciation for the language lab that was part of the PD - appreciation that appears over
the course of the PD and helps to shed light on CK's evolving view of CALL/TELL For
example, the data reveal that CK relates that "just having [the mobile lab] is great" (GI)
and considers it one of the "biggest aids" (GI) to his development at week twelve of the
PD. Furthermore, at week twenty-five, during the Pair Interview, CK relates a story that
essentially portrays CALL/TELI as a lab. CK described how "shocked" and "surprised"
he was when coming to this college six years early to find out not only was there no
"language lab" (PI), but he sensed a certain amount of "skepticism" and "animosity"
among his new colleagues "toward having" a lab (PI). CK's reaction to this state of
affairs was that a language lab is "just something you have to have however you use it"
(PI).
Again, this belief of the need for a language lab of some sort could have helped
engender CK's positive reaction and enthusiastic use of the mobile lab - e.g., the
Implementation Logs document that in addition to his making use of the lab for fifteen of
his twenty-eight in-class events, all of his thirteen out-of-class events required his
students making use of the mobile lab equipment during the Student Open Lab hours.
However, CK goes on in his story to admit when it came to CALL/TELI that he
essentially associated with a language lab, he was aligned with his colleagues in that he
says, "I was still a little skeptical myself because my experience up until last year was
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just basically drills aiid let's listen to this" (PI). However, CK says that when the trainer
introduced the mobile lab concept or "this thing on wheels and slots and these
computers" (PI) as CK describes it, "that was a change for me" (PI), he noted, in terms of
"this idea that you know you don't have to have a space set aside, this should be part of
the class, integrated into the class" (PI). And with this initial sense of what CALL/TELI
could then be when not limited to an external space where students undertake drills and
listen to this type of exercises, CK approached his technology integration efforts in which
the data show he concentrated on ways to integrate CALL/TELI into his classroom
instructional practice. CK noted that "Until I actually started using it, I still wasn't sure if
I could, if it would, how it would fit in" (PI), but back then at week twenty-five he began
"getting a sense of how it can fit it" and even found that "it's becoming increasingly
difficult to imagine not using some of these functions" (PI). For CK then, the alternative
of the mobile lab that the PD procured for the very reason to once again disrupt teacherlearners' notions of what CALL/TELI can be, his pre-PD beliefs about the relationship
between language labs and CALL/TELI, along with his opinion that one was needed, and
his subsequent implementation efforts helped CK come to see,
[T]he costs are worth the effort to reap the many benefits of using technology in
the classroom; Increased student engagement; accessing authentic language and
culture; student control and creativity - all are things that far outweigh all the
ihxstration I felt along the way and the amount of time both the learning and the
developing have demanded. (PQ2)

Technology Integration Development
CK reaches a point at the end of his PD experience with the belief that now there
are "a couple of things I could offer my experience with" (FI) in that through his many
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technology integration implementations he has experienced a few "small success" and
specifically notes one "that's worked" and which he views as "one model that might be
adaptable to other situations" (FI), and, therefore, something he feels good about sharing
with his colleagues. However, although he does not mention anything specifically, CK
goes on to once again apply his comparative approach to how he views his own
development by qualifying this belief in his abilities by noting that this model does not
represent any "expertise" or "real familiarity" on his part, nor is it "a great thing" or
"particularly ground breaking" (FI) - it is simply his "experience" or, as he puts it, "what
I do" (FI). As will be detailed below, this method of comparison against some ideal was
prevalent throughout CK's developmental process, and worked in combination with his
fi-equent comparison to other fellow technology integrators, along with his strategies of
establishing limits, asking for or anticipating help, and working within a defined comfort
zone, to influence - at times in a dueling fashion - his technology integration
professional development.
Looking back over the data reveals CK's manner of qualifying his technology
integration development accomplishments by comparison to an ideal state of technology
integration at different points in his PD experience. His view of his development four
weeks into the implementation phase, for example, when he sees what he has done thus
far as "a beginning" seems well reasoned at first glance; however, as CK goes on, we
learn that he believed this because as he said, "I'm not at the point where I can see my
pedagogy, all of my pedagogy, going through the technology" (PI), rather "it's still a
supplement" (PI). Instead of such a supplement, CK had an ideal view that beyond
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having "at least...that one day where everything's going through the technology" (PI),
technology "should be the hub...the meeting place for the class in a sense" (PI), and until
this happens, CK believed, "it's not really a technology-based class" (PI).
In this relation, we also learn that in this technology-based class CK envisions,
the technology that he integrates would do more than "compliment[ ] the other things that
I'm doing which are the traditional, non-technology teaching techniques" (PI), implying
that CK had a view that integrating technology at some level beyond the supplemental
and complementary involved a set of modem (or non-traditional), technology-specific
teaching techniques. To the extent that the combined logs document CK's grouporiented participation in the PD and his comparative manner of viewing his own
technology integration professional development, it is likely that CK developed this idea
or ideal by comparing what he saw himself doing versus what the trainer was
exemplifying and modeling in the Workshops and/or what his colleagues were
demonstrating of their own technology integration efforts. It should be noted, however,
that the logs do not show the PD model promoting the sense of their being such
technology-specific teaching techniques, but rather techniques that corresponded to
promoting and addressing the eight language learning conditions via technology
integration. To this extent, perhaps these "techniques" or those demonstrated by the other
teacher-learners in their Collegial Presentations in and of themselves were new to CK.

In the end, it can be noted that CK's method of comparing himself to others
caused him frustration as well as provided him with a yardstick by which to measure his
progress, mirroring the group-oriented manner in which his PD experience emphasized.
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For example, CK noted that he felt a "particularly acute" sense of "frustration" in not
having "been able to do more" in that there was a colleague who he viewed as having
"made great strides in a very short time in terms of introducing technology" (FI), and he
acknowledged, "Because I was constantly measuring myself against her - my
achievements with technology against hers -1 felt particularly fhistrated" (FI). However,
as CK's comparison went beyond this one colleague to include all of his fellow teacherlearner colleagues, he was also able to gain a more balanced perspective as can be seen
below in his description of one of the top three ways he felt change occur for him over
the course of the PD:
The second big change, which is very interesting, and it's not, it's just interesting
more than anything else, is changes in colleagues - changes in well, each of my
colleagues has sort of reacted differently to this, and it's kind of interesting for me
to sort of look at them: some of whom are excellent scholars and teachers on all
levels and have struggled with this; others maybe who have really embraced this
and really taken off with this, and quite honestly, some people who I didn't think
would really take off with it, really took off with it; and some who I thought
might immediately just embrace it and do quite well because they did quite well
in other areas, have had trouble dealing with it. And so it's really, in some ways
because I'm kind of in the middle, and maybe haven't embraced it as much as
some others and adapted more, it's buoyed my own my own faith in the
possibilities of technology to help in instruction. And also it's shown, it's
reminded me how important it is to be open to new things and changes, and to be
willing to put the time into making those changes. (FI)
In essence, CK appears here to be comparatively noting the extent to which he has seen
his colleagues' instruction or teaching practice improving based on his knowledge of how
much they have embraced the process of integrating technology into their language
curricula. There is also an implied notion here, that to the extent that CK has seen some
of his colleagues struggling and having trouble dealing with technology integration, and
thereby not embracing it and not integrating technology into their instruction, he sees
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them as having missed out on an opportunity to improve or help their instruction. Such
comparison has then led to CK to recognize a certain level of commitment that he sees as
necessary to develop as he has observed some of his colleagues develop, as their
commitment has also given him "further impetus to pursue technology in different areas"
(FI). Finally, as his manner of comparison has also directed CK to the attitude that "you
just have to try it" (FI), CK's technology integration development has included using this
attitude in an "instructive" manner for the entire group and especially "others who are a
little more reluctant.. .and aren't quite trying at all" (FI).
In reaching this point by the end of the PD of recognizing there is a time
commitment one must make as well as an open and willing attitude one must adopt, CK
has actually advanced beyond employing his comparative method in limited and limiting
ways. In the above relation there is a sense that through comparison, CK has been
inspired to invest more time in the technology integration process by which he has seen
others improve their instruction. However, earlier in the PD, at week twenty-five of the
implementation phase, CK's comparative view of the "massive amounts of time" he had
perceived a colleague putting into "creating" various "sound and video clips" as well as
"web-based materials for testing.. .that students can respond to" - both of which he found
"exciting" technology integration ideas - he surmised, such a time commitment is "not
something I aspire to" (PI). At that point in the PD — having not yet seen and heard via
the Collegial Presentations what his other PD-participating colleagues were doing in
terms of their technology integration efforts, nor having perceived how such had
improved their teaching as he noted above - CK compares the "simple" and
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"complementary" (PI) efforts he sees himself making and the time he has committed to
the one member of the group of teacher-learners who had been integrating technology
into his instruction more than any of the others prior to the PD and to the more advanced
types of efforts CK seemingly perceived this colleague undertaking, all of which were
efforts this colleague undertook before the PD and had nothing to do with what the
technology integration process promoted in the PD. However, after experiencing the
Collegial Presentations, as well as all of his own Implementations, CK's comparisons
inspired him to commit the kind of time he perceived these colleagues making.
Additionally, his comparing is no longer merely limiting his development, but rather it
has led him to develop the attitude of being "open to.. .considering any and all
technologies" (FI), as opposed to only what may seem "exciting" (PI) about others
efforts, because as CK has come to understand about technology integration, instead of
simply following what others have done,
What you choose to integrate is going to depend on your teaching goals. It's
going to depend on your students. And it's going to depend on the technology
that's available to you. But I think you should be at least open to considering, you
know, the full range, and then seeing what is possible. (FI)
This development in CK's understanding of technology integration did not come
easily for him in that from the beginning of the PD, the data show that he was relatively
reluctant to work beyond his comfort zone. As he himself stated prior to the PD, "I am
not very comfortable in exploring things on my own [ ] - no matter how interested I am"
(PQl). This can be corroborated in that CK's Technology Integration Readiness
Inventory shows he rated himself as having initially 80% Pedagogical Interest in the
technological tools and functions that were to be part of the PD, yet he had only a 65%
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Basic Familiarity with these tools and functions and a mere 36% rate of histructional Use
- i.e., a high degree of interest without much familiar or applied exploration, which we
know he would have had to undertake on his own in that CK stated that prior to the PD,
he had avoided technology integration due to a "lack of.. .help" (PQl). Additionally,
data employed elsewhere in this profile have documented the extent to which CK
concentrated on group-oriented events as opposed to one-on-one events, which were
much more self-exploratory in nature than the group events, and thereby perhaps less
comfortable interactions for CK. Furthermore, CK also noted that when it came to
undertaking exploration and review on his own, he acknowledged,
I know that the materials are there - they're online right there in TELI, and I
could go in and get them from my computer in there, but I just don't. Maybe
because I'm not comfortable doing it. (GI)
CK also attested to having a "hate-hate relationship with computers" (GI) in that he
considered himself "more of a Thoreau-type" (GI), yet realized "how much we need
them" and that he will "never catch up to" technology (GI). This being the case, as far as
his technology integration development, CK set a limit of wanting to "know as much as I
can " within the boundaries of "as much as I can comfortably learn" (GI). Venturing
beyond this learning comfort zone, taking/making the time commitment, and exploring
on his own and/or more individually in consultation with the trainer could have aided
CK's technology integration development beyond his final self rating of Stage 3:
Understanding and Application of the Process that will be detailed at the end of this
section, and more evenly affected all three of the technology integration readiness
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factors: 1) Basic Familiarity rose 25%; 2) Instructional Use rose 29%; 3) Pedagogical
Interest rose 10%.
To the extent that CK was unable to commit more time and/or was uncomfortable
with certain self-exploratory modes of learning, he chose to focus on the development of
his technology integration skills and understanding through interacting with others and
getting help from others in ways that were comfortable to him and which fit his schedule
only. At week twelve during the workshop phase of the PD, CK states, since he is not
comfortable learning on his own, "I'm very happy to have the opportunity to work with
others who do know more" (GI). Then at week twenty-five during the implementation
phase of the PD, he states, since he does not want to commit the time he perceives as
necessary to advance to his own colleague's "exciting" uses stage of technology
integration (noted above), "I would like to leam a little bit more so that if I run into
certain problems I can get out of them, but quite frankly I'm happy just to ask people for
help when I need it" (PI). And while both of these statements can be viewed as part of
what the PD model was attempting to promote - i.e., learning with each other and asking
for help when needed - in CK's case, the lack of balance - i.e., learning independently
and practicing ways to help oneself - led to an over-reliance on others and an inability to
anticipate the need for help before its immediately needed. This can be seen in that his
reliance on learning exclusively via the Workshops for fifteen weeks, followed by only
three one-on-one consultations exploring his technology integration ideas and never
accessing a help sheet or help menu in that time, then attempting twenty-eight
implementation events, all led to the four During-Semester Consultations being
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predominately focused on helping CK address immediate technological needs, as well as
33% of his in-class implementation events reljdng on the trainer's help to essentially
teach his students to undertake the technological functions his integration efforts were
asking of them as he was unable to anticipate or prepare to provide such help himself.
To a certain extent it appears that, being unable to and uncomfortable with
participating in other available PD opportunities prior to the implementation phase, CK
relied on more of an in situ type of approach to his technology integration development learning what he needed to know exactly when he needed to know it in the real world
situation by watching someone else do it. This led him to becoming a self-proclaimed
"advocate of.. .trying new things you're not a hundred percent comfortable with yet" (FI)
and stating, "Anything I think that I'm reasonably comfortable with, I'm going to try"
(FI) - attitudes which can be viewed as positive risk-taking and even moving beyond
one's comfort zone. However, CK is talking here exclusively about actual
implementation, or the technology integration product, without really addressing or
advocating all that leads up to the implementation, or the technology integration process.
As mentioned above, this technology integration development method leads to
CK dropping his developmental progress down half a point to rating himself at Stage 3:
Understanding and Applying the Process (FQ6), which is an increase from his pre-PD
Stage 1: Awareness (PQl) self rating. This progression included this final half point drop

from week thirty to week thirty-six, as well as after a steady 2.5 rating throughout the
workshop phase, a raise to a solid Stage 3 at the conclusion of the Workshops at which
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time he mentions being appreciative of the PD having addressed two of his pre-PD
technology integration desires;
Just knowing that I can now bring language to life in the classroom with easy
access to radio and television sites as well as provide my students with the much
needed practice of producing written Japanese allows me to easily envision how I
can use technology in my teaching. (FQ3)
After this at week 21, the end of the planning phase, however, the data reveal CK
dropping his development rating half of a point back down to a 2.5 and saying he was
"feeling a bit overwhelmed with trying to come up with what I'm going to do every week
in my class in terms of using technology" due to his acknowledgment of "not doing much
of anything over the last month" (FQ4) as the Pre-Semester Consultation Logs
corroborate. Interestingly, in rating himself at final Stage 3, CK says he is fhistrated
because "I could easily be more engaged with technology in service of pedagogy if I only
didn't have to teach so damn much" (FQ6), yet he is unable to make the connection that
his twenty-eight implementation events essentially increased his teaching load in terms of
the "tremendous commitment of time" he mentioned in having to "manage all of these
materials I'm getting in" (PI) that were essentially being produced as a result of his
implementations themselves. However, CK does seem to have learned, albeit
comparatively, that "becoming a better teacher by means of computer technology (as I
believe I have seen my colleagues become)" (FQ6) takes more than spending time
implementing one's ideas as he himself focused; it necessitates taking "enough time to
try things out" (FQ6) beforehand as well.
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Pedagogy
At the end of the PD, CK states that his technology integration approach was "a
little bit haphazard" (FI) in that he says, "I was pretty open to trying to integrate a variety
of things without having a clear sense at the beginning of what kinds of things would
work" (FI). However, as CK goes on to clarify, his approach was not entirely based on
this self-proclaimed open and random trial-and-error strategy. As will be detailed more
thoroughly below, 80% of CK's technology integration efforts were re-worked activities,
exercises, and/or tasks that he had previously implemented in his teaching of this course.
This essentially corresponds to his explanation of his approach: "I have tried to use
technology to improve upon things I'd been doing already, and I thought.. .1 might be
able to use technology to improve them" (FI). Further examination of the data revels that
the things that CK refers to here are the "variety of activities" he says, "I try to
introduce.. .into each lesson" that "address each of the four language skills" (PQ2). The
appeal for CK in terms of technology and this skills-based course was "the capacity" he
saw in the technologies and the technology integration ideas covered in the PD to
"introduce a variety of activities that incorporate the four language skills" (PQ2). Having
applied this skills-based approach through the creation and implementation of his
technology integration efforts and events, CK concludes the PD feeling that he was
successful in that he was "able to highlight the four skills more fully by reworking or
bringing in the technology component" (PQ2).
Looking more closely at CK's technology integration implementations shows the
extent to which technology served to highlight listening, reading, writing, and speaking
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skills among these students in this course. Beginning with an overview, CK's
Implementation Logs in Appendix X show that he undertook five integration efforts and
implemented them for a total of twenty-eight events. He also made use of eleven
different software applications and programs (a twelfth technology - iTunes - was used
in the digitization process of CK's audio files; however the trainer digitized the audio and
CK did not use this application). As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, 80%
of CK's efforts were re-worked course elements into which technology was integrated,
and 20%, or one effort (i.e., the Description, Comprehension and Analysis of Authentic
Japanese Internet Commercials), were new elements to the course. Interestingly, even
with this large amount of re-worked or technologized efforts, CK states that "the major
thing" (FI) that has changed for him over the course of the PD came as a result of
implementing these efforts - "changes in teaching strategies" (FI). Crediting technology
itself as opposed to his implementation efforts, CK explains that "the biggest change" he
has perceived is the "ways technology can kind of facilitate some strategies I've already
been using but some I haven't used before" (FI). And while the detailing of CK's efforts
below explicates CK's recognition of how he feels he has become a more studentcentered teacher via his technology integration efforts, using all of the available data will
show the extent to which CK's efforts affected his teaching strategies, as well as his
students' learning strategies, and both teacher and learners' behaviors and roles in the
classroom.
The one integration effort that stands out for CK as having influenced his teaching
strategies the most (i.e., the one that he references the most in this regard), is the Show
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and Tell Grammar and Vocabulary Creations and Presentations that made use of
Microsoft PowerPoint and Mulberry E-mail. In terms of the twenty-eight events CK
implemented, this effort comprised 25% of that total, or seven separate events - four of
which were conducted in-class as student presentations, and three were conducted out of
class as students created their presentations. As was detailed in the section on CK's
interactions with the trainer, the data show that CK had a view of PowerPoint as a
technology that was "great for slide shows and this and that" (PI), but he said, "I don't
see how it can be applied to my teaching" (PI). His work with the trainer enabled him to
come up with a PowerPoint-hasQd. effort that "shifted the emphasis" to a more "student
centered" use of this tool.
Of note is the extent to which CK had always considered himself as a student
centered teacher, yet this experience, he recognized "pointed out a weakness in my own
teaching, you know, that I tend to fall back on the teacher-centered class given the
opportunity" (FI). This tendency can be seen in that CK participated in four out of the
five PowerPoint oriented Workshops, which the logs show stressed student use of the tool
and student interaction and communication in the language through their use of the tool,
yet he still says, "I never saw it as a student tool" (FI) until it came to the trainer
suggesting he use it in this way in his own teaching. This speaks to both the power of pre
conceived notions of the pedagogical possibilities of specific technologies as well as the
power of one-on-one interactions that allow for such views to be explored individually
and addressed more directly and more effectively. In the end, the Implementation Logs
document that when the effort was undertaken in the classroom as CK's students
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presented their Show and Tell Presentations each individual presenter took on the roles of
initially presenting new vocabulary orally, pictorially, and via an in-context written
sentence, then of explaining the information they had put together via their presentations,
and finally of both asking their audience four follow-up comprehension and opinion
questions as well as answering questions from the audience. CK is recorded in the IL as
running the students' PowerPoint presentations as they spoke and making corrections and
offering language help as needed. Exemplifying a shift in emphasis this re-worked
technology integration effort shows CK employing strategies that facilitated student
creativity, control, and communication, as well as learning through preparing and
presenting visual representations of their abilities.
Another of CK's implementation efforts was the Pen Pal Letter Exchanges with
Native Japanese Speakers, which made use of Microsoft Word and Mulberry E-mail.
These events made up 29% of CK's total implementations, and as with the Show and Tell
Presentations were conducted both in-class (50% of the time) and out-of-class (50% of
the time). Prior to the PD, CK maintained that to the extent that he saw "oral
proficiency" as the "main goal" of this course, "[m]uch of the reading and writing is done
outside of class" (PQl). However, by the end of the PD, CK said, "I strive to create a
communication-based class in which students seek to improve abilities to communicate
in both oral and written form" (PQ2). While being one of the four skills upon which this
course was always based, writing is no longer relegated to out-of-class only work; due to
CK's re-working of his Pen Pal activity to include the students use of technology, writing
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has become more of a central component of CK's course. It has also affected CK's
teaching strategies and his students' ways of learning.
This can be seen via the Implementation Logs which show that during the four
in-class Pen Pal Letter Exchanges with Native Japanese Speakers events (weeks twentythree, twenty-six, and two in week thirty-two), CK facilitated students' letter writing by
circulating the room and answering questions about vocabulary and grammar.
Additionally, while in the first of these events the IL record students speaking a
noticeable amount of English in helping each other with their letters, after CK's
announcement before the second event that the students should be using Japanese, the IL
note that there was much less English being spoken in the room and more Japanese being
attempted. The IL also show that on each occasion after helping a number of students
individually, CK stopped the students work and addressed problems that he saw more
than one student having by using the mobile projection system and exemplifying written
Japanese syntactic and grammatical issues for the class to work on as a group.
Additionally, at the end of each of the four events, the IL document CK assigning
specific homework for the students to accomplish - as a group and for some individually
- based on what he had seen of the students' in-class writing. As he states that prior to
this technology integration effort, all writing had been done out-of-class, here the data
represent how CK's teaching strategies were affected by how he chose to make these
writing tasks in-class technology integration events and how that both mandated and
enabled him to play more of an active role in his students' writing process. Additionally,
as students were previously expected to produce a written product outside of class, not all

students received help from fellow students or CK, only a few were able to make use of a
computer that enabled Japanese writing, and non were ever given help with how to type
Japanese on a computer.
CK's re-working of how he implemented the activities the corresponded to the
audio tapes that went along with the course textbook also allowed him to provide "a
much greater number of listening opportunities" for his students both in-class and out-ofclass. To the extent that CK mentions that he had also made use of the analog versions of
these audio sources in class in the past, at first glance there may not appear to be much of
a change. However, after digitizing the analog tapes and uploading them to CK's
WebCT course site, the IL document how CK was able to effortlessly manipulate the
playing of the clips for the whole class using the QuickTime controls - placing the playcontrol exactly where he wanted it to begin playing, sliding the play-control back to
exactly where he wanted to replay a segment by use of the digital time-lapsed feature,
stopping and starting the clips with a simple click of the mouse. In comparison to using a
tape recorder and spending time finding the beginning of a segment, rewinding and fastforwarding segments, the use of the digital clips appeared to corroborate CK's opinion of
being able to "use them more easily in class" (FI). The IL also recorded how CK was able
to undertake such group listening activities, pointing out certain features, and then have
students work individually with the use of their own iBooks and a set of headphones.
After watching CK manipulate the controls on the projected screen, the logs show
that these students had no trouble do the same, starting and stopping clips and listening
and re-listening to segments as many times at they needed to answer questions in their
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books. On all three in-class Digital Listening Exercises events, which made up 21% of
the total number of implementation events, CK circulated the room helping students as he
saw the need, and then he stopped the students working individually after a certain point
and had them work as a group to go over the clips again and check their answers. Such
individual in-class listening and subsequent follow-up using the audio clips was not
possible in CK's previous employment of the analogue tapes and a traditional tape player
- again exemplifying a change in CK's in-class teaching strategies. Furthermore, the
students had limited, checkout access to these tapes in their analogue form and now are
able to access them in digital form more readily.
Another technology integration effort, in which CK and his students performed
many of the same roles, strategies, and behaviors as those mentioned with the Digital
Listening Exercises, was the Description, Comprehension, and Analysis of Authentic

Japanese Internet Commercials, which accounted for 11% of all technology integration
events. This is an effort that CK put together the twenty-seventh week of the PD, six
weeks into the implementation phase, after having seen a colleague's presentation on a
hitemet video based technology integration effort. This was the one new technology
integration effort to the course (i.e., not a re-worked version of a previously implemented
activity, task, or exercise). However, the IL indicate that CK's use of the video clips,
which showed animated commercials of Japanese toys, followed the digital audio
listening exercises from the course textbook - essentially requiring the students to make
use of the same learning strategies here to answer comprehension questions even though
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the language was of a more authentic nature and there was the additional information
provided by the video.

Conclusion
CK came to the PD at hand with a sense of his own technology integration
professional development understanding and abilities to be at an entry stage - or Stage
One on the six stage scale used in the study. He also came with a marginalized view of
CALL/TELI as existing in the form of drill and practice oriented products that were best
undertaken outside of the language classroom, in that the language classroom itself was
for the more valuable interactive and communicative opportunities that these products did
not support. Furthermore, CK brought with him a comparative sense of how much time
it took to develop and implement one's own CALL/TELI efforts based on his observation
of a colleague who spent the majority of his out of class time working on his web-based
listening activities. CK also mentioned that he was not comfortable learning in
exploratory fashion on his own. With these views and characteristics, CK noted that he
would participate in the PD only to the extent that he remained comfortable doing so and
proceeded to downplay or lowball his possible development due to the length of the PD
itself working to limit such. In this way, to a certain extent, CK began his technology
integration professional development experience by abdicating some if not most of his
personal responsibility in advancing his own development.
CK's participation and engagement over the course of this professional
development opportunity was mainly characterized by imbalance, comparison, and a
continued reliance on others to help, or rather do for, him. CK spent a disproportionate
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amount of time participating in group-oriented PD events, in which he was comfortable
in the role of student among other students. And while he recognized at various points,
by comparison to how he observed his colleagues' undertaking this experience, that his
development would benefit by taking advantage of the one-on-one consultation
opportunities, CK avoided these encounters for the most part. One reason for this may
have been his admitted discomfort in the tendency for these more individualized and
intimate interactions to engage him in the humbling act of re-thinking his entire teaching
practice. Therefore, while CK admits that he had many unanswered questions that he
knew the one-on-ones could have helped him address, he continued participating in
mainly group events that were essentially ripe settings for him to compare his own
development to that of others, as well as to compare his own progress to what he was not
yet able to do. While this participation did afford CK an opportunity to observe the
trainer's handling of the technology he would one day be using, to the extent that he did
not take notes on this or make use of one-on-one consultations to follow up on what he
was observing, his experience of such did not fully benefit his later use.
CK mainly made use of the trainer as a means to acquire technological assistance
if not outright service as he often had an empty chair waiting for the trainer upon her
arrival for a consultation. Along with this service view of the trainer, CK appreciated her
abilities as convincer, organizer, advocator, and supplier of technology integration ideas.
During the plarming phase, CK met with the trainer to present his ideas for applying
technology to the skills-based exercises already in existence in his course, and went on to
query the trainer for additional ideas. Via the proceeding instance of dialogic, critical
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reflection on his instruction, CK experienced an unlearning and a subsequent new way of
seeing how a certain technology could be integrated into his instruction that went beyond
his previous misconception about the single use functionality he believed the tool to have.
Due in part to his taking on an additional new perspective with regard to where
CALL/TELI can take place based on simply seeing the mobile, wireless lab, CK went on
to use this technology as well as others in a large number of in-class and out-of-class
technology integration efforts that were undertaken on a routine basis and as coursecrucial components.
During this phase, CK did not make use of the trainer to help plan for and thereby
anticipate and address possible implementation issues, nor to engage in reflection and
evaluation of his efforts. This led to CK not foreseeing his students' needs by preparing
quality instructional handouts to guide their CALL/TELI undertakings, and to the trainer
having to take over the instruction of his course. While CK continued to remain overly
reliant on the trainer for assistant, the sheer number of routine and crucial CALL/TELI
efforts he implemented allowed to witness and participate in his students' language
learning process to a greater extent than he had before. Being thereby forced in a way to
meet the new instructional needs these efforts brought about, CK also experienced
changes in his traditional teaching roles and behaviors as he was now able to intervene as
needed in both individual's and his group of students' learning processes as well as to
stand back and allow his students to help each other. Overall, CK noted the extent to
which he saw his teaching become more learner-centered and his students engage more
fully in the CALL/TELI efforts he implemented. Additionally, while CK continued to
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view technology itself as possessing some sort of change agency, he also expanded his
view of what CALL/TELI was to include a larger number of technologies, as well as a
requisite set of curricular integration skills. While CK's technology integration
professional development could have been helped a great deal by more critical
examination and reflection on his own pedagogical beliefs and curricular goals, his
experience here has helped him at least begin to see the importance of connecting one's
CALL/TELI efforts to one's own instruction.
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APPENDIX T
Case #6 Within-Case Study Profile (VR)
Within Case Study Analysis #6

Introduction
The sixth technology integration professional development case is represented by
a forty-eight year old Mexican female with thirteen years of Spanish language teaching
experience at the university level. This teacher-learner's academic/research area of
specialization is in Spanish Linguistics, and she had one language pedagogy pre-service
course in language teaching methodology. What follows is a narrative case profile
resulting from a chronological and triangulated analysis of how and why this teacherlearner experienced the PD model in terms of her 1) participation in the technology
integration professional development model, including her overall experiences with
engaging in the various group events as well as her interactions with the trainer; 2)
relationship with/to technology, including her computer assisted language learning
(CALL)/technology enhanced language instruction (TELI) understanding and her
technology integration development; and 3) pedagogy. Additionally, a final concluding
summary is offered at the end of the profile.

Participation
Professional Development Experience
VR ended the technology integration professional development relating that she
found the experience "intense" and "very challenging at the beginning," and ultimately
"extremely satisfying as far as what I've learned" and all-in-all, "a very nice experience"
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(FI). Here she attributes this intensity and the initial challenge to the "many, many, many
extra hours" (FI) she put in and to the fact that she missed some of the workshops. To be
sure, the logs show those many hours included making up missed workshops by coming
to four Open Lab events, and, during the implementation phase of the PD, participating in
three or four PD events for six of those fifteen weeks - her participation over the course
of the PD is shown graphically in Figure T1 below.
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Figure T1
VR also states "I had to go and review a lot of things on my own" (FI). And
indeed looking back, it can be noted that VR discussed accessing the networked and webbased resources at two different points of the PD; at week twelve, VR says she finds
being "able to go and see" what she describes as "the whole class on a page by page
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review" whenever she needs to be "extremely helpful" (GI), and during the
implementation phase, she declares,

. .those handouts were very good, and I was just

going over those, which is almost like consulting because it's just step by step with your
words in all of these were very helpful" (PI). It appears from these statements that while
she was putting in those "many hours" (FI), which may have added to the intensity and
challenge she felt, she also acknowledges that her own efforts were "helpful" (PI and GI).
As the Consultation Logs show, VR actually made use of those online help sheets, which
she had printed out and put in a binder, during three consultation events -in an Open Lab
event and in two During-Semester Consultations. Additionally, VR came to the PD
having attended all of the technology training workshops available to her through her
college as well as those offered at various conferences. Of these experiences, VR noted
that she had "found that they are all so basic that they teach me what I've already figured
out on my own" (PQl). To an extent then VR may have actually been ready for and/or
predisposed to undertake her own self-instruction via the use of the online help resources,
to take on the challenges and intensity that were part of this PD, and in the end, to
appreciate what it had to offer her.
Additionally, "feeling extremely satisfied" with her professional development
experience stems from VR's concluding sense of, as she states in the final interview,
being able "to lose my fears...to think of my classes integrating.. .to add these things to
my book, and...to finish some things without you [the trainer] being there" (FI). While
all of these characteristics will be addressed more thoroughly throughout this profile,
what is interesting for this section on VR's view of her professional development
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experience is that she attained this state of satisfaction even though she seemed to begin
the experience with a relatively specific view of how she felt the PD should/could unfold.
For example, she suggested having three different sets of workshops that would highlight
first the "theoretical principles," then "some basic stuff - to get everyone up to the same
speed and which she suggested could be conducted by the general college technology
staff - and finally "some of the aspects that serve as the basis for more advanced stuff
which she suggested the PD trainer would lead (PQl). Comparatively, as the Workshop
Logs (WL) describe, the present technology integration professional development model
made every effort to integrate theory, teaching practice, and technology into every event
from the very first workshop. Additionally, as can be noted in all of the PD Logs, this
professional development intentionally avoided any strong notion that there existed basic
vs. advanced technologies, technological functions, or technological applications, or that
one needed to know the basics before one could tackle the advanced - everything
technological was worked with from a pedagogical standpoint and the learning of all
aspects of the technologies was addressed in the context of using them in order to explore
pedagogical concepts and/or while designing pedagogical materials.
What is more, the implemented technology integration PD for language
instruction never specifically addressed the list of "advanced stuff such as "WEB
exercises, more advanced uses of the WEB, [and] creating culture classes on the WEB"
(PQl) that VR stated she wanted to see as part of the PD. Instead it focused on a
combination of generative and pedagogically-based uses of newly acquired hardware,
new and underused famiUar software, and key technological support functions (WL).
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Instructional use of the Web and the Internet were integrated into almost all of the
workshops - mainly due to the use of WebCT as the chosen course management system,
and e-mail as a rehable and familiar form of communication and file sharing.
Furthermore, the richness of the Internet for language instruction and how to use it was
explored in conjunction with pedagogical uses of other tools, and never in isolation.
While these differences in expectation vs. actuality may have contributed to what made
the PD "intense" and "challenging" for VR, as this does not correspond to her expected
notion of creating a website for her course and can definitely be deemed more difficult to
learn than gathering relevant sites to have language learners use in some way, her selfassessment below shows she did not let this deter her firom learning what there was to
leam, in the integrated format in which it all was being offered:
It is now automatic that when I use a program or a technological device, I can
start thinking of the applications in the classroom, and before these two were quite
separate in my mind - one was the pedagogical and the other was the technology,
and I couldn't connect them most of the time (FI).
Furthermore, while the participants in this study were never asked to evaluate one
phase (training, plaiming, implementation) or type of event (workshops, pre-semester
consultations, collegial presentations, etc.) in comparison to another, the data collected do
indicate that while the workshops gave VR a foundation, which she believed was
essential or else "we'd start with nothing" (PI), it was the planning and the
implementation phases that allowed her to "put [the technology integration concepts and
practices] into a context in which it's really, really meaningful" (PI), and, she determines
that this is when things started to "stick" for her. This makes sense for VR in that
according to the combined Participation Logs, it was not until the planning phase of the
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PD that she settled on which course she would be working to integrate technology and
then began actively doing so. An earlier decision about which course to work with may
have allowed VR to create more materials and/or have more materials prepared before
the semester began, but as far as VR's technology integration development went, she
achieved something perhaps even more important in the long run - the skills and desire to
continue learning, and the belief that she "won't have to depend on [the trainer] so much"
and, as noted above, will be able to "finish some things without [the trainer] being there"
(FI). What is more, even though VR claimed (after attending 90% of the Collegial
Presentations and speaking positively about learning fi-om her fellow participants) that
"[i]nteractions with [her] colleagues.. .have not changed a whole lot" (FI), she does state
that in the future she will "go to somebody" in the department for help with things she
may not be able to handle on her own, and she forecasts that the group as a whole is
"going to depend on each other's skills to teach each other what we know" as a means of
continuing to develop even after this particular PD experience comes to an end (FI).
Overall, therefore, VR appears to have come through the PD experience with a view that
will essentially allow her to continue developing.
A final contribution to VR's view of her professional development experience has
to do with time. As noted in the next section of the profile on her view of TELI/CALL,
VR completes this PD with the sense that spending "the necessary time thinking" (PQ2)
is one of the key features in the technology enhanced language instructional process.
And while she admits that the cost of this process is "very high, particularly if one
considers time investment" (PQ2), she has come to the point in her technology
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integration development where she has "been able to see results from [her] investments,
so [she's] ready to see more" (PQ2). This, again, signifies that VR is on the road to
continuing her learning and exploring of the TELI/CALL integration process. Such a
sense also comes through in her stated understanding that her "[i]nvestment of time [will
be] compensated in years to come when I won't be working as hard as I have so far"
(PQ2). Recognizing that this first intense phase of her development will have a pay off
later on indicates 1) that she feels positive about the time she has put in thus far, and 2)
that she is planning on continuing. To VR's credit, she is maintaining this forwardlooking view even though she recognizes that her institution "does not allow for more
time, [and] if anything it is always ready to demand and take away the little we have that
is not already filled" (PQ2). VR's appreciation of the value of time to her continuing
technology integration development really comes through as she takes a step toward
advocacy in contemplating the (re)education of her administration: "I don't want them to
think the way they think about a foreign language; 'All you need is to "receive" some
information for about two years and you're ready to speak the language'" (PQ2).

Relationship with the Trainer
Examining VR's view of the trainer provides insight into her experiences during
the technology integration professional development. Beginning at the end, in the Final
Interview (FI), VR regards the trainer as someone "who knows very well the technology
and is fully aware of all of the pedagogical concepts behind trying to integrate
technology" (FI). VR claims to having been "really inspired" by the trainer and notes, "I
had been exposed to technology before, but I hadn't been inspired to leam about it" (FI).
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Looking back to the early stages of the PD shows this culminating appreciation of the
trainer is in direct contrast to VR's previous experience with other trainers - "the
computer people are always the people that tell you, 'Well, you do like this' - swish,
swish, swish. And they leave and afterward, you're totally blank. Always" (GI). This
uninspiring, prior experience with technology training indicates that VR had her own,
experiential benchmark by which to compare the PD trainer. Consequently, this may
have allowed her to make use of the PD trainer in specific ways as she worked to obtain
what had not been previously available to her from others involved in technology in the
instructional environment. As will be shown below, for VR, these specific ways were
pedagogically oriented, inspired her "to learn" and were sustained over a period of time.
Of note as well is VR's initial statement that "I WOULD LOVE of course to be able to
meet with you individually to talk about my next stages with my textbook" (PQl),
indicating that from the outset of this PD experience, she had a desire to interact with the
trainer in a one-on-one situation and get something specific and personally meaningful
out of it, which perhaps further led to positive experiences with the trainer, and as this
desire was fulfilled, to VR's culminating satisfaction.
VR goes on in the FI to describe her thoughts regarding working with the trainer
as follows:
So, with you, I've been able to discuss all of the pedagogical basis first and then
apply, and that's how it has to be. I don't see it working any other way and
having an effective use.. .The theory, the pedagogical basis, and the application
have to be balanced to the time you have, the level of students you have, your
goals, and all of that. And if I said an idea to you - T want to do this' or T need
to do that' - and the experience you have with technology would immediately
bring up the application of what technology you can use, what you can do, and
what you can do to reach that small goal or larger goal. (FI)
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This description is a reflection of how VR, as a PD-participant, made use of and
interacted with the trainer and, in the end, how she is more aware of such things as
considering the level of one's students, one's course goals, and how to make the
technology work in the service of one's owns pedagogy. An indication of how VR was
able to achieve this can be found in the amount and type of her PD participation.
According to the Combined Participation Logs, shown in Figure S2, 30% of her
total PD-experience was spent in one-on-one mentoring and coaching consultations with
the trainer. Moreover, she spread that
interaction out over the entire 36 weeks,
participating in all three types of such oneIndividual, Self-Reliant
Events
(implementations)

2Wi

Group-Oriented
Sessions (Workshops
Presentations)

on-one events: interacting in four Open

42%

Labs (25% of total one-on-ones), five PreSemester Consultations (31% of total one-

on0^n-ow;M0wiigs
w/trainer ;(0pen Labs;,
Rref;&. During
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on-ones), and seven During-Semester

3()%

Consultations (44% of total one-on-ones).

Figure S2
The Consultation Logs (CL) show that of those interactions, a total of 13% revolved
exclusively aroimd pedagogy and curriculum development in the form of discussion,
planning and creation of materials with the trainer, with another 31% dealing in part with
pedagogical issues.
As can be seen from Figure S3, 18% of these one-on-one interactions with the
trainer were of a combined pedagogical/technological nature, which the CL reveal
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consisted of discussions of which technologies could serve certain pedagogical goals and
the development of activities, tasks, and exercises to do so (which meant reviewing and
exploring the technologies' capabilities). 37% of the one-on-one consultations were
strictly technological,
and another 13%

Technological & Reflecti•
13%
Pedagogical, Technologic;
& Reflective

0%

involved both
technology and

Technological/Mechanic
37%
Pedagogical & Technologic
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implementation.

Make Up/Review: AL
13%
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6%

Pedagogicai/Curriculu
Development
13%

Figure S3
Furthermore, the CL note that while the trainer inquired at each of the seven
During-Semester Consultations about VR's perception of how the previous week's
pedagogical implementations went- essentially eliciting reflection and evaluation- VR's
reciprocated engagement (6%) consisted mainly in the noted technological reflection of
the events (i.e., what worked and what did not work technologically), mentioning as well
such pedagogically-oriented issues as the motivational effects on the students of using the
technology in the course in general, the feeling that' she needed to do more of the
computer mediated communication exercises in order for students to benefit and actually
learn how to interact in these environments successfully, and the indication that she was
extremely satisfied with the manner in which her use of authentic sound recordings and
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images have made the Mexican culture around which her course revolves more real and
accessible (CL).
This number of opportunities to work with the trainer, at different points in her
own technology integration development, and at different stages of the professional
development model/process itself, allowed VR to utilize and access the trainer
pedagogically, technologically, and reflectively as she determined she needed at the
given time or was ready for at the time. As can be seen in Table SI, VR made up two
missed workshops via Open Lab consultations and came to two additional Open Lab
opportunities. The notes from the CL indicate that one of these interactions was of a

Event
Week
Type

Legend
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(wks 11-1!6)
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24 26 27 29 30 31
P
P
P
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T
T
M
T
P
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R = Reflect ive/Evaluative
Open
Labs
(wks 3-16)
9
11

Pre-Semester
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wks 16-21"
18
19 20 21

33
P
R

Table SI
technical nature in which she and the trainer worked on the various ways to add sound to

PowerPoint projects, and the other revolved around refocusing VR's attention from using
the various technologies as the main source for determining which one of two courses to
begin her integration endeavors toward discussing the goals, objectives and content of the
two courses and using these to frame the debate pedagogically - while VR did not finally
decide on a course until the planning phase of the PD, here, in the workshop phase, it
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should be noted that she did begin to personally address the extent to which a teacher's
curricular goals and content can/should guide one's instructional technology choices.
During her pre-semester planning process, Table SI shows that VR interacted
with the trainer with a focus on pedagogy - mainly, as the CL document, in terms of
discussing the sequencing of digital audio recordings based on the difficulty of the
corresponding task, as well as discussing ways to make VR's culturally rich PowerPoint
materials more interactive through questioning tactics and follow-up group work.
Technological consultations occurred due to VR's need for help at this point in
developing her course to publish her digital audio recordings to her WebCT course site, as
well as to bum them onto a CD so that students with slower Internet connection speeds
would not be disadvantaged. Next, VR's one-on-one consultations with the trainer
during the implementation phase of the PD shows a majority of interactions with a
technological focus. These were in the form of teaching VR how to render her digital
audio recordings from one format {PureVoice) into another {QuickTime) due to the fact
that her students were having difficulty opening the former from home. These one-onone consultations involved the trainer guiding VR through these processes twice, VR
attempting each on her own while asking the trainer questions as needed, and when
comfortable relating she could do the rest on her own.
The CL also reveal that the trainer and VR discussed the pedagogical rationale for
using PureVoice format for audio-related learning tasks in which the students are actually
going to digitally produce and/or orally interact with the teacher and/or each other - via
digital recording, electronic sending, and digital insertion of voice commentary - as
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opposed to the hsten-and-respond in writing or in person type of exercises that she had
designed. Other technological issues during this phase of the PD included learning the
features of other new tools as is discussed elsewhere in this profile. Additionally, VR
and the trainer worked during this phase to develop new materials to meet VR's students'
needs as she observed them in her teaching, as well as to address VR's goal of increasing
student-to-student interaction. Overall, these fifteen one-on-one consultations, extending
over a period of twenty-six weeks and over all three phases of the PD, helped VR
develop an interactive relationship with the trainer which she found both "valuable and
inspirational" and through which she notes she came to understand the "application" of
the pedagogical and technical "combination" (FI).
In the end, VR claims that she found it "made a huge difference" to work with a
trainer who was an "experienced teacher" (FI), "trained in the ESL world," and,
therefore, in her estimation, had "a very good sense of the student needs, and where the
student is, and what the student's going to do next, and what they need to know, and a
very clear sense of applying what the student is learning" (FI). And indeed both the
above CL and the Workshop Logs show that in one-on-one sessions and thirteen out of
the fifteen workshops, language learners' needs and proficiency were addressed as such
applied both personally to VR and generally to the field of language instruction. This
unique-to-VR view of the trainer was constructed in part in the amount and type of
interactions VR had with the trainer, and exemplifies both what VR believed the trainer
had to offer her and what she believes she got out of working with the trainer. VR's
desire to work with the trainer in this capacity can actually be traced back to an interest in
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student needs and levels of proficiency that she brought with her to the professional
development:
I KNOW from the research I do, that the human mind is extremely wise and can
do wonders in acquiring a language, but I also KNOW that in the classroom many
things work against us: previous habits, wrong beliefs or "traditional" beliefs and
expectations as to how we should learn an L2, old-fashioned textbooks. I feel I'm
always looking for ways to balance those negative aspects. (PQl)
As the trainer being characterized with the above qualities, I can testify that while I may
have helped VR see this area of interest as a logical focus for her technology integration
efforts, and indeed the Consultation Logs document this, in the end, it was VR's own
background knowledge that drove how she ultimately centered her use of technology
toward addressing her own teaching goals of helping "the inefficient learner" as well as
taking "advantage of what good students know and are able to do" (PQ2). The trainer's
mentoring helped VR focus and personalize her technology integration efforts in this
particular manner allowed VR to combat her view of the "many uses of technology by
people having no sense of what the mind of the learner needs or can accomplish or can
process and at what point" (FI).

Technology
CALL/TELI Understanding
At week 36, in the Post-Questionnaire (PQ2), VR claims that her view of
CALL/TELI has "drastically changed" due to her experience in the professional
development. She describes a new-found "ability to [integrate technology] right from the
basis," which she goes on to clarify in describing her work with the trainer: "With PG
I've done that: First we talk about 'why' you need a specific exercise, and then 'how' to
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design it, and later 'when' to implement it" (PQ2). VR contrasts her post-PD way of
thinking about CALL/TELI to what she had seen others doing with technology, which
she described as "old-fashioned mindless exercises but with the use of a computer"
(PQ2). histead of a static-entity view or final-product view, VR now sees CALL/TELI as
more of a process, and this seems to be at the heart of representing VR's professional
development experience.
VR identifies three key features important to that process - the need to "have the
right guidance and support, spend the necessary time thinking, and [ ] make realistic,
intelligent use of the programs, hardware and other technology tools available to you and
your budget" (PQ2). Looking retrospectively to week twenty-five and the Pair Interview
(PI), shows how VR's participation in the PD - experiencing the why-how-when process
she describes above - has helped her develop her new process-oriented view
CALL/TELI. First of all, through her participation in the collegial presentations her view
that one needs to make "realistic, intelligent use of...tools" (PQ2), can be seen
developing as she notes, "that by going to the presentations by everyone, I get more
ideas. I'm thinking more expansively in terms of 'Oh I can use this tool this way'" (PI).
And indeed the Consultation Logs show that after a presentation by one of her ESL
colleagues on the use of the two computer mediated communication (CMC) tools in

WebCT, VR began discussing her own ideas for using these tools in her course with the
trainer. Through answering a series of questions by the trainer about her course goals and
any problems she observed her students encountering at that stage of the course, as well
as asking questions herself about what these particular CMC tools would allow for, VR
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was able to plan two meaningful ways to make use of the synchronous chat tool: 1)

Group and Pair Collaborative Transcription and Understanding of Authentic Dialogues
in which her students worked together to comprehend recorded dialogues; and 2)

Interactive Midterm in which groups of students met online to discuss various topics that
engaged their language and content knowledge and understanding. Additionally, these
weekly one-on-one meetings with the trainer, which VR herself set up, contributed to her
view of the need to have the "the right guidance and support" (PQ2), as she claims that,
among other things, the trainer gives her "lots of ideas every time we meet, and I think
'oh, of course I can do it this way'" (PI). Finally, this regularly scheduled meeting during
the implementation phase of the PD appears to advance VR's sense of needing to "spend
the necessary time thinking" as she realizes "I don't think I would have gone this
smoothly throughout the semester without that one hour" (PI).
Both VR's collegial and one-on-one participation in the professional
development, leading to her identification of the importance of support and guidance,
also helped counter an initial view of CALL/TELI as potentially "another opportunity for
fhistration" for both instructors and students "if we continue to move blindly without the
support of someone..." as she states in the Pre-Questionnaire (PQl). Moreover, at the
pre-PD stage, VR admits to being "a bit cynical about the benefits technology can bring
that you cannot obtain without it" (PQl). This feeling is based again on what she has
experienced as CALL activities up until this point or "nonsense" as she describes them
(PQl). Over the course of the PD, this belief develops into an assertion that CALL/TELI
can "improve dramatically the way you teach, and how effective your course can be"
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(PQ2). This is a rather "drastic change" indeed from the low opinion she held for the
"old-fashioned, mindless exercises" she saw as representing what CALL/TELI was all
about before her participation in this technology integration professional development.
Overall, the change in her view of CALL/TELI that VR herself describes can be
traced back to how she participated in the professional development events. As noted
above, she came to see the integration of technology into the language curriculum process
itself as making up CALL/TELI through her attendance of presentations by her
colleagues, interactions in meetings with the trainer, and her own awareness of how
scheduling time for the process made everything go more smoothly. Her view of
CALL/TELI prior to this was of specific exercises she saw others doing with the use of a
computer. VR's expanded notion is promising in that she sees a method for developing
her own CALL/TELI exercises to suit her own needs, which moves her beyond relying
on or modeling products others have created.

Technology Integration Development
VR ended the technology integration professional development asserting, "[ ]
what I have gained [ ] is a clear sense of where I am" (FI), and as she notes that before
she "didn't know...how much [she] knew, [or] how much [she] needed to know" (FI),
this self awareness and understanding holds a promising degree of significance for VR as
she believes that now she "can have a plan" (FI). Such an awareness of what she knows
and what she needs to know can be related to the maimer in which VR experienced a
contradiction to her very specific (and unsatisfying) ideas about what CALL/TELI was
and her very specific agenda about needing to learn Web design via her participation in
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this PD. Experiencing it has led to her sense that she can now plan for her own
technology integration course of action, which implies VR has attained a semblance of
autonomy and confidence in knowing and believing "I can continue.. .using what I've
already got while I continue learning into the areas where I still a little needy" (FI), she
says. This, in conjunction with a newfound capacity for making pedagogical and
technical connections - "I think pedagogy as often as I think technology" (PQ2) - and a
new multi-perspective approach of "looking at language teaching from all [ ] angles"
(FI), have instilled a sense of self control and direction in VR, and she no longer feels she
is "just wandering around wondering what to do and when to do it" when it comes to
integrating technology into her own language curriculum (FI).
Before the PD began, VR possessed neither this sense of self-awareness nor
direction. She embarked on this experience with a comparative view of her stage of
technology integration development as "in the middle, between my colleague, JG, who
can handle the WEB fairly well and knows a couple other programs I don't, and most of
my other colleagues who still use WORD only for typing" (PQl). Of note is the manner
in which this description is void of any of the pedagogical attributes that help define her
and give her direction at the end of the PD - here, at the pre-PD stage, she is thinking
purely in the technological realm. However, as she moves through the PD, we can see
her self-awareness developing as she begins to recognize and grapple with this very fact;
[ ] at the beginning I was just going 'This is the tool; you go with the tool'. You
think so much about the mechanics of the technology that you forget that,
something that to me has been very basic, where does this fit in the evolution of
the students? Where does this fit with their level of proficiency? Where does this
fit as far as my objectives? (PI)
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These are questions and explorations which, as detailed elsewhere in this profile, VR was
able to work through and address via her one-on-one consultations with the trainer and in
her implementation efforts themselves.
Additionally, VR admits that she used to "bUndly" follow what she saw "people
do at [ ] conferences" which she describes as "just go for the technology and forget about
the students and their minds and what they need to know" (PI). Evidence of this way of
thinking can be seen in her initial, pre-PD exclamations: "I ABSOLUTELY have to learn
how to [create WEB homepages with Dreamweaver] so that I can use my WEB page the
way one can (communicating daily with students, gathering exercises, posting all types of
information about courses, our program, alumni, interesting sites, etc." (PQl), and "I
URGENTLY need to reach higher developmental stages in the use of technology" (PQl).
In moving beyond this comparative, technology-blinded rush toward technology
integration via the manner in which she participated in an experienced the PD, however,
VR has developed an ability to make use of those newly recognized pedagogical "angles"
she mentions above to help guide her personal technology integration decision making,
such as her students' evolution, their level of proficiency, and her course objectives.
Consequently, she discovers "it's not so scary to start thinking really with care" about her
own integration efforts (PI) because not only is she basing such efforts on her practice
and what she knows - her own students and courses — rather than on what others are
doing with technology, but also because she reaches a stage of development in which she
finds,
It is now automatic that when I use a program or a technological device, I can
start thinking of the applications in the classroom, and before these two were quite
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separate in my mind - one was the pedagogical and the other was the technology,
and I couldn't connect them (FI).
This increased confidence in her own abilities was similarly developmental. VR
reflects about initially being "quite fearful" about this technology integration endeavor,
and notes that at the beginning "it wasn't easy" for her in part because she "felt really
fiiistrated with [her]self' when using a new tool and when she could not replicate
something done in the workshops or in the one-on-one consultations (FI). While part of
her fear can be attributed to "worries" about her own and the group's ability to continue
without the trainer - "it's scary because PG's not going to be around... Who is going to
solve all of the problems..." (PI) - which, as noted above, she overcomes, VR also
conquers being "afraid" of "get[ting] into a new program on [her] own more or less and
start[ing to] explor[e]" (FI). In describing her new approach to learning, VR states, "I
just go straight to the program, and I'm learning more things about it", which "was
impossible 3 semesters ago" when she "couldn't do any of that" (FI). Additionally, VR
notes, "my own confidence in myself that I would be able to learn these things" increased
in large part due to "losing my fears of getting into a help program" (FI), and,
furthermore, she states, "now that I know how to go into help programs and find[ ] out
how to do things" she is more able to simply "explore and experiment[ ]" (FI).
As insignificant as accessing a help menu in a technology tool or application may
sound, being able to do so has enabled VR to advance along a path toward selfsufficiency in terms of continuing her technology integration development. She was not
comfortable doing this before - it is a skill she developed - and it has led to her being
able to explore new programs on her own. This is indeed significant as it will allow VR
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to continue developing, without the trainer. VR's development in this respect is reflected
in her participation: due to a number of initiatives she wanted to undertake, VR worked
with the trainer to learn to make use of four additional technological tools above and
beyond those technologies initially worked with among the group of PD participants.
Such work is apparent, as noted elsewhere, in that 30% of VR's participation was spent
in one-on-one consultations with the trainer, and, of note here, 37% of these meetings
were spent on purely 'technological/mechanical' issues, with another 31% of a combined
technological nature. What is more, the Consultation Logs (CL) show that the trainer
often mirrored the exploratory and help-menu learning approach VR describes as now
being part of her own repertoire. Every one of the meetings designated as
'technological/mechanical' lists experimentation on how a tool or application functions
and/or accessing the help menu to learn more about a certain feature or to better
understand a specific process. While taking on these extra technologies and spending so
much time on technological issues could have been overwhelming and/or inhibited
another teacher's abiUty to advance her/his pedagogical side of integrating technology
into the language curriculum, VR was able to balance both. She found that this aided her
overall development in terms of building self-confidence leading to self-sufficiency.
And indeed in reviewing VR's own appraisal of her technology integration
development via the corresponding six-stage development scale, she was the one
participant in the PD who began the training and support model already at a self-rated

Stage 3: Understanding and application of the process, and who by the end of the
training period under investigation rated her stage of development at a 5.5, between Stage
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5; Adaptation to other contexts and Stage 6: Creative applications to new contexts.
Additionally, VR can also be seen to have overcome two distinct half-stage (.5) declines
in her development at weeks twelve and twenty. At her end stage, VR characterizes
herself as not being "afraid of getting into a new aspect of technology", feeling
"confident", and believing her experiences have "fully changed [her] approach to
teaching this type of class" (PQ2). VR developed to this point of changing her teaching
approach having stated initially, "Since I feel like I have been making attempts to apply
technology to my teaching for a few years now, I think I understand pretty well how the
technology I know about can be used" (PQl). At work here in terms of her development
from this, relatively confident, pre-PD stage could be VR's introduction to and
subsequent instructional integration of the technologies she did not know about, in
pedagogical ways that she had not previously considered that helped VR advance to a

change in teaching approach stage.
For example, according to the Pre-hiventory (PIl), VR averaged 72.5% 'Basic
Familiarity' with the technological tools and functions the PD was to cover and 45%
'Instructional Use' of these same tools and functions. After participating in the PD,
according to the Post-Liventory, VR rated her basic familiarity at an average of 97.5%
and her instructional use at 82.5% - amounting to a 25% and 37.5% increase respectively
(PI2). What is more, according to the Implementation Logs, 85.7% of VR's instructional
efforts were new - exercises, tasks, or activities never before implemented in previous
teachings of this course - and only 14.3% were reworked -previously implemented
exercises, tasks, or activities that were here technologized (IL). Taken together, this
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indicates that VR's progression to a stage of technology integration development that led
to a change in her teaching approach is a reflection not only of the amount of increased
familiarity and instructional use, but also the type of instructional use to which she ended
up putting the technologies. Both the newness of the technologies - for example,
synchronous chat and asynchronous discussion tools - and the newness of the
implementation efforts - for example, Group and pair collaborative transcriptions and

understanding of authentic dialogues and Pair narration creation of cultural images enabled VR to shift her view of how she could (and did) teach this course. This paradigm
shift also resulted in an averaged 20% increase in VR's pedagogical interest in the listed
technological tools and functions for language instructional purposes (PI2), fueling the
finding that VR can and will continue her technology integration development.

Pedagogy
VR's technology integration professional development experience "changed [her]
belief on the usefiilness or the effectiveness of using technology" in the language
curriculum (FI). Initially, her pre-PD familiarity with CALL, which she describes as
consisting of "those dumb, structure exercises on the Internet.. .totally useless repetition
and drills" and "send[ing] [students] to the Internet to read this and that... to [perhaps]
develop a lot of reading skills... but [not necessarily] to leam[ ] to really produce at their
own level" (PI), left VR feeling "a bit cynical about the benefits technology can bring
that you cannot obtain without it" (PQl). Additionally, she reflects, "when we started
talking about bringing all the technology into our courses, [ ] I thought, 'Ok well, I will
leam how to use all of these things; I will be able to say I am with the times, but I don't
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think I'm going to change anything really in my classes.'" (PI). However, even then, at
week 25, before fully experiencing all of her implementation efforts, VR states, "I have
come around -1 know that, like with every tool, you can use it and you can misuse it"
(PI), and she begins to realize that "it's a lot more" than merely "going to the Internet and
having the students just read things," rather she says, "now I know there are more
creative possibilities" (PI). And then, after observing that the "[b]enefits are obvious in
that those students who really followed my guidance throughout the semester are able to
reach the goals of the class in a fun way, and know more about the culture, than previous
generations taking the same course" (PQ2), VR concludes that through integrating
technology into one's course as she did "you can improve dramatically the way you
teach, and how effective your course can be" (FI).
Taking a closer look at VR's implementation efforts and at what exactly she
found "effective," shows that to a large extent, VR's efforts corresponded quite closely to
her original interests and her stated teaching philosophy and style. For example, VR's
Implementation Logs (IL) in Appendix V show that she undertook seven implementation
efforts (i.e., seven distinct tasks, exercises, activities, or lessons) for a total of sixteen
events. As can be seen, 43% of those seven efforts (and 31% of the sixteen events) used

Microsoft PowerPoint as the main technological tool - a tool with which VR had at least
"minimal instructional use" according to the Pre-Inventory. Additionally, on her PreSurvey, when discussing technology in which she is interested, VR specifically mentions
that she believes, "using PowerPoint, technology can add variety to the class: the
graphics that provide 'movement' and can help in explaining something that becomes
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tedious and inefficient in plain paper" (PQl). And by the end of the PD, we find that
these are the very attributes for which VR believes her implementation efforts allowed:
"more realistic ways of showing graphic material, more varied use of the language,
greater variety in exercises" (PQ2). She also states that they allowed her to reach a goal
of "connecting images with the language they hear" and "get[ting] out of the page" (FI).
The very fact that VR's initial beliefs and interests here came to fruition may correspond
with her positive outlook with regard to how effective she found her efforts.
This may indeed be a case of feeling good about an end result because she was
able to do exactly what she had initially wanted to do. However, before moving on to
other examples of the extent to which VR's final opinions and attitudes correspond to
what she actually implemented and what she brought with her to the PD, it should be
noted that with this particular tool, the interests and background that VR brought with her
to the PD could very well have worked to limit her implementation efforts as well. As
can be seen from the Implementation Logs, VR made use of PowerPoint in a rather
traditional teacher-led, presentation method 60% of the time that she used this tool and
only 40% in a student-centered, interactive manner, even though the Workshop Logs
indicate that all six (40% of the total number of workshops) of the two-hour long, handson, group workshops of which PowerPoint was a part highlighted student-centered
interactivity. What is more, according to the Consultation Logs (CL), it was only after
repeated suggestions by the trainer during three different one-on-one meetings that VR
implemented her two student-centered PowerPoint activities. These single-time events
(entitled Pair Narration Creation of Cultural Images and Group Creation and
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Presentation of Cultural Topics) she had students working on outside of class; whereas
the three repeated, teacher-led presentation events (entitled Viewing Cultural Images
Relating to Readings) all made use of class time. Even in one of VR's final comments, it
is apparent that a good degree of her focus with regard to the effectiveness of her
implementation of this tool lay in showing presentations: "Doing PowerPoint
presentations effortlessly and showing them in an effective way in the classroom, was of
great help" (PQ2).
This then begs the questions 1) to what extent did VR's PD experience actually
enhance or change this teacher's teaching, and/or 2) to what extent did this particular use
of technology "improve dramatically" the way VR teaches this course if she is seemingly
using it to implement traditional, teacher-led instruction. Looking at other data points,
however, illuminates that the situation is not clear-cut. Specifically, VR mentions
repeatedly her satisfaction in feeling she was able to more fully represent or do service to
the cultural element of the course as well as the language she was teaching. For her that
was possible via the technologies, including PowerPoint, which enabled authentic images
and sound to be worked with, resulting in her achieving a stated pedagogical goal of this
course:
Now I feel culture is an integral part of my course. It didn't use to be that way
because my best descriptions and my best pictures were still limited by four walls.
Now we're still inside of the same four walls, but with windows to the outside and
with many more connections (voice, color, sounds....) and a universe of
possibilities... (PQ2)
As she further states, "I can provide cultural information to students through more of
their senses (or with a deeper use of their senses). I can expose them to the language
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through various senses at the same time. This is a lot closer to a natural language
learning setting" (PQ2). It is important to note that this corresponds to VR's teaching
philosophy of wanting to "tend" and to be "flexible" to "the different learning styles of
students" (FI). So, while one could argue that VR's teaching really has not changed much
if she is merely using technology to implement traditional teacher-centered instruction,
there are other transformations here involving her pedagogy that are equally significant.
Additionally, while it is true that VR presented PowerPoint sUde shows to the students in
a teacher-led manner, she also had students working in pairs and groups in follow-up
activities in which they accessed these slide shows on their own and further practiced
their language and culture skills and knowledge in less teacher directed ways.
Further examination reveals that other implementation efforts also enabled VR to
succeed in reaching pedagogical goals. For example, VR felt she was able to bring her
students "a lot closer to what 'the real world' is" (PQ2) via her use of her self-created
digital audio recordings of native speakers. According to the Implementation Logs, she
used the recordings for two implementation efforts: 1) Authentic Dialogue Listening
Comprehension and Transcription and 2) Group and/or Pair Collaborative Transcription
and Understanding of Authentic Dialogues. VR found that with these repeating
individual (5x) and pair/group (3x) events students "can do a lot more oral, in sharpening
the ear" (PI), which helped her address a stated course goal of learning to "listen to
material that is above intermediate level (more like ACTFL advanced level) and to figure
out new words by the use of context" (FI).
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The Implementation Logs also show that these events represent 50% of the
sixteen total activities, tasks, and/or exercises that VR implemented over the course of the
semester, indicating the instructional importance VR placed on these two efforts.
However, due to this focus, we team from VR's rating of her own development that
during the planning phase of the PD, she felt
[ ] a little unsure about how the semester is going to happen. I spent so much time
with the pictures and the dialogues and getting them saved and the CDs burned,
and now I think I'm going to have to work week by week to actually create the
other activities I want to try. (FQ 4)
Additionally, in the initial creation and subsequent conversion of these recordings, VR
made use of three different digital player-recorders with which she had no prior
familiarity or instructional use (PIl). This suggests that perhaps the 50% significance of
these two efforts had as much, if not more, to do with implementing that which she
actually had planned for and time-intensively prepared as it did with how important she
felt these events were. While the data in this regard are not conclusive, we do know that
these two implementation efforts had an effect on VR's pedagogy:
It helped me do more efficiently what I do and allowed for some new
possibilities. For example, I was able to do audio files, which I was going to do
with cassettes and tape players, out of the classroom. Having them in WebCT
allows for access from anywhere, increased opportunities for collaboration, any
copies as needed, [and] good sound (improving frirther this semester). (PQ2)
VR's use of the WebCT Synchronous Chat Tool for the above pair/group activity
with the dialogues, was not implemented until after week 25 of the PD - four weeks into
the implementation phase - when VR notes, "the Chat and the Discussion are something
I'm thinking most often about right now", but that "I haven't exploited those entirely"
(PI). After spending so much time with the recordings and the PowerPoint presentations.
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she relates that she has not had time to "to plan" in order to "really see the ramifications
of where that's going to go. What's that going to actually bring the students beyond the
exercise in the classroom?" (PI). The Consultation Logs do show VR's next consultation
with the trainer, after this Pair Interview, involving how to use these two tools to I)
support students' understanding of the recorded language as VR had noted they seemed
to be struggling with the dialogue work alone (manifested in the above-mentioned Group
and/or Pair Collaborative Transcription and Understanding of Authentic Dialogues), 2)
establish a more dialogic and interactive way to deal with structural concepts the course
covers {Pair Clarification of Structural Concepts - asynchronous discussion tool), and 3)
allow students to collaborate, conversationally, on their mid-term {Interactive Midterm synchronous chat tool). As a teacher who values "group work" as a means of mixing
students according to level and using "good students to help or to model for" the more
""inefficient" leamer[s]", VR found that these computer-mediated communication events
"facilitated group work and group interaction, made tasks more fun, [and] offered them
greater autonomy" (PQ2).
At the end of the PD, VR acknowledges that one of the biggest changes for her in
terms of her curriculum development has come in the form of knowing "where it is
appropriate to integrate" as she wants "to put every hour to its best use" (FI), and has
come to realize, "If I integrate something new, I have to get rid of something else" (PQ2).
And while she says, "I think I teach less material-wise or chapter numbers" (FI), she also
found, "I teach more as far as vertically, horizontally, and in all other directions, so I feel
like I can teach more effectively" (FI). Therefore, this new challenge does not seem to
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discourage VR as she acknowledges, "It was always difficult to figure out how to get the
best out of those very few number of hours" (PQ2), now she simply has to "think more"
and "make wise choices" (PQ2). Similarly to how she comes to view TELI itself as a
process, she seems perfectly at ease that even after sixteen years of teaching, her
approach to curriculum development "is still in great part in the process stage" (PQ2).
And even though she recognizes that with technology integration development any kind
of "goal always keeps moving ahead", she claims, "I want to know more" (FI) and is
already thinking about how to 1) "facilitat[e] [ ] the learning [of grammar concepts]
through the use of images" (FQ6), 2) "learn about movie-producing and movie making,
editing, etc." (PQ2), and 3) find "more time to solidify what I know and to get more
effective with some of the latest things I learned" (PQ2). This list, consisting of 1) a
reiteration of a goal she brought with her to the PD but was not able to achieve, 2) a
desire to take-on yet another new technology, and 3) an understanding that reflecting on
what she has done up to this point would be wise, suggests a relatively positive and wellrounded view of VR's future technology integration development.
Conclusion
VR came to this technology integration professional development experience
having previously attempted a good deal of technology integration on her own and
considered herself at a Stage Three on the six stage technology integration development
scale. Her previous experiences consisted of her rushing, blindly, to learn the
technologies she noticed other CALL integrators using to implement activities/products
that she herself was actually extremely cynical about. Such cynicism stemmed in large
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from VR's own research into language learners' developmental needs - a background
understanding she also brought with her to the PD - and the extent to which these CALL
products did not attend to such. Likewise, VR's initial entry in the PD at hand was
centered on learning the technological functionality of the available tools and was itself
marked by a sense of cynicism in that she believed all she would really get out the
experience would be to say she was inline with the times. With this initial focus of
learning and using the tool and a comparative view of herself and her technology
integration efforts, VR had very specific and related ideas about what should be learned
in the PD and how such should be learned. What is more, VR's previous exposure to
how certain technologies were used by others in their instructional endeavors instilled in
her a rather limited view of how these technologies could be used in her own language
teaching. However, VR also came to the PD having had previous technology-oriented
training within the educational arena with which she had been less than satisfied as such
was undertaken with more of an intention, on the trainers' end, of getting a task
accomplished as opposed to teaching VR how to accomplish the task for herself. While
these prior experiences had left VR with an unsavory taste for technology trainers' lack
of patience, understanding, and teaching capabilities, she had a different view of the
present PD trainer whom she saw as a member of the ESL teaching community who
possessed an understanding of language learners' needs at different levels of proficiency.
Finally, as VR was authoring a textbook, she came to the PD with a strong desire to meet
individually with the trainer to get insight into integrating CALL into her book.
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Through her own participation and engagement in the PD, VR was able to employ
her own means by which to move beyond, counter, and/or positively make use of these
features that may served to limit and/or direct her technology integration professional
development. VR accomplished this by the many extra hours she put into accessing and
reviewing the available networked and web-based PD resources, which she printed out
and used when she practiced and explored on her own and during consultation with the
trainer. Furthermore, VR balanced her participation in group vs. one-on-one vs.
individual PD events, and in the extent to which she took an integrative approach to
technological learning through pedagogical/curricular planning and development as well
as reflection on her own implementations. VR appears to have developed a relationship
with the trainer in which she felt comfortable engaging in such dialogic plarming and
reflection through her early use of the one-on-one Open Lab consultation opportunities
during which she used the trainer as an interactive sounding board as she debated which
course was the most appropriate to begin her technology integration endeavors. These
early PD interactions with the trainer also included VR articulating her displeasure with
the CALL products that she had previously attempted to reproduce and then gaining new
perspectives on how she could and should instead make use of her own background,
philosophy, curricular goals and students needs to base her future technology integration.
As VR came to appreciate the trainer's technological and pedagogical capabilities
during these consultations, she also came to appreciate the time to merely think through
technology integration issues as they related to her own personal pedagogy and
curriculum, hi this way, VR was able to use these encounters as a means to build off of
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the foundational understanding and abilities she saw herself developing via the
workshops and to make such foundation more meaningful and more solid via the related
hands-on experience. Additionally important to VR's way of participating and engaging
in these events was the extent to which she not only posed a number of technological,
pedagogical/curricular, and reflective/evaluative questions to the trainer, but the extent to
which she subsequently played an active role in the co-exploration of possible answers to
her own queries. VR was also extremely attentive to working collaboratively with the
trainer to anticipate and to address, prior to actual implementation, the possible
technological issues her students may encounter in undertaking some of her technology
integration efforts. What is more, VR developed a simultaneous modeling strategy
during these consultations in which she followed the trainer's actions, practiced on her
own with the trainer's guidance, and then went on to finish or engage in more of the same
endeavors on her own.
This type of participation and engagement on VR's part led her to conquer her
fears about exploring and experimenting on her own and to reach a point where she could
simultaneously think pedagogically and technologically. In this way and to the extent
that she was able to develop an understanding of CALL/TELI as a process of examining
why, how, and when to integrate technology into her own curriculum, VR increased her
independent learning ability. By the end of the PD, VR gained a sense of self-awareness
of where she was at in her technology integration professional development and what she
needed to do to keep developing. This sense of autonomy and confidence was
strengthened as VR's new CALL/TELI understanding carried with it a change in her
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approach toward teaching as she focused on designed and implementing a number of new
technology integration efforts that served to meet the needs of her students. Through her
implementation efforts and her continued one-on-one interaction with the trainer, VR
recognized the extent to which she was able to more fully address a wide range of
learning styles, provide a more realistic and culturally rich learning environment, and
increase student enjoyment and interaction. Such realization had much to do with VR's
ability to appreciate the extent to which her new technology integration efforts, while
necessitating more time and the subtraction of other course elements, allowed for deeper
and broader coverage of key course content. To the extent that even after sixteen years of
teaching VR saw her curriculum development process in a constant state of change, and
her current endeavors as fodder for future refinement, she ended the PD with a positive
sense of her continued development.
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Description of Task, Activity,
or Exercise
I first gave an overview of the
natural and ecological history
of this coimtry. Then I had
students do the following in
pairs:
1. Provide an itinerary for a 3day ecological tour based on 3
images - a volcano, an
archeological site, and a native
species bird
2. Listen to a song that
mentions natural and historical
features of the country and
complete a cloze exercise
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and inserted them into a PPT
slide show. In pairs, students
then went to Google and
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To have students practice
this technology and be able
to use it in their own
presentations later on in
the course; to engage
students in creatively using
their understanding of
certain grammatical forms
and vocabulary; to practice
listening to authentic
Spanish by native speakers
(song) that also highlights
specific vocabulary; to
have students interact with
each other, working to
answer a topic-related
question, using the
vocabulary of this unit
To make use of authentic,
culture-specific imagery in
a creative and meaningful
way; to give students
control of their own

11
9
2
NEW element or
REWORKED
nontechnologized
element?
New

New

3 PureVoice and
e-mail

Poema

Images to search for additional
images and added their own
slides with these pictures.
They then worked together to
create a short presentation
about the Nasca people -based
on readings they had done
previously but could not look
at now. The pairs had to make
use of the past tense in the
completion of their
presentations. We then shared
pairs' completed projects with
the whole class
I provided an overview of how
to use PV
I gave students instructions and
an example on how to read
poetry with proper intonation,
pronunciation, and liaisons.
I had students record a
different poem following my
model and practicing the skills
we worked on.
The students sent their
recordings to me via e-mail for
review and feedback
I provided individualized
evaluation and feedback on
their recordings

learning; to practice a
grammatical form in a
unique manner; to follow
up on the students' reading
of certain cultural material
that has them working with
the vocabulary and
exemplifying their
understanding

To get students to think
about intonation and how
to connect words in
speech; to have students
practice reading authentic
poetry with conviction and
attention to the emotion
behind the language; to
have students practice
pronunciation; to give
students individualized
attention regarding the
language features this task
asked them to incorporate

New

4 WebCT
Discussion Tool

Stereotypes

To give students time to
think more thoroughly
about the topic we were
covering; to have students
interact with each other's
ideas and opinions in a
non-confrontational
manner; to engage all class
members in equal
contribution of ideas; to
force students to be clear
and support their opinions
as needed; to have students
engage in a debate and
make use of persuasion
and negotiation skills

VR Technology Integration Implementation Logs
1. PureVoice Digital Voice Player/Recorder,
Audacity, and QuickTime (or other media
N
N
player) - Authentic Dialogue Listening
N
N
N
in
Comprehension and Transcription (in & outof-class)
2. WebCT Synchronous Chat Tool and
QuickTime (or other media player) - Group
N
N
and/or Pair Collaborative Transcription and
N
in
Understanding of Authentic Dialogues (in
and out-of-class)
3. WebCT Asynchronous Discussion Tool R
R
Pair Clarification of Structural Concepts (inclass)
4. Microsoft PowerPoint, Photoshop, &
N
N
N
WebCT Single Page Tool - Viewing Cultural
Images Related to Readings (in-class)
5. Microsoft PowerPoint, Photoshop, &
N
WebCT Single Page Tool - Pair Narration
Creation of Cultural Images (out-of-class)
6. Microsoft PowerPoint, Photoshop, and
WebCT Single Page Tool - Group Creation
N
and Presentation of Cultural Topics (out-ofclass)
7. WebCT Synchronous Chat Tool Interactive Conversational Midterm (out-ofN
class)
Week
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
N = New effort to the course; R = Reworked (technologized) pre-existing course effort; T = Total number of events
Totals
Technologies Used (software applications, programs, & tools; not including any hardware)
Technology Integration Efforts (number of new or reworked technology-oriented elements = exercises, tasks,
activities, lessons)
• New

5

3

2

3

1

1

36

T16

8
7
6

1

• Reworked
Implementation Events (number of times each effort - activity, task, exercise, lesson - was implemented)
• In-class
• Out-of-class

Name(s) of
Technology(ies)
Used

1
PureVoice
Audacity (5)

2
Chat Tool and
the recorded
dialogues (3)

3
Discussion Tool
(2)

Name of Task,
Activity or
Description of Task, Activity,
Exercise
or Exercise
Created
Textbook shows introduction,
topic, vocabulary of a dialogue
produced by native speakers.
Listening to and
They listen, read the parts
transcribing
available to them, and figure out
dialogues
the blank parts, transcribing it
all in the end.

Gk)als, Objectives, or
Conditions (if
"condition", use
corresponding numbers
above)
Practice useful
vocabulary for the topic
and the level. Sharpen
listening skills and figure
out new word meanings
using context (this is
VERY important)

Groups of 4 students are formed
(two in one computer, away
from the other two). Over Chat
Collaborative
Transcriptions/ and with limited time they have
Understandings to work together to complete it.

This helps all students
work to understand
entire dialogue, sharing
their partial
understandings to make a
whole.
The repetition of new
phrases is an essential
part of both exercises

Students collaborate on
understanding a certain concept
in use: After working for a
couple classes on a structural
concept (say object pronoims)

Many students want to
use English
(inefficiently) as a model
to learn even small,
grammatical items, such

Clarifying
structural
concepts

16
7
9
NEW element or
REWORKED
nontechnologized
element?

NEW

NEW

Reworked

and after about 4 weeks of
seeing the concept in the
readings (subliminal stage),
some students still don't get it.
This helps them interact with
others that understand it well.
Questions such as: Why is it
that "him lives in Mexico City"
is not appropriate in Spanish?"
or
"what is the difference between
"se bano" (he bathed) and "lo
bano" (he bathed him).

4
PowerPoint (3)

5
PowerPoint (1)

as an object pronoun
(lo). Since the two
languages do not match,
students are forced to
refer to Spanish in order
to respond to a question
in Spanish. By having to
discuss it with others,
they have yet another
chance at getting it. All
has to be done in
Spanish.

Viewing the
culture we read
about.

Students get to see graphic
descriptions of the cultures they
read about as we go through
PPT shows I have created that
make use of realia to enhance
their understanding of various
topics we are covering. We do
this as a whole class and/or
students download and view the
slideshows on their own.

Review and/or preview
topics pictorially.
Associate pictures with
vocabulary and structure
as they hear and/or read
descriptions,
explanations, and
narrations.

Putting text to
the narrative.

Students view the same
programs as above, but without
the text. They work in groups
to add it, making use of the
vocabulary and structures we
have been working with..

Get students at all levels
to work with each other
- getting and providing
help as their language
ability allows.

NEW

NEW

6
PowerPoint (1)

Students create
cultural topic
shows

WebCT includes a number of
pictures (jpg files) that can
describe a specific topic.
Students select the ones they
want and create their own
PowerPoint projects adding
narration, description, and/or
explanation as needed. These
are uploaded and pairs view
each other's work and provide
feedback and answer questions.

Work collaboratively
(different levels together)
with realia to create an
original slideshow that
teaches others about a
certain topic or subtopic.
Work with language in
writing and orally in
pairs (solve problems,
help, and correct each
other)

SL's Technology Integration Implementation Logs
1. WebCT Asynchronous
Discussion Tool - Group
R
R
R
R
Interactive Culture-based Freewrite
(in-class)
2. WebCT Asynchronous
Discussion Tool - Pair Interactive
R
R
R
R
Creative Writing Exercise Using
Your Imagination (in-class)
3. WebCT Synchronous Chat Tool
& E-Mail - Group Online
Discussion and Analysis of
R
R
R
R
Cultural Film Spotlight Chat
(undertaken in-class; transcripts
used out-of-class)
4. WebCT Asynchronous
Discussion Tool - Unit Reflective
N
N
N
N
Evaluation (out-of-class)
Weeks
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 T16
N = New element to the course; R = Reworked (technologized) pre-existing course element; T = Total number of events
Totals
Technologies Used (software applications & programs; not including hardware)
Technology Integration Efforts (number of new or reworked technology-oriented elements = exercises, tasks,
activities, lessons)
• New
• Reworked
Implementation Events (number of times activity, task, exercise, lesson was implemented)
• In-class
• Out-of-class

3
4
1
3
16
12
4

Name(s) of
Technology(ies)
Used
1 WebCT
Discussion Tool

Name of Task,
Activity or
Exercise Created
Freewrite

2 WebCT

Using Your
Imagination

Discussion Tool

3 WebCT Chat
Tool & E-mail

Spotlight Chat

Description of Task, Activity,
or Exercise
Students freewrite in groups of
4 in response to a written
stimulus/cue or an illustration
from textbook - these are
preparing them to think about
the issues and topics coming
up in the film they will watch
for that unit. Students then
comment on each other's ideas
and help each other broaden
their perspectives as well as
explicitly state their meanings
Students write for 20 minutes
in response to a creative
writing prompt that is a
follow-up exercise to the
movie they viewed. Students
then respond to one another
Students work in groups of 4
and discuss/analyze a film they decide on a specific scene
they want to deal with, begin
to analyze what is at issue or
focus and begin to think
through how they will present
their analysis to the rest of the

Goals and/or Objectives
To decrease inhibitions
among freshmen regarding
the expression of their
ideas/opinions and their
interactions with fellow
classmates' ideas/opinions.
To encourage thoughtful
"gut" writing
To increase interaction
among course participants

Same as above
To develop/stimulate
creativity and further
thinking
To increase engagement
with issues emanating from
the film
Increase on-task
engagement
Allow for and increase
participation and
contribution among all
group members (to 'pullout
the less orally verbal
students)

NEW element or
REWORKED
nontechnologized
element?
Reworked

Reworked

Reworked

4.WebCT
Discussion Tool

Unit Self and Peer
Reflective
Evaluation

group

Monitor who has watched
film, who is struggling,
how they are
communicating

Students respond to a series of
questions that ask them to
reflect on their and their peers'
contribution, participation and
engagement in the WebCT
exercises

Increase student
responsibility for their own
learning
Develop reflective thinking
skills
Enable the students to see
what they need to work on

New

CK Technology Integration Implementation Logs
1. PureVoice Digital Voice
Player/Recorder & E-Mail - Interactive
Language Functions Practice (out-ofclass)
2. Microsoft PowerPoint & E-Mail Show and Tell Grammar and Vocabulary
Creations and Presentations (in and outof-class)
3. Microsoft Word & E-Mail - Pen Pal
Letter Exchanges with Native Japanese
Speakers (in and out-of-class)
4. Internet, QuickTime Streaming Video
Commercials (in Japanese) - Description,
Comprehension, and Analysis of
Authentic Japanese Commercials (inclass)
5. iTimes, QuickTime (or other media
player) - Digitized, online audio sources
accompanying textbook (in and out-ofclass)

R

R

R
x2

R

R

R
x2

R
x3

R
x2

R
x3

R
x3

N

R
x2

N

N

R
x2

R
x2

Weeks
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 T28
N = New element to the course; R = Reworked (technologized) pre-existing course element; T = Ota number of events
Totals
Technologies Used (software applications & programs; not including hardware)
Technology Integration Efforts (number of new or reworked technology-oriented elements = exercises, tasks, activities,
lessons)
• New
• Reworked
Implementation Events (number of times activity, task, exercise, lesson was implemented)
• In-class
• Out-of-class

9
5
1
4
28
14
14

Name(s) of
Technology(ies)
Used
IPxireVoice and
E-mail (x4)

2 MS PowerPoint
and E-mail (x3)

Name of Task,
Activity or
Exercise Created
Various e-mail
based fimctional
language exercises
including using
telephone, giving
directions,
obtaining
information,
reporting
Show and Tell

3 MS Word and
E-mail (x3)

E-mail Pen Pals

4 Online
streaming Video
Clips (x3)

Description and
Analysis of
Internet based
commercials

Description of Task,
Activity, or Exercise
I record and send an e-mail
PV exercise as an
attachment. Students
record and send response
back w/ email

Students create and deliver
Japanese language
PowerPoint presentations.
Presenters prepare
discussion question for
audience to work through.
Audience asks clarification
questions
Students conqjose and
exchange e-mail letters
with students/pen pals in
Japan. The students make
use of Word's Japanese
writing capability and work
on, share and correct drafts
in class, polish them
outside of class and then
send them
We access and watch
commercials first as a
group and clarify new
vocabulary and grammar

Goals and/or Objectives
Practice oral/aural communication
skills - mainly functional in nature

NEW element or
REWORKED
nontechnologized
element?
Reworked

Use both written and oral skills to
create presentations which include
vocabulary and grammar which
each student feels they can handle
comfortably

Reworked

Practice authentic written
communication/correspondence
with Japanese native speakers

Reworked

Watch and listen to authentic
Japanese commercials and respond
in writing and orally as a group

New

o\
K)
NJ

5 Digitized Audio
Clips - iTunes,
QuickTime or
other player (x3)

Various digitized
audio clips
accompanying
textbook

on board. Students then
listen alone and answer
comprehension questions.
The group goes over
answers
Listen to clips and respond
orally when used in class
and in writing in
workbooks when done
individually or in pairs

Become accustomed to hearing
authentic, context-based Japanese
at native speaker speed. Leam to
work alone, as a group, and in
pairs to aid understanding

Reworked

GP Technology Integration Implementation Logs
1. PureVoice Digital Voice
Player/Recorder, Microsoft Word
& E-mail - Written Summary and
Oral Personal Response to Current
News Article (out-of-class)
2. PowerPoint & Internet - Group,
Pair, and Individual Creation and
Presentation of Featured Speaking
Genre (in and out of class)
3. WebCT Synchronous Chat Tool
- Group and Pair Interactive Topic
Brainstorming (in-class)
4. iMovie, QuickTime, & WebCT
Student Folders/Presentations (plus
digital video camera) - Self
Analysis and Evaluation of
Presentations via Digitized
Documentation (out-of-class)

R

R

R
x4

R

R

R

R

R

R
x5

R
x5

14

R

R

R

Weeks
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 T24
N = New element to the course; R = Reworked (technologized) pre-existing course element; T = Tota number of events
Totals
Technologies Used (software applications & programs; not including hardware)
Technology Integration Efforts (number of new or reworked technology-oriented elements = exercises,
tasks, activities, lessons)
• New
• Reworked
Implementation Events (number of times activity, task, exercise, lesson was implemented)
• In-class
• Out-of-class

9
4
0
4
24
10
14

Name(s) of
Technology(ies)
Used
1 PureVoice and
e-mail

Name of Task,
Activity or
Exercise Created
Oral Response to
articles read

2 PowerPoint and
Internet

Oral presentations
of featured
speaking genre

3 Chat Tool

Brainstorming
topic ideas

Description of Task,
Activity, or Exercise
Students select and read
articles. Then they write a
one paragraph summary
and record an oral personal
response with PV - tum-in
via e-mail to instructor for
feedback
Used with three speech
assignments - one in pairs;
one in groups; one
individual. Students
worked in class and out to
put together ideas, data,
information on chosen
topics to present to the
class. Present, answer give
and answer questions
In class, groups of three
brainstormed ideas for
topics for a speech. They
were given helpful
expressions and
vocabulary to use to
express opinions, ask for
clarification, and develop
ideas

Goals and/or
Objectives
Finding, selecting, and
reading articles (reading)
Writing summaries
Oral delivery of personal
response

NEW element or
REWORKED
nontechnologized
element?
Reworked using
PV and e-mail

Leam to use PPT in
support of oral
presentations
Develop and support
ideas
Use Internet to find
articles and images, and
sound

Reworked with
PPT

Collaborate with each
other in identifying
relevant topics and
narrowing ideas that
could be supported.
Using specific language
to co-construct meaning

Reworked with
Chat

4 Digital video
camera, iMovie.
QuickTime, and
student folders
on WebCT

Self Analysis and
evaluation of
presentations via
digitized
documentation

Taped 2 speeches of 15
students each, hnported
these into iMovie and
exported them as
compressed QuickTime
movies. Uploaded them to
WebCT for students to
download, watch, analyze,
and evaluate using
evaluation form.
Compared 1^^ and 2"''.

Document oral
communication skills
that can be used to track
student progress
Enable students to view,
analyze, and evaluate
themselves over the
course of a presentation
the semester

Reworked with
digital instead of
analog

as
K>

On

TD's Tec mology Integration Implementation Logs
1. PureVoice Digital Voice
Player/Recorder & Email Recorded Oral Readings (inclass)
PureVoice & Email - Recorded
Oral Readings (cut-of-class)
2. PureVoice & Email Recorded Pair Dialogues (in_class)___
_
PureVoice & Email - Recorded
Pair Dialogues (out-of-class)
3. WebCT Asynchronous
Discussion Tool - Threaded
Post-Essay FAQs (out-of-class)
4. WebCT Synchronous Chat
Tool & Internet streaming
movie shorts - Group
Interactive Grammar and
Vocabulary Activity (in-class)
5. WebCT Asynchronous
Discussion Tool - Literary
Analysis Preparation (out-ofclass)
Weeks

R

R

R
R
R

R
N

N

N

N

m

N

N
R

R

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
22
N = New element to the course; R = Reworked (technologized) pre-existing course e ement; T = Totals

Totals
Technologies Used (software applications & programs; not including hardware)
Technology Integration Efforts (number of new or reworked technology-oriented elements = exercises, tasks,
activities, lessons)
• New
• Reworked
Implementation Events (number of times activity, task, exercise, lesson was implemented)
• In-class

36

T13

5
5
2
3
13
5

o^
K)

•

Out-of-class

Name(s) of
Technology(ies)
Used
1 WebCT Chat Tool
and Internet x3
(hypnotic.com movie shorts)

Name of Task,
Activity or
Exercise Created
Interactive
grammar and
vocabulary
activity

2 WebCT
Discussion Tool

Threaded Post
Essay FAQs

Description of Task,
Activity, or Exercise
-Made movie available via
WebCT site
-Watched each movie once as
a group
-Followed-up film with
review of topic-based
vocabulary and grammatical
items we have been working
with
-Students assigned to chat
room to make use of this
vocab and grammar in
discussion or role play or
debate of some aspect of the
movie they viewed
-I posted common mistakes
from essays as a message
-Students also posted the
mistakes they needed help
with
-Students went in and
responded to postings and
collaborated in finding the
correction/solution

Goals and/or
Objectives
-Leam how to narrate
-Leam how to describe
-Leam how to explain
-Leam how to express
one's opinion
-Practice specific
vocabulary and grammar
interactively and incontext

-Have students take on
more responsibility for
correcting their work
-Have students begin to
rely on each other as
sources for help
-Have students work
collaboratively on
specific problems (not
ones predetermined)
instead on in isolation

NEW element or
REWORKED
non-technologized
element?
New

New

3 WebCT
Discussion Tool

Analysis
Preparation

4 Pure Voice and
email

Oral readings

-Students work in groups to
initially go over their shared
understanding of basic "facts"
of a literary piece or a poem
by asking each other questions
and referencing parts of the
text
-Students respond to each
other over a four day period
-Students begin to focus on
parts of the piece they find
interesting and explain why
and work with each other to
develop an analytical point of
view
-This is all done in
preparation for in-class
discussion and analysis of
piece.
-Students record themselves
reading selections which
highlight certain vocabulary
and pronunciation difficulties
and send them to me for
correction

-Have students benefit
from others' proficiency
and ideas
-Have students come to
class more fiilly
prepared to share ideas
and analyses orally
-Get students to think
more critically with the
help of their peers

Reworked (have had
students prepare for inclass analysis
previously - usually
with a set of questions
they can work on
individually or if they
choose, in pairs at
home)

-Practice oral skills
-Focus on specific
pronunciation skills
-Get individualized
correction help and
further individualized
work on exactly those
items the students is
having difficulty with
-Expose students to
more French outside of
the classroom
-Track students' ability
over the semester.

Reworked (have had
students do oral
readings in class orally
previously - never
recorded them)

On

to

5. PureVoice and
email

Pair Dialogues

-Students work in pairs to
record a dialogue which they
complete from partial piece in
textbook - they also send
these to me and I provide
corrections

Same as above

Reworked (have had
students do pair
dialogues in class
orally previously never recorded them)

OS
U)

o
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